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PREFACE 

I 

I 
I .  

I In the past decade and ahalf, discussions of economic gm& have I 

assumed several inkre&hg forms. By the early 1970s, the bdw- 
I 

k ,  
I 

I trial mmtries had taken growth for granted for most ofthis fen- 

I where explosive economic growth was experienced over most of 
I the postwar perrid They also sought %o understand why countries 

I 

such as Great Britain and many developing amis? partictarfly in I 

I 

I 

! 

I 

! 
I Africa, experienced munomic stagnation and even k h e .  

To explore the policy implications of economic growth, the Insti- I 
I 

I tute asked Amold C. Harberger to assemble a group of economists 

tury and longer, and many people assumed it wodd continue, I 
I 

h o s t  independently of ec:onomic policy. At the same time (and I 

! 
perhaps related), ineqdi;tp of 4 t h  among nations was beoom- i 

! 
I ing the central concern in North-South relationsf and &man& 

I 

I 

I were growing for ndistrib~on of wed& to Third World coun- I 
1 

tries. A major theme in these d e m d s  included the cIaim that 
I 

g e d  was not so much pmduced as extracted from d e r  p p f e  
and comt;ries-hence their right to share in the bounty- I 

I 
I 

Beginning in the -19 1970~~ mother theme appear4 as im- 
I 

I 

portant elements in the New Left began to guestiion the very idea ! 

of economic growth and materid progress. This con- became 
l 

most eqGcit in incertain extreme parts of the eco- and avkon- I 
I 
I I 

I 

I mental m ~ v e ~ e n t s ;  and although it has subsided Snce its apex in I 

I 

the mid-1970s, it is stiU evident in important parts of the opini~n- 
making elites today. j 

! 
By the end of the 1970~~ wbich were a &sack of emnomie stag- 

nation in both the induskid and developing countriesF the 
took a new turn. Policymakers k a m e  & m M  with mdezstandi- 
k g  what factors underlay the economic 'hiradles" in the Pacific 
&in--Japan, Koreat Taiwan. hdonesia, and other places- 



lrii I I 

! 

I 

PI- -+L i ~ A ~ ~ ~ - ~  &-3  t~ examine the padl experiences ol WUAL AY,,,.~ and develop- 
ibg ern8ZZlks and try to evgive p~Ecy 'Tessons" widely shared by I 

I 

economic policy professionals. This ambitious undertaking was I 

the subject of a major conference the Institute held in Me* City I 

in April 1983. In attendance in addition to the contributom to the 
study were an 3Zutrious group of economists and economic poky- 
makers from Europe, Asia, and especially South America. I 

I 

This volume presents the papers prepared for the conference, 
together with some of the discussion. The result is a "handbook" 
on policies thas encourage economic growth-a vital resource for 
policymakers, journalists, people in business and labor, and all I 

I 

others who are concerned about this important issue. 1 

! 

Glenn Dumke 
President I 

Institute for antemporary S b & e ~  i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

! 

1 

I 

I 

I 

! 

I 

! 

I 





Introduction 

This volume2 and the conference whose procee&ngs it records, 
seeks to explore the eonnec=~om between economic policy 4 eco- 

I 

nomic growth To the layman this may appear to be a simple twk. 
I 

I I 

but quite emphati~dlly~ it is not. 
A good starting point for demonstrating that the task is not 

easy is to go back to the era of the iimmedi8k postwar perkdl 
i 

when many people thought it was. This period marked the birth:of 
I 

the modem theory of economic growth. Its hallma& the s u d e d  L 

Hmd-&mm model of economic growth, was built on the basis.of 
two simpWying assumptions: (1) the national income of a country 
is proportiona1 to its capital stack and (2) incraes  in the capital I ~ 

stock come from the savings of the people, which is asmnei% to I 

I 

Qwasa represent a given proportion of the national income. Thl 
t .  

simple world indeed, and the poky h p f i ~ t i o n  of the mderlykg 
analysis was clear: to increase growth, one should increase the I&- 
ti04 savinm rate. 4 

This approach gave rise to an exkended perid in which the &- 
C U S S ~ ~ ~  of economic growth fmwd h o s t  excIwivefy on the 
stock of physical capital, and on the nationd savings rate as a 
means of increasing that stock. W i t b  this framework it was easy 



I 

I 

I increases in the active labor force G t r n ~ h  demographic 1 
I 
I growth, increased labor farce p%+icipatBon, or absorption of the 

memploye0; 

e inmprcivement in the qualit? of khc i :x!m force through educa- 
tion, experience, and on-the-job trai~i~ng; 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

improvements in effciency through W ~ b r  allocation of the 
I 

labor force, i.e., the shifting of labor force from lower- 
productivity to higher-productivity jobs;' 

I 
! to identify the force that produced economic growth, and it was 

aiso reasonably easy to test whether a parti* policy was likely 
! to increase or impede that force. A simple theoryt a straight- 

f~mard causal mechanismf and easy identification of growth- 
I producing policies: an economist's paradise, it would seem, until it 

was realized that this paradise did not even come cluse to eaptur- 
ing the re&Q of the world in which we live. I 

: 
I Older analysts of economic growth, even as far back as A h  I 

f 
Smith (1776), did not start with a theoreticel model bat tried to 

I 
I bui?d up their analyses on the basis of their observations of the 

red world Their writings exude the complexity of the growth pro- 
I cess as if from the pores. 

Starting in the middle 1950s, the spirit of the older analysts was 
revived, as the approach t&en in the Hmrod-ggOm~ model was , 

broadened and extended so as to include a much more mmprehen- 
sive list of the sources i economic growth These sources wodd 
include: ' 

I 

I 
I increases in the capital stock thmugh increased private-sector 
I or publie-sector saVixgs (adjusted, of course? fur the aegative 

growth stemming from the depreciation or retirement of 91d 
components of the capitid stock): 

I improvements in the quality of components of the capital stock ' 

I through impraved design and technical innovation; 
I 

I improvernehts in e-fficiency through better aflcxation of the 
I 

I capita1 stock., i.a, the shifting of capital from lower-pmdu&vity 
I 

to higher- pr odactivity activities; * 
1 

ah*muctivit~" in these rses  sboukf & taken to refer to margin& pd:.Ttivi?y, ~ T ' Q S O ~  ~arres, 

m d  similar dktanions. 



* improvements in efficiency thro'ttgh the expansion of activities 
.hject to economies of scale; 

I 

improvements in efficiency through the reduction of clisto- 
I 

elements such as (U taxes that give differentid treatment to 
the use of resources in sose activities vis-k--vis others; (2) 
q u a  ax? licensing schemes that prevent rwmces fmm flow- 
ing into certain activities, even though &use resources wouid 
be highly productive there, and (3) a30nopIy elements and 
other private restraints that impede the efficient docation of 
resources within the economy; 

improvements iu efficiency through finding cheaper and better I 

ways GL' producing existing products; , . 

improvements in efficcency throyh the impmvexnent of exist- 
ing products and the development of new ones. 

Readers will quickly appreciate the common sense reflected in I 

the above list. It would be hard to quarrel mith or to m e n d  It ap 
pears hily to reflect the reality and compfexity of our world The 
only trouble is that now, faced with this more redistic bterprek- 
tion of how the process of economic growth works, it becomes I 

harder to identify how policy measures yhpinge on that pr&essSS2 I 

Thus even ul, to the present day, those who have aid to andyze 
actual growth rates by the modern theory af economic 
have found themselves Emit& f substantia.llyf to giving empirical 

I 

estimates of how mufh of the observed growth was due to the he- 
cumulation of capital, how much to the increment ofthe number 
of workers, the improvement of the quality of labor, the better I 

allocation of resowcesX or ';o technieaf advacw. &ono&* have I 

not been able, then, to move forward and say what role jpirexi. 
ment policies have played in the entire process. 

Sometimes it is pssible to study the effects of a single govern- 
ment policy on the rate of ecsnomic growth This is relatiqely 
to do where !he @icy operates mainly on a single source of j 
growth. Th= m? educational program wilrks to improve the I 
q'1ra5ity of the iabor force; if the degree of improvement can be =ti- 
mated (= indeed it often can), one can estimate the eontributiion 
of that particular policy to economic growth. It has also proved , 

possiblz to estimate, for exampIer the contribution to economic ; 



I 

quently impmved) hy5rid corn* aod sim.ar varietd impmement I 

programs. 'The task of Eizlk;ag a parti* poky with ib; "con- 
! 
i b5bution'" to economic growth is 

dealing with, say, a tax incentive ed to expand investment;, 
But how does one build a Iink between a c m ~ ~ r f s  gro-th rate 

ard the entire package af lam? decrees, abkistratiue r 
judicial constraints, etc., that constitute that C ~ V ~ ~ ' S  emr.o& 
pliq at any even momen:? This is a question hat, thorrgh. they 
are bdding on the very solid advances we h m  seen in the 
tI~-i*~- years, econo&& have not been abIe to a;rmerIF 

T his volume attemptsy using a much more )Iro&tiic approach, to 
get zmmnd the & f f i ~ d t ~ - ~ ~ d e e d  the vkkual i 

of building a direct of modem thecry jet- ihe 
growth rate of a country and its overdl 
derlying idea is to identify episodes of suce 

to see whether &Eweat types or s m s  of economic policy ehanus- 
terkrically prevailed Jn these ent qGs€~des. In edar i 

"good" economic policy seems to be assmiat& with " 

"baa' resdts. 

eellent o p p m i t y  for comp&mm anrang of t c  
types. This is especially trde of the tess-&veZ~ped mwtfie 
(LDCs), because in those instances the possibsty o f  c 
parkon WES actually one of the criteria applied in ecmpigng the 
kt 9% co~kries to be s tu&d  

Jamaica and Ghana are dramatic examples. lo the former coun- , 

tn9 gross dornesxic prodm t GDPr rose about 3.8 pemx~t 
from 1960 to 1 then rase wer 6 percent per yea 
1972. and finally feu. between 2973 and 1980, by a 
IS percect Zn Ghana income uvzs growing 
year around the turn of the decade of the I 
to 1968. rhe rate fa u, 1.7 percent per year. This am 
sharp spurt from 193 to 1971, again at abur 6 pe~cent, &er 



which growth slowed to about 3 percent before turning sharply 
negative after 1974. 
f;'ruguaySs GDP grew a total of 9 percent from 1M5 to 1973, 

while popdation grew about 17 percent. Thus GDP per capita 
gradually eroded over this period GDP then grew by 46 percent 
(or 5.6 percent per year) from 1973 to 1980, while population rose 
by mly 6 percent. 

Tanzania's economy grew at an average annual rate of 5.4 per- 
cent per year during the period 1965 to 1917, while ppdation 
grew at 3 percent. Thereafter, output virtually stagnated, while 
population expancdd by 9 percent in the four years between 1977 
and 1981. 

The dramatic changes in the Mexican economy were nat in the 
GDP growth rate, but in other variables. Between 1953 and 1973, 
domestic inflation averaged less than 5 preen; per year; during 
the next seven years the average rate was 22 percent; fsom 1980 
to 1982 the average was 42 percent. Another way of seeing Mex- 
ico's situation is to note that from 1953 to 1973 the average 
growth rate of GDP was 7 percent, wh52 from 1973 to 1982 it was 
less than 6 percent. This apparently innocuous difference takes on 
new meaning once one realizes that the earlier period predated 
Mexico's major oil discoveries, while the later witnessed their full 
exploitation. 

Indonesia and Taiwan are the big success stories among the less- 
developed countries represented in this volume. But even in their 
cases one can find a basis for contrasting good episodes with bad 
As is characteristic of success stories, in these two cases the bad 
episodes cams at the beginning, and were relatively brief. In- 
donesia's economy was declining in per capita terms in the early 
1960s. Her 1967 GDP was 14 percent higher than her 1960 GDP, 
while population was 19 percent higher. Moreover, inflation 
burgeoned to over 300 percent per year during xhis episode. In con- 
trast, from 1968 to 1980 GDP grew at an average rate of 8 percent 
and the average rate 3f inflation was 23 percent per year. 

In Taiwan the comparison is perhaps best described as being be- 
tween out~tan~ng episodes on the one hand and a merely "good" 
initial performme on the other. From 1955 to 1960, income per 
capita rose by a mere 16 percert (over the five-year period). Suc- 
cessive subsequent quinquennia in contrast, generated growth 



rates of 37 percent, 43 percent, 31 percent, and 43 percent. The 
Taiwan story, then, concerns bow the country passed from a more 
or less ordinary situation to being labeled the "Taiwan miracle." 

The economically advanced countries re~resented in this 
volume were chosen mainly for their importance in the world 
ecomrny. The United States, Japan, West Germany, and England 
are four of the 5ve largest national economies in the non- 
Communist world. In addition there are interesting differences 
among them as to institutional arrangements, styles of economic 
policy, and above all, growth performance. Sweden was added to 
the group as a particularly good representative of the democratic 
socialist approach to economic policy. Table 1 gives certain key 
items of information concerning both the industrial countries and 
the LDCs covered in this volume. 
In ad&tion to the twelve studies of individual countries, this 

volume also contains a paper specifically oriented to  the topic of 
trade liberalization. The reason for this will become apparent to 
readers as they digest the material in the studies of individual 
countries, particularly those referring to the LDCs. The degree of 
openness of an economy is one of the strategic variables on which 
its policymakers must decide, and much evidence suggests that a 
relatively high degree of openness is a key factor in permitting a 
small economy to enjoy rapid growth over an extended period. 
Thus the process of trade liberalizaticm is often an important com- 
ponent of programs designed to modify a country's economic 
policy so as to promote economic growth. It is s1~re1y of sufficient 
importance to warrant its inclusion as a special topic in a series of 
studies on the relationship between economic policy and economic 
growth. 

One final note: though a serious effort was made, in advance of 
the conference recorded in this volume, to ensure a certain <epee 
of compatibility among the separate stutties, they rc *lain the inde- 
pendent works of their respective authors. The relation of eco- 
nomic policy to economic growth is the unifying rheme, and I 
believe that a substantial degree of unity has beec achieve& But 
in the end this book shodd be recognized for what it IS: a collection 
of the intellectual output of thirteen authors, each exercising fuIi 
independence of judgment and initiative in determining the con- 
tent, organization, and tone cf his or her contribution. 



TABLE 1 
Basic Indicators of Economic Performance 

I I _ _ _ _ L " I _ _ _ . _ _ _  _I__" I____ I___~I____I_&..IC--~ ..--.------d-----v-.*--.------.I-I- -- - 
GDP Population Average 

growth rate growth rate inflation rate 

1960,-70 1970-81 1960-70 1970-81 1960-70 1970-81 - - - .  - ..--.--.." ..--*...,-.--"..--------. -- - .---.---""-- ~ - - -  ------------.----- 

Induslriul countr.ies 
West Germany 4,4 2.6 0.9 0.0 
Japan 10.4 4.6 1 .o 1.1 
Sweden 4.4 1.8 0.7 0.3 
'EJnited Kingdom 2.9 1,8 0.6 0.1 
United States 4.3 2.9 1.3 1 .O 

Less developed countries 
Ghana 2.1 -0.2 
Indonesia 3.9 7.8 
Jamaica 4.4 -1.2 
Mexico 7.6 6.5 
Tanzania 6.0 6.1 
Taiwan 9.8 8.2 
Uruguay 1.2 3.1 

I__IC I-.- " _ _ _ _ _ C _ - _ _ _ e - - - - . I C I I . C I I I - - - ~  -.--- ---..--- -.- 
Sources: World Bank, World Lkuelopmerzt Report 1983, 

2.3 3.0 7.6 
2.1 2.3 4,9 
l , 4  1.5 4.0 
3.3 3.1 3.5 
2.7 3.4 1.8 
3.1 1.9 3.4 
1 .O 0.4 51.1 

___I-C.CI_.-L-- - -  .-.-- ----" 
Tables 1, 2, 19; for Taiwan, Statistical Yearbook 

38.4 
20.5 
16.8 
19.1 
11.9 
10.7 
60.2 

-____.---,. -- 
of the RcpubTi:. of 

China, various issues. 
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WILFRED BECKERMAN 

Economic Po icy and 

Performance in Britain 
since TjYOr 

Xntroduc.6;ion alnd Summary 

Any attempt to establish connections between the ecooomic 
policies followed by governments and subsequent economic perfor- 
mance is fraught with enormous difficulties, of which the follow- 
ing are only a selectioc: 

T h  auccess or failure of policies can be evaluated only in rela- 
tion to specified objectives. But governments rarely spell out 
their objectives precisely, and there are few if any objectives 
that would find universal agreement among commentators. 

Most. geople would want to evaluate economic performance in 
terms of some long-run growth record, but most policies may 
affect only "static" inefficiency rather than growth; i.e., the 
level of output rather than its growth rate. Of course, some 



policies may directly affect growth rates, such as those affect- 
ing investment in educati~n, and others may affect growth in- 
directly- 

Performance is often, indeed usually, influenced by outside 
events that are beyond the control of policymakers (such as the 
oil shocks). True, some policies may make it more difficult to 
adjust to external disturbances, but it is still difficult to dis- 
tinguish precisely how far poor performance is the result of the 
bad policies and how far the result of the external shocks. 

With the benefit of hindsight, it is always easier to see how 
policies went astray, but this does not mean one could have 
seen at the time that they would not have worked. 

* Economists cannot carry out controlled experiments, and so 
can never confidently deduce how events might have differed in 
the counterfactual situations in which different policies might 
have been adopted. 

In spite of dl this, it may still be possible to extract some guid- 
ance from the past concerning the type of approach to economic 
policy analysis that is most likely to be harmful. The experience of 
the British economy is of some use in this connection, though not 
as much as might have been expected It is argued below that the 
reasons for this include the following: 

Throughout the postwar period most governments in Britain 
followed very similar policies, so there is littie scope fur seeing 
how far, in the British situation, different policies affected the 
outcome. 

* There is strong support for the view that the relatively poor 
performance of the British economy can legitimately be blamed 
largely on certain deeply ingrained institutional features of the 
British scene, rather than on exceptionally inept economic 
management. 

A major characteristic of British economic policy throughout 
the postwar period has been a reluctance (a very understand- 
able one) to tackle these institutional obstacles and a retreat, 
instead, into simple panaceas, none of which ever looked like 
being very effective. 



Economic Policy and Performance in Britain Since World War 11 35 

Background 

In principle, examining British postwar ecuromic performance 
ought to lead to conclusions concerning the extent to which 
different economic policies lead to differences in econ3mic perfor- 
mance. During the last thirty years, government has alternated 
between two political parties, Conservative and dLabo These 
have been able to govern, when it was their "turn," with all the ad- 
vantages that the British two-party system and constitutional 
system confer on the ability of the governing party to implement 
its plicies without any great need to dilute them in order to pla- 
cate dissenting members of its own or coalition parties. fur the^- 
more, both parties have had periods in power that were long 
enough to ensure that the fruits of their policies would ripen dur- 
ing their period of office. 

Unfortunately these almost ideat laboratory conditions for ob- 
serving how far major differences in policy objectives can affect 
economic performance failed to provide any guidance. The reason 
was that, relative to other advanced industrialized countries, per- 
formance was just as bad with either party i~ power. 

Britain's growth rate was the slowest in Western [and Eastern] Europe 
over the three decades following World War 117 i%s inflation rate among 
the highest, and its balance of payments difficulties almost en- 
demic. . - . In 1950 xhe economy was relatively favourably placed both to 
take advantage of beneficial developments in world trade and in tech- 
nological innovation and tc, cope with any external disruptions. . . -Yet, 
during the next thirty years, growth was consistently and significantly 
lower than that of apparently less favourably placed economies-I 

By 1982, Britain d s o  had the highest zlllempfoyment rate of any 
advanced industrialized cowltry. 

This does not mean, however, that different policies can have no 
effect on the outcome. For there was a considerable element of 
truth in the 1950 "ButskeUism" charge that the two main parties 
did not differ much with respect to various policies myway.* h 
fact, until the recent advent of Mrs. Thatcher, the two parties 
differed more in their rhetoric than in their implementation of 

The terrr "Rucskell4sm" was intended to  represent the mixture of policies that might have 
been wtr3:lted to the then-dominant influence of R. A. Butler and Hugh Gaitskell on the eco- 
nortic policies of the Conservative and Labour parties. 



policies. For example, apart from the steel mdustry, none of the 
major nationalizations carried out by the Labour governments of 
1945 through 1952 was undone by the Conservative governments 
of '1952 through 1964; nor did the Conservative government try to 
dismantle the apparatus of the "welfare state" that had been set 
up in the immediate postwar years. 

Most of the policy debate ir! the 1950s was about the precise tim- 
ing and magnitude of short-term managenent of demand and the 
different distributional implications of alternative demand man- 
qement policies. And although the two parties naturally differed 
sonsiderabf-y in their income distribution objectives, the dlstribu- 
tion of incomes remained remarkably stable.* 

CbnXj), towards the end of the 1950s was there mach emphasis on 
the supply side of the economy, notably on the possible scope for 
raising long-run supply growth by means of economic planning. 
Even in this respect the two parties did not differ totally; it was a 
Conservative administration in 1961 that set up the National Eco- 
nomic Development Council INEDC), which was to provide a pale 
imitation of the then much-admired French Planning Gommis- 
sion. This was the main response to the growing awareness of the 
poor performance of the British economy during the 1950s, which 
continued during the 1960s and 1970s. 

The magnitude of the decline in Britain's economic performance 
can best be seen by comparing the relative levels of "real" na- 
tional product per head in 1350 and 1981, adjusted for interna- 
tional differe~ces in relative internal price levels? as in table 1. 

If differences in governments were not reflected in differences 
in economic performance in Britain, perhaps another way of test- 
ing whether or not different policies lead to different results is to 
consider how far its poor performance relative to the other ad- 
vanced countries carr be explained by Britain's having followed in- 
ferior economic policies. Naturally, this possibility was studied to 
some extent during the first ten to fifteen years after the war, but 
it is doubtful if any clear answer can be given. Various hypotheses 
were advanced to explain Britain's relatively slow rate of eco- 
nomic grow%h: 

Other countries, notably France, Germany, and Italy, had to 
"catch up" more than Britain because they suffered more war- 
time devastation. 
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Table. 1 
hc%ices of Gross Domestic Product per Head (at U.F. prices) 

(U.K. = 100 in each year) 

Austria 
Beiglm 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Itai y 
Japan 
Netheriands 
United Kingdom 
U.S.A. 

Source: 1950 from Gflbext M. and Associates, Comparative National Product and 
Price Zeveds (Paris: OEEC, 19581, except for Japan wbch is from A. Maddiwn, 
"Phases in Capitalist &velopment," in Banca hru.ziortale del Lauorcr Qrtarterl,~ 
Review, No. 121, Jme 1977, Table A-36; 1981 estimates are from OECD hktional 
Accounts, 1952-81 (faris: OECD, 1983). 

* Britain had an exceptionay "mature" economy in the sense 
that it had a far lower proportion of its Iahr farce in 
agriculture and so codd not obtain the overall productivity 
gains that other countries reaped by transferring labor out of 
agriculture into the expanding industrid activities, where the 
economies of scale were to be achieved, and where technical 
progress, embodied in new capital equipment to match the ex- 
panding labor force, could be fastest. 

Britain was hampered by sociological factors, such as the at- 
titudes of labor in general, or of British trade m~ions in particu- 
lar-notably a Luddite resistance to innovatior, and technical 
progress-or the stodgy amatewishness of British manage- 
ment, tm long cossetted by the privileges and disregard for pro- 
fessional merit characteristic of the "old boy network" and tm 
lung shielded by protected markets in what had once been the 
British Empire. Class distinctions and class antagonism in Brit- 
ain are also often culpable in sociological explanations of Brit- 
ain's relatively pour economic performance. 
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Export-led g~owth models, in which the emphasis was placed on 
the importance ef optimistic demand expectaxions for invest- 
ment, innovation, and output per unit of tat81 factor inp.lt. In 
very open econoxnies, a precarious foreign IjaIar,ce resulting 
frcm an -mcompetitife exchange sate would -both reduce the 
rate of profit ( a d  the liquidity avai1xbXe for investment fi- 
nance) and dampen the prospects of sustained expansion of de- 
xnand. 

It would -be out of place here to consider the evidence for and : 

against $he alternative explanati~ns of Britain's comparatively 
poor economic pY.formmce-3 One can ask what would have been 
the kpIications for policy of these alternative explanations and 
how far the pl izy debates of the time -and the policies adopzed- 
bore any relation to them. As regards the "catching-up" hy- 
puthesis, clearly there wodd not; be much that Britain codd do 
abut it short of becoming involved in a new major war that she 
might lose. In any case, by the late 1950s it was clear that tbh fac- 
tor could no longer play an important role in explaining the oon- 
h u e d  rapid growth of the other Emopean countries. 

Nor was there very much that codd be done to speed up Brit- 
ain's growth if the cause of slow growth was the relative maturity 
of the economy and the absence of any source of extra manpower 
for manufacturing, Nevertheless, this was one of the explanations 

~ 

that did, in fact, have an influence on policy-though not until the 
mid-1960s. In 1966 the Labow government introduced a "Se'iec- 
tive Employment Tax," a pa_vroll tax that discriminated against 
labor in service and distributive trades in favor of manufacturing 
(which even received a slight subsidy). 

As regards the sociological and institutional factors, naturally 
one cannot expect much detailed agreement about which of them 
mattered. But there was a widespread impression, shared by 
foreign commentators and observers such as the teams that twice 
reported on the British economy,"hat these included an unusual 
degree of class consciousness and mistrust between the classes, as 
well as a powerful trede union. movement that generally opposed 
technical progress and did not share any desire to improve the 
competitiveness of the funs in which their members were 
employed. To varying degrees this may also be the fault of weak 

I 
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management, isolated by barrie~a of class and educational back- 
ground from the aspirations of their employees, a d  professionally 
illequipped to handle the industrial relations problems of the 
British economy under conditions of full em~loyment.~ 
In education, the segregation of children at the age of eleven c ~ 

into three different kinds of schools was abolished by the 1964-70 
Labour anministration, but nothing was done to tackle the 
other-and probably predominant-soci01o~cal obstacle to in- 
novation and growth, namely the trade union movement. The po- 
litical reasons for this are obvious. In Britain the trade union 
movement is closely linked to the Labour party; it has a loud and 
direct voice in the organization of the party, its annual congresses, 
and the election of its leaders, and it is also a major source of the 
party finance. Hence, it is almost inconceivable that the Labour 
party would ever embark on policies that ran counter to what 
union leaders saw as their vital vested interests. This did not 
v~eclu8e various forms of "income policy" from being tried out 
after 1962, when the National Incomes Commission RJIC) was set 
up; but none of these had much teeth, except for short-period wage 
freezes or wage noms during the 1960s and again in 1976, when 
the trade union leaders were dearly frightened by the very rapid 
acceleration of inflation in the mid-3970s. P'he Labour govern- 
ment did serious1-y consider a basic reform of industrial relations 
towards the end of the 1960s, but it had to be abandoned &ally in 
the face of trade union hostility and political calculations by cer- 
tain leaders of the Labour party who did not want to weaken their 
personal support in the trade union movement. 

The proposition that British trade unions have been a major 
obstacle to technical progress and innovation is by no means con- 
fined to "union-bashing," pro-capitalist propagandists. For ex- 
ample, a recent, self-styled Mandst interpretation of economic 
growth and crisis in the contemporary world repeatedly drew at- 
tention to the fact that 

in the United Kingdom, the restrictive practices of the unions acted as a:-- 
effective brake on the accumdztion process, via, for instance, closed 
shop agreements, resistance to new methods of production (particularly 
to shift-work), or the persistence of very decentralized wage aegotia- 
tiuns. . . . The United Kingdom's low productivity growth was linked to 
the difficulties encountered by British firms in introducing labor-saving 
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investment. . . . In the United Kingdom, . . . the restrictive practices of 
the unions acted after the beginning of the 2960s as an effective brake to 
the installstion of new methods of prod~ction.~ 

That British unions, or other unions for t'ai matter, should 
behave in this maner is not a phenomenon that has to be left en- 
tirely to the sociologists, of course. Mancur Olson, for example, has 
set out in detail an economic analysis sf the growth of special- 
interest groups, notably trade unions, and rtf their harmful effect 
on growth Alternatively. the behavior sf British. unions 
could be explained in terms of -;miom models of union behavior 
that are firmly grounded in rnicr -secorkornic theory. For example, a 
type of model f d i a r  in. that part of the recent literature of labor 
economics that is concerned chiefly with explaining sluggish 
wages attributes to unions an objective fmction in which two 
arguments are wage rstes and en~ployrment, and which is max- 
imized subject to a constraint that eorresponck to the fum's de- 
mand curve for labor. If the fism puts ug only feeble resistance to 
wage dcmancfs and simply tries to  pass them on in higher prices, 
and if governmental monetary policy :and/or exchange rate 
policy) allows this to happen, then the chief effect d be that in 
those industries where unions are strongest and push up wages 
most, prices will rise most. In such industries, therefore, there is 
likely to be the biggest threat to emplojment from competing sup- 
plies (notably imports) or from attempts by firms to replace in- 
creasingly expensive labor by labor-saving innovations. However, 
unions will then have to adapt by trying to resist such innovations 
and redundancies. The stronger the unions are, the more effec- 
tively they will be able to do this, although in the end the result 
has often been the gradual elimination of the industrial sectors in 
question (as in British sbip-building, docks, steel, railways, and 
newspaper printing by conventional labor-intensive methods). In 
this process, of course, weak management also plays a role, along 
with strong unions and accommodating governments. 
The fourth -5xplanation of Britain's poor performance listed 

above is Britam's poor export performance as a result mainly of 
the postulated overvaluation of the exchange rate during most of 
the 1950s and the early 1960s. This was the subject of much dis- 
cussion in the early 1960s. However, one of the first decisions 
taken by the new incoming Labour administration under Harold 
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Wilson and his Chancellor of the Exchequer CaUaghan in Oc- 
bbs I964 was to maintain the exchange rate. In addition, any 
overt official &scmsiorr of this exchange-rate policy option was 
virtually banned in government departments until the pound was, 
in effect, forced off its exchange rate in Novemhr 1967. The 1964 
decision not to devalue was never defended on grcunds that bore 
any recognizable relation to eccnomic analysis. Such grounb 
wodd have been that the elasticities happened be such that no 
change in the exchange rate would affect the foreig. balance; or 
that the decision was justifiable on global monetarist lines (global 
monetarism had not redly been invented at that time); crr that the 
inflationary consequences wodd ke urrdesirable and would even- 
tually wipe out the com2etitive advantage anyway (a sort of primi- 
tive global monetarism without the stable demand for money en- 
tering into the seOryi. The defense of the exchange rate, when 
ministers dared mention the topic, WE -:variably in terms of 
semimystid references ta  the need to i ..+ Faith with OW cred- 
i t o r ~ . ~  The exchange rate was, in fact, trear,ed as an objective of 
economic policy rather than an instrument of policy. 
In addition to Awliticd constraints and gkiSMd thinking, em- 

nomic policies and policy debates during the 1950s and 1960s were 
also characterized by two mzjor analical weaknesses. First, in- 
stead of seeing a need t o  f'nnd the optimum combination of 
different; policy objectives, governrne~zts tended to sving &a- 
matically froi-I &session with one objective st any cost t~ obses- 
sion with another. More particufariy, they swung from concern 
with the balance of payments (to protect the exchange rate) to 
concern with unemp1operrt (very low, cf course, by historical or 
contemporary standards). Heme, the -usual sequsnce, known as 
"stop-go" policy, would be sharp deflation to  bring the balance of 
payments back into eqx.dib~i~.m at the dd exchange rate, fouopied 
sooner or later (depending OE the proximity of the next election) 
by rapid expansion designed to eliminate the memp10ment 
caused by the preceding policy stance. This wodd eventudy lead 
to a new balance-of-payments crisis Ithey becane more and more 
acute each time), and so on. The second characteristic weakness 
of policy was the belief in simple panaceas such as plmning (1954 
to 19661, entry into the Common Market, or (1979 to the present) 
monetarism. 



The planing solution became popular when it became in- 
creasingPy obx60u.s %awards the end or" the 19605 that Britain's 
relatively slow gorn%h sate could no longer be attributed to $ran- 
sieilt phen~mena. such as the "catchi~g-up" hrpothesis men- 
tione; abcve. Since, at the ssme time, the French economy seemed 
to be doing i a t h  well, quite a wide range of iz%erests in Britain 
began to espouse the ciainis of economic. gaming. (The German 
economy was doing even better, of course, which might have in&- 
cated t.he virtues of a freer market: fsux fashions in economic 
poiicy prefexences are rctrely based on scieritific evidence.) Henee 
the aotion that planning ~70uld provide z means of overcomi~g- the 
supply-side constraints on British economic growth was accepted 
not merely by the Labour pmty (hardy suq:risir,g) but dsg 'ay in- 
flueztid sections of the bmi~ess c ~ m m ~ i t y ,  
The mDC created by the &nsen~ati.r.e government in 1965 did 

not, however, have X Z I ~  actcia; powers. B ~ e n  as a vehicle far kdica- 
xive planning, its scope was never intended to be si,gnifcant. But 
when the Labour governmed took office in Octobz: 196-i, eco- 
nomic glanning became the cenrer of the strategy. The whole 
operation of drawing up Britain's *st ?&tiona! Economic Ran by 
zctarmn 1965 was cCwried out en erg exit all^^ and an a large scalp. 

Outsicie the publie sector. there x7as 110 meam FCIT enswing m y  
acceleration ~f investment or t e c b ~ ~ i c d  progress. Furthermore, 
the averriding limitation c?n the  Ran-and one that was ap~arent 
to almost er-erybody invotved m its ;:eparatian -was that it was 
based on w < ~ h f d  xthinking abou't- an sbserrce of any supply and 
fcreign balsnce constraints that vias comp1etely inconsistent with 
tke accompanying assuimpiion of no change in the exchange rate. 
It was not aftogether suprising, therefore. thar w.;ithin barely a 
year of ths Ran's publicatian steps had to 59 :aha t~ restrain in- 
ternal dernanl in the interests of the fureigx b ~ l ~ c e .  *Rese si;egs 
involved 8bmdo~1neni; cf the P ~ c ' F  +argets, and in 1967, when a 
devzlnation became -mavoidzbIe, tk  e planning panacea was 
~ ~ ~ e + L l y  &~pged. 
By that i.ime, h~-~vever; a new panacea had appeared sn the 

h~rizora: joixing the Common Markes. Ef o'~-eb-er? Britain becrime a 
m d e r  only on Janliary I, 1973, a feu. veers after the resi_eLazion 
of President de Gaulie, and at the end of long and ardums negutia- 
tiuns. The tenth anniversary of Britzin's forma! er,t~-y into the 
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Community is now being celebrated-or mourned, as the case 
may bc. some observers still maintain that, on balance, 
British membership has been beneficial, most commentators 
would probably agree with The Financial Times'verdict that 

perhaps it was inevitable at the point when British politicians were 
mesmerized by years of economic decline, that exaggerated claims 
should have been made for Community membership during "the great 
debate." Yet the sheer irrelevance of membership f ~ r  Britain's subse- 
quent economic performance is what strikes one 10 years on? 

The reasons why the early faith that many people had placed in 
the impact of the Common Market on British economic growth 
was disappointed are very complex and quite outside the scope of 
this paper. It can be stated here only that the economic pros and 
cons weighed far less heavily in the decision-making process than 
did political considerations. These included the desire by a highly 
influential section of the Labour paw to inflict an internal 
Labour party defeat on the very left-wing Labour leader, Mr. 
Benn, who happened also to be a vociferous opponent of British 
entry. 

The 1970s and the A& mt of "Thatcherism" 

It was mfortun&te that Britain's formal entry into the Common 
NIarket on January 1, 1973, should just precede the most &s- 
astrous econlrmic decade that the world has witnessed since before 
World RTar ZI. VVXatever the handicaps that appeai. b~ doom Brit- 
ain to slower growth, when the wtiole u d d  embarbed on a perisd 
of slow growth these handicaps enstrred that Britain would begin 
to suffer not just relatively, but absolutely. Ou the awrage, during 
1980 and 1381 Britain was the only majm industridized country 
in which industrial production was lower than in 1973-74. 
Unemployment had risen sixfold and, at about 13 percent of the 
pn+' & m e  labor force, it was eqClaIed only in Belgium and Canada For 
manufacturing done, Britain had by far the worst record: ths 
trend rate of fall in manufactlxing employment amounted tu 22 
percent between 1973 and 1981, which did not prevent output-per- 
man-hour from also showing a srnder rise over the same perid 
than in any other indwtridized CUIIR~LI-~  except the U~iteed States. 
Of course, the F V ~ O ~ Z  advanced world s*;iffered a sharp slowdown 
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ig economic growth during the 1970s, and there is little prospect of 
any return to earlier growth rates. Many fackors may contribute to 
this general slowdown-including, probably, the accumulation of 
capital and a consequent decline in its r&e of retina; a g r a d d  
rise in the risk premium required for investment once it became 
apparent, during the 1970s, that go\-ernments could no longer be 
relied upon to pursue full e m p l o p e ~ t  policies at any cost; the 
effects of inflation on company tax burdens and nomind interest 
rates and hence liquidity; the delayed effects of the two oil shocks 
of 1913-74 and 1979; accumulated changes in the relative 
bargaining strengths of labor and management, which may have 
contributed to an excessive r ise in the red wage in some countries; 
growing competition from the NlGs; %he fragility of certk  
developing economies that had become overstretched financially; 
and various other factors, all overlaid by increased determination 
by governments to give priority to fighting inflation as against f d  
employment objectives.10 Britain has not been spared any of these. 

Until Mrs. Thatcher's election victory in 19'79, there was no ma- 
jor difference in policy between the two main parties that held of- 
fice in the 1970s. For example, after the failure of the Heath 0x1- 
servative) administration's dash far growth in the early 1970s aind 
its disastrous eonfiontation with the unions in the w-inter of 
1973-74, a new Labour government was returned to power later 
in 1974. But towar& the end sf 1976 it was this government that 
official.1~- anno-mced that the old notion that countries d d  spend 
their way out of recessions was in error and needed to be buried. It 
was also this government that signed the "Letter of Intent" to the 
Tnternationd Monetary F1ad (1MFj at the end of 1916, in tvi3ich it 
committed itself to ultraorthodox policies of restraining the 
public-sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) in the interest of 
controlling the growth of the money supply. For a while thz 
policies seemed to be succeeding, although much of the credit has 
to be given to the acceptance by the unions of a severe pay 
restraint. However, the maintenance of this policy wodd have re- 
quired z degree of farsightedness and cooperation that was tm 
much for the traditional rhetoric zfid archaic, fragmented struc- 
ture of the British union movemeni: the poi* broke up ur the 
"winter of discontent" of 1978-79, which paved the way for the 
election of a Conservative government under Mrs. Thatcher in 
3.979. 
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This meant that Britain embarked on a period of economic ex- 
perimentation of a kind that has probably not been seen for 
decades in any advanced industrialized country. As James Tobin 
remarked recently, "The Thatcher program b as close as *w are 
likely to come to an experiment testing the Fellner strategy of the 
credible threat. . . . As a social scientist he wodd not like to inter- 
rupt this experiment now before its efficacy and cost have been 
tested."" This comment was made in September 1981, and since 
then unemployment has risen much further from what were 
already tragically high levels, and very few economists-let alone 
Professor Tobin-even in their mast detached spirit of scientific 
inquiry, would want to persist further in testing the British econ- 
omy to destructon. 

An official statement of the policy of the new Thatcher govern- 
ment was contained in a 'letter from the Chancellor of the Ex- 
chequer, Sir Geoffrey Howe, t o  a Parliamentary committee. In it 
he said that "the main objectives of the &veKment's economic 
strategy are to reduce inflation and to create conditions in which 
sustainable economic gro-Vvth can be achieved," and that, in con- 
trast to previous Labour and Cocservative administrations, it did 
not believe that income policy was the appropriate way to achieve 
price stabit&. The key to price stability was slower growth of the 
money supply, which required a cut in the PSBR. This, in tua, 
meant a cut; in public expenditure, for increases in taxes w5re not 
in accordance with the supply side of the strategy. This strategy 
consisted of restoring incentives to enterprise by cutting taxes; 
shifting the weight of taxation from taxes on income t o  taxes on 
spending (although, in the first budget of June 1919, the doubling 
of the value-added tax rate added a few pints t o  the inflation 
rate); and restoring "a broad balance of power in the f r a n e w ~ ~ k  of 
colIeetive bargaining" by changing the laws related to picketing 
and closed shops, and taking other measures aimed at enabiing 
market forces to work freely and flexibly. 

A concomitant of this policy was that the exchange rate wadd 
be allowed to rise in response to the t ight  money policy. The 
tighter monetary policy was ;lot reflected in a slower growth of the 
money supply (particularly in 1980 and 1981) largely due to the 
effect of deepening depression on the automatic stabilizers. But it 
was reflected in the official policy with respect to hiterest rates. In 
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other words, the government was following a more old-fashioned 
'haonetary" policy rather than a "monetarist" policy. If the ex- 
change rate had not been allowed to rise, the money target would 
have been threatened even further by an even greater influx of 
foreign exchange reserves. Furthermore, as Buiter and Miller 
argue persuasively fin line with recent work by Dornbusch), the 
foreign exchange market was probably relatively efficient, and if 
it was convinced that Mrs. Thatcher's tight mon et.ary stance 
would lead lo a rise in interest rates given the sluggishness of 
domestic prices, the exchange rate w d d  appreciate, in the short 
run, above its longer-run expected equiki.brium value (in order to 
preserve international interest rate parity) .I2 

At the same time, there was an  initial sharp rise in domestic 
ppricer, and costs. This was the result of various factors. First, there 
was the follow-through of the wage "explosion" following the 
winter of discontent referred to above. Also, there was the fact 
that the new administration carried out its election pledge of 
honoring large pay awards (around 25 percent) in the publie sec- 
tor made by thz outgoing administration (which, of course, set a 
standard for private-sector pay dairns), the large increase in 
value-added tax, and, of course, the 1979 oil price rise. The com- 
bination of fast-rising domestic wages and a sharp appreciation of 
the exchange rate meant that British competitiveness collapsed 
between 1979 and 1981. This was obviously not the only factor 
contributing to the sharp rise in unemployment in recent years, 
but it probably helps t o  explain why Britain's unemployment rate 
is well above the average of the advanced Indfstrialized countries. 

Kowever, the way in which these developments increased 
unemployment is not straightforward. It is often argued that 
much of the unernplo~ment is the result of workers' having 
"priced themselves out of the market." For unlike earlier periods, 
the rising exchange rate and the generally restrictive monetary 
and fiscal stance made it impossible for firms to pass on the higher 
wages in higher prices. Real wages-to the employees-rose 
slightly in manufacturing, but the warranted real wage (i-e., 
allowing for changes in productivity and in the terms of the trade) 
fell slightly. 

Indeed the experience of the last two or three years may seem 
to provide a striking demonstration of %lilton hiedman's view 
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that labor unions cannot be responsible for inflation, only govern- 
ments can, insofar as they follow an accommodating policy; all 
that unions can do is to cause unemployment. Throughout the 
IZ950s, 1960s, and early 1970s, British governments had more or 
less followed accommodating policies in response to wage p'ih, 
thereby leading to inflation with relatively little unemployment. 
Since nunaccommodating policies were introduced-at first 
mildly by the Labour administration of the late 1970s and then 
much more fiercely by the present Conservative administration - 
inflation has been brought down and unemplojmeat has dra- 
matically increased. But what the nonaccoannzodating policy has 
not done has been to prevent an unwarranted rise in real wages.13 
Indeed, it has had the opposite result, inducing a rise in the ex- 
change rate and a fwther slowdo-.irirc, dt least at first, in the growth 
of productivity. However, the fact rh, .t real wages appear to have 
risen more than wodd be justified by changes in productivity and 
the terms of trade by no means proves that unemployment has 
been caused by excessive upward pressure or, wages as distinct 
from other factors-including government policy-that de- 
pressed dernand.14 

Of course, the appreciation of the sterling exchange rate cannot 
be attributed entirely to a tight monetary policy. me 1979 sharp 
rise in oil prices, and the acKevement by 1982 of oil self-sufficiency 
and then surplus, meant that Britain did not suffer the same 
balance-of-payments constraint or automatic deflationary impact 
as did countries that were major oil importers. The countexpart of 
this w e  that the higher oil surplus in the British balance of pay- 
ments, or the higher relative reward to oil exports, meant that 
resources had to be moved out of other occupations, notably 
manufacturing exports, and the higher exchange rate wodd be 
the means by which this transfer be assisted. But in the 
medium run this can be a ver ~ainfui  process, accompanied by 
rising unemployment in manl; cturing, which may persist into 
the lung run given the !ow l ah i  intensity of the oil industry.'" 

The two tests of this policy are (1) how far price stability can be 
maintained if unemployment is ever to be significantly reduced, 
and (2) how far longer-run growth prospects are damaged by a 
prolonged period of mass unemployment. That is, has the patient 
been killed by the medicine administered? The prospects under 
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either heading are not promising. As regards the latter, revival of 
invest~ent now probably would require that profit rates be 
brought back not merely to their 1960 levels but even higher, in 
order to allow for a probable rise in the risk premium. Given the 
present exceptionally high capital-output ratio and share ofwages 
in value added, there is little chance that the labor share will fall 
suffrcientiy to restore minimum profit rates in the absence of a 
substantial expansion of output. Furthermore, such investmen% as 
is likely to take place with current real wages 1-elatitr-e to produc- 
tivity is Likely to be concentrated on labor-saving investment and 
hence still make very fit-zle contribution to reducing unemploy- 
ment. And as for the former test, the prospects of a high level of 
output and employment in Britain being maintained without at 
least a limited-and possibly a more unlimited-return to ex- 
cessive wage pressures are not very good. Nothing has been done 
ts  reform the workings of the labor market in a way that can en- 
sure that full employment is compatible wdth price stability (or, in 
terms of a more neoclassical view, that the natural rate of 
unemployment can be reduced). 
In addition to its emphasis on the PSBR and the money supply, a 

further distinguishing feature of the current administration's 
professed economic policy is it.s emphasis on stimulating an expan- 
sion of supply, which, it is alleged, will help create "real jobs." 
These are presumably distinct from the "imaginary jobs" that 
people used to have and fiat, perhaps nst surprisingly, over three 
million of them have now 10s:. A major plank in the Conservative 
party's program in 1979 had been its intention of reducing taxes 
in order to increase incentives for wgrk, innovation, enterprise, 
and all the alleged Victorian -Jirtues for which ms. Thatcher ex- 
presses such admiration. During the course of the election cam 
p s i p  of May-dune 1983, m e  heard far less about this objective, 
presumably for fear that the leader of the Labour party, Michael 
Faat, migh t  have riposted by  pointing out that the share of taxa- 
tton in national income had in fact risen since Mrs. Thatcher took 
office (a rather groundtess fear, since it soon became obvious dur- 
ing the campaign thai Mr. Foot probabij' knew nothing about the 

burden of taxation, and even if he diO he would have thought "the 
higher the beaer?' have found it less likely to dazde the elec- 
torate than pmsuit of unpopular Lzboru. party policies such as 
milateral disarmament). 
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Of course, the belief that high taxation in Britain has been a 
major obstacle to the growth rate of the British economy has been 
widely held and by no means confined to British Conservative poli- 
ticians. Since the U.K. until recently had the highest starting rate 
of taxation and the highest final rate in the world (except for 
Algeria and Egypt), it is not surprising that this belief is shared by 
many commentators. Of course, there are groat difficulties in corn- 
paring tax burdens across countries, but there is little doubt that 
the U.K. is well above others in the starting rate of tax; it is also 
the couzrtry in which the highest percentage of taxpayers are pay- 
ing the same standard rate.16 
Qn the other hand, there is little convincing evidence that the 

high marginal (personal income) tax rates faced by a large propor- 
tion of the working population in Britain significantly dampen 
work incentives or initiative, and corporate taxation in Britain 
raises hardly any revenue anyway. In any case, the pre-tax cor- 
porate rate of return in Britain has been olueh lower than in most 
other similar countries for a very long time, and Britain's growth 
rate and technological performance have lagged behind those of 
her main competitors since the latter part of the nineteenth cen- 
tw-long before tax rates were significant.I7 Finally, although 
the particular pattern of taxation in Britain may lead to the 
characteristics pointed out above, the overall tax burden has been 
hardly above the average of major industrialized eomtries. The 
personal income tax has been higher, but corporate taxes and 
other taxes have been 'lower. 

It may well be that the unbalanced structure of taxation does in- 
hibit growth, as well as produce static resource misailocation. But 
the picture is confused. It is true that there were very high rates of 
tax on investment income, bu~. at the same time there were 
generous investment subsidies. The unbalanced tax structure may 
hstort choices in the Iabor and capital markets. Mso,  as Pechman 
points oat, it may produce inequitable results for people in essen- 
tially the same economic circumstances, as well as provide strong 
incentives to find means of legal tax evasion.'"ut there is still. no 
firm evidence that the tax burden has been a significant factor in 
explaining the slow growth and productivity performance of the 
British economy that pes back about a century now. 

Furthermore, the present Thatcher government has done little 
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to reduce it; indeed, the overall tax take has risen in the last three 
years. According to some very authoritative estimates, the 
marginal tax rate for most family types also rose by about 2.5 per- 
cent over the same period.19 

Thus the tight monetary policy seems only to have exacerbated 
the fall in British competitiveness, and it is far from certain how 
much it has changed basic attitades in 1 way that wil l  permit price 
stability to be maintained when -and if -employment recovers. 
The attempt to improve the supply side by changes in taxation has 
not yet been carried very far, although the reduction in the 
marginal rate at the top of the income scale may have some effect 
on the small proportion of the population affected by it. 

The notion that there has been a new breath of redism blowing 
through British industry that will show up in much better produc- 
tivity performance in the future has yet to be tested. So far slack 
demand seems to have been associated with poor productivity per- 
formance and vice versaY2O which is the reverse of the correlation 
that one would predict if improved productivity were the result of 
the shakeout and shake-up associated with a much tougher eco- 
nomic climate. 
That the present government should not only have adopted its 

current policy but also have been able to do so without suffering 
any noticeable decline in its popularity is partly the result of other 
political factors, notably the disarray in the Labour party. But it 
probably also partly reflects the fact that, although 13 percent of 
the labor force may now be unemployed, a large proportion of the 
remaining 87 percent may prefer price stability to  full employ- 
ment. Mrs. Thatcher may well be able to say, in effect, that it is 
not her fault if the institutions are such that the level of 
unemployment at which prices are stable is extremely high, and 
that since price stability is what the majority want, she has no 
alternative but to inflict high unemployment on the economy.21 
But if that is inueed the choice facing the British economy-high 
and accelerating inflation versus mass unemployment-then it is 
rather Eke teing faced with a choice between two alternative ways 
of committing suicide-shooting oneself or jumping off the tenth 
floor balcony. In such a situation, one might well search around 
desperately for some other way out. In Britain, and perhaps in 
many other countries, this would appear to involve some basic 
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reform of labor-management relations. However, this would be a 
very difficult and daunting process; it promises no simple 
panaceas like controlling the money supply, and it means not so 
much foIlowing a clearly charted course as hacking one's way 
through a jungle withgut seeing clearly where one has to go, and 
being prepared to make slow progress by trial and error. This is 
obviously not the sort of policy that appeals to pcllicymak~rs or to 
efecturates-or to most economists, for that matter. 

It could well be that the automatic corrective forces of the 
market mechanism wodd enable the British economy to recover 
eventually; continued high unemployment and price stability 
might gradually lead to some deep-seated shake-up of British 
management and thence to durable changes in work pract~ces and 
labor-management relations, as well as to a change in the size and 
composition of the capital stack that would permit higher employ- 
ment. This might lead to a sufficient increase in British com- 
petitiveness and industrial flexibility, given the exchange rate, to 
enable labor to move out of more traditional rnandacturing indus- 
tries into expanding new areas and some nontraded goods and ser- 
vices (for there is little prospect of much labor being absorbed in 
the oil industry!). The basic changes must take place within the 
next few years, because by the end cf this 2zcade even oil will not 
protect Britain from a growing balance-of-payments constraint. If 
by the time the ail balance has moved back into deficit there is not 
much left of British manufacturing to fd l  back on, it is difficult to 
see what codd save the British economy from a very seriow long- 
run decline. 

A Persuasive Explanation for Slow Growth 

Britain has suffered from the usual collection of interferences in 
the economy that can be found, to varying degrees, in almost every 
other zdvanced economy, such as various price controls, subsidies, 
inconsistencies and unnecessary complications in the tax system, 
and unwarranted protective devices. There are two reasons why 
these are barely touched upon in this paper, or in most other 
studies of Britain's poor postwar growth record. First, they are just 
as bad-and are often much worse-in many other similar 
economies that have had impressive growth rates over the same 
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period. Secondly, most of them explain, at best, only why the level 
of output would be lower, not why the growth rate would be slower. 
And the evidence suggests that even such features of the scene 
that might have more dynamic effects on the rate of growth of out- 
put, such as certain characteristics of the tax system, do not go far 
toward explaining the 10v: gust-tax rates of rdurn on investment 
in the private sector F ~ t h e r  determinants ofthe growth rat<. One 
must turn elsewhere for explanations of Britain's slow growth 
rate. 

One of the most persuasive explanations presented is in terms 
of the gradual evolution, over a century or more, of a complex in- 
teraction of economic and sociological factors that produced in- 
stitutional structures and patterns of behavior that slowed down 
technical progress-notably trade union resistance to innovation 
and management impotence. Insofar as any blame may be at- 
tached to economic policy? it would be to sins of omission rather 
than commission. Little or no serious effart has ever been made to 
weaken the resistance of unions to technical progress, or to reduce 
class antagonisms, or to raise the professionalism of management. 
Instead, attempts have been made to find relatively simple and 
painless panaceas, such as economic planning, entry into the Com- 
mon Market, and more recently, monetarism (simple but not ss 
painless), 

Of cowse, the political and mcial obstacles to any reform of long- 
established institutional prerogatives and patterlm of behavior 
shod0 not be underestimated. Nor is it easy to  End any degree of 
agreement about where to start, or about what is redly wrong with 
our institutions, as it is with narrcwer economic explanations. In a 
sense, therefore, it may well be that Britain has chosen slow growth 
rather than the gamble with the social upheaval and the loss of cer- 
tain attractive features of the British way of life that might be 
necessary to  accelerate growth. The current Thatcher experiment 
is atill not completed. The prospects for aiij- f-mdai-ixmtai chaage in 
the institutions that exert a grip on Britain's economic dynamism, 
or lack of it, do nut seem to be bright. But o w  ignorance of the in- 
teraction between sharp economic changes and subsequent social 
behavior is wen greater than in the more narrow area of economic 
came and effect. In the -mLTikely event that current policies wiii 
have beneficial long-nm effects on attitudes toward work and in- 





COMMENTS 

Dav3id Laidler 

There is very little in Wilfred Beckerm's paper with which I dis- 
agree; on the whole I found it stimulating and instructive. And 
such differences as I do find P have with him are matters of 
emphasis rather than principle. Thus, I shall limit my comments 
to supplementing what he has said rather than to disputing it. 

First of all, it is worth commenting briefly on the question of 
whether Britain's growth performance has, after all, been that 
bzd. Beckerman's own data suggest t.hat Britain has performed no 
worse than the  United States and only a fittie worse than Switzer- 
le.nd during the postwar years. Moreover, Britain's growth in that 
p&d seems to have been more rapid than it was during that 
alleged heyday of Victorian and Edwardian prosperity, the four 
decades preceding World War I. If British grow41 has been un- 
satisfactorily slow-and perhaps on balance it has been-this 
problem is neither new to Britain nor unique among the developed 
countries. 

I share Beckerrnan's skepticism about the "mature economy" 
explanation of the problem, and about the explanation based on 
the theory that Britain suffered relatively little physical damage 
in World War 11. The idea that a developed and productive econ- 
omy, well-endowed with capital equipment, should somehow find it 
more, rather than less, difficult to expand its productive capacity 
seems to me preposterous. Moreover, I share hs concei.l with the 
way in which British policymakers have run from one ineffective 
panacea to  another over the years. There is a ready market for 
economic snake oil in Britain, and Mr. Beekerman is unfor- 
tunately correct in arguing that. recent enthusiasm for "monetar- 
ism" as a cure-all for Britain's ills is in large measure another 
manifestation of that market at work. 



Britain's poor economic performance surely has a multiplicity of 
r o~ t s .  In addition to the factors that Beckerman has mentioned, I 
would draw attention here to the so-called regional and housing 
policies. Under the best of motives, the regional policy has in part 
been geared t o  driving new industry away from areas judged to be 
already prosperous, with the result that such areas, notably the 
West Midlands, suddenly find themselves moribund., having been 
starved of new investment for decades. Regional policy dso  has in- 
volved a systematic practice of subsidizing capital-intensive 
development irt areas of labor surplus (the short-lived regional 
employment premium of the late 1960s is an exception) the conse- 
quences of which are too obvious to  spell out in detail here. 

Housing policy grounded in rent controls first introdwed as a 
temporary measure in 1915, but that did not really bite hard until 
the late 1940s; the widespread provision of housing by local 
(rather than fede~al) government; arrd heavy subsidies to owner- 
occupiers by way of the income tax system, are tailor-made to 
inhibit the geographic mobifitj- of labor. Even more important, I 
think, is its effect on social mobility. The normal life-cycle 
progression from private rentid housing to owner occupation that 
charact.erizes such a wide band of the North American social 
spectrum cannot occur ir. Britain. Tenure "choice" is much more 
likely to be for a lifetime, and given the tendency for public- and 
owner-occupied housing to be geographically segregated, particu- 
larly in the large industrial cities, this choice also involves location 
in what Beckerman correctly notes to be a remarkably well- 
defined social class system. 

Though I have no doubt that it was the class system that first 
gave rise to housing policy in Britain, it is now housing policy 
(mora than education policy) that perpetuates the cli?ss structure. 
It is a chicken and egg problem, certaimly, but one cure for a 
plague of ctickens might be to break a few eggs. Policymakers 
who 2re concerned about the baleful. effects of class &visicn OR 
Britain's economic (nut to mention social) performance codd do 
worse than t.o consider radical reform in the field! of housing as an 
indirect way csf corning to grips with the problem. 1 might note in 
passing that if Britain's poor ~ s t - ~ a r  performance relative to the 
rest of Western Europe is a result of her having been on the win- 
ning side, I t4ieve it is equally important that this outcome 
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preserved the class structure of th,s country---more so than that 
its capital equipment m s  also preserved. 

k t  me now turn to an issue that Beckemm deals with h- 
plicitly, but which deserves explicit attention: nasle?y the in- 
fluence of deeply ingrained ''bad" economic theory on Britkh 
policy discussion and practice. In particular I would single out two 
influences. 

The first of these is the Smith-Marx Iabor theory of value, zad 
in pmticdar the distinction that theory makes between produc- 
tive and unproductive labor. This distiction underlies what is 
almost an obsession with the industrial sector zs opposed to the 
service sector as the source of economic well-being, an obsession 
that fuels much policy debate. It manifests itself iri the foUowi~g 
ways. There i; a longstanding and widely-held suspicion that the 
"city" is failing to channel sufficient investment funds to "indus- 
try." Closely related to this is the idea thzt an overvalued ex- 
change rate kept in place by "city interests" has systematically 
strangled British industry- for most of th is  century. Then there is 
the current concern about the "de-indust~alization'' of Britain as 
a result of Kodh %a oil; more concretely, the imposition of a 
"Selective Employmeot Tax" :in 1968 designed to shift labor from 
"less productive" service-sector jobs t~ "more productive" ones in 
industry; and, lest anyone think that I a m  cataloging sins of the 
Labour Party, let me suggest that the current government's oft- 
stated belief i- the unproductiveness of government economic ac- 
tivity is yet another manifestation of the same fdlacious theory of 
value. 

My second example of "bad" economics is a deeply ingrained 
belief that the economy may be characterized by something 
approximating a simple Keynesian model in which there is no 
supply-side resource constraint, so that output is demand deter- 
mined, and in which wages and prices are exogenously deter- 
mined. In swh a model, there is no memin&f'd distinction be- 
tween short-term real expansion and long-tern growth, and output 
can always Se made to increase by expanding aggregate d a m &  
The attempt to attain demand-led "growth" has bees a rec&g 
theme in British policy since the 1960s, and I believe it has had 1 

much to do with the deterioration of Britain's b ~ w t O  perfbrmmce 1 
over the last fifteen years. 
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The Maudling "dash for growth" of 1963-64, which led to a bal- 
ance-of-payments crisis, economic stagnation, and ultimately t o  
the 1967 devaluation, is one example of this theme. Ucfor- 
tunately, the lesson learned from this experience was not that 
there were supply-side constraints after all, so that demand ex- 
pansion carried with it a danger of inflation; rather it was that tile 
balance of payments could be seen as placing an extra "financial" 
constraint on fixed exchange-rate economy, and that the removal 
of this constraint by the adoption of a flexible exchange rate would 
have permitted the &!lauding experiment to succeed. The Heath- 
Barber "Go for Growth" policy tvas in large measure, as the 
similarity of its slogan suggests, a repeat of the Maudting experi- 
ment,, but with the addition of a flexible exchange rate. As we 
h o w ,  it broke down not h r n  a balance-of-payments crisis, but 
from an upsurge in inf lat io~ that, if hardly galloping by Latin 
American standards, nevertheless set off at a trot brisk enough 
and comfortable encugh t o  deeply unsettle inexperienced British 
riders. 

One might have thought that this experience would hzve dis- 
abused the British 20litical psyche of the economic fallacies that 
generated it, but what has happe~ed is that they have found 
a&ersnts on the other end of the p'liticaf spectrum Maudling- 
Heath, and Barber were Conservztives in the 2960s; and 1970s 
when Labour wzs the so-md money party. Now the Labour PEtrfv 
claims that Britain's economic malaise can be cured by fiscal ex- 
pansion accomp~niel by a large-scale devaluatiow repeated as 
necessary in order to maintain a "competitive advantage" for 
British industry. 

Is there any hops, then. fcr an improvement in Britain's eco- 
nomic performznce? Beckerman is pessimistic. Inflation is dou.n, 
and piroductiuity is up: the conditions for economic growth have 
been put in place. Sut only the economic conditions. Class an- 
t agonisrns still exist and may be even \%-Grse than they were-as 
Beckerman suggests, ready to break out agair, as soon as the econ- 
omy begins to expad .  And yet there are others ~ ~ f ; a  claim to dis- 
cern a "new zttitude" among the w~rk ing  class. ;Perhapst hatting 
got macropolicj- painfully back on track. a reelected Thatcher 
government will prove pragmatic enough to install microeconnmic 
(not to mention social) policies conducive to growth: the-rre are 
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some grounds 
to this extent: 
conditions for 

for optimism. Even so, I agree with 
we are st31 a long way from having 
a British economic miracle. 
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Japan's Gro 

After maintaining growth rates exceeding 10 percent per year 
from 1955 to 1970, the Japanese economy experienced declining 
growth in the 1970s (to less than 5 percent), and further declines 
in three consecutive years in the 1980s (to about 3 percent). The 
period of rapid growth featured a combination of a relatively 
shilled labor farce with large-scale teehnoIogical innovation, 
rapidly increasing saving rates (both personal and corporate), ex- 
tensive use of relatively cheap imported energy, and a growing 
labor force (growing about 2 percent per year). 

The high growth period was encouraged by economic policies 
that encouraged allocation of resources to activities in which 
Japan had a comparaCjve advantage, and by moderate fiscal 
policies, which stimulated saving and investment by generating 
frequent government budget swp1uses as well as opportunities for 
t ax  reduction. I 

Apart from &red poky influences, Japan's high growth was 
also encouraged by certain structural influences, and their decline 
became important in explaining the decline in growth. One of the 
most important has been the decline in opportunities to "catch up" 
technologically with other industrial nations. Energy prices haye 
also risen substantially, and saving rates have fallen. 

41 
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Although it seems that Japan's high growth period is over, its 
future economic performance will still depend very much on the 
economic policies it pursues. Here a major problem exists in the 
continued growth of government spending and of associated 
public deficits, which are crowding out private investment. 

This paper d l  consider the circumstances that led to  the end of 
Japan's high economic growth and the policy issues raised by its 
slower growth over the past decade and a half. 

Japan's Recent Growth Experience 

The Japanese economy, after maintaining a high growth rate for 
fifteen years, moved into a new phase of slower growth in 1970. 
Tkre rate of economic growth dropped sharply from 11.6 percent 
between 1965 and 1910, to 4.7 percent between 1970 and 1915, 
and to 4.9 percent between 1975 and 1980 (table 1). There are 
some signs of further deceleration. The gross national product 
CGNPI expanded by only around 3 percent in the years from 1980 
to 1982. 

Official and business forecasts of future growth are not much 
brighter. The government forecasts 3.4 perce~t growth for 1983. 
The Economic Council, an advisory organ to the Cabinet, is re- 
ported to have ma !e a temporary growth projection of 3 to 4 per- 
cent for the period 1983 to 1987. According to a survey recently 
collected by the Economic Planning Agency, businessmen antici- 
pated a 3.8 percent average rate af gruw-tkr for the first half of the 
1980s. Upinio~s about this differ only slightly. One side of the 
debate on Japan's growkh potentid foresees 5 percent growth; the 
other side, 3 2ercent. No one seems to  believe a return to 10 per- 
cent is possib1e.l 

The conclusion of Japan's high growth era created some 
. , been resuiver?, 5ut sthers relain &ffic?dt prcb!sms. Some hzx-- 

and affect opportunities for growth in the 1980s. To understand 
these, we must recall the conditions and policies that made 
Japan's explosive growth possible, Four factors stand out -in par- 
ticular: 

Rapid technologxal progress. Japan was a latecomer to the in- 
dustrial world In the mid-1950s: with a relatively educated 
workforce, opportunities to implement industrial modernha- 
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tion existed along a wide technical frontier. Technological 
modernization had to be rapid if Japan were to catch up with 
the advanced industrial countlric?~, 

Rise in saving rates. Saving rates rose very rapidly d-uring the 
high growth period. The personal saviag rate (personal savings 
divided by household disposable incdme.) increased sharpiy 5e- 
tween 1955 and 1960, and then, dter a terfiy~rary pause, rose 
a~ain, reaching 18.6 percent in 1970. The ratio of gross fixed 
business capital formation to GhT showed the same trend ris- 
ing from &out 11 percent in 1955 to about 16 percent in 1965, 
and to 20 percent in 1970. The strength of the trend is even 
more evident when the ratio is expressed in current prices, with 
the prices of investment goods remaining relatively stable com- 
pared to those of consumer goads: the investment ratio rose 
about 5 percent a yew in real terms fro= 3 5 5  to 1970 (see 
table 2). 

Extensive me of energy and other resources. In the period of low 
energy prices before 1973, Japan imported most of its energy 
and resources inputs, -with minimum ccncern a b u t  costs and 
improving terms of trade. 

Incr-eases in the labor force. The labor force increased about 2 
percent per year during the high groviqk period. 

Table 1 
Annuall G~owih Xates b y  five-Year Periods 

(percezt l 

Gross fixed 
business Population 

Fiscal year Real GNP capital stock employed 

1955-60 8 -9 7.9 2.2 
1960-65 9.7 11.0 1.7 
1965-70 11.6 13.0 1.8 
19'70-75 4.7 10.3 0 -4 
1975-80 4.9 6.3 0.9 - 

Source: Real GNP and gross fixed business capital stock for 1955-70 are taken 
from the old series (former SNAf at constant 1910 prices, whiIe those for 1970-80 
are from the new series (prese~t  SNAj at constant 1975 prices. They are not com- 
parable due ta definitional changes and revisions made in the estimatior: methad 
Population figures are fmm the Cersus- 



Changes in Conditions ;OF Growth 

Among the influences accounting for the reduced growth rate, the 
retardation of capital accndation accounted for about 2.5 per- 
cent af the skowdown; more than 3 percent was accounted for by a 
slower increase in find inputs; and 0.6 percent by the reduced in- 
creases in the labar force. 

The saving rate could not rise indefinitely. Personal saving con- 
tinuzd to  rise until 1974 when it reached a record high of 23.1 per- 
cent, and declined somewhat thereafter. In nominal tern the 
ratio of gross fixed business capital formation to GNF fell from 
20.9 percent in 1970 to 15.7 percent in 1980. At constant prices, 
however, the decline was much more limited: The same proportion 
of GNP was allocated to fixed busi-riess capital formation in 1980 
at constant prices as in 1968, a typical year of the high growth era 
(table 2). One important question is why such a high proportion of 
GNP was allocated for building plant and equipment when eco- 
nor, ie growth decelerated remarkably. We will return to this ques- 
tion in a moment. 
An economy with a rising saving ratio grows faster than the 

"natural rate of growth" (i-e., the rate determined by population 
increase and technical progress), and per capita output rises. 
When saving rates stabilize, the economy will return to its natural 
growth path. The saving rate at the end cf the 1960s was so high 
that it could not have risen much further. In this sense, the high 
growth period could no+ last indefmitely. 

Because of the sharp rises of crude oil prices in 1973 and again 
io 1979, Japan's terms of trade deteriorated by 45 percent in 1980 
compared to 1970, in spite of the remarkable appreciation of the 
yen exchange rate in the meantime. The limited supply of labor, 
energy, and other resources certainly exerted a strong pressure on 
profit margins. The ratio of gross corporate income to gross fixed 
corporate capital declined from 28 percent in 1970 to about 13 per- 
cent in 1980 (table 2) .  This decline might have been responsible 
for the decline of  growth in the capital stock, which fell from 13 
percent growth in the 1965-70 period to 6.3 percent from 1975 to 

1980 (table I!. 
When the saving rate ir rising, the gross fixed capital stock 

becomes younger and younger, so that new technologies that are 
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Saving and Investment 
(percent) 

Gross corpa 
Personal Gross fixed rate income 
saving business capital Gross fixed 

Personal formation corporate 
Fiscal disposable GNf capital stock 
Year income (nominal terms) ireal tenml (real terms) 

1955 13.9 10.8 7.7 16.4 
1960 17.4 19.6 14.0 24.0 
1965 16.8 15.3 13.3 19.0 
1970 20.3 19.8 20.0 22.0 
1970 18.6 20.9 19.5 28.0 
1975 22.2 16.0 16.1 15.4 
1980 19.5 f 5.1 16.8 12.9 

Source: National Income Statistics. Remarks from table 1 also apply. 

"embodied" in newly built plants and equipment are more easily 
and widely put into use. But when saving reaches its limit, and 
capital accumulation drops, a beneficial growth cycle will turn into 
a vicious one. 
The slower increase of inputs does not explain the entire decline 

in the growth rate after 19'70. Overall technohgical progress ikself 
appears to have slowed after that date for several reasons: 
Japanese industries had closed technological gaps; the population 
had moved almost entirely out of zgriedture and into industry, 
and a higher proportion of workers were now in the senice sector, 
where technical progrers is less easy to utilize than it is in 
manufacturing industries. L? fact per capita output in the service 
sector grew 2.9 percent per year in the 19?0s, compared to 6.7 per- 
cent productivity gains in the industrial sector. 

High energy prices have also reduced growth rates. Higher 
energy prices retard capital accumulation. One reason for this is 
that changes in the input and output price mixes will cause profit 
rates to fall. Another is that in a country like Japan, where energy 
resources are largely imparted from abroad. worsened terms of 

I 
i 

trade will shift more resources inb exports to finance the in- 
creased bill for imported energy. This reduces the resources 
available for domestic capital formation. 
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The decline in growth from the 5 percent levels achieved in the 
1970s to 3 percent in three consecutive years in the 1980s raises 
the question of whether this furthzr deceleration is a temporary 
phenomenon resulting from the recent recession or a second, per- 
manent shift in Japan's long-term growth path. The answer will 
depend at least in part, on the resolution of certain major policy 
issues, which have important growth implications. 

R@atiorn-A Passing Phase 

Reduced economic growth implied smaller productivity gains and 
a comparatively bigger wage push, which tend to bring about in- 
flat.ion as weli as unemployment. Fears of increased inflation were 
accentuated by the explosive revision of wages in the spring of 
1974, when the base wage rate was raised an average of 32.9 per- 
cent for the members of big trade unions. Meanwhile, the 
wholesale price index and the consumer price index rose more 
than 20 percent, forcing the government t o  take stringent mone- 
tary and fiscal measures (table 3). The Japanese feared that 
stagflation wodd result from the clash between austere total de- 
mand management and deeply-rooted inflationary expectations. 

Fortunately, that nightmare was only partially realized In the 
two or three years immediately after the 1973 oil crisis, Japan 
suffered irom rising prices and unemployment; however, inflation 
was rapidly subdued thereafter. In the mid-1970s and early 1980s, 
after a short-lived reemergence of inflationary pressures resulting 
from the second oil crisis of 1979, Japan was faced with slower 
growth, unemployment ~f more than 2 percent (high by the high 
growth period standard), and price stability instead of inflation. In 
1982, consumer prices rose by less than 3 percent over the pre- 
vious year, below the average rate of consumer price inflation of 
about 5 percent during the high gou.-th era. 

Two factors contributed to the price stability-stringent mone- 
xary policy and flexible wage determination. Monetary policy  as 
reoriented twice in the 1970s- In the high growth era, monetary 
policy was redesigned to maximize economic growth under the 
constraint of a fixed exchange rate of 360 yen/dollar. On the one 
hand, the money s ~ p p i y  was expanded as long zs the balance-of- 
international- payments situation allowed it, and foreign reserves 
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were kept thin, rarely exceeding $2 billion until 1970. On the 
other hand9 whenever the balance of payments turned into defi- 
cits, the authorities never hesitated to imwse rather severe 
measures. In 1954,1957,1961, and 1964, the Bank of Japan effec- 
tively suppressed aggregate demand and quickly restored the in- 
ternational balance to equilibrium. Japan at that time was under 
the strict regimen of the fured exchange rate, which is not unlike 
that of the gold standard. The result was virtual stability of 
wholesale prices barticularly of export prices), which strength- 
ened the international competitiveness of Japanese industries, 
while domestic consumer prices were allowed to rise as long as 
they did not endanger the price stability of tradeable goods. 

Inflation abroad changed the situation in the early 1970s. The 
mounting surplus in Japan's current account was regarded as a 
cause of international financial instability. Instead of revaluating 
the yen to decrease the surplus, the Japanese government tried to 
expand fiscal expenditures and the money supply. Money supply 
was increased more than 20 percent annually over the previous 
year when the first oii crisis broke out in the fall of 1973 (table 3). 

Table 3 
Development sf Unemployment and Prices 

(percent) 

Inffatjonb 
Spring Consumer wholesale Increase 

Fiscal Unernploy- wage price price ia money 
Year merit revisiona index index suppiyc 

 ate over previous year. 

w, i CD 
Sources: Statistical Bureau, f rime AWnister's Office, and the Bank of Japan. 
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The Bank of Japan learned from this failure. It tried to get the 
money supply under control and keep it there. It declared price 
stability as its supreme concern. By the mid-19'70s the new mone- 
tary policy succe. ied in containing inflation and bringing about a 
business recovery with price stability in 1977 -78. Facing another 
oil crisis in 1979, monetary authorities moved quickly to suppress 
inflationary development in zarly 1980 and successfdIy avoided 
double-digit inflation. 

In the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  the principal elements affecting money policy 
were wholesale prices, unemployment, and the balance of pay- 
ments, but nut consumer prices. However, in the 1970s, the prin- 
cipal elements were wholesale as well as consumer prices, but not 
so much balance of papen ts  or unemployment. More recently, 
monetary poticy has t e ~ d e d  to be influenced-not by constant 
rates of inflation (measured in relation to the consumer price in- 
dex), but by accelerating inflation rates. 

Flexible wage determinatio~ was another element that brought 
the Japanese economy price stability rather than stagflation. 
Several institutional factors were involved. Enterprise-based 
trade unions, the common policy of guaranteed lifelong employ- 
ment, and a one-year renegotiation of wage rates dl served to 
make trade *anions responsive to current business conditions2. The 
development of labor-saving techndogies as well as the increase 
in the  number of part-time job-seekers tended to limit the wage 
claims of the unions to the minimum. 

Steady monetary policy combined with flexible wage determina- 
tion brought about satisfactory price stability without aggravated 
unemployment. Two problems remain, however. If economic 
growth decelerates further, unemployment may increase, thus 
causing some social unrest. Unemployment stin remains com- 
paratively high in Japan today, and finding new jobs for high 
school graduates and female workers has become more difficult 
than in the past. 

A second prclblern concerns  he effects of stringect monetary 
policy in one country on other countries. Japan was able to expand 
its exports substantially in the mid-1970s to pay its increased bill 
for imported energy only because U.S. monetary policy at the time 
was fairly loose. In 1981 and 1982, however, U.S. mozetary policy 
became extremely tight; interest rates rose; and its imports fell 
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because of reduced demand. Stringent Japanese monetary policy 
thus yielded a prolonged recession at home, reduced exports, and a 
faltering ym. The experience of this period shows that suc- 
cessfully avoiding stagflation is not simply a matter of domestic 
policy. 

Saving-Investment Adjustment 

As we have seen, despite the decline in growth rates, which began 
around 1970, capital investment rates remained high into the 
early 1980s. The ratio of gross fixed business capital formation in 
1980, for instane, was 15.7 percent in nominal terms and 16.8 
percent at constant prices, compared to 18.9 percent and 16.4 per- 
cent respectively in 1968, a year in the high grawth era. Several 
hypotheses have been proposed to explain these continued high in- 
vestment rates at a t iwe of declining economic growth. In con- 
sidering various explanations, several data stand out. First, the 
ratio of new investment to total investment declined between 1970 
and 1980 from 73 to 61 percent. The ratio of replacement invest- 
ment, however (defmed as equivalent to  the investment levels of 
thirteen years ago-which is the average life of plant and equip- 
ment), increased from 27 to 39 percent (table 4). Although total 
capital formation and GNP are growing less rapidly today than 
before, replacement investment is increasing as rapidly as it did 
during the high growth period because plant and equipment in- 
stalled then are reaching the end of their average thirteen-year 
life spans. Thus, an increasing share of replacement investment is 
reflected in the statistics of total capital formation and gross na- 
tional product. Growth in replacement investment explains why 
Japan's ratio of capital formation to GNP remains high in spite of I 
its reduced growth rate, and at the same time why the growth of 
the capital stock is lower while business capital formation remains 
high. 

I 1 

In the first half of the 1970s, when the ratio of gross Fixed .I 
capital formation fell, the ratio of personal saving to personal &s- 
posable income increased. This sharp rise in personal saving cre- 
ated several problems as Japan adjusted to slower economic 
growth in the mid-1970s. Increased household saving (and 
reduced c~nsumpt.ion) in the face of declining capital formation 
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Table 4 

Shares of New and Replacement Investment 
(percent) 

New Replacement 
investment investment Total 

1970 72.9 2?.1 100.0 
1975 63.0 37.0 100.0 
1980 60.7 39.0 f 00.0 - 

Source: Economic Planning Agency, Estimate of Gross Fixed Business Capital 
Stock and Ku'ational Income Statistics. 

brought about deficits in the  government and corporate sectors, , 

which further restrained their investment activities. Business- 
men reacted to the frustration by reducing inventories, restricting 
new employment, and refraining from venturing into new en- 
terprises. This process might have continued indefinitely without 
the "floor" of replacement investment that was created and with- 
out the price and wage adjustments already mentioned. 

The rise of personal saving in the mid-1970s can be seen as the 
household sector's reaction to the slowing of long-run expected 
growth and to increased uncertainties. The "permanent" portion 
of income declined as a result of lowered expectations of future in- 
come. The "observed" propensity to consume was thus reduced 

The relation between corporate and household saving may 
deserve special attention here. The decline in corporate saving (or 
the increase in business losses) can be regarded as both an effect 
and a cause of increased personal saving. 

The personal saving rate once exceeded 20 percent in the 
mid-1970s, declining toward the end of the decade; but it remained . 

at 19.5 percent in 1980, higher than the late 1960s average of 16.5 , 

percent (table 21 - In contrast with these iilrreased persand saving 
rates, the ratio of corporate saving to GNP declined from 16.6 per- 
cent in 1970, bottomed in the mid-I970s, and reached only 8.9 per- ' 
cent in f 980. 

More remarkably, deficits in the public sector increased. During : 

the high growth era, tax revenues increased so rapidly that the 
government was able to reduce tax rates every year, keeping the 
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ratio of taxes to national income at the same level, while stfi feav- 
ing room to expand government expenditure rather generously 
and to maintain swp1uses. This situation changed after the first 
oil crisis. Annual increases in tax revenue became smaller. The 
tax cut in the fall of 1973 by the Tanaka Cabinet was unusually 
large. Concurrently, because of the generous social security 
reforms launched in 1973 by the same Cabinet, public transfers 
grew at a much higher pace. Public works projects were increased 
to  overcome the recession after the first oil crisis. The deficit of 
the general government reachel 5.5 percent of GNP in 1978 (table 
51, and that of the general account of the central government 
reached 6.1 percent in 1979. 

The government's program of fiscal austerity aimed at reducing 
the g~vernment deficit without increasing taxes. Public works ex- 
penditures were cut back in real terms and tax reduction was 
postponed. Even so, the budget deikit remained high because of 
smaller-than-expected increases in tax revenues during the reces- 
sion of 1981-82. As a result,, new austerity measures, inckding a 
freeze on public employee wages, -:+ere introduced in the 1483 
budget. 

Politically, the Cabinet was committed to  the restoration of fis- 
cal  balances without introducing large-scale new taxes. From the 

Budget Deficits 
(percent) 

-- 
DeEcit, Fixed capital 
G h y  fbrKiX3ti0?l 

GST 
General accixmt 

Fiscal Gexeral of c3n tral General 
Year g~verzx~eot  goverrment govenm~;=i: 

Sources: Karional hacome Statistics and Jlinistr*. of See alsc 3 l a ~ m o  
Akinori "Zaisei AksjtJi to Chochikrr" {Budget Deficit and Savkg~. Chschik~ to 
Keizal, Baak of Japan. December 1982. 



budget-balancer's viewpoint, the current situation is self-destruc- 
tive, as the rate of growth of national income as wei! as that of tax 
revenue is considerably lower than the rate of interest on national 
bonds (8 percent currently; one-third of the general account ex- 
penditure is financed by issue of national bonds). Financial circles 
fear the crowding-out effects of the large amount of national 
bonds issued. Ec~nomic accountants tend t o  rcsard the budget 
deficit as the natural consequence of  high personal savings and of 
the high proportion of government fixed capital formation t o  gross 
national product. Rational expectation thecri~k ergAe that the 
deficits are irrefcsrant, as government spending is canpensated by 
savings in the private sectsr. 

Redwing the budget deficit sharply within a short time may ex- 
ert deflationary pressures on the overall economy. UThiLe the pres- 
sures may be offset by a fa11 in private saving ratio, the ex- 
periences of the 1910s scggest thzt this offset is not complete. f ri- 
rate s8ving was inversely related to public savkg in the 1970s-a 
change from tkie 1960s-but not by mrsch. 

Still, politically and administratively7 the momtiing budget 
deficits impose severe restrictions on governmental aczions. ft is 
safe to assame thzz Japan mi l l  be faced with. stringent budgets 
2nd increasing tax bwdm in yews to come, in spite of their p s -  
sible unfavarzb!e effects on economic growth and on internal and 
external economic: balances. 

The high growth period featwed considerable equality in income 
distribution. Slower growth since 1970, hotvever, may have eaded 
and even reversed that trend. This conclusion about overall pat- 
terns of income &strib'i:tion emerges from complicated changes in 
relative positions of specific groups throughout the period. 

Employee compensati~n rrose as z share of national income in 
the 1960s, %t,r~d that rise accelerated in the 70s (see table 6) .  Cur- 
parate income, had remained at the same level relstifte to 
national income in the beginning and the end of the 196Os, 
declined remarkably in the mid-1970s and did not recgver fully in 
1980. Income froa property continued to rise in its share relative 
to national income through the 1960s and the 1910s. The increase 
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Table 6 

Changes in Shares of Income to Xationd Income 
f percent f 

Ehployee Encome of - b 
compensation Corporate =self-employe2 Income from a 

Fiscal year :a) inconre (bj property per hezd I 
- I 

2980 67.4 9.7 11.7 11-6 44.5 

Source: National Income Statistics. Remarks from table 1 also apply. 

in labor's share relative to capital was to be expected This in- 
crease reduced aggregate saving, thus helping to balance saving 
and investment as economic grow%h slowed , 

Incone of the self-employed as a share of national income con- 

tinued to fa through the 1960s and 1970s, reflecting the chang- 
, . ing industrial structure. However: the per capita income of the . . 

self-employed moved T ~ w a s d  parity with that of ernp1c.y~~ in the 
1%0s, then decTfined relatively in the 1970s. Meanwhile, wage 
differentials between employees of large aad smdlsr business 
firms increased in the 19TOs, reversing st trend toward narrower 
differentials 'In the P96Os, when labor markets were growing 
tighter ttahie '7). 

These latter effects imply that income becomes less equally dis- 
tributed as economic growth slackens and as unnmployment in- 
creases. E~larged wage &Eere~tiais csn be interpreted as a f u m  
of "disguised" unempiopent and of a reemergence of the &.a1 
structure in the labor market. I t  is nat clear, howe~,er, how far we 
can go with this interpretation. The disparities d rewards be- 
tween employees and the self-employed, or between employees of 
differe~t-sized firm, fur example, may reflect the increased nurn- 
ber of part-time workers (particularly hu-usewives who seek jobs' 
in the saaU and me&=-sized fimfi. Morw~e~, the extensions of 
retirement age in the large corporations (from 55 to 60 years of 
age) r ~ ~ y  raise the average wages of the employees of larger 
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because of the "seniority" wage system in Japan. Moreover, 
despite the recent trend away from equality in wages and salaries, 
personal income differentials continue to be very s m d  in Japan 
(table 7). 

Impacts on International IEConamic Relations 

Toward the end of the 1960s and in the early 1970s, the Japanese 
balance of payments ran a swplus from year to year (table 8). In 
response, the Sato and Tanaka governments tried to expand 
domestic demand by lowering interest rates and increasing the 
money supply and public expenditure, instead of by revattag the 
yen. This policy imposed an unbearable burden on an economy 
already st fdrl employment and growing 12 percent per year in 
red terms. The hyperinflation of 1973-74 was the result. 

It was believed that the 1973 shift to a new system of floating 
exchange rates wodd bring relief, since the new system wodd 
allow authorities to execute policies without regard for intern- 
tional balances. Although the floating exchange rate regime sur- 
vived the repeated oil crises, the high hopes for free and indepen- 
dent economic management that concentrated on domestic 
stability were not fully realized. Even under the floating exchange 
rates, slower economic growth and relative price stability in Japan 
brought about current swp1uses in external balances, except dur- 
ing a short period of large deficits immediately after the oil crises. 
The success of Japanese policy aroused much criticism from 
abroad against the "export of unemployment from Japan." Under 
the floating-rate system, the yen took much longer than expected 
to appreciate and restore the current balance, and the restora- 
tions of eqdibriurn were of irregular duration, particularIy be- 
tween 1975 and 1978. Exchange rate fluctuations were a k ~  
greater than expected. 
In 1981 and 1982, the yen depreciated in spite of the current 

surpluses and domestic price stability, due to disparities in in- 
terest rates at home and abroad. Cries against the Japanese ex- 
port of unemp10lynaent were repeated, while Japan was suffering 
from recession at home caused p&1y by a drop in exports. Mone- 
tary authorities maintained the high discount rate in order to 
avoid further depreciation of the yen and allowed the domestic 
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Table 8 

External &dances 

Current balance 
GNP Exchange rate 

Nominal Real Terms of do'ila r/yen 
Fiscal year terms !%I terns (%I trade (end of year) 

1955 1.0 1.4 136.3 360.0 
1960 0.1 0.3 151.7 360.0 
1965 1.3 1.4 146.7 360.0 
1970 1.3 1.2 150.4 360.0 
1970 1.2 -2.5 150.4 360.0 
' 975 0.1 0.3 97.2 299.7 

211.0 I980 -0.5 4.4 68.0 

Sources Figures for current balance come from National Income Statistics 
Remarks fom table 1 also apply- Terms of trade are from Bank of Japan Export 
and 1 mport Price Indexes (1 975 = 100). 

economy to slip further into recession. Imports declined as a 
result, and again the expected "insulation effect" of floating ex- 
change rates was not as great as hoped. 

More trade liberalization at this juncture is clearly desirable for 
Japan. At the same time, its potential contribution to improved 
trade balances will almost certainly be more psychological than 
substantive. Notwithstanding all its short-term defects, however, 
there seems to be no substitute for a floating exchange rate 
system. In the long run, the Japanese current account has bal- 
anced on average under the system, while the surplus in the real 
terms reflects deteriorated terms of trade. If the extraordinarily 
high interest rates in the United States declined to more normal 
levels, the floating exchange rate system should produce more bal- 
anced trade flows. 

Another international impact of Japan's slower economic 
growth is i t s  effect on the exports of other countries. Today, 
Japan's imports amount to 7.2 percent of free world imports. The 
growth of the Japanese economy and of its imports thus sim- 
cantly affects the growth of world trade. 

The newly industrialized and rapidly developing countries in 
the East and South Asia have a particularly deep trade connection 
with Japan. The slower growth ef imports into Japan, resulting 
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from slower growth of the Japanese economy andlor worsened 
terms of trade, should adversely affect the exports of these 
developing countxties. During the 1970s, S,-3.)uth Korea's exports to 
Japan grew by 29 percent annually in dollar terms, Taiwan's by 
24.7 percent, Hong Kong's by 20 percent, Thailand's by 19.4 per- 
cent, Singapore's by 33 percent, Malaysia's by 23.5 percent, and 
the Philippines' by 13.9 percent, according to Japanese statistics. 

Recent further deceleration of Japanese economic growth pro- 
duced a decline in Japanese imports. The decline was remarkzble 
in nominal terms rather than in real terms. Nonetheless, the 
faifwe of Japan to expand its import market rapidly may stifle 
(however temporarily) the growth of other Asian countries. 

Perspectives for Growth in the 1988s 

Japan successfdly avoided the ~tag~htion that could have 
resulted from the sharp decline of economic growth in the 1970s. 
A steady monetary policy and flexible wage determination made it 
possible to achieve relative price stability without excessive 
unemployment. Nevertheless, Japan today faces severe budget 
deficits at home and imbalances in external payments. 
If Japanese growth continues to decline, a new adjustment pro- 

cess will be necessary. Declining growth would compel a reduction 
in the growth of capital investment (currently 6 percent per year). 
A decline in business investment would probh g cause trouble for 
the capital goods industries, which were already hit by high 
energy costs. Under these circumstances, Japan's high personal 
saving rates-a past source of its ability to adapt and respond to 
changing economic conditions-instead may become a source of 
difficulty, even if only temporarily. With declining growth, 
another round of adjustments in saving and investment would 
have to begin. External imbalances may retard the indu='.rializa- 
tion process of neighboring countries, as will the reduced growth 
of Japanese imports. 

If the current growth rates of saving and investment are main- 
tained, one could expect Japan to grow by 4 to 5 percent in real 
terms for the rest of this decade. The current 3 percent growth in 

I 
t gross fixed capital formation should yield a 5 percent annual rate 
I of capital accumulation (table 9). That 5 percent growth will con- 
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Table 9 

Hypothetical Growth Rates of Capital Formation and Capital 
Stock 

(percezt) 

Rate of increase Growth rate of gross 
in psi fmed fixed business capital stock 

business capital Growth rate of replacement investment 
formation 13% 15% 18% 

0 % 4.7 4.5 4.7 
2.5 5.3 5.1 4.8 
5 5.9 5.6 5.4 
7.5 6.5 6.3 6.1 

Source: Starting from the gross capital stock, gross capital formation and replace- 
ment investment at 1980, the rates of growth of gross capital stock under several 
assumptions are calculated. 

tribute 1.5 to 2 percent to economic growth. The remaining growth 
should result from technical progress (2 percent) and the effect of 
1 percent annual increases in the labor force. Four percent growth 
thus seems atka.inable. On the other hand, if demand fads to grow 
adeqwte1y7 capital formation must decline further. 

Confidence in the future encourages business investment and 
thus is important for sustaining economic growth. In particular, 
uncertainty resulting from conxhmed budget deficits at home and 
depressed economic conditions abroad are a real problem for confi- 
dence, which will only disappear when those problems are over- 
come. To increase confidence, the government must initiate hId  
measures to reduce the budget deficits-but without resort to the 
shortsighted policy of freezing all government spending. The most 
important such measure would be a serious effort to control 
government spending* Besides the deficit, Zmver, important 
stx-uctural reforms are also necessary-including reduction in 
unprodudiveIy high tax rates, reform of the s o d d  securit;r 
system, and reform of federal grant propaws to regio~~-;~t~ govern- 
me*. 

A program that included these elements would go a long way 
toward restoring public confidence and enco-=aging renewed eco- 
nomic growth. 



Sweden 

The Swedish economy in the 1270s and early 1980s experiend 
slow growth and increasing str;~r,tural irnbatances.l the 
same period, other industrid countries have exhibited similar prob- 
lems, but the Swedish pedommcr! is in fact distinctively worse in 
industrid and overall growth (GBP) than the OECD average. 
In one area, employment, Swedzn has done 'better than average. 

But the reason is in reality related to the causes of decline in over- 
all performarce: Sweden's ~ ~ ~ e m p I o ~ e n t  was reduced bS an ex- 
plosion in public spending, undertaken to mitigate the effects of 
the international recession. The result has been an enormous 
growth of public-sector expenditures and deficits, a large balance- 

qstment. of-payments deficit, and declining invL 
Despite these macroeconomic problems, the most important 

cause of Sweden's reduced productivity growth has been economic 
policies that have increased structural rigidities and reduced the 
ecmomy's abiIiv to adapt to a changing economic environment. 
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The first area of rigidity concerns issues of wage formation and 
flexibility in the labor market. In Sweden's centralized wage- 
bargaining process, the solidaristic wage policy has been a very 
important principle among labor unions. This policy aims at equal 
pay for equal jobs regardless of firm, branch, or region. The policy 
has the effect of introducing serious rigidities in wage determina- 
tion and narrowing wage differentials. In the 1950s and especially 
the 1960s, this rigidity on the price side was accompanied by a 
very flexible labor -market policy, allowing parallel development of 
the wage structure and the real structure of the economy. In the 
f 970s Sweden experienced an increasing rigidity also in the labor 
market, so the wage structure tended to be adapted less and less to 
the real structure of the economy. 

For most countries in the 1970s, the need for adjustment was 
most acute in relation to the dramatic increases in oil prices dur- 
ing the decade. For Sweden, however, the new competitive condi- 
tions in the shipblrilding and steel industries !for examplei were 
also very important. 'While these changes prompted the need for 
microeconomic adjustments, most adjustment in the Swedish 
economy went in the wrong direction because of government sub- 
sidies and transfers to ailing sectors. 

A third problem area concerns the explosion ir? public-sector 
spending and financing. In 1970 public-sector expenditure 
equaled 45 percent of GDP; in 1982 the same figure had risen to 
close to 70 percent, This rapid increase has been financed by in- 
creasing taxes and by rapid growth of public borrowing. Recent 
studies suggest that further increases in %dish tax rates uill 
not increase revenues and may even cause revenues to fall. In- 
creased public-sector borrowing has not  produced the dramatic in- 
creases in real interest rates that are evident in other countries 
with similar conditions, partly because of heavy regulation of the 
credit markets. But such regulation inevitably implies credit ra- 
tioning, often by noneconomic criteria (especially political in- 
flaence). And in Sweden. it shodd not be surprisir~g that credit ra- 
tioning has worked in the same direction as direct subsidies- 
supporting less efficient import-competing industries and thus 
retardng growth of more efficient export industries. 

In all three areas. changes in policy between the 1960s and 
1,970s have worked generally toward slower growth and poorer 
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functioning of the economy. While it is not easy to quantify the 
effects of these changes on overall economic performance, the evi- 
dence is strong that they explain much of the deterioration of 
Sweden's economic performance in the 1970s. 
To get out of the present disequilibrium it is therefore probably 

necessary to change economic policies in all the areas mentioned. 
In the most recent years policies have changed considerably on 
some points. The competitive position of Swedish industry has 
been improved considerably in the last few years. This imprave- 
merit has, however, been achieved by devaluations and not by inter- 
nal. adjustment. After 1980 there has been 3 slow-down of the 
growth of public-sector expenditwe. This year zero-growth is 
forecasted. 

Most notable is that a large portion of the industrial subsidies 
I has been phased out. In the end of the paper there is a discussion 
I on whether those changes are sufficient to get back to the non- 

inflationary growth path. 

Some Indicators of Overdl Economic Performance 

Output and employment, In the 1970s there was a dramatic 
decline in economic growth in Sweden. In the 1950s the average 
yearly growth rate of GDP was 3.5 percent, and in the 1960s this 
rate increased to 4.5 percent; but in the 1970s it fell back to 1.75 
~ercent. A more detailed picture of this turnaround is given in + 

table 1. 
The actual turning point occurred during the period 1973-74. 

The decline in production and productivity was most significant in 
the industrial sector, which experienced after 1974 an actual 
dedine in production in conjunction with a very modest produc- 
tivity performance. There was also some decline in production and 
productivity growth in other private business sectors, although 
the change was considerably less dramatic than in the industrial 
sector. In the public sector, growth and employment continued to 
increase by about 3.5 percent per year, which represented a 
decline in growth from the extreme high rate of 6.1 percent in the 
last half of the 1960s. 

An interesting question is to what extent the decline in growth 
and productivity can be explained by the dedine in capital forma- 



Table I 

Production, Employment, and Productivity 
(annual change in volume, percent) 

Production Employmenta Productivity 

Industry 
1965-70 
1910-74 
1974-81 
1980-83 

Other private 
business sectors 
1965-10 
1970-74 
1974-81 
1980 -83 

Public sector 
1965-70 
1910-14 
1974-81 
1980-83 

Total economy 
1965-70 
1970-74 
1974-81 
i980-83 V.. - - -  

=Xn h o w .  
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, National Accounts, Stockholm, 1983. 

tion. A recent study indicates that the decline in industrial pro- 
ductivity has to be explained by factors 0 t h  than a decline ,& 
quantitative capital formation-2 This is highlighted by table 2, 
which summarizes the results of the study on this point. 

Use of resources. The weak growth of production in the 1970s 
was not accompanied by a parallel adjmtment in domestic con- 
sumption. in the government's attempt to bridge over the interm- 
tional recession of the 1970s, consmption growth continued This 
w especially true for public consumption, which grew by 3.5 per- 
cent per year during the whole decade, while private consumption 
stagnated in the latter part of that period. A gap rose between the 
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Contribution of Capital Intensity to f roductivity 
inn Swedish Industry 

(merage yearly percentage changes) 

1953-65 1965 -73 1973-80 

Productivity, 5.1 6.0 1.9 
explained by: 

Capital intensity 1.3 2.1 2.0 
Other factors 3.8 3.9 -0.1 

wee: Y. Aberg, "Produckti~tetsutvecklingen i industrin dika OECD=tander 
1953-1980," unpublished manuscript, 1982. 

growth of total consumption and national income, and this gap is 
still not closed. Figure I shows the  development of total consump- 
tion compared with that of gross national income (GNI) in the 
1970s through 1983. This gap, which represents a fundamental 
lack of balance in the Swedish economy, has arisen in conjunction 
with decreased investments and a growing deficit on current 
account. 

Competitive position and export performance. Because 
Sweden is a small open economy, the competitive position of her 
industry and export performance is of great importance for the 
whole economy. 
In the middle of the 1970s the competitive position of Swedish 

industry declined dramatieal!.y because of high increases in wage 
costs accompanied by an effective appreciation of the Swedish 
crown. The cost position was later on normalized by a combination 
of successive devaluations and a more modest development of 
wage costs. 

The development of cost-competitiveness during the 1970s is 
given in figure 2. This figure also shows the development of 
Sweden's share of the OECD market for manufactwed products. 
W I e  the increase in Sweden's relative cost position in the middle 
of the decade caused a sharp fall in market shares, the normaliza- 
tion of cost position later on did not bring about a symmetrical in- 
crease in these shares. Instead Swedish shares on export markets 
seemed to show a downward trend. In figure 2 this decline is 15 







percent frm 1970 to 1981; if the whole world market is included, 
the total f a l  amounts instead to 20 percent. 

This development coincides with a markedly poorer perfor- 
mance for Swedish industry than the OECD average. This is 2- 
lustrated by figure 3, which gives an index for Swedish industrial 
production during the period 1970-82 compared with an index of 
average O E D  industrial production for the same b e .  

Inflation and unemployment, As in most countries, the infla- 
tion trend in 5';tyeden mcved u?war& during the 1970s. However, 
there has k e n  ;a strong cyclical pattern in inflation perfoma3:1ce, 
with each peak mtd battom respectiveIy higher than its pre- 
decessor. The has& inflationary peak in 1980 was 14 pe-rceat. 
Swedish i~flation during the 19'70s moved fairly close t o  the O C D  
average, d t h ~ u g h  at present there is a discrepancy: while the 
OECD inflation average is rn0vir.g daumwards, inflatior, k Sweden 
is increasing. 

Emphyment has been following a similar pattern of deteriorr- 
tion during the 1970s. In this case, however, Swe&sh performance 
is iBr bet.ter thzn the OEGD average. RWJe the OECD average is 
ariomd 'LO percent, the S\ve&sh figure on open me~p lo jmen t  is 
about 3.5 percent, althqxgh it should be noted that the number af 
persons in relief work and other kinds of labor-market measxres 
is quite high. At present they account another 4 percent of the 
labor force. 

To put the Sxv2&sh &veIoprnent into an internstissnal perspec- 
tive, some s13ramarS;. meas-ares on eeoncsrnic perf~rxnance after 
1970 for Sweden and some selected OECD ccllim.tries m e  @%-en in. 
table 3. 

Decline of the Srvedish Model 

In hindsight economic development in Sweden i 3  the 1950s and 
1960s wzs very favorable, backed up bj- a strong grov-h of invest- 
ments very rapid stsuctrrrai changes. Sweden took great ad- 
vantage of these decades' opportunities for intenat.ional specid- 
izaticn. Other important compcments in this derelopmenr were 
the elimination of obsolete andhr ineffecti~e capital and the ra- 
t ionaf ization and increased capacity of existing produtti~n. 
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An important expl&2ation for the rapid rise of productivity was 
thatSweden was in an excellent sJtw.tion due to structural adjust- 
ments after the war.3 Another important explanation lay in em- 
nomic and labor-market policy at that time. There was also a con- 
siderable degree of consensus among unions, employers, and 
government on basic strategy. Thus the latter 1950s and most of 
the 1960s can be described as the "gulden age of the Swedish 
model." 
The mion contributions to this strategy were a recognition of 

the importance of international cost-competitiveness and a psi- 
tive attitude 6x1 principle) to mobility and change. A very impor- 
tant principle of iabor-union wage policy, however, was the before- 
mentioned strongly egalitarian solidaristic wage program,' the 
aim of which was equal pay for equal jobs regardless of firm, 
branch, or region. The contribution from the government was the 
labor-market policy with strong emphasis on mobility and flexi- 
bility. 0 t h ~  components were an active stabilization policy for 
fall employment, strong growth in the pGbic sector and in resi- 
dential construction, and a liberal industrial pulicy that permitted 
good profitability. 

An important explanation for the rapid structural transforma- 
tion of the exposed sector lay in the tension between international 
prices and domestic costs. With a fum dollar and Fixed exchange 
rates, the prices of manufactured goods in international trade 
were relatively constant. As this was accompanied by relatively 
rapid wage increases, unchanged margins presupposed that pro- 
ductivity was stepped up by means of investments, rationalization, 
and economies of scale. Enterprises whose productivity could not 
keep pace with wages saw their profit margins shrink and were 
ultimately eliminated. 

Wage policy aimed at general wage increases on a scale that 
would permit unchanged profit margins in the expansive part of i 

indw:ry. These wage increases were also to be imposed on the 
weak parts of industry, where the resulklt contraction and shut- 
downs would wrinkle out a supply of labor that through an active 
labor-market policy could then be transferred to the more proffit- 

able parts of industry. This would facilitate industrid expansion 
where Sweden had comparative advantages over producers 
abroad and where productivity could be increased via economies of 
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scale. Wage formation accordingly helped to boost the rise of pro- 
ductivity and this in turn made it possible to combine good wage 
agreements with a relatively stable price level and unimpaired 
competitiveness in the expansive part of industry. At the same 
time it was possible to achieve an economically viable equalization 
of the wage structure. The labor discharged frcm the weak sectors 
was moved, as a rule, to new enterprises with higher productivity 
and a stronger wage potential. The equalization of wages accord- 
ingly went hand in hand with an equalization of the differences in 
productivity. 
The Swedish wage formation process is closely associatc2 with 

the so-called "'Scandinauian inflation model" that served as a 
benchmark in the wage negotiazi0ns.j Wage increases-or the 
room for wage increases-in the exposed sectors are allocated by 
productivity growth and internationally determined price in- 
creases. Wages in the sheltered sectors are related to wages in the 
wage-leading exposed part of the economy and prices are deter- 
mined as a markup on rmit labor costs. This implies under certain 
assumptions an unchanged functional income distribution. 
Among a number of specific assumptions underlying the model, a 
level of profits suf'ficiel;t to generate a high level of investment is 
perhaps the most crucial. Moreover, in order to preserve full 
employnent and a balanced external position, the model in con- , 
junction with the sulidaric wage policy assumes a high degree of 
mobility of both capita1 and labor and a high rate of expansion in 
the high-productivity exposed sectorsm6 

A number of events in the beginning of the 1970s had made this 
framewmk less suitable. As we already have seen, wage develop- 
ments in 1974-16 deviated very importantly from the wage paths 
given by the model, since the settlement did not anticipate the 
twnrnarod in international prices m d  the public sector tended to I 

become a wsge leader. Reduced Iabor mobility and rigidities rein- 
forced by defensive industrial policies suggest that the model has 
become obsolete as a guideline f ~ r  wage policy. Finally, the inter- 
national recession and subsequent slow growth brought an end to 
the rapid expansion of output and productivity gains in the ex- 
posed sectors, thus limiting the ability of the private sector quickly 
to absorb employees released from competitive firms. 

Even if the model has indeed become obsolete, the solidaric 
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wage policy has been pursued through the 19'71)s. This process has 
made the wage structure less and less adepted to the structure of 
the rest of the economy. 

There are many visible effects of this problem. One is  the 
difficulty that firms now have in recruiting skilled workers €-!en 
in conditions of excessive slack in the economy. Another is the in- 
creasing amount of subsidies going to weak parts of Swedish in- 
dustry. When the wage structure is rigid and there is effective 
resistance to closing down firms, subsidies tend to become a politi- 
cdl necessity. 

Even if this process seems obvious enough, it is difficult to pin- 
point empirically. Some evidence a;* the unbalanced development 
of the wage structure with the rest of .,he economy is provided by a 
study of the OECD secretariat presented in the 1981 OECD report 
on the Swehsh e c ~ n o m y . ~  The main result of the study is sum- 
marized in figure 4, which shows sectoral wage and productivity 
differentials from 1963 to 1919. The figure shows that while the 
wage differential is decreasing steadily, except for a stop around 
1972-73, productivity differentials stop decreasing at 1970. Tilm- 
ing to productivity differential at current prices, which is the mare 
relevant concept in this connection, one finds a dramatic increase 
after 1974. The costs of sustaining this structure of narrowing 
wage differential could be expected to be high in terms of infla- 
tionary bias and a furthering of the inflexibilities in the labor 
market. 

There is plentiful evidenca of a continuous decrease of flexibility 
in the Iabor market. One clear indication that is relatively inde- 
pendent of economic activity is given in figure 5, where the num- 
ber of persons who are unemployed or covered by measures of 
labor-market policy is related to the total number of vacancies in 
the labor market. This shows that a given nwnber of vacancies 
has come to be associated with a larger number of persons who are 
avdable for work but do not have a job. This imbalance is an in- 
dication that the Iabor market has become less able to match labor 
supply with denland regardless of the demand situation. 

Adjustment to a Changing Environment 1 
Many Swedish economic problems during the recession of the 
1970s have certainly- been common to all industrialized countries. 







From Sweden's viewpoint the problems have naturally been 
heightened by the weak, irregular development in other iL1dwtrial 
countries. The new competitive conditions in mining, the steel in- 
dustry, and shipbuilding were also of particular importance. 

The price increases for oil did create a &lemma for stabilization 
policy in industrid countries because of the sharply impaired 
terms of trade. However, together with other changes in the world 
economy the price shifts also necessitated a structural adjustment 
among the industrial economies. It is becoming clear that an in- 
ability to make this adjustment goes far toward explaining the 
persistence of the problems in these countries, and this aspect of 
Swedish development warrants a brief recapitulation of the 
changes of the 1970s. Some of the important respects in which in- 
ternational development in the 1970s has called for structwaI ad- 
justment in industrial countries, Sweden included, are as follows8 

The deterioration in terms of trade necessitates a relative 
I downward adjustment of real earnings and total domestic 

consumption. 

A return of external balance in the longer run requires a shift 
in production from sheltered to exposed sectors. 

Achieving this shift in a market economy presupposes a shift in 
relative earnings and relative profitability in favor of the ex- 
w e d  sector; in other words, profits and earnings in industry 
must rise relative to  other sectors. 

The changes in relative prices also make it necessary to 
restructure industry; the impaired conditions for shipbuilding 
and the basic metal industry have already been noted, but the 
need for structural change is n ~ t  confined to these branches. 

The new relative prices mean that a considerable part of the ex- 
isting capital stock is economically obsolete; extensive new in- 
vestments are therefore needed to maintain the capacity for 
growth. 

With the higher prices for oil and energy, the irrelative utikza- 
tion must be reduced. 

The points listed above refer to  changes that are needed chiefly 
as a consequence of increased prices for oil and energy together 



with new conditions for competition. It should not be forgotten, 
however, that structural change is part and parcel of economic 
development, not least via the introduction of new technology. 
With the additional factors listed above, there are many indica- 
tions that development in the 2970s involved an accentuated need 
for economic flexibility. 
Taking the 1970s as a whole, it can be said that the Swedish 

economy was not particularly successful in meeting these de- 
mands for structural change. There was in fact only one respect in 
which development moved in the right direction: the relative input 
of energy in general and oil in particular has de~reased. In all 
othe: respects, adjustment on the whole has been contrary to 
what was desired. 

The Real Wage Gap 

After OPEC I real earrings Sweden, instead of falling, rose very 
strongly and then leveled off on a high plateau relative to produc- 
tivity. This is illatrated in figure 6, wkich shows the "real wage 
gap" in the Swedish economy. 

The same lack of adjustment is evident from figure I, where 
total consmption is related to GNI. Both charts reflect the corn- 
bined effects of the excessive wage-cost increases and the very ex- 
pansionary bridging policy pursued in the middle of the 1970s. The , 

effect was that the terms-of-trade loss f r r ~  the oil price increase 
fell on profits and on the balance of pa3 i e n t ~ . ~  

This contributed to  an extremely depressed profit situation for 
Swedish industry in the latter part of the decade. Figure 7 illns- 
trates this. As can be seen, the average rate of return an real 
capital in industry has after 1975 been far below the bond yield. 
The relevant comparison is of course between long-term bond 
yield and the anticipated rat.e of return on investment. However, 
the existence of a wide negative gap for a long time between 
historical averages of the two variables has most probably been 
creating the expectation that this situation will persist. Therefore 
there has not since the middle of the 1970s been any great incen- 
tive to invest in net new real capital in Swedish industry. From 
this perspective the stagnation and decline of capacity in Swedish 
industry after 1975 seems quite natural. 
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Subsidies and Sectoral Adjustment 

While economic policy 0x1 the macro level initially worked against 
the desirable adjustment, the same is true when it comes to sec- 
tord adjustment. During the 1970s, as will be shown, subsidies to 
the business s e c t =  increased dramatically. 

I 

There exists a recent literature on the theory of effective p tec -  
tion.1° This theory underlines the effects of a tariff for one sector 
on other sectors; in a general equilibrium setting one finds that a 
considerable part of an import duty kt shifted on to the export sec- 
tor in the form of a tax. This explairls the observed fact that pro- 
tection does nut increase total employment. It &so shows that 
there can be no protection for the economy at large: protection 
that enables some industries to maintain a larger scale of opera- 
tions than would otherwise be possible is paid for by mintended 
and undesired shrinkage of other industries. 

Unfortunately there does not seem to exist a similarly well- , 

developed general equilibrium theory for subsidies. Intuitively, 
one could expect similar results as accompany the theory of effec- 
tive protection. Since a subsidy generally introduces an ineffi- 
ciency into the economy, the introduction of a subsidy could be ex- 
pected to decrease or at least not to increase the total productive 
capacity. Therefore the resulting act& increase in a subsidized 
sedor has to take place at the expense of the activity in unsub- 
sidized sectors. The crowding out of the unsubsidized seetors will 
take place partly via the financing requirement introdxed by the 
subsidies w d  partly via the wage increases them induced by them. 

During the 1970s there has been in the Swedish economy an in- 
creasing subsidization of certain parts of the sheltered sector. Sub- 
sidies a h  rose strongly to the industrial sector, for the most part 
to the branches that should be contracted-e.g., shipbuilding, 
basic metal industries, and textiles. 

Figure 8 summarizes the deveiopment between 1970 and 1980. 
of the &re& transfers that have gone in one form or another to 
the various branches." Agriculture and the food sector received 
1.7 billion honor in transfers in 1970; in 1980 the figure had risen 
to 5.3 billion or around 1 percent of GDP. The housing sector 

{ 

received the equivalent of not quite 1 percent of GDP in 1970, 
while in 1980 the amount was equivalent to almost 4 percent of 
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GDP. In industry, subsidies and support i~ 1980 totaled 2.8 per- 
cent of m, w U e  the figure in 1970 had been 1.3 percent. 
In addition, several activities that belonged to the sheltered part 

of the market sector in the early 1910s and were subsidized to a 
certain extent have been incorporated in the public sector and 
are accordingly subsidized in F u l t I 2  Furthennore it is estimated 
that at the end of the 19709, border protection far the agricultwd 
sector cost the Swedish economy 8.4 billion kronor,lQi,e., 1.6 per- 
cent of GDP in 1980, though it is difficult to tell whether this I 

represents an increase from 1970. For the textile industry comes- 
pending calculations put the oost at the end of the 1970s at 1.6 per- 
cent of  GDP- 
On top of this there is the relative discrimination against indus- 

try that is inherent in the organkztion of the Swedish money and 
capital market. The ongoi~g rise in the general interest level has 

I 

accentuated the capital maket 's discrimination against the Don- 
priority sectors, of which industtry is one, 

I I 
Viewed in the short run, it is easier to sae these subsidies' rela- 

I 

tive advantage for the sectors recei-ving the= than the relative 

I disadvantage for the other sectors. Im the 1enge1- m, however, it is 
clear that other activi4ies must saffer from this transfer of re- 
sources-me can Rzrdly argue that the policy of subsidies has 
helped to enlarge the Swedish economy's total resources. 

The bwden on other sectors, i~c1u&ng industry, can be illus- 
trated m-ith the aid of figure 8. Subsidies totaled 3.7 percent of 
GDP in 1970 and 9.6 percent in 1980, a difference that in 1980 is 
equivalent to over 30 billion kronor. This is more than haL" of the 
revenue from pa~~01 l  charges or atmost 90 percent of the revenue 
from. value-added tax (VATI. 
If the level of suEss5dies in 1980 had k e n  the same as in 

1970. there wodd have been financial scope to cut, for example, 
the payroll taxes by approximately 15 percent. This would proba- 
bly have increased wages paid out and it wodd also haxie reduced 
total wage costs. -The fwst effect would have given the unsub- 

I sidized sectors an. increased share of consumption and the s a n d  

i wodd have led to an improvement i~ their relative competitive- 
r ness. A similar lire of reasoning can be applied of course, to the 

rapid expansion of  public activities in the 1970s. 
It may be less apparent that the regulation of money m d  capital 
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markets has put industry at a disadvantage because it can be 
argued that, with this regulation, interest has been below the 
market rate even for nonpriority loans. 

It is clear, however, that the system has shifted the relative 
profitability of investments to the dedrnent of the nonpriority 
sectors. Furthermore, the low interest rate in the priority W r s  
has been achieved via investment obligations on, for example, the 
National Pension Insurance Fun& other pension funds, and in- 
surance companies, As a result, these institutions have had to levy 
higher charges than would hav-. ken  necessary with a market 
rate for their investments. This iin turn tends to raise i;he level of 
costs in the econcmy as a whole. 

The effects of the relative &scrimination of industry are vEs3Ie 
enough (see, e.g., figure 3). Considezing the order of magnitude of 
the subsidies to a-her sectms, this must be counted as an impor- 
tant exp~anatory factor behind the very -poor performance of 
Swedish industry during the 1920s. 

As mentioned eariks,, it is only in the energy sector that adjust- 
ment during the 1976s has gone in the desired direction. The rela- 
tive consumptior?. of energy ia general and 03 in particular have 
both been reduced during the decade. This de~~elopment k bmd 
up wkh a policy of dlow5ng external price increases for oil to work 

1 

through to conslmmptio~. This price policy has be-, ImFpiem-4 
moreover, ~ 4 t h  an active policy for segdzting energy-saving in- 
vestments in various fields. 

UTith respect. to the need for greater flexibility in the economy, 
the policy of subsidies has had a contrary effect: it frequently 
shields h&viduals and firms from adjustments that are oecessar-j 
from econmi~  p in t  of view. There hwe also ken  other 
sources for decreased flexibility. W e  have already pointed to 
deveIoprnents in the f a h  market. As we s h d  see in the nest sec- 
tion, developments on the pubiic-sector side seem also to have 

in the direction of decreased flexibility. 
The remarks made in this section indicate that the oil shwk 

per se might have been less of a distwbmce to the Swedish ecm- 
omji than the negative internal zdjustrnent process brough* about 
by the eeonornic policy response and the wage respase to that 
$k-r2k. The cumdative effect of OPEC I and OPEC D c>n Swedish 
te :.is OF trade has been estimated as a 3c3s am-mting Pier 3 percent 
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of GDP. This is a significant amount. However, in a time span of 
ten years a strong and flexible economy s'hodd have the capacity 
to adjust to a disturbance of this order of magnitude. AU of the 
needs for adjustment listed above are in conformity with a market 
response to the oil shocks. I 

A government policy of nonintervention and nonacco~lunoda- 
tion would therefore probably have brought about the necessary , 

adjustment at much lower costs than those inflicted by the policies 
actually pursued. 

I 

Chmwth of Publie Expenditure I 

The Swedish economy has f d e d  to adjust to the demands imposed 
by intematimal developments. me resdtmt difficulties have 
underscored the problems that were created by the rapid growtht 
of public consumption and public expenditme in Sweden in the 
1910s. There is reason to stress that the growth of public expen- 
diture is part and parcel of a fundamental s t r u ~ d ] .  change in the 
Swedish economy, whereby the public sector has come to play an 
increasing part in every sector of the economy. 

This circmstance has been illustrated earlier in the figures on 1 

the rapid g~owth of subsidies to various seetors of the economy. 
Another iIh.stration, presented in table 4, is provided by the 
marked increase since 1965 in the number of persons who are 
&wt1y dependent on the public sectur in one way or another. The 
table shows, by kind of transfer, the number of persons who are 
provided for azhnua1'Iy mainly by the public sector via transfers 
(categories 2-7), as well as the labor input in man-years in the 
puUc sector (category 1). The tot& number of man-years in the 
private sector is also given for comparison (category 9). In relation 
to the totd number of man-years, the number of persons provided 
for by the publie sector h o s t  doubled between 1965 and 1980. 

On top of this, since 1965 there has been a continuous improve- 
ment in the relative standard accorded to those covered by public- 
sector irastrsance. Quantitatively, the most substantid ianprove- 
ment rwce-ms pensions, with a marked increase in the real value 
of basic pensions and a growing number of persons who qualify for 
a national supplementary pension. 
in 1981 there were 750,000 persons receiving national supple- 
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Table 4 

Number of Persons in Public Production and Public Insurance 
and Number of Man-Years Worked 

(in thousands) 

1965 1970 1975 1980 

1 Employed in public sectora 572 854 893 1042 
2 Old-age pensioners 827 947 1062 1362 
3 Unemployed 44 59 68 84 

86 122 4 Labor market measures 35 66 
5 Disablement pensioners 161 188 289 281 

203 262 288 274 6 Registered sickb 
7 Parental leavec 28 46 15 26 
8 Total in employment 4206 4189 3819 3856 
9- Employed in business secu>P 3634 3335 3056 2514 

Total l thugh  7 1863 2404 2732 3240 
Total 1 through 143 0.44 0.51 0.70 0.84 
Total I through 7 +9 0.51 0.72 0.89 1.15 

Workdays in burs converted into man-years. 

b~verage number per day receiving sick benefit. 

'Average n-m-beer receiving parental benefit ifor 1965 and 1970, number of gain- 1 
fully employed women receiving maternity benefit). 

Source: Government Medium-Term S w e y ,  1982, Growth or S t a g ~ t i o n  
(Stockholm: %istry of Economic Affairs). 

mentary pensions. When this system is fully operative hrouad : 
1990) there will be more than 1.3 million. 
Table 4 covers development in the market and public sectors. To , 

catch the structural change behind these figures, one should also 
include produetior, in the household sector and in the unregistered ' 
(black market) sector. 

A key factor behind economic development in the twentieth : 
century has been the greatly increased element of specidization ' 

in ail parts of the economy. One consequence of this has been the 
diminishing part that households play as production Just as 
industrialization and the elinination of a peasant society pri- 
marily involved transferring the production of goods to +he : 
market sector, so in general has postwar development chiefly in- : 
volved transferring the production of services to the market and , 

publie sectors. Sotable examples are public health care, care ufthe , I 
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agsd, child care, and child-minding. In the home, these tasks were 
utidertaken chief$ by women. The transfer of these services has 
a~corhg ly  been accompanied on the labor side by a sharp in- 
crease h participation rates for women. 

The vigorous buildup of social insurance in the 1960s and 1970s I 

has appreciably strengthened the c~onomic security of those who 
become unemployed, ill, or old. At. the same time, this too repre- 
sents a transfer of activities from" ihe bo-tllsehold and market sec- 
tors to the public sector. m a t e  vevings, private insurance, and 
intrafamily transfers have been rqlaced by corresponding public 
activities financed from tax revenw, 

Demographic development has gale in the same direction as 
other factor3 behind the public sector's ~z3i)id growth. The buildup 
of the pension system sad public responsibility fur care of the sick 
and aged have been accompanied by a large increase in the num- 
ber of pensioners as a share of the total population as wen as in ab- 
solute terms. 

The process described here is common to all industrialized corn- 
trjs. What is unique for Sweden, however, is that such a large 
part of the growing service sector has also become pert of the 
public sector. The resuking expenditure and tax patterxi during 
the 1970s is given in figure 9. Public expenditure as a share of 
GDP has increased from 45 percent in I970 to 70 percent in 1982. 
During most of the 1970s the trend in public expenditwe was to 

I I 
increase by about 6 percent a year in red terms. Since 1979 this I 

growth rate has slowed down significantly. This is a result of a vir- 
tual stop in new spending programs, and to some extent of an 
effort to cut down on existing programs. Still, the expenditure 
growth after 1979 has been around 3 to 4 percent a year. It turns 
out that a growth rate of this magnitude is what emerges purely 
automatically in public spendhg. The driving forces here are the 
development of the national pension funds system, local govern- 
ment spending patterns, and interest pa~~~3elat.s on the fast- 
growing government debt. 

At the same time, the tax ratio has increased from 40 percent in 
1970 to little above 50 percent in 1982. There has been s signif- 
cant increase in the tax rate; but this has not been sufficient to fi- 
nance the dramatic increase in public expenditure. Instead, the 
public-sector deficit has been growi~g at a fast rate. This certainly 
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reflects the fact that fiscal policy in certain years was unduly ex- 
pansive in the sense that it generated an inflationary degree of 
capacity utilization. Above all, however, it reflects the economy's 
lack of structural adjustment. Fisca! policy no longer acts as a 
regulator of activity; instead, it has beer, used in a persistent at- 
tempt to keep demand and employment up in an economy that is 
not adapted to prevailing relative prices and demand conditions. 

The rest of this section will be devoted to the question of the ex- 
tent to which tax increases and deficit increases per se have been 
detrimental to economic growth and economic activity. 

Starting with "ation, one has to consider marginal tax rates 
as well as the average ratio. During the 1970s the progressivity of 
the Swedish tax sy-stern in conjunction with the transfer system 
was increased considerably; therefore marginal tax rates in 
general have grown faster than average tax rates. 3%~ Iwelop- 
ment of marginal tax rates for ordinary income ea:-x : ;ince 
1950 is given in table 5. The 5gaes  indicate the tor.. : A- .ciinal 
effect, so they include dl taxes plus the marginal effer- >me- 
dependent transfers. The table shows that the we. total 
marginal effect for an average industrial worker has increased 
from about 67 percent in 1910 to nearly 82 percent in 1982. The 
same fipxes for an average white collar worker a e  68 prcent in 
1970 and 88 percent in 1982. 

Marginal effects of this magnitude could certainly be expected 
to have a significant influence on economic behavior. Rece3tly 
various attempts have been made to estimate the relation between 
total tax rates and production in the Swedish economy. Stuart14 
and Feige15 both reach the conclusion that Sweden is on the 
downqard-sloping part of the Laffer curve. Stuart in his study 
finds that 75 percent of the decline i~ Swedish growth rates in the 
1970s codd be explained by increased taxes. Hansson and Stuart 
in their 1982 study based on average tax rates conclude that while 
Sweden is still on the upward portion of the Laffer curve, it is on a 
segment where tax increases have become sharply detrimental to 
oUtput.lG In a 1981 study focused solely on income taxation, 
Jakobsson and Xormann reached a similar eonclusi~n.'~ 

Considering the height of Swedish tax rates, the conclusions re- 
ported seem rather plausible. If they are conect, the policy im- 
plications certainly are very strong. So far the results must be 
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treated with caution because the st1;jldies are based upon very 
simplified models that reiy necessarily on arbitrary assumptions. 
Feige shows that even if an extreme degree of flexibility is 
assumed in the behavioral equations, his results still hold- 
although further studies have to be made on the behavioral equa- 
tions before fum conclusions will be possiMe. Thus far it is pos- 
sible to affirm only that present Swedish tax rates at best severely 
restrict growth. 

Turning to the effects of deficit financing, one might usefully 
begin by indicating how the development of the general budget 
deficit fit lnto the overall picture of savings and investment in 
S~eden during; the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s. fn table 
6 it is shown that pubfie-sector financial savings moved from a 
surplus in 1970 of 4.5 percent to a deficit in 1982 of 6.6 percent as 
a share of GDP. Public-sector investments have increased some- 
what as a share of GDP, thereby limiting the total fd in gross 
public saving to 10 percentage units of GDP. During the same 
period moss private savings were viTtlaally unchanged, so total 
savings in the economy have fallen roughly the same amount as 
gross public savings. 

The counterpart to the fall. In public savings is given by a faU in 
gross fixed private investment by 4 percentage units of GDP, by a 
decrease in inventory investments by another 4 percent of GDPJ 
and a decline of the current account position by 3.2 percent of 
GDP- at is difficult to irrterpret the inventory figures. The ex- 
cessive inventory buildup in 1970 actually hides a m r e  favorable 
underlying external position at that time, while the reverse might 
be true in 1982.) 

These figures seem to indicate a strong c~c3w~g-out  process 
during the 1910s. There have, however,  bee^ few sips of such a 
process in credit and capital markets. Indeed, real interest sates in 
Sweden have been kept at a remarkably low level. This is illus- 
trated in table 7, which compares Sweden with three other deficit 
champions and the totat European community with respect to real 
interest rates, inflation, and monetary growth. The t a b  gives 
averages for 1980-82. wth mildly more inflationary fuzanc- 
ing than the average of the33wopem community, Swedish real in- 
terest rates have been kept at the remarkably low level of 1.3 per- 
cent while the commmity average has been 2.3 percent.. 



Table 6 

Gross fixed private investment 17.0 13.0 -4.0 
Gross public investment 4.9 8.0 1.1 
Inventory investment 3.3 -1.0 -4.3 
Current account - -0.5 - -3.7 -3.2 

Total saving 

Gross private saving 
Gross public saving 

Public-sector surplus 4.5 - - 
e Suedish &ortomy, 1971, 

Table 9 

Deficit, Real Interest Rate, and inflation, 1980-82 
(percent per annum) 

Ida t ion  Public 
deficit as Real Consumer 

GDP price Monetary a share interest 
rate deflator index growth ofEDP -- 

Belgium 5.1 5.6 5.2 11.9 8.1 

7.5 9.+5 10.7 9.6 
rn - 

Denmark 1 . 3  

Italy 1.2 18.5 i 8.5 17.3 10.6 

EEC average 2.3 10.6 11.1 10.8 4.4 

Sweden 1.3 10.2 11.4 12.5 6 .O 

Sources: EEC-Commission, European &-onomy, hk- 14, 1982, Luxembourg, 1982; 
National Institute of Economic Research, The Swedish Economy, Stockholm, 1983. 
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Both Denmark and Belgium, where the shifts in use of savings 
from financing investment to financing deficit have been of a 
magnitude comparable to Sweden's, have had far higher interest 
rates than Sweden. One reason for the smoothness of this process 

, 

in Sweden might be regulations in credit and capital markets that 
were designed in part precisely to keep interest rates down I 

Part of the rationing system in the Swedish capital market has 
been that institutions-pension funds, insurance companies- 
have been obliged to buy bonds at lower-than-market rates, 

t 

especially to finance housing investment. With falling housing in- 
vestment in the 1970s the obligation to  buy housing bonds has 
been shifted over t o  an obligation to buy government bonds for 
deficit financing. 

Another reason for the apparent smoothness of the shifting pro- 
cess i s  the low rates of return investment in the business sector, 
meaning that there has been little need for high interest rates to 
hold back credit demand for business investment. This pint is il- 
lustrated by figure 7, which shows the development from 1970 of 
the rate of return on real investment and the rate of return on 
long-term government bonds. 

It has been shown how excessive increases 4rr wage costs and 
public policies of subsidizing ailling sectors have created a crowd- 
ing out of production and investment in the private sector. Ln par- 
ticular this process has undermined the competitive position of 
Swedish industry. It has also contributed to the balance-of- 
payments problem in the Swedish eeonomj7. The k t  growth of the 
budget deficit seems to be a result of this process rather than a 
cause of it. 
,491 increase in investment activity and capital formation must, 

however, be an integral part of a return to equilibrium for the 
Swedish economy. If this process is ever to get started, one has to 
expect increasing difficulties in financing the deficit. As soon as 
the recovery process is under way, crowding out in the credit 
market will certainly become a rn%jor problem. 

During the last few years there has -anderstandably been a grow- 1 
ing awareness in Swedish society that the Swedish economy is m- i 
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ning into a ssvere disequilibrium. Attempts have accur&g3y been 
made to change the general trends described in this paper. ks 
already aoted, the devaEuation in 1977 in combination with a 
rather modest wage development have worked toward restoring 
the cornptitive psition of Swedish industry. 
In 1981 the former nowcialist government embarked on a new 

policy toward public spending. By cutting in puhk proearns it 
would be possible to counteract the automatic increases in public 
expenditure. During 1981 and 1982 a couple of "saVrngs plans" for 
the p~blic secbr were implemented. 

The present social-democratic government, which came into 
office in October 1982: to an extent has reversed this policy. 
However, this government afso has a cautious approach to public 
spending. Consequently, growth of public spending this year pr4l.l 
approach zero. 

The most important area of reorientation is industrial subsidies. 
Very few new undertakings are made which means that the pet 
result has been a rather fast phasing out- of industrial subsidies. 

The devaluations in combination with a cycfical upswing the last 
couple of years have created a climate where there is very little 
demand for new subsidies- Therefore the sew restrictive policy' on 
industrial subsidies has so far nut; ken pat to a severe test. 

Apart from the area of industrial subsidies, the general prin- 
ciples for public sector spending have not been changed. Therefoe 
cuts in public expenditwe hav9 to take place within the framework 
of the existing structure. Moreover, the dependence on the auto- 
maticity in the present programs is still very strong. 
In 1982, two of the nonsocialist parties together with the social 

democrats decided upon a planned decresse of marginal tax rates 
in the income tax. Under favorable zssumptiuns about deveIap- 
aents of other taxes this reform would, according to 2 1983 sbidy 
by Hansson,l8 take totat marginal tax rates as reported in table 5 
back to the level of 1975. Even this anodes% change: hotvet-er, :dl 
be diminished by some changes in the tax schedule that have k e n  
implemented recently. 
In 1981 there was a devaluation sf the S~~edis'ri Crown by 10 ! 

percent. The new social-clemocratic government made another 
devaluation, by 16 percent in 1982. These devaluations have im- 
proved the competitive position in Swedish industry as welt as the 
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profit situation considerably. Th9 devaluations, of course, also 
work towards closing the red wage gap in the Swedish economy. 

These improvements have made %dish industry rehtively 
wefl piaced to take advantage of the international recovery. 
Swedish industry is now regaining shares of export markets and 
ind~~tria1 growth in the upswing is marire&y faster than the 
European average. In order to retilrn to a.11 equilibrium position 
with low inflation and full employment, it is necessary that the 
present improvtruent in capacity utibation is fokiwed by 
capacity growth and a restructuring of the economy in the direc- 
tion that is indicated by the price-sign& of the devalua&i~n. 
In order for this process to take place the fol1owing two c a d i -  

I 

tions will have to be met: (1) the supply side sho.Jld be flexible 
e~ough to avoid inflationary bottlenecks; an6 (2) the relative cost 
and profit situation achieved should be maintained for a con- 
siderable t h e .  

Concerning the first condition, most of the p h i e m s  connected 
with a high public-setor expenditure r s m h .  On the positive side, 
however, there has been a phasing our pJf industrial subsidies. The 
inflexibilities in the economy tkiat are inflicted by the extremely 
high marginal taK rates will remain a restricti~n for growth and 
adjustment. 

The growth of the public sector deficit has been halted; however, 
the deficit is still large enough to cause ypcob1cms of financing. 
These problems will become acute when cr if the broad-based 1 

I gro-wtt of investment, which is an integral part of a self-sustained I 

g ~ ~ \ v t h  path, takes place- 
In regard to the wage structure, the devaluation could be ex- 

pected to further widen the gap between market shadou- wages on 
the one hand and actual wages on the other. In the export-led 
upswing that is aimed at, th is  conditioc highly increases the risks 
of the inflation that always goes with a devd~ation. 

Many problems in the Swedish economy are the direct result of 
government economic pdic.ies. But despite a rather gfmmy pic- 
ture, there are areas of strenph. One is the industrid base, which, 
despite stagoation in recent years, is still very strong. Another is 
the human capital base, with a skilled and well-ducated labur 
force. 

The futme of the Swedish econoa~ w4H depend on the broad 
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inflation. In the 1970~~ a further slo~-down of growth was accom- 
panied by rapidly accelerating inflation and, after 1973, by a quad- 
rupling d the unemployment rate. The 1980s began with stapa- 
tion combi2ed with a1 even higher unempIc,~~ezt  rate and psis- 
tent inflation (table I). 

Many factors contrikr~ted t o  this situattion in which, within a 
generation, the German ,~onomy turned from a ce!eb:d 
acle" into a serious problem-an economy suffering from serious 
malaise, m3ch like ma?y other industrial countries. To explain 
these developments, increasing numbers of people in Germany 
are concluding that the fault lies m the gradual, postwar erosion of 
markei forces and the increasing institutiooal command owr 
resources and relative prices-long lags of price responses to  
chazges in the economic environrneIlt, weak feedbacks in case of 
overshooting, and sm erosicn of incenzives to wfork, s~FE;. ,  and h- 
vest. 

The Eeosnomie iMiraclle 

west Germany energed from World War II as an occupie& seg- 
mented tsrritory adn6nistered by the -Allied Forces. The instita- 
tional and economic structure was largely destroyed; mah'utritior; 
prevailed; serious ~mernploj;ment concornitant with the devas- 
tated capital stock was significantly aggravated by the inflow of 
millions of refugees ard expellees from the eastern parts of the 
former Reich. Economic activity was strictly regulated under a 
system of rationing. Yet .the country possessed important advan- 
tages for rapid econonzic growth: an inherited knowhow for 
material prociuction; an ample supply of entrepreneurial talems; 
and a highly motivate4 skilled labor force (though mainly com- 
posed of old ar,d young uwrkers). As today, the key question was 
how to mobilize this p01~91ltid. 

The fomitation of what oftexi: in hindsight, was c d e d  zn "eco- 
nomic miracle" was sex by the decision t o  base the c o u n t ~ ' s  
reconstruction on a liberal system. This meant private control 
over produetiye resources and competition as the engine of eco- 
nomic de~eloprnent.~ Despite it.s emphasis on the market meeha- 
nism-including the conception of an open economy in Germany 
as the basic tool for resource a!:ocarion and the basic weapon 





against monoply-the new economic order foresaw an active role 
for the government. The public sector was to  set and continut32sly 
monitor the conditions for a smooth functioning of the market 
("Ordnmgspolitik"), to provide for a social infrastructure (a com- 
prehensive social security system, education: care for war victims, 
etc.), and to intervene in case of market failure. Moreover, it was 
established that direct, intervention should be consistent with the 
maintenance of a competitive order I "marktk~nforrn"I-~ In fact, 
throughout the 195Os, the government interfered extensively in 
the allocation of resources to help overcome structural bot- 
t.lenecks. K ~ F  secEors of the economy (basic foodstuffs, cod, steel, 
transportation, communication, housing) remained under strict 
government corntrot some of them up to the present.' Fiscal poIicy 
was shaped to lower the fiscal burden and zo favor investzlient at 
the expense of consumption. The meas-wes included a lowering of 
tax rates (from a previously high level!. numerous tax exemptions 
for savings, accelerated depreciation a!lowmces. reduced tax 
rates for reinvested profizs, an ample supply of soft loans,J an6 a 
variety of export promotion measures. 

Control of inflation was the second cornerstone d Germany's 
growth policy. Price-level stability n-as regarded as an important 
precon&t;,on for economic prosperit:- because confidence in the 
value of money had bem shaken b- zwo large inflationary shocks 
within the preceding thirty years. The newly established indepen- 
dent central bank pursued tight monetary pulicies throughout the 
1950s. As a welcome side effect. high interest rates induced pri- 
vate savings that codd be channeled into investment. 

A third basic ingredient to the German recovery wzs the weak- 
ness of special-interest goups."Iaan_v of these organizations had 
been deprived of their power already under Sazi rule or. later, by 
decree of the Allied Forces. They \-ere embedded in a quasi- 
anarchic economic environment, built on a weak financial basis, 
and they enjoyed ~oose Iinks to the nexv political leadership at best. 
Hence they had on!,_r- limited lei-erage throughout. the 1950s. This 
'5t7s in particular true for the unl0r;s. x\-hich in she second halhof 
the 1940s had reorganized themsei,ves on the  basis of in- 
dustrq.wide associations. In view of the high unemplu~ment and 
the elastic 'labor supply.  their bargaining 7uwer was   eve rely cir- 
cumscrib~d.; Pleas for a z  agg-essir-e azge policy on the part of rhe 
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unions-allegedly designed to, - 5 r. --. % ,- other things, force business 
into rationalization of its Inves~~:+. .r-found little support, not 
least because it was argued that a wage push would readily trans- 
late itself into inflation. The trade unions' position was also under- 
mined by a worker mentality that could be labeled the "new 
modesty." Given this instit~tional framework, the virtuous cycle 
that the German econcmy was to enter rested on h number of 
catalysts, in particular: 

* an elastic supply of venture capital due to fox eign aid (Marshdl 
Pian) and a high rate of domestic savingqg 

high international competitiveness at the going (fixed) ex- 
change rate due to low real wages and negligible infiaton rela- 
tive to Germany's major trading  partner^;^ 

bright demand prospects due to the stimuli for investment, sup- 
pressed consumer demand, and the liberalization of world 
markets in the framework ofthe General Agreement on T d f s  
and Trade (GATT) and the Organization of European Economic 
Cooperation IOEEC) ; 

* rapid productivity advances due to static economies of scale, 
learning by doing, restructuring from a~cul i : .ure toward the 
relatively productive manufacturing sector, reallocatioas with- 
in sectors and furns? and positive vintage effects that came 
along with the reconstruction of the capital stock. 

At the end of the 1950s, five million new jobs-corresponding to 
24 percent of the 1950 labor force-had been created in addition 
to massive changes in the employment structure across and with- 
in secturs of the economy; full empI03fment was attai~ed; and the 
living standard of the population exceeded historical records. 

Economic growth was dispropxtional with regard to sectors, 
regions, firms, institutions, and social groups: manufacturing ex- 
panded relative to other sectors, the coal and steel center of 
Nor drhein -Westfden [R*r area) and the relatively indus- 
trialized state of Baden-IV6rttemberg developed ahead of other 
German regions, large firms grew more rapidly than small- and 
medium-sized establishments, g~1:srnmental growth lzgged 
behind the private sector, and capital oumers gain2d relative to 
labor (table 2). These disproportionalities were only partly the 
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Table 2 

Economic Growth, Employment, Production 
Structure, and Income Distribution in the Federd 

Republic of Germmy" 

Real p s s  domestic product per capita 
(1950-100)~ 

Employment (tholsands) 19,991 

Gross fixed capital fcsinaticm in percent of GNPC 22.6 

Share of wages in G ~ E ' ~  Epercentj 65.5 

Real wages (1950=100)e IOU 
Labr productitity (1950=100i' 

Terms of tradeg i1950=100j 

Share of g~vernment consumption in GYPC 
(percent) 14.5 

Share of employment in large firmsh (percent! 34.ei 

Share of manufacturing in GKPC 38.3 

Share of Nordrhein-Westfalen and Bacien- 
Witemberg in GhTc (percent) 46.1 

aExcluding Sasrl-and and Berlin (West). 

'1n 1954 prices. 

I n  current prices. 

d~djusted for changes in the share of self-employed. 

eGross wages and salaries per employee deflated by prices for private consump- 
tion, 

'~ross domestic product in 1954 prices yer employee. 

%it value of exports deflated by unit value of imports. 

h ~ t a b l i s h e n t s  with 1000 and more employees; manufacturing ody. 

'1953. 

Source: Statistisches h d e s a m t ,  Statktisches Jahrbuch? various issues. 

result of market forces; they d s o  reflected the specific policy mix 
adopted. The emphasis was on growth and empkgmient stimda- 
tion via a strengthening of the supply side, even if it was to be 
achieved only at the expense of a deterioration of the income dis- 
tribution. De facto, labor was prepared to support this conception 
because it produced a rapid rise of red wages. 
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&spite its undisputed successes, the new economic policy also 
had its ikawbscks beyond the distributi~gaf issue. The vazrious i2- 

-,-,lf&-xnc 7P"z "-33 %-L. -3  1 
~ , ~ z > G z  -,,, -2 ,Z~E e~gitzt! ;rmkei are fiaeiy !ly have ea w certain 
amo-x~~t of zspitd waste and have biased Gemmy's  ez~asmy 
toward capital-intensive production. The fixed exchange rzte im- 
plied sooner or later an mdervaluation of the currency or im- 
ported inflation, and presmab1y both.'g Finally, further rigidities 
were introd~ced into the economy when social objectives were pur- 
sued partly via price policies rather than via direct t r w f r s  fmin- 
ing, housing, transportation). 

The Age of Capital 

Germany entered the 1960s as a full-empl~ynent economy ex- 
hibiting high international competitiveness due to low input prices 
and a modern capital stock by international comparison. Through- 
out the 1960s economic growth remained well above the historical 
trend, although the economy grew less rapidly than in the 1950s. 

The outstanding performance of the German economy with 
regard to historical standards was based on a high propensity to 
invest. Ozl average, the share of doTnestic product devoted to in- 
vestment surpassed the long-term average by a significant 
marginll and was even higher than in the 1 9 5 0 ~ . ~ ~  This lively in- 
vestment activity rested in turn on longer-term profit expecta- 
tions that were optimistic for the folbwing reasons: First, the new 
economic order had proved to be efficient in bringing about high 

r was RC- economic g~owth and full e~nployrnent. By then, this orde- 
cepted by dl rnajs;: economic agents,I3 and hence formed the basis 
of a strong social consensus. Second, German investors benefited 
from being latecomers because forecasting future consumption 
patterns was significantly helped by looking at the experience of 
forer~mners abroad. ,Also, at the development stage there was 
ample scope for irxitating products and production processes 
developed in the leading nhti~ns of the world economy, in particu- 
lar in the United States. Thi1-4 in the framework of GATT, bar- 
riers to entry to the world market were removed." Germany could 
take particular advantage of this devel3pment because (1) as a 
country poor in natural resources, her economic development 
w3dd have been seriously c~~strained were it not for the elastic 



supply ~f ch~ap raw m&teri~ls 3 ~ 2  enera in w ~ r l d  aarkezs; (2) 
her supply strwtnre was biased toward the income-elastic seg- 
rrent of the world market, notably capital goods and other 
=- Ltld-CrCL.viu= p X T F C P - - ~  -5; (3)  @$en the rigid exchaege system and Ger- 

Y a x .  - many's relative price-lei;el s tami~~y,  German s~ppjiers benefited 
from a high price conpetitiveness, an top cf their reputation for 

.:. 
p r o h i  qu&~y, sey;ice rejig&ii~t-y, ., 2nd &$iveyy pun&~&jty. 
Fourth, given all these factors and in view of a rapi&y develljping 
world economy, the level of uncertainty and hence the risk pre- 
miums demanded by investors were moderate. 

IE spite of the prosperous investment climate the growth rates 
of the 1950s could not be maintained, mainly becaase of emerging 
supply constraints. Scarcity of skilled Iabor and, not indepen- 
dently, a decli~e in capital productivity were among the major fac- 
tors behind the slowdown in economic growth (table 31.l" 

Throwhout the 1963s. the indigenous labor force shrank 
because the new cohorts entering the labor market were relatively 
small due to the low birth rates and the losses among the civilian 
population during and immediately after the war. At the same 
time, the i ~ f l r r x  of labor from the eastern parts of Germany- had 

Economic Growth, Factor Input, 2nd Factor Productivity 
in the Federal Republic of Germany 
(average annual rate of change in perce~ti  

Real gross 
domestic Factor input Factor produc:ix$t4- 

producta ~abvr '  CapisalC ~ o : a l ~  52b0rb Capital" 'Totald 
" --- 

1950-55 9.5 2.7 A :  *+.. 3.1 6.6 5.  f 6-4 
1955-60 6.3 0.6 5.0 1.8 3. r 0.3 4-5 - - 
1960-65 5.0 -0.1 5.9 9.6 5.1 -0.9 4.4 
1965-70 4.2 -1.2 5.7 -a?. ..,- : a 5.4 -1.4 4.3 

------- 
ah prices cf 1975. 

%was worked. 

'Capitat stock med. 
A %bar and capita', inpt;: weighted together i i j ~ h  respecrive shares in factor in- 
come; weight for labor includes imputed r ~ m ~ > e r ~ i i o n  Ftjr self-er;l,plo?;ed. 
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dried up as a somce of qualified roanpower zftc: :he Berlin wall 
was erected in 1961. Moreover, after f d l  employment was 
achieve6 in the late 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  trade =mixs used their enhanced 
bargaining power t o  successfuily press for fewer a~nual  working 
hours (shortening of the workweek, extended vaca+tionsj.!%abor 
--T"L. =e&d Have been an eLTen more severe constraint for economic 
groxy~h had it not been for the sup& of wcrk~rs from the Mediter- 
ranean periphery =he were .eattracted by the re!stiyely hi& w3g~s 
prevding in Germany and who were: allowed ta ezter the German 
lsbor market under a relr tively liberal immigration regime." The 
foreign workers contPib~ted to keeping the German labor market 
more elastic and flexible's than otherwise; the p t e ~ t i d  supply of 
labor from abroad served as a kind af indusrrial reserve army and 
helped to Beep wage in c';la-:- , L ~  UP to 'the late 1968s. 

The decline of capital productivity was partly due to a base 
effect. In the 1950s, the incremental capital-output ratio had been 
lo\v by international and intertemporal comparison as substantial 
pieces of the inherited capital stock were only partly destroyed 
and could be brought back from idle to productive uses with 
relatively small amounts of repair investment.m These stimuli for 
the development of capital productivity vanished when a high 
degree of capacity utilization was regained. Secmd, in view of the 
trghtening labor market acd gradually rising wage pressure, an 
ircreasing part of investment \\-as geared toward substituting 
labor for capital and, hence, toward increasing labor rather than 
capital productivity. 

Economic growth was pushed by the advance of factor produc- 
tivity. Increasing capital ingut and decreasing labor input largely 
canceled one another out so that, in contrast to the 1950s: quan- 
titative factor input contributed little or, later, nothing to the ex- 
pansion of the economy. However, the slawdowm in econoric 
growth between the first and the second half of the 3960s was 
almost exclusively due to a reduction of labor input. 

?%%ile the rate of growth of total factor producti.;it:~ hardly 
changed m7er the 1960s, the driving forces of productivity advance 
altered significantly. An inspection of the proximate sources of 
productivity cha~ge  warrants a couple of conclusions (table 41. 

To begin with, In the Erst half ofthe 1960s. the advance of labor 
producti~*i"Ly feel1 short of the standards set in the 3950s but ex- 



Table 4 

Proximate Ebwees of Productivity Change 
in the Federal gR.r ab1fc of Germany 

(average annual r h ~ t  c.f change in percent) 

Total economy private business 

1960-65 1965-70 1960-66 1965-70 

Real gross dokestic product 
per hox worked 5.1 5.4 6.0 5.8 

Capital-labor substitution 0.7 l . 1  1.1 . 1.4 

Total Factor productivity 4.4 4.3 4.9 4.4 

Change in labor quality: 1.2 0.6 2.1 OX 
Education 6.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Sex 0.1 0.1 0 0 

0.8 0.2 0.8 0.1 Age 

Reallocation of capitalb 2.0 0.8 2.6 0.8 

Vdume changes: 0.4 0.6 0.4 0 -6 
Economies of scale 0.5 0.4 6.5 0.4 
Capacity utilization -0. i 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Advances in knowledge, n.e.c.: 0 1.6 0.i 1.9 
Domestic technical diffusion 0.6 0.1 E-a. n.a- I 
Residual -0.6 1.5 n.a. n.a. 

Ten sectors. 

-even secturs. 

Source: Author's calculations. 

ceeded the growth of total factor productivity because of the wage- 
induced capital-labor substitut.ic.l mentioned she. Among the 
various factors behind producti~ty growth, the redlocation of 1 
capital to more productive uses turned out to tie the most impor- I 
tant single component; economic growth was strongly promoted 
by strui?,ural change from agriculture and mining to man-dactur- 
ing, and within manufacturing from labor-intensive consumer 
goods to skill- or capital-intensive industries, in particular chemi- 
cds and engineering.zo Eqilauy important for productivity growth 
were the combined effects of the redocations of labor and the im- 
provements in the quality of labor. As to the latter, the main im- 
pact came less from higher educational standards and a reduction I 



of femde participation x t e s  than h m  learni~g-by-doing effects 
as the employed labor force aged on average. Given the strong in- 
vestment activity and the fast expansion of domestic and interna- 
tional markets, productivity growth in Germany was also fueled 
by best-practice technologies incorporated in new investment, and 
by static econolllies of scale. Apart from the physical and tech- 
nological rejuvccation of the capital stock, advances in knowledge 
had no measurable positive impact on prod.~ctivity growth.21 
In the second half of the 1960s, a slight decline in the advance of 

total factor productivity went along with enforced capital-labor 
substitution. The ranking of the proximate sources of productivity 
growth changed distinctly, and for at least three reasons advanees 
in knowledge took the leading role in pushing ahead productivity 
growth. First, the domestic research and deveIopm9nt activities in- 
itiated in the late 1950s and early 1960s bore fruit. Second, with 
rising income the supply of risk capital became increasingly elastic 
and, hence, the economy's propensity to engage in research and I 

I 
development in~reased.2~ The productivity of these investments can 
be considered t o  have been high because parts of the expenditures 
were used to adapt or imitate best-practice techno10gies and new 
prcducts developed abroad. Third, Gemany proved capable of at- 
tracting modern technology on a massive scde via foreign direct in- 
vestment as the establiskxe~t of the Common Market induced a 
substitution of transatlantic trade for transatlantic factor flows; 
Germany was an obvious candidate for location because she con- 
stituted a growth pole within the Community and. presumably 
more important, because relatively low rates of inlation had 
brought abcut a substantial undervaluation of the deutsche mark 
.ris-k-\.is the US. dollar (and other cur~encies). 

Because of all these factors, the German economy was able to 
maintain the rate of productivity growth of the late 1950s 
throughout the 1960sZ3 and caught s p  nearly to  the productivity 
level of the U.S. economy.24 

The increasing scarcity of labor that constrained economic 
growth in the early 1960s, and even more so in the late 1960s, was 
in part man-made in that it was to some extsnt caused by distor- 
tions brought about by the exchange-rate policy. The federal 
government was under continuous pressure from the business 
community to maintain the fixed parity. This produced a dilemma: 



f giver, the high prefererne ol Germas for price-lwe! stability, 
&here was always the danger of imported inflation.25 In late 1961, 
ar, attempt to insdate the economy ficm the inflationary environ- 
ment by way of a 5 percent revahation of the deutsche mark vis- 
ii-vis the U.S. dollar could not but rnitigat.e the inflatiorrary push 
from abroad that ebbed only later in the dovg~isEiwing.~"When in 
 he export-led recovery of 1964-65 the deutsche mark became 
again undewahed and inflation started again to acceierate, the 
business community convinced the federal government to rej& 
proposals to revalue the deutsche mark because of an alleged 
failwe of the 1961 revaluation: it was not recognized that this 
revaluation had come far too fate and had been too m d e s t  to stern 
%he effect of inflation." ':=stead an austerity p 5 c y  was adopted, 
including restrictive monetary plicy and moral. suasion, which in 
1966-67-by producing Germany's first major postwar reces- 
sion-interrupted the import of inflation and ushered in a strung 
*mdervafuation of the currency. 

The federal government is widely credited ivith having over- 
come the recession by a demand mmagernent program.  Xowever, 
while the government undisputedy contributed to the ignition, 
the strong arrd long bcom between 1967 and 1970 vras ~ ~ a i n l y  
Eased on a high international price cow+pe~itiveness of domestic 
szpgliers dve to the grossly undervalued c-ursency. As in earlier 
cases, the export-fed recovery ended up in a wage and price expfo- 
sion. mitigated only by the introduction of alz export tax and an 
iinyort cu!:.~fdy in qlze fall of 1968 t"Ersatzm revaluation) and a 10 
prcer.t .-,~x.rzluatiz? nf the deutsche mark \-is-&-vis the U.S. dollar 
'in 1965, which zigaix was too lit.tle Lou late. 

The recurr ing undsrvaluatior; of the deutsche mark brought 
&oat by the rigid exchange-rate policy amounted to taxing the 
nontradeables sector and s-dxidizing the tradeables sector, in par- 
ticdar manufacturing. In  fa^, throughout the 1960s Germany's 
share of rnan.xrpactwi~g in gross domestic product was not only 
high by international csmgarisorz, bti"; remained so &ter Germany 
had surpassed a szzge of desrelopmen~ from which the manufac- 
turing sector's contributio~l to gross domestic product c o ~ d  have 
been expected to decline (appendix, table A- 1) .ZS Economic 
growth wzs impaired because, as compared to an equilibrium ex- 
change rate, there was less competition and 'aeca7-e there was an. 



artificial obstacle to structural change. Labor -intensive indust rlos 
thst would w e  been displaced under the impact of competitive 
imports codd survive at the2 German location; economic grawth 
was more labor-intensive thaa oC&~rWise." Finally, there was a 
qua1it;ative change in the role of goveroment as it took direct 
responsibility for the achievement of adequate economic growth, 
price-level stability, 2dI ernplo>?nent, and external 
Active demand management wzsi regarded as the principal and 
appropriate tool to achieve these targets. Yet by revalxuing the 
deutsche mark ir. spite of prior oaths to defend the going exchange 
rate "to eternity," and by fneverthelecs) allowing for a big catchup 
inflation in the iate 1960s, the government began to destroy the 
very basis on which the new conception was founded: exchange- 
rate illasion, tax illusion, and money illusion. 

The Age of Labor 

In the 1970s the performance of the German economy further 
deteriorated to the point of stagnation since the last peak in 
1976." In contrast to the 1960s, the slowdowm of economic w+*h 
in the 1970s was mainly associated with a (relative) decline of 
capital input and labor productivity (table 5). At a h e r  level 0f 

Tsbf e 5 

Real Gross Domestic Product, Factor Inputs, a d  Factor 
Productivities imn the Federal Republic of Germacy 

(average annual rate afzhange in percent) 

Real gross 
domestic Factor inpx~ts Factor product-\+ties 

producta ~ s b o @  Capit;iic ~ o t a i "  h b o 9  Capital' ~ u t a i "  

1970-73 3.9 --I2 4.5 -0. J'. 5.2 -0.5 4.0 
19'73-.79 2.4 -1.7' 3.6 -9.5 4.2 -1.1 2.9 
1979-81 0.9 4:: 2.8 0.3 2 -6 -1 8 0.6 

- 

prices of' 1976. 

b ~ o * m  worked. 

Tapital stock med. 
dhbor  and. capital inpt;; weighted rlogz~her tvith respective shares ia factor in- 

come; weigh5 ?or labor includes it-r;gutEeL ;errr;;neration for ceif-employed. 

Source: Author's calc~lations. 



disaggx-eg~tion~ it s2pal-s that rh;r stimdi h s  produc"c\.ity ad- 
vance stemming frgm learning b;: d.oTng {age-sex c~mpsitiore of 
the labor force), from the redlcscatio~,~ of -apital an6 labor to mure 
productive uses, from static ~ C O ~ O D G ~ S  ~f scale, ss,b i h m  domestic 
technical &ffusion &came weaker or even fumed negG>tive7 
catalytic processes of mutual ca'fsetinn ~haz  had been positive In 
the 9958s and 1960s lose their pw-er where econcmic growth 
d ~ ~ n d f e d .  8ad it not beer, for a s'lp-ifrc~xr- increase in the advance 
of krrowl9&ge, ~IhicA corresponds to a s~bs'rz~tiz!; increase in the 
ratio of R&D expen&twes to gross d~mesfic prgd.~ct in the 3970s 
reiative to the economic gmwkh -might have stagnated 
already beginning in 1973 lappnGx, rable A-2';. 

This xndaise was mainly c;3.n&tioi2ed b y  changls in the eco- 
nomic envir~n-ment t.hat tmk p k e  between %h% :ate '19G2s and 
mid-4,970s. consisting of drzistis 2nd mexpected chznges in Gela- . 7 -  tivej prices ;hat =et i9ith incresskg r lgaties qf the economic 
system. The res-diing co~nbiostion af lcw grovnh, high i ~ ~ ~ ~ i r r r m ,  
a ~ d  high -~nempIoyment cail be s e n  as the pri,ce the society Bzd to  
pay for a reinforced, xiuIti&rnensiona-' strtlggle over &stribrfkion 
-capita; vei.Sus labor; e~~arroyed TTers-ss :;r;empio>-ed; ymmg and 
old ve-sus xd&e-zged; pc~bi4c sector vers3s pivzte sec?;oq na- 
tional economy t-ersm in~ernstiond e t ' m ~ m ~ :  etc. 

- . -  At the begianing of tl--e period thst finally endta zn present 
stagnation. there was a sEg-7ifican: chenge in ~ h e  beha~rior of trade 

p -s p- ymirjns and government .fappen&x, table A-3)- XSi, tk-,e fabr 
shortage ~f the 1960s s~bstzntiaily strexghezled .she bargaining 
 pow^: of  he As a lagged res3ons.e TS the tight labor 
market; in th? period 1969 to :! 374 T ~ E   ions s r - c c e s ~ f ~ y  pressed 

" * 

for wage ixrcreases that exceeded the I- ,:ezsc-s 112 labor prcduc- 
ti'vlty b+j- a i2rge margic, Enril 1973% the wage p a 5  w2s acc~mmo- 
dazed by fists! azd TscnetsrI: policy so l ' l - . ,~~ ihz :--el of ernploy- 

7 - 
hart 7 affec :ed.s;' &-JJ~~T:ET: i~flztifi-~ at-;.&rated and, 

--,a- l 
- .  

this azrelerati. ; ypns not s7&fcienth- aqfkrgated ;n the capibl 
- .  market, the reai rsrte st ~nterest decreased signlfir.snt& as corn- 

= - pared ts the ",ye1 prevzj"lng &rln.r 'the :-9G@s. 
7- in addhion to becoming nore aggressive, track u n i ~ n s  pressed 

a.  ? .  for a more even income ast~;bge;l?:~. in ------ nags C O T . ~ ~ C Q .  ~ g h e r  
rates of ga.=.ch %vere settled ; 'c~ lo~--skilled than $ 0 ~  higb-sj.riXfed 

. . labor: dss. the vzrratr~7ln of Tvage r.-s;crezses across in&dstries 
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became smailer. To paralyze counteracting forces from abmad, 
trade unions pleaded for an immigration stop for foreign b.hr 
(enacted in 1974) and later, supported by capital, for prr)&&ion for 
lebr-intenshe industries. 

The cost of labor was ?&her increas.zd by new la'mr legislation. 
This included, among other things, continued wage pajnents in 
case of illness ifor six weeks), empIoyers' contributions to 
employees' health karance, and enhanced protection against fir- 
ing. ln particular t5e latter regulation made labor tend to become 
a fixed cost and hence kduced the reduction of jobs in the come 
of natural fluctuation --via capital-labor substitution frationaliza- 
tion), la'mr-saving technological progress (industrial robots), and 
extended overtime work instead of additiens to the stuck of the 
permanznt1-y employed These processes were supported by low 
real rates of interest. 

Finally, as economic growth was taken for granted, the federal 
gover~aer~t  embarked upon an ambitious program of income 
redistribution and protection for the young, the old, the disabled, 
the unempioyed, and the worker,. at large. Subsidies and benefits 
for education, retraining, child tare, homing, and savings were 
substantid1y increased, pensions were raised? unemployment 
compensation k a m e  more gemTom, and subsidies for weak 
firms, weak industries (including infant industries), =d weak 
regions we-:e piled ~ p .  In addition, the public sectus Lqcrzased its 
supply of senices and engaged in large-scale promotion of civil 
servant% As a result there was a massive expasim of public ex- 
penditures relative to gross national product and a shift fmr- 
pubfie investment tc- public consamption. 

The explosion of wages, traisfers, m d  regulations coincided 
with the need for high flexibility and adaptability due to  massive 
pressure for structural change. The gradual erosion and final 
5reakdown of the Brettun \%bods system removed the aden~dua-  
tion of the de~tsche P-ark =d, hence, the implicit srrbsidy for Ger- 
many's international sector s f  the expense of her domestic sector. 
The real rate ~f exchange appreciated coasider~bl-y, in terms of 

labor costs men =ore than in terms of exprt prices due to 
the wage push. In consequence, German suppliers of tradeable 
goods suffered from a deterioration in their international corn- 
pe+itiveness in addition to a wage-induced profit squeeze. 
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Further pressure on the ~nnan~acturing sec"irJr resulted from 
newcomers located in newly industrializing countries, German 
suppliers of labor-intensive and/or standardized manufactures 
were confronted with strong price corngetition and lost shares in 
domestic and international markets.34 

A fmher need for change arose when the oil price shock of 
1973 rendered econoniically obsolete parts of the existing capital 
stock and technological knowledge. The new price structure in- 
duced a time- and resource-consuming process of searching, leam- 
kg, and restructuring. The price jump also raised the level of un- 
certainty-it was widely dispted whether or not the new prices 
wodd stay for long and what future shifts in relative prices s W d  
be expected. The existing knowledge about adjustment behavior 
-i.e., income, price, and substitution elasticities-had become 
meaningless. Similar adjustment needs and adjustment 
difficulties were evoked by the boo= of raw material prices that 
occurred during the same time. 

Lastly, new legislation p ~ t  a positive price on the use of the en- 
vironment and, hence, raised the input costs for polluting indus- 
tries. Firms producing environment-intensive commodities or 
their complements suffered f r ~ m  decressing competitiveness vis- 
&-$,7s those foreign suppliers that burdened with lower 
charges for the use of the environment and ~is-&-\is producers of 
substitutes. Tfie costs of internalizing the externalities are likely 
to have been excessive because of direct regdation.3" 
On the whoXe, the German economy of the early- PS'JOs exhibited 

features strikiag'ry different from those of the 1950s and early 
E360s: little scope for technokgical catch-up; expensive emr;gy 
and raw materials; extensive regulations in the labor market, and 
direct envircpnmenta1 contru~; large government iin a cpantitative, 
b u ~  in part.ic=dar, in a qualitative sense), including an extensive 
transfer system~%excessive real wages relative to productivity; 
depressed real inte~est r z t e ~  a high ~at-21 of ?m~ertainty tr, 

accelerating inflation," step-and-go paEries (in p&cdar in 
19'13-74): a ~ d  rising protectionism at home a d  abroad. Ihider 
the impact of these forc~s,  ,amfit mmgi3'+s &dined mi! profit ex- 
pectations were impaired at a time ~ ~ h z n  bcth a c t ~ ~ &  profits and 
profit expectati~ns shotlid hpve %W~ZI high because of the pre- 
m i ~ ~ ~ s  necessa~>~ t~ cover the ~ 3 5 t  af increase0 uncertainty- Zn 
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turn there was massive pressure for structurd change; capital 
formation was discouraged; the capital stock aged; and, not M e -  
pndcqtly of all these factors, the growth of labor productivity fell 
(tables 5 and A-3.38 

The structural weakness that had gradually developed in the 
German economy became evident in the severe recession of 
1974-15. Economic cocrdination, especially economic policy coor- 
dination, practically collapsed when restrictive monetary policy 
designed to curb i~~flationary expectations coincided with a strong 
wage push that was in part proiyoked by a fd-employment 
guarantee of the government and designed to defend the income 
position of labor in spite of the deterioration of the terms of bade 
brought about by rising raw material and energy prices. Later, the 
recession was reinforced by the 'c~-orEdwide downswing. 

The mandactwing sector that had been subsidized fur a long 
time under the fixed-exchangerate regime had to bear the brunt 
of the adjustment burden. From 1970 to 1975, roughly one million 
jobs or 10 percent of manufacburing employment were lost in this 
sector (and heve not been rer5lted since); production decreased 
relative to gross domestic product; the contribution of 
manufacturing to  gross domestic product (in current prices), 
which had been stable throughout the 1960~~ declined (table A-I). 
Smooth adjustment through an expansion of the tertiary sector 
foundered, in part, on inelastic output supply because major seg- 
ments of this sector-trans:mrt, communication, health, banking, 
insurance---are highly regdeted, and in part because of excessive 
red wagesaS9 

E ~ p ~ s i o n a r y  fiscal policies eventually helped to  overcome the 
recession, but at the price of rapidly increasing public debt and 
persistent, if declining, inflation. And while the recession had 
been deeper than that of 1967 and the fiscal stimulus much 
stronger, the recovery (1976 to 1979) was less steep than that of 
1968 through 1970: demand management had become a weak 
weapon because economic agents had lost fiscal illusions. It ap- 
peared that at the going level of wage costs, including fringe 
benefits and the implicit costs of lzbor legislation, the economic 
capital stock was too small to d o w  for f d  employment. (table A-3) Po 
Nevertheless, in the period from 1976 to 1979, growth was 
resumed, inflation gradually declined, and the rate of unemploy- 
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ment decreased. These developments reflect the fact that the 
usual feedbacks of the recession, in particular lower cost pressure 
Cabor, energy, raw materials), were still working in the German 
econoay. But they also must be seen in the context of a new policy 
approach that amounted to substituting German-style supply-side 
policy for traditional demand rna~~agernent.~' 

As constitutive dements, monetary and fiscal policy were to 
become more predictdde and steadier (oriented toward the 
medium run) in order to reduce one source of uncertainty. Govern- 
ment was to withdraw her fdl-employment guarantee; instead, 
wage-setting was to render possible the desired level of employ- 
ment. The growth rates of public expenditures and public debts 
were to  be reduced while government abstained from further in- 
creasing the tax burden. Public expenditures-including "tax ex- 
penditures" -and general government activity were to give 
(stronger) priority to: 

increasing the supply of venture capital by stimulating the 
reinvestment of profits, by pronot.ing profit-sharing of workers 
as a (partial) substitute fur wage increases, and by more 
strongly participating in enteprene-nid risk through the tax 
system-; 

* promoting research and development, and the regional, sec- 
toral: and occupaticnaf mobility of labor; 

removing obstacles for economic ac-tivity-e.g., by giving clear 
guidance in energy poky  or by allowing for more competition 
in the field of telecommunications (federal p s t  office, public 
broadcasting) ; 

* providing for strclng competition by lowering barriers to entry 
for new enterprises (provision of venture capital, consulting, 
removal of bureaucratic obstacles, etc.1, by pronoting the 
development of small and medium-sized enterprises, by remov- 
ing protection for senile industries, =d by lowering barriers to 
international trade. 

This concept resumed the traditron of a successfd German KO- 
nomic policy-that of the early 1950s-adapted, however, to the 
needs of a country that in the meantime had developed from a fol- 
lower to one of the leaders of development in the world economy. 
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The new policy conception was implemented too imperfectly and 
too gradually to put the German economy back on a firm footing. 
In effect, economic coordination and economic policy coordination 
never completely recovered from the failures of 1974-75. Whiie 
an anticyc1icd monetary policy was not part of the supply-side 
concept, the Bundesbank took the initiative in supporting the 
recovery to the extent that an expansionary monetary policy was 
pursued beginning in 1977, as the cyclical upswing lost its momen- 
tum. The consequeaces beceme visible in a reacceleration of infla- 
tion in 1979 when capacity utilization had regained a high level. 

A new slowdown of economic activity was induced by reverting 
to tight monetary policy, and was exacerbated by the second oil 
price shock. On the other hand, fiscal policy became wen more ex- 
pansionary, and in 1980 the budget seemed out of control; the 
deficit on current account, which had already emerged in 1919, in- 
creased dramatically. The ensuing loss of confidence in the 
deutsche mark produced a depreciation that led the Bundesbank 
to continue its restrictive course. Hence, the massive fiscal stimuli 
of 1980 and 1981 were largely lost. AH the while, wage-setting 
repeated its mistake of 1974 by not taking into account the 
deterioration in the terms of trade. As a result, unemployment in- 
creased sharply in 1981. 
Since then, the economic situation in Germany has further 

deteriorated. At the beginning of 1984, unemployment had at- 
tained a rate of 10.2 percent-the highest annual  ate since 
1950-while inflation is still substantial (consumer prices are 3.0 
percent up over last year). The current number of bankruptcies 
exceeds that of any period in West Germany's postwar history. 

Structural Rigidities 

Within thirty yeass, the Federal Republic of Germany turned from 
a rapidly growing into a stagnating economy. This would not be a 
matter of serious concern if there were reason to h i e v e  that the 
metamorphosis mirrored a gradual change in preferences. How- 
ever, the energence of persistent mass unemployment makes this 
a highly questionable proposition. Instead there is more reason to 

~eatse. diagnose a serious di- 
Throughout the last thirty years economic growth has tended to 



decline, and a number of noteworthy trends went along with that 
decline (tables 2 and A-3): 

Economic growth was positively related to the rate of capital 
formation, and capital formation declined when profit margins 
(and hence, presumably, profit expectations) were impaired. 

Economic growth was rapid when government was s m d ,  and 
economic growth was slow when government became large. 
Moreover, the government itself was strong when it was small, 
but became weak after it grew larger (credibility gap). 

More fundamentally, during the phase of rapid economic 
development the government largely confined itself to workiag 
on "Le supply side, mainly by setting and monitoring the rules 
of the game and by supporting incentives to save and to invest. 
At the same time, the government deregulated the economy- 
including the removal of barriers to international trade and 
factor movements-and hence prowlded for intense competi- 
tion. The phase of weak economic growth set in after a 
prolonged period of demand management, after a gradual rise 
in sectoral and regional subsidies, and when, because of 
growth-induced structural changes, the relatively regulated 
tertiary sector was to take the leading role in economic develop- 
m-ent . 

a Economic growth was high when wage policies were moderate 
and when the income distribution shifted in favor of capital; at 
the same time, real. wages increased rapidly and full employ- 
ment was achieved. Econornic growth became low after a phase 
of aggressive wage policies that pushed up the wage share in 
gross national product; soon thereafter, seal wages increased 
slowly and mass unemployment emerged. 

Likewise, economic growth was rapid when public transfers 
were moderate, but sharply declined after a phase of prolonged 
emphasis on redistribution. 

Finally, economic growth was high when the price level was 
stable and relative prices were flexible, but dwindled when in- 
flation accelerated under the impact of an intensifying struggle 
over distribution. 
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From these observations it can be inferred that the slowdown of 
economic growth was caused by fundamental changes in the Ger- 
man economy that developed gradualZy as the economy matured. 
Singular events, in particular the oil price shocks, contributed to 
the decline to the extent that they hit an aging emnomy; but these 
shocks only accelerated and accentuated a development that for 
other reasons w ~ d d  have taken place anyway. 

Massive increases in investment will be necessary to restore 
sustained economic growth. But the stimulus to investment must 
come from brighter medium-term profit expectations, not from 
wage pressure (capital-labor substitution). Wag9 pressure would 
only render obsolete more of Germany's capital stock, crowd out 
marginal f m s  and employment, and inhibit creation of new jobs 
that otherwise wodd have been profitable. 

A systematic program of reform should include the following 
I 

elements : 

Reinstitute a s t  able monetary environment; I 

I 

i * Allow a lag of real wages behind productivity increases, which 
would also permit more differentiation in the wage structure, 
until satisfactory employment levels could be reestablished; 

Allow increases in public spending to lag behind growth of 
GNP, until the structural budget deficit has been eliminated; 

Restructure public expendtures by reducing public consump- 
tion and increasing public investment, as well as incentives for 
private investment and innovation; 

Reform the system of transfers to individuals in order to im- 
prove systems of control; 

* Shift the tax burden from saving and investment to consump- 
tion; and 

* Mount strong efforts t o  reduce international and intranational 
barriers to  entry in comrnotllty and factor markets in order to 
rzstore flexible price structures. 

The present stagnation and unemployment undoubtedly con- 
tain significant cyclical elements. But structural rigidities have 
continued tc harden over the course of past and present trade 
cycles. First, trade unions only hesitantly and temporarily ac- 
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cepted the responsibility fur f d l  employment. Second, the govern- 
ment had little room in which to maneuver in restructuring the 
budget because of statutory commitments to  individual transfers, 
the dynamism built into civil service pay, and rapidly increasing 
debt service. These, in turn, mirrored the longer-term effects of 
pressures on the government from a large variety of interest 
groups, including the public bureaucracy. The crucial question is 
whether this institutional framework, as it has grown, is capable 
of translating meaningful reforms into policy rapidly and for- 
cefully enough to put Germany on the road to prosperity again 
vvithout incurring a severe economic crisis. 
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4: izab~on Policy: 
Lessons from- the Past 

Decade 

From a foreign perspective, the discussion of macroeconomics and 
stabilization policy in the Vnited States may appear to be incW3- 
bly insular. In the U.S., suck issues are typkally treated without 
reference to the oatside wcrdd. &comenda~ons for changes in 
policy are estaFished by refereoce to the institutiond f~mework 
at the c q m n t  moment, often ~ i t h h  a c ~ n k x t  that take* prob~ems 
related to particular domestic jns+?*ztitions to be universal rather 
than unique. WitEin the last fev- ~ Y - S ,  the &scu,csion of &ab&a- 
tion pclicy within the United S%es has become more oriented to 
the rest of the world In .--L?; i x a  respds-%he atte~tion now 

- x  - given to the impact of the &K- C?C exchange-rate system, aad con- 
cerns over possible &fa-dts by natiws hea~<ly in debt to Ameri- 
can banks,' 

This research is aupparted by :fie Sat., 23? Science >oi.;tbd~r~. .%3>- a p i ~ i ~ r z s  expressed 2x72 
those oof ;he axtho;. and r,ot those of the Sational Burearl cS Economzl-,ic 3es.sarch. 



This chapter is sn intr~ductior, to the E.S. policy discussion in the 
early i980s. It is unapo!ogetically !ins-Jar, reflecting intexactims 
~ 4 t h  other ~atioas only t.6 the extent that such open-economy con- 
cerns actmily &rise in typical domestic policy discussions. Its m . & ~  
concern is the domestic business cycle. tVhy have business cycles 
rec-=red vieth. increasing sc~r-erity in the past decade, ir, the fzce of 
a massive effort bjj the hest e ~ a 3 ~ m i s t s  to mdersta~d ix2d prevent 
such cycles'? C m  we achieve a s~dficient; understanding of the 
characteristics of an economy uncontrolled b~ policyloakers, and 
of the flaws of ijjasi i ? , ~ t e ~ - e n t i ~ n ~ ,  t o  establish a set of' guideEae5 
f ~ r  fut-we policies? 

Since nwiE,esorzs foreign n atilons hm-.s been passi~elp dragged 
into recessi~n, high w ~ e ~ p l o p ~ e m .  and the ~ s k  ~f credit default 
by the impact of U.S. interest and, exchange rates in :he 1980s, the 
purely dgmestic orient*c=~i~n ~f ;his ;review aE the policy debates 
may appezr to foreip pdicvmakers W~ nlhjre aadegaw to a lesson on 
ho-x ts watch a spcta tor  S F ~ T ' G  on -8teie~<siii)n than tc a training ses- 
sion for actual p~rticipants. 'TILE: slx5ject is, however, extraor- 
r3inariEy rele-i~an: to a  re %may h~f probJerr3 in world economic 
g r o ~ ~ h ,  f ~ r  there is nc @eater t a u e  of $b\+- ~vor~dwide economic 
growth ir, &he past two than restrictive monetary poiicy in 
the V,S.. A;11 g:+r~ieipa?~*ts hare an interesx in understan6ng why 
tihis P ~ ~ ~ C E E  was irnpfementcd and what s:hodd be dane to replace it. 

In late 3.982 the ,Pmericar, economy experienced  he most serious 
business slump since the 61r-em Depression of the 193Gs-a set- 
back that fesds ;Ir.gsncy .- 1.0 the search for a new approach t.0 
achieve more stable ecunon-tic go%i'th, This current concern w-ith 
economic in3tabiEt.y stands in ~ a r k e d  contrast to zhe heady op- 
timism of the fate 4960s. ivhen cowszs labeled *T!wi.t,ess Cycles" - 
-were being expmged trom the economics c:wriccfam and =*hen 
ecnfermces were being ~rg~zrized ED Seba~? t)se t ~ > i c  -'IS the Bwi- 

1 3" ness Cycle 0bs~fet.e. 
In ret,rcspect the aine-year business expansion -between earl! 

1961 and late 1969 sppears to haw h ~ e n  the exception that 
deixded econom'h~*,s into organizing szch ephemeral conferences. 
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In other decades of this century recurrent expansions and con- 
tractions have been the rule. Between late I949 and early I961 
there were three complete business cycles, with an average dura- 
tion of 3.7 years. Between late 1970 and late 1982 again there 
were three complete business cycles, with an average dure4on of 
4.0 years. Worse yet, by almost any measure, economic perfor- 
mance during the 1970-52 period was inferior to that between 
1949 and 1961. Some U.S. economists have felt a scrim profes- 
sional guilt-they need to explain why macroeconomic perfor- 
mance should have deteriorated while the tools of t.heir trade have 
advanced in sophistication. 

"'he adverse turn of events in thz 1910s had m3t been predlded 
by the reigning orthodox wisdom of the 1960s, combined a 
textbook Keynesian approach to  aggregate demazd behskior with 
a Phillips curve approach to aggregate supply behavior. Not 
surprisingly, this consistent sei d surprises forecast errors 
unleashed an intellectual counterrevolution. 3Wbn Friedman a d  
Zobert Lucas have often been Fiewed as the Copernicw and 
Galilee of a new business cycle theory, overthrowing the previous 
Aristotelian orthodoxy of postwar K e y n e ~ i ~ i s m .  In fact Lucas 
and his colleague Thomas Sargent consciously adopted a revofu- 
tionary rhetoric, and in a famous polemic described themselves as 
"sorting through the wreckage" of the Ke~mzsian revolution.2 

Friedman and Lucas built F-adels of the economy that differed 
in important respects. Friedman's version showed that policy- 
makers had no long-run influence on unemplo3ment: which would 
gravitate automatically toward its "natural rate." The Lucas - 
Sargent version showed that systematic attempts by policymakers 
to influence unemployment w-ouk! be ineffective even in the short 
r m .  Despite this difference over the applicable time horizon, both 
versions concurred that only a single government poky action 
could dampen the business cycie, and this was maintenance of a 
constant gruwxh rate of the money supply. 

Among the babble of labels that commentators have put for- 
ward for the Friedman and Lucas doctrines, James Tobin's sug- 
gestioil of "Monetarism Mark I" and ''Monetarism &lark 11" has 
the important advantage of identifying the common thread- the 
joint recommendation of a constant-growth monetary rule 
!CGMR) for policymakers. Tfie GGMR was a simple and corn- 



prehensYb1e approach to policymaking, advocated as a replace- 
ment for the ""fine-tuning" or "activist" monetary and fiscal inter- 
vention favored by mainstream Keynecians. it seemed super- 
ficially appealing, since the poor performanet of the economy 
after 1969 appeared to condemn activism as at best ineffective 
=d more likely as downright perverse. In fact, many commenta- 
tors have interpreted the October 1979 shift by the Federal 
Reserve toward greater emphasis on targets for monetary growth 
aggregates as representing the official demise of activism and the 
ofT.cal adoption of monetarism. 

This paper distinguishes four central characteristics of the U.S. 
economy's response to policy actions. These characteristics help 
us to  understand just where the nrainstre~m Keynesian approach 
went wrong; but they also help us to understand why the 
monetarist CGMEP panacea f d s  t-u provide a solution w i t h  the 
US. conterrt to the flaws in the 1960s Keynesian remedy. 
The fmst characteristic concerns the nature of the economy's 

fluctuations in nominal aggregate demand, and the other three 
refate to the response of real oatput, i.e., aggregate supply: 

I. Over postwar U.S. business cycles the growth rate of nomind 
GNP has been highly variable, averaging h o s t  8 percentage 
points faster 2t an annual rate over expansion phases of the 
business cycle than over recession phases. Procyclical fluctua- 
tions in the growth rate of the money supply, however, account 
for only a trivial fraction ~f fluctuations in nominal GNP 
growth-14 percent on average over seven postwar business 
cycles. This first characteristic, the small amplitucie of fluctua- 
tions in money contrasted with the large amplitude of fluctua- 
tions in nominal GhT, casts doubt on the potential of a CGbm 
policy b achieve a substantid dampening of the cycle within 
the US. setting. 

2. Changes in real G&T occur by defLnitiun when changes in 
nominal GhT differ from the rate of inflation- Red GrUT codd 
remain stable in the face of wide swings ;a nominal GNP 
growth only if the inflatior rate duplicated those wide swings 
with little or no lag. But a fmdarnentat characteristic of the 
U.S. inflation process is the sluggish adjustment or "inertia" of 
inflation in response to fluctuaticrns in the growth rate of 
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nominal GhT. Thus the dampening of business cycles requires 
that nominal GNP fluctuations be moderated, unless a way can 
be found to increase substantially the speed of inflation's 1 
response to those fluctuations. I 
The U.S. evidence now seems compelling in support of Milton 
Friedman's proposition that the economy has a natural rate of 
unemployment. Any attempt to maintain unemployment for a 
long period below the n a t d  rate generates a continuously ac- 
celerating inflation rate, as we learned from the late 1960s ex- 
perlence in the United States. An unemployment rate substan- 
tially abve the natural rate generates downward pressure on 
the inflation rate, as we have seen in 1881-83. These opinions 
are based on the author's recent evidence that the natural 
unemployment rate was at least 5.1 percent in the 1950s and in 
the 1970s climbed (for demographic rzasons) to 6.0 percent. 

4. A counterpart of inflation inertia is that "supply shocks," sud- 
den changes in the prices of irnpo~tant raw materials like oil, 
have consequences for the aggregate inflation rate, simply 
because prices in the rest of the economy (i.e., non-d prices) 
are not capable of dropping quickly enough when oil prices rise, 
nor of rising quickly enough when oil prices f a .  Adverse slip- 
ply shocks pose a Fmdarnental dilemma for policymakers, since 
the previous rate ~f inflation cannot be maintained without a 
significant loss of non-oil output, whereas maintenance of the 
previous level of output ~v-i1! cause a marked and perhaps per- 
manent acceleration in the rate of inflation. 

Behavior of the U.S. Economy in Postwar Business Cycles 

The central actors in any macroeconomic drama are output, 
unemployment, inflation, and money. While there are numerous 
theories about the connections among these variables, one un- 
deniable fact is the definition that h k s  output, inflation, and 
money. This is the growth-rate version of the famous "quantity 
equation," which states that: 

monetary growth + velocity growth = inflation + real growth. 
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Data for seven postwar business cycles are exhibited in the ap- 
pendix in the same arrangement as the quantity equation. The 
timing of each cycle is dictated by the choices of the National 
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), which has established a 
chronology of U.S. business cycles extending back to 1837. The ap- 
pendix shows each business cycle in a grouping of three lines, 
labeled "expansion," "plateau," and "recession." The "expansion" 
begins in the calendar quarter designated by the NBER as the offi- 
cial cycle "trough." The "recession" begins in the quarter desig- 
nated as the official NBER "peak." The period between trough and 
peak is divided into two intervals at the quarter when real GNP 
reaches its highest level relative to its secular trend. During the 
plateau phase, the  economy exhibits continued real GNP growth 
at a rate slower than the secular trend. 

The five gmwkh rates in columns (33 through (7) of the appendix 
do not by themselves tell -w much about extreme highs and Iows 
experienced by the unemployment rate or red GNP. Column (9) 
exhibits the official unemployment rate observed in the first 
quarter of each of the three cyclical phases. Column (8) exhibits a 
&trended concept called the "output ratio" that purges real G3T 
of its secdar growth trend and shows its underlying cyclical move- 
ments. The output ratio is constructed by a two-step procedure, in. 
which a detailed econometric study of the postwar inflation pro- 
cess ' 5  ~ ~ s e d  to derive the "natural" *anemployment rate consistent 

a cc-stant rate cf inflation. Then a "natural?' real GhT series 
is cor,:.ei-ixted to  indicate how much the economy codd have pro- 
duced each quarter if, hypothetically, it had been operating at its 
natural rate of employment. The output ratio is then the ratio of 
actual to natural real GNP.3 

The data displayed in the appendix provide evidence to support 
OW interpretation of the four central macroeconoric charac- 
teristics of the postwar economy. Common features of the seven 
cycles are summarized in the bottom section of the table, which 
provides averages of the variables for each phase over all seven 
cycles, with each phase weighted by its length. C o ~ ~ s  (3) 
through (5) show that nominal GNP growth was highly volatile, 
with a 10.2 percent average growth rate during expansion phases 
and a 2.6 percent rate during recession phases, for a difference of 
7.6 percent. In contrast, MI growth was much less volatfie, witk 
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growth in expansion phases only 1.1 percent faster on average 
than in recession phases. As a restilt, fluctuations in monetary 
growth accounted on average for only 14 percent (1.1/7.6) of fluc- 
tuations in nominal GNP growth. The remaining 86 percent is ac- 
counted for by fluctuations in the growth rate of velocity. 
This fad implies that a hypothetical policy that maintained 

rigid growth of the money supply over business cycle phases would 
not stabilize nominal G W  growth. Nevertheless, mmetary 
mischief was partially responsible for the poor rnacroeconomc 
outcome of the past fifteen years. First, we notice a consistent ten- 
dency for monetary growkh to be lower in recessions during the 
three business cycles between 1949 and 1961. This destabilizing 
behavior may be viewed, along with the procyclical movements of 
money during the Great Depression, as the catalyst for Fried- 
man's CGMR proposal. The proposal might not achieve complete 
stabilization of the growth of nominal G W ,  Friecfman reasoned in 
1960, but it was likely to result in more stability than had been 
achieved by the actual monetary policies observed up to that 

Another prominent feature in the appendix is the steady ac- 
celeration of monetsry growth in successive business cycles begin- 
ning in 1962. The weighted average growth rates of money, 
velocity, and nomind GhT in successive cycles were (in percent): 

Money Velocity Xominal GN? 

1958-61 1.9 3.3 5.2 
1961-10 4.3 2.7 - 

r .I 
1910-75 6.2 3.1 9.3 
1975-80 7.5 3.3 3 0.8 
1980-82 6.1 1-5 7.6 

Since velocity growth exhibited r o s i g ~ 3 I ~ a t  change over these 
cycles, except for 1980-82, the bc2havi01' 9f ..rmey can be blamed 
for the long-term increase in nominal G N P  growth and in the rate 
of inflation in the 1970s as comprired to the t95Os and early 1960s. 
Thus a careful dlxstinction must be mat& betweela the small role of 
money growth in contributing to the short-run timing of in- 
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&dual cycles, and its large role in contributing to overheating in 
the 1964-74 decade taken as a whole.j 

The behavior of the inflation rate in column (6) averaged over 
all cycles shovis a striking countercyclical pattern, with an 
average growth rate of 5.2 percent in recessions. An examination 
of the individual cycles, however, suggests that the seven-cycle 
average mixes up three quite different tyccs of experience. The 
recessions between 1949 and 1981, as well as the most recent 
1980-82 episode, display the expected procyclical movement. The 
middle three cycles between 1961 and 1980, however, exhibit a 
strong countercyclical pattern that helps to demonstrate the 
effect of two of o w  central characteristics. 

Recdl that characteristic (3) refers to the continuous upward 
adjustment of the inflation rate that occurs when unemployment 
remains below its natural rate. This gradual adjustment of M a -  

tion was most obvious in the long 1961 -70 cycle. Because inflation 
adapted with substantial inertia to rapid nominal G W  growth 
(characteristic 21, the economy experienced a period between 
1964 and 1969 when the output ratio substantially exceeded 100 
percent and the actual unemployment rate fell substantially Eelow 
the natural rate of unemployment. The gradual u p ~ a r d  adjust- 
ment of inflation continued into the '1969-70 recession, which wit- 

nessed faster inflation than previous phases despite slower 
nominal GNP growth. A complementary explanation is that the 
slowdown in nominal GXF growth in 1969-70 was the mildest of 
any of the postwar cycles, further inhibiting any deceleration of 
inflation. 

Finally, characteristic (4) refers to the impact of supply shocks 
on the aggregate inflation rate. If the growth rate of nominal GNP 
were to remain constant, then a spontaneous upsurge of the idla- 
tion rate following a supply shock would cause a reduction in real 
GKP growth, and, in severe cases, a recession. The 1970-75 and 
1919-80 business cycles both ended with recessions that ware 
triggered by supply shocks and amplified by a slowdown in 
no&d GNP growth. Between late 1972 and 1975 the relative 
price of oil increased by 25 percent, and again by more than 40 
percent between late 1978 and late 1981. The relative price of food 
increased by about 10 percent between 1972 and 1974. Finally, the 
recession of 1973-75 was aggravated by the extra inflation that 
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occurred after the termination in May 1974 of the Nixon-era price 
contrd p~ogram.~ 
As a result the inflation rate observed in the recession phase of 

these two cycles was substantially higher than in the expansion 
phase. The marked difference between the co~~1tercyc~cd be- 
havior of inflation In the 1973-75 and 1980 recessions, and its 
procyclical behavior in the 1981-82 recess-ion, pmides a strong 
confirmation of the view that supply shocks matter (characteristic 
4) and refutation ofthose who focus narrowly on prior fluctuations 
in the growth rate of the money supply in explaining the inflation 
rate. 

There was an additional consequence of s1'1ppIy shocks. Partly 
as a result of cost-of-living escdabrs in wage contracts, suppfy 
shocks had the effect of permanently raising the rate of inflation 
at any given un?-nplopent rate. This forced policymakers to 
choose between prolonged recession and an acceleration in mone- 
tary growth to ratify the upward ratchet of inflation caused by the 
supply shock. During the 1975-78 expansion the choice was made 
to ratify the inflation rate. In this sense the postwar peak in the 
growth rates of money and nominal GNP during the 1975-80 
cycle was not simply a perverse actios by misinf~med policy- 
makers, but rather an indirect consequence of the supply shocks 
themselves. 

Interpretation of Macroeconomic Events 
in the Past Decade 

My ow= research on. the U.S. inflation process yields an estimate 
of the natural rate of unemployment compatible with steady wm- 
tion, Associated with that is an estimate of the level of natural 
real GNP that the economy can p r o h e  at tW unemployment 
rate. A c o m p h n  between actual and natural real GNP is shown 
in the top frame of figure 1. The vertical striped bars outhe tfie 
GNP gap, the difference between natural and actual real GNlP. 
The GNP gap in late 1982, roughly 10 percent, seemed to be main- 
taining its historical relationship with the difference between the 
actual and natural rates of unemployment. 

The lower frame in figure I shows the four-quarter raw of 
change of the GNP deflator. From early 1973 to early 1975 the 
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Figure 1 

Real GNP and Inflation, 1973-82 
I 

ow-q~arter change 
in GNP deflator 

Source: Natural real GX? is from Robert 6 .  Gordon, "Inflation, Flexible Exchange Rates, 
the Natural Rate of Unemployment," in Workers, Jobs and Inflation, ed. M. N. h i f y  Washing- I 
ton, D.C.: Brookings, 1982!, pp. 88-157: other series are from U.S. De?artment of Commerce. 
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behavior of both real GNP and the inflation rate was dominated 
by the first oil shock, augmented by the depreciation of the dollar 
in 1972-73, by a doubling of farm prices, and by a uniquely Amer- 
ican phenomenon-the price rebound following the May 1974 ter- 
mination of the Nixon-era price control program. My econometric 
interpretation explains the sharpness of inflation's upsurge and 
output's slump in 1973-74 by the coincidence of these four events, 
as compared to 1978-80 when there was no post-controls rebound 
and when the other inflationary stimuli were more spread out in 
timing. 

The rate of growth cf inflation and that of real GNP will be 
negatively correlated in response to a supply shock unless the 
monetary authority acts to cancel out the impact on either infia- 
tion or real output (it cannot cancel both impacts). An important 
virtue of this interpretation is that it salvages the negative 
Phillips curve trade -off between inflation and unemployment, 
which had been abandoned in the early 1970s by casual observers 
who noticed the positive relation between inflation and unemploy- 
ment in 1973-16. The negative trade-off remains intact when 
variables are included to represent the impact of supply shocks. 

The early stages of the recovery from the 1973-75 recession 
primarily reflected the unwinding of the first round of supply 
shocks. The relative price of oil stabilized and even dec'lined a bit, 
as did t5e effective exchange rate of the dollar. The rebound after 
the price controls also had only a temporzry impact on the rate of 
change of prices. 

The economy's rapid expansion in 1977 and 1978 brought the 
real GNP above its "natural" level, as shown in figure 1. At the 
same time the inflation rate accelerated. In 1911 the inflation rate 
appeared to have settled down to a '"no shock" rate of about 6 per- 
cent, and the speedup of the inflation rate during 1978 was an 
unpleasant surprise to policymakers in the Carter administration. 

I Their poficy had been based on the idea that the unemployment 

t 
rate could be pushed to 5 percent or below without another ac- 
celeration of inflation, and the evidence of I978 introduced a shift 
in policy emphasis. In retrospect the acceleration of inflation in 

1 1978 was due partly to the speed of the economy's expansion and 
partly to the 13 percent depreciation in the effective exchange 

i rate between 19Y:QI and 1978:Q4. The latter event in turn 
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reflected the much-discussed conflict in economic policy between 
the United States and other industrial nations, with the U.S. pro- 
moting expansionist measures and Gemany and Japan resisting 
them. 

Figure 1 shows that real GNP experkneed a long period of zero 
growth, lasting from early 1979 to ~ a r l y  1983. ?b level of real 
GNP in the fiMt quarter of 1983 was $1,488 billion, the same as in 
1979's third quarter. As natural real GNP continued to grow, the 
economy fell further and fujrther ~ I O W  the level of production that 
would maintain unemp1.opent at the natural rate. UnempIuy- 
ment c o r ~ ~ e s p n ~ g l y  mse. This occurred in two stages, fist in 
early 1980 when the unemp].opent rate rose from 6 to 7.5 per- 
cent, and then between mid-1981 and late 1982, with a further in- 
crease td) 10.7 ]percent. 

En the official chn,noIogy of the National Bureau of Economic 
Paearch ER3, there were two recessions. The first occurred 
fur only two quarters, between 1980:QI and 1980:Q3. The second 
began one year later in 1981:Q3 and ended in 1982:Q4. The NBER 
chose to distinguish two recessions, instead of one longer episode 
lasting from 1979 to 1982, because it has traditionally used as its 
criterion the level of red CNP rather than the size of the gap be- 
tween act& real G W  and a trend-like variable such as natural 
real GNP. (Figure 1 reveals that the real GNP in early 1981 rose 
slightly above the previous p5ak.) 

The bottom frame of figure I shows that inflation accelerated 
during the 1980 recession and decelerated conthously during the 
1981 -82 recession. This would appear to brand the 1980 recession 
as due to supply shocks and the 1981-82 episode as reflecting a 
deflation in the growth of nominal aggregate demand While this 
iakerpretation of the 1981-82 recession. is accrtrate a d  reflects 
the sharp decline in velocity growth bighlighkd in the appendix, it 
oversimpwes the story of the short and peculiar 1980 recession. 
Suprimpsed cn the effect of the 1979 oil shock was a sharp and 
short-lived reduction in the demand for durable goods in response 
to credit controls imposed by the Carter administration and the 
Federal Reserve. This disruptive and ill-advised intervention was 
a reaction of panic to an inflation rate of 16 percent registered by 
the Con- Price Index (CPI) in 1980:Ql. Arcane measurement 
procedures wed in the CPI exaggerated the inflateion problem, 
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which barely exceeded 16 percent in the GNP deflator, a ~ d  thus 
indirectly caused the credit controls.? Without the latter, the 1980 
recession might have been gradual and prolonged instead of short 
and sharp. 
The appendix singles out velocity growth as the main source of 

the deep 1981-82 recession. This velocity behavior requires ex- 
planation. It is helpful to divide the episode into two intervals, the 
fygt extending from about April 1981 to June 1982, and the sec- 
ond from June 1982 to  the winter of 1982-83, The proximate 
cause of the late 1981 business sI-p wcis the sharp deceleration 
of monetary growth instituted by the Federal Reserve in the 
spring of 1981. There was virtually no growth i-n MI between April 
and November, 1981; the growth rate dropped from 10 percent in 
the year ending in 1981:&2 to 0.2 percent at an annual rate h 
1981:Q3. Short-term interest rates soared to their postwar peaks 
in May and June. Most of the appreciation of the dollar occurred in 
this period. The effective exchange rate increased 26 percent in 
the first three quarters of 1981, and then only another 11 percent 
in the remaining five quarters through the end of 1982. This 
double onsfaught of high interest rates and an appreciation of the 
dollar back to the level of 1971 was more than the economy codd 
take, and spending gradually began to decline. The importance of 
the exchange rate is evident in the observ~tion that f a y  three- 
quarters of the decline in real GNP between 1981:QI and 1982:Q4 
is accounted ibr by a decline in red net exports. 

The fador dividing the first and second stages of the recession 
was a shift in rno~ietary policy. After dropping from 10 percent in 
the year ending 1981:QZ to 4.7 percent in the year ending 
1982:Q2, monetary gmwth begen to pick up in the summer of 
1982, and short-term interest rates dropped quite quickly to 
single-digit levels. As the autumn proceeded, a trickle of MI 
growth became a torrent, and the annual grow* rate in the six 
months ending in March 1983 reached 15 percent. While many 
monetarists of the Mark I variety predicted an imminent resur- 
gence of inflation, it was more common for this episode to be 
viewed as a result of portfolio shifts caused by financial deregula- 
tion and the accompanying invention of new types of interest- 
bearing checkable bank accounts. 
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Current Policy Issues 

The rest of the world has an essential stake in the current policy 
debate in the United States. How rapidly will the U.S. economic 
recovery proceed? Will the recovery lead to a resurgence of infla- 
tion? The future course of world intereet rates and of the dollar's 
exchange rate depend at least in part on the outlook for U.S. infla- 
tior: and output growth. It is also necessary to take account of 
another prominent problem facing policpakers: large and graw- 
k g  fiscd bcdget deficits. 

Designing a glide path for a soft landing. In previous 
research cited in footnote 3 above, this author has developed an 
econometric relationship explainiog postwar U.S. inflation. If the 
parameters of this inflation equation. can be assumed to remain 
stable over the next few years, as they have in the past few years, 
then that device can be used to predict the &\$sion between infia- 
tion and output growth that w d d  acccmpany various alternative 
paths of nominal GXP growth. If the economy were starting out at 
the natural level of red GNP7 then the choice of a nominal GhT 
path isrould be easy-we wodd set nominal GhTP growth eqiral t~ 
the sum of inherited inflation p!-us the growth rate of natural real 
GKP Then in the absence of supply shocks the economy could en- 
joy steady growth. Bzt the control problem is m ~ c h  more d4fficdt 
when the economy starts out as far from natural output as it did 51 
early 1983. A constant growth rate for nominal GNP inevitably 
leads to overshootifig the fessible level of real GhT, since inflation 
steadily decelerates in response to economic slack and causes real 
CNP growth t o  accelerate jrrst as the economy approaches the 
natural rate. 

The difficulties of managing the economy \\-hen the initial 
unemployment rate is far awsy from the natural rate can be 
likened to the problem of a pifot in bringing sn air9fane in for a 
smooth ";anding on 2, runway. Here altitude correspnds tc the 
unemployment rate, and the runway corresponds to the navaaf 
unemp10yment rate. The problem is t o  avoid crashing into the run- 
way. The worst thing the Fed can do is choose a constant growth 
rate of nominal G i P  and stick to it.. for thzt would guarantee a 
crash. 



Figure 2 

Alternative Si-xnulations or' Inflation and Z'nernp3o:;men't Rates 
with Steady Ncminal GYP Growth of 8 Percent 
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This point is illustrated in figure 2, which shows what happens 
in a simulation with my econometric inflation equation when the 
growth rate of nominal GNP is set at 8 percznt forever. The econo- 
my's recovery is slow, inflation continues to decelerate in response 
to economic slack, and by definition real GNP growth speed- up. It 
is as if the pilot had poiated the plane's nose toward the m w a y  
and then had turned on the engines full throttle. The lower frame 
of figure 2 shows how the economy crashes through the ass~med 6 
percent naraal rate of unemplo3ment in the period 1987-88, and 
the upper frame shows how a companion airplane, the inflation 
rate, takes off at; the same time. 

The Fed's task is tougher t h a ~  the pilot's, because there is no 
chart that shows the exact altitude of the runway. The band of 
possible outcomes in figure 2 exhibits ori.1~ one of the possible 
sources of m-certainty-the likely future behavior of the main 
supply shock variables (the relative prices of imports, food, and 
energ3; as wsil as the exchange rzre). The pessimistic path 
assumes a '"full reb-imd." that afi of those variables return to 
what their values at the en6 of 1980 ii.e., that the value of 
the dollar falls by about one-third in 1983-85 and that the 
nominal price of oil rises to abut $40 per bsrrel!. The optimistic 
path 8-s~~mes "no rebound" in these variables. and that they re- 
main at their values as of late 1982. .4n even more optimistic out- 
come, not sho'i~z. would occur i'the red price of oil were to deche  
further from its late 1982 value. 

The manewer necessary for tkt. piht to mabe a soft landing is 
illustrated in figure 3. Here rhe g~otvth raw of nominal GhLP star ts  
cut at 10.5 percent. but in late 1933 is slowec! suddenlv to 8 per- 
cent. Piirh either the optimistic or pessimisric assumptions about 
s u ~ p l v  A m  - shocks. the ~memplo~~Len t  rate glides smoothfy in to the 
assumed 6 percent natural rate of unemployment. Aad, as shorn 
in the xop frame, zhe inflation rzte ip! smoothly adjusts u, the 
long-run 5 percent rate that is compatible -<th an P percent 
nominal GhT grou~f-r rate 3: and z 3 percent gropla;.~ rzte of 
natural real GXP iqxl. since in the long rlln p = t. - qs." 

The Fed mzst deceierare the go'vith rate of nomind GhT when 
the economy nears its natural. rate of unemployment. That is the 
prerequisite for a soft landing. Rut a likely si6e effect of any at- 
tempt to achieve a sudden slowing of nominal G?;P growth is a 



Figure 3 

Alternative Simdatlions of Inflation and Unemployment Rates 
with N o m i d  GNP Growtki of 18.5 Percent in 1983-85 and 

8 Percent Thereafter 

Unemp1oymen.t rate 

.......... No rebowd 
---  Half rebotrnd 
- FuiI rebound 
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sharp ;ncreasc. in interest rates, and perhaps a recession during 
the tr3nsitir.n period. To minimize the danger of inducing this type 
of instability, the Fed should plan to induce a rapid recovery when 
the economy is far from the natural rate and graduzlly t o  taper 
the growth rate of nominal GNP from then on. There is no com- 
pelling alterzative. Rapid nominal GNP growth maintained 
forever guarantees a crash landing. But even moderate nominal 
GNP powt.h maintained forever eventually leads to a crash land- 
ing, as shown in fimme 2. 

Coping with supply  shocks. The problems raised by supply 
shocks can again be separated into two subproblems: those that 
arise when the economy was previously operating at the natural 
rate, and those that arise when the unemployment rate is far 
above the natural rate. When the Fed stabilizes nominal GhT 
growth and an adverse supply shock introduces spontaneous up- 
ward pressure on the inflation rate, real GNP growth must decline 
and the unemployment rate is likely to rise. The Fed must then 
decide whether to maintain constant nominal GhT grou%h, to "ac- 
commodate" the shock by raising nominal GXP growth to insulate 
unemployment, or to "extinguish" the shock by reducing nominal 
GhT growth to insulate the inflation rate. 

If the shock is truly temporary, e.g., a freeze in Florida that 
reduces the orange crop, then accommodation is the appropriate 
piicy. The lost crop will soon retun, and the inflation conse- 

t quences will soon be reversed. The temporary bulge of inflation 
has no important welfare consequences, since it is soon to disap- 
pear. Maintenance of stable unemployment avoids potential 
future problems of readjusting after a recession caused by non- 
accommodation. 

The optimal response to a permanent shock, e.g., the OPEC oil 
price increases of 1973-74 and 1979-80, poses a more serious 
dilemmat. if there is a one-time upward ratchet of the relative 
price of oil, then there is a temporary positive bdge in the mte of 
change of the relative price of oil. If the nominal wage rate in the 
rest of the economy were to  remain constant, then the aggregate 
inflation rate would exhibit only a temporary bdge. The Fed could 
accommodate withwdt fearing a permanent increase in the rate of 
inflation. But, unfortunately, the nominal wage rate in most cum- 
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tries is implicitly or explicitly escalated in response to changes in 
the consumer price i n k  Thus a permanent oil shock causes in- 
flation to ratchet upward permanently to a new higher rate. The 
Fed must choose bebveen ratifying permanently higher inflation 
or cawing lost &put and higher unemployment if it chooses a 
nonaccummodative policy. 
If all tax rules. wgulations, and institutions had been inflation- 

neutralized, there would he no problem. It would be optimal to 
ratify "be. fastef. inflatim. Critics could claim rightly that the pro- 
cess of-hfiation-adjueti~g the institutions had actually caused the 
faster inflation, but defenders of the Fed's accommodation would 
point out that this criticism was now irrelevant because the infla- 
tion rate no longer mattered, at least within limits.9 h d  defend- 
ers of accsmmodation would -point out that the extra urernploy- 
ment caused by failure to accommodate has not just been a short- 
run cost, but dso has created a lung-run cost by causing future 
economic instability and making a soft lmding more difficult to 
achieve. 

There is an aci&tior,al aspect of the accommodation debate that 
reflects the benefit of hindsight. Oil conservation is a gradual pra- 
cess. This creates a natwd "overshooting" phenomenon, since a 
jump in the relative price of oil, like that achieved by OPEC in 
1919-80, breeds a lagged ad,jtrstment process by hundreds of 
millions of consumers around the world. Eventually after a few 
months or years the demand for oil relative to real GNP begins to  
fall, and downward pressure is exerted on the relative price. In 
this sense an oil shock that appears at the time to be permanent is 
not permanent, and with sufficient patience the Fed can avoid 
making thr? difficult choice among accommodative, constant 
nominal GNP growth, and extinguishing policies. Patience, 

I however, is eminently lacking from the poliey process and from 
the political oratory th~t surrounds it. I 

I 
t 1 
I A novel decision problem was created by  the deche in the re'ia- 
I 
I tive price of oil that occurred in 1982 m d  1983, when the sonomy 
1 wes away from the natural rate of u~empl~yrnent. This 

"beneficial supply shock" may appear to be an unalloyed blessing, 
I 
t 

in that it would allow a more rapid growth rate of real GNP for any 
1 path of nominal GNP growth. And the example of figure 3 sug- 

1 gests that real GNP growth should be as rapid as possible at the. 
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beginning of the recovery in order to minimize the cost of high 
unemployment while alltowing for a slowdown later on. 

The main argument for resisting rather than enjoying the 
decline in the relative price of oil was not monetary but fiscal. The 
interval of declining relative oil prices provided an ideal environ- 
ment for introducing a substantial excise tax on imported oil. This 
policy, endorsed by many eco~omists as early as 19'74, took on an 
added appeal in light of large projected structural f i s d  deficits. In 
view of the estimates of figures 2 and 3, any such excise tax was 
unlikely to cause an acceleration of inflation, particdar1y if it was 
introduced in stages. 

Coping with federal budget deficits. In the United States it 
is common to distinguish between cyclical budget deficits caused 
by a shortfall of actual below-natural real GNP, and the stmctwd 
budget deficit, sometimes called the '%igh employment deficit." 
After remaining in the range of 0 to 2 percent of GNP in the 
period between 1965 and 1980, the structural deficit is scfiedded 
under present policies to grow to roughly 5 percent of GNP '~y the 
mid-1980s. This new deficit problem results from two of the 
central policy components of the Reagan administration's eco- 
nomic program: a "supply-side" reduction of 25 percent in the per- 
sonal income tax rate (adopted by Congress in 1981 and imple- 
mented in three stages between 1981 and 19831, and rapid growth 
in real defense spending, offset to m1-y a partial extent by reduc- 
tions in nondefense spending. 

Casual journalistic commentaries on " t k e  US. economic situa- 
tion express concern that large budget deficits ccdd "abort" the 
economic recovery in 1984 and later years. But this fear stands 
economic analysis on its head. For any given growth rate of the 
money supply, the growth of nominal spending will be greater 
with a growing structural deficit than with a shrinking one. 
Policymakers should set the speed of the economic recovery by ex- 
amining the consequences of alternative growth paths for 
nominal GNP; if the recovery appears to faker below the chosen 
path, the Fed can reduce interest rates and cause the exchange 
rate to depreciate with a suitable set of open-market operations 
accompanied by clear explanations of what it is intending to 
achieve (without the explanation, markets may fear that the Fed 
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When the economy returns to its nat*ud level of real GW, 
there can be no doubt that large structural deficits will "crowd 
out" private investment. A deficit of 5 prcent of C;NP could 
reduce net fixed investment t o  half of its historical level. Mmy 
commentators righciy feiz %zt $h; ~concmic recovery will coasist 
of too lvge a share of consumption in red GNP, and too small a 
s h e  of private investment and of the foreign trade surplus. 

The prospect of large structural deficits and the faiiure, at least 
so far, for the "supply-side" income tax reductions to unleash m y  
noticeable increase in wmk effort or saving, have led to a fl-7 of 
creative new proposals for drastic revamping of the U.S. tax 
system. Some urge adoption of a progressive coilsumption tax by 
gradually lifting the taxation of saving, wfi,le others  upp port adop- 
tion of s "flat"-i.e., proportional-hcome tax with a much 
broader tax base. The prime motivation behiod the two proposals 1 
is different, with devotees of the consumption tax mainly in- 
terested in sthdating natio~al s a ~ 6 ~ g  in order to promote nore 1 
private investment and, hopefdly, economic growth; whereas sup- 1 
portere of the flat income tax ere primarily kta~ested in tax 
simpEfication and in improving the eco~omic efsciency of the 
society by reducing the energy devoted to tax avoidance and by 
shifting portions of the underground economy out into the 
2aylight. 

Economic? T h i ~ ~ g  in 

The &merican policy debate in 1983 reminds one of a three-ring 
circus, with dl the important and interestkg action taking place 
Enside 2 central tent m d  with most of the audience confused by 
fdse directioas .b remain outside, wz~dering from sideshow to 
sideshow. A peek inside the central tent would reveal four rings 
containing the real issues in the struggle for susthab1e economic 
growth. 

1. Gouernnzexlt us. private inuestment. Ma2y discussions of fiscal. 
policy treat achievement of a government swp1us as the main 
prerequisite fur a re~lval in the growth of output and produc- 
tivity. Yet Japan and Italy, among others, grew faster than the 
United States during the past decade with much larger struc- 
turd fiscal deficits. Other analyses-particuiariy the is83 
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Economic Report of the Pr-e~deni-ire& *mosii;1,g private net 
fixed capital formation as the main prerequisite. Yet legions of 
econometricians have failed to find more than a minor role for 
capital formation in explaining the slowdown of productivity 
growth in the U.S. since the mid-1960s. We have heard too 
often that private investment is good and government spending 
bad, and too infrequently that there is a trade-off between pri- 
vate investment, government investment, and government 
consumption. Mgre government investment and less private in- 
vestment could conceivably make the economy better off in the 
long run. The large amounts being spent by American corpora- 
tions in remedial training for high school graduates who are 
deficient in reading, writing, and math suggest that education 
has been shortchanged, I suspect that we need a mixture of 
"throwing money at the problem," particularly in focused ac- 
tivities Eke providing minicomp'clters for inner-city schools, and 
the use of scarce but inexpensive leadership at the national 
level to pressure and cajole local school districts into upgrading 
requirements for basic courses and changing teacher 2nd stu- 
dent attitudes. There is similar room for a mixture of money 
and leadership in the areas of retraining, relocation: industrial 
policy, and labor-management relations. 

2. LV~minal GAP targeting and the choice of a growth path. In 1983 
the financial press carried a blizzard of mrds about Federal 
Reserve operating procedures, financial deregulation, and the 
accusations by some monetarists that double-digit growth of MI 
was irresponsibly inflationary. Yet the 1981 -82 recession dem- 
onstrated that it was nominal GNP growth, not the growth of 
some arbitrary moneta:ry aggregate, that mattered for infla- 
tion. Monetarists talked and wrote as though money growth 
mattered only for inflation and velocity growth mattered only 
for output; but idation continued to decelerate as velocity col- 
lapsed and Sfl growth exglode3, suggesting that nominal GNP 
is what matters. If so, that should be the main control variable 
of the Federal Reserve. And this new foclus on what a c t d y  
matters would allow the Fed to concentrate on central issues, 
'like the choice of a glide path as in figures 2 and 3 above. 

3. Botectionisnz, industrial policy., and regutahon. WhiIe the main 
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orientation of this paper has been toward business cycles and 
macroeconomics, there are interssting areas of overlap with 
present microecono~c concerns, particdsrly those relating to 
protectionism and "indwtrial policy." The new wave of senti- 
ment far greater trade protection in the United States followed 
promptly in response to the 1981-82 depression in the U.S. 
durable goo& industries, which led some observers to describe 
the industrial Middle West as the "Rust Bowl" (a play of words 
0x1 the mid-1930s drought-ridden "Dust Bowl" immortalized in 
John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath). 

Most descriptions of the plight of U.S. heavy industry at- 
tributed the problem to only one cause, "low-cost competition" 
from underpaid foreign workers, often aided by unfair govern- 
ment subsidies and "dunaping" by foreign producers. There was 
little comment on the obvious macroeconomic component of the 
price advantage enjoyed by foreign producers, the 1981 -82 ap- 
preciation of the American dollar that accompanied the 
unprecedented increase in U.S. real interest rates. In this sense 
the lower wage rates of Japanese workers measured in dollars 
is a phenomenon made in WasEngtq not in Tokyo. Accord- 
ingly, I found enthusiastic agreement in a recent emversation 
with a senior vice-president of the Ford RiZotor Company with 
the observation that "the best c-we for the 'rust bowl' disease is 
a dollar worth 175 yen, rather than either protection or in- 
dustrial policy." 
The surge of sentiment in the U.S. for a "new industrial 

policy" emerges from a confluence of causes. Some proponents 
are genuinely distressed by the plight of workers whose lives 
and cornmities are harmed by plant closin~s, and they feel 
with some justification that U.S. corporations should be forced 
to adopt the set of prenotification rdes now common in some 
Northern European countries. Other proponents are less 
thoughtful and are playing the popular new American game 
called "copy the Japanese," citing the role of the Japanese Min- 
istry of Industry and Technology (MITI) in steering investment 
into specific areas that in some cases have had a high-tech 
component. Skeptics in the U.S. doubt that. the MlTI strategy 
w ~ d d  work in our setting, in light of the vigor of the U.S. ven- 
ture capital market that scans Silicon Valley in California with 
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the intensity of an electron microscope and almost instantly 
endows any promising high-tech company with start-up money 
and later with a high price-earnings ratio on its initial stock 
offering. In my view the real problems in U.S. industrial st=- 

have to do not with the need to stimulate new industries 
but with the macroeconomic environment, particularly the 
large prospective structwal deficits that cause the dollar to be 
overvalued (thus aggravating the adjustment problem of the 
Rust Bowl) and that "crowd out" job-creating private invest- 
ment by soaking up an excessive proportion of the pitifid 
mount of household saving that Americans manage to do. 

The current microeconomic policy issue that seems furthest 
removed from macroeconomic concerns is the recent U.S. push 
for deregulation, after fifteen years of increasing government 
regulation (particularly in the areas of environmental quality 
and occupational safety and health). In the macroeconomic 
context I would point to regulation as a direct source of the 
worldwide productivity slowdown and an indirect source of the 
upsurge of inflation in the 2970s. But careful work by Edward 
Denison and others attributes only a small part of the U.S. pro- 
ductivity sIowdown to the regulation phenomenon, even before 
taking account of the fact that the benefits of such regulation 
(cleaner air and water, less death and illness from black and 
brown lungs) are not included in GNP or productivity statistics. 
Macroeconomists can say little about this topic except to repeat 
one of the most important lines from any good undergraduate 
principles textbook, namely that there is no pregiven right 
amount of plliution to eliminate, neither 0 nor 100 percent. 
The right amount depends on marginal costs and benefits of 
eliminating pollution, and the right way to influence private 
firms to eliminate the optimal amount is ta levy "smoke taxes" 
rather than engage in quantitative regulation. 

4. Loosening institufional constraints. It is now a commonplace to 
recognize that monetary policy is not made in isolation, and 
that other decision-makers, particularly politicians who de- 
clare wars and create structural fiscal deficits, force central 
banks to make difficult choices. It is less generally recognized 
that a wide range of society's institutions constrain monetary 
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poky. Instead of allocating to mon-hzy and f ~ c d  policy the 
dominant role in discussions of unexnpIoyment, h.f!.ation, and 
growth, increased attention should be given to shifts in bstitx- 
tiom to imprwe macroeconomic emciency and place less of a 
burden cm traditional policy tooh. 

The list of institutions that matter for macroecono~c policy 
is a long one. Three-year mion wage contrads in the Unit4 
Sates contribute significantly to wage and price inertia and 
raise the output cost of disinflation (albeit while reducing the 
short-run inflation cost of an output boom that pushes 
unemplopent beneath the natural rate). Deposit rate ceilings 
and usury laws prevent the adjustment of interest rates to in- 
flation, contribute to inflation's redistribukion of w d t h  from 
creditors to debtors, and thus raise the welfare cost u f ~ t i u n .  
Financial deregulation has reduced those welfare costs and has 
shifted the balance of argument in favor of a rapid rather than 
slow rw~very, while at the same time making traditional 
monetary aggregates increasingly irrelevant as intermdate 
targets for monetary policy. Although indexation of tax 
brackets has been proposed for 1985, the continuing failure to 
set tax rules of interest deductability and capital gains taxation 
in real terms, and the fdaw of the governmmt to ~ R e r  an in- 
dexed bond, add to inflation's w e k e  mst. Our cunstitlxtiond 
system and its associated legislative lags f i b i t  adoption of 
well-timed countercycEca1 fiscal policies, like the Swedish in- 
vestment fund and the Japanese practice of variable tip-Lrg for 
public works. The absence of a national value-added or sdes 
tax prevents policies, recommended by Arthur Okun and 
myself in 1974-75, to insdate the price level from adverse sup- 
ply shocks by taxing the shocked product aad reducing the 
sales tax on the rrnshocked seetor. Improved labor market in- 
stitutions and government attention to retraining and mobility 
could lower the natural unemploy-ment rate itself, which should 
not be viewed as truly natural, optimal, or immutable. 

Unfortunately, however, institudiond refom is a slow pro- 
cess, and economists have not advanced very far in under- 
standing why apparently counterproductive institutions exist. 







Michael J. BosMn 

As usual, I have found Bob Gordon's paper interesting, infoma- 
tive, and enjoyable reading. Unfortunately, it has little ta do with 
the primary focus of the conference, economic growth, except in a 
very short-term sense. Clearly, there is at least a temporary rela- 
tiorzship between economic fluctuations and long-term economic 
growth, and one can even develop various models in which the in- 
teraction is permanent. But Gordon does not even dwell on these 
sorts of issues, a point to which I ~~ r e t m  in a moment. 

We are presented with an interesting analysis of the recent per- 
formance of the U.S. economy with respect to tnflatioo, output, 
unemployment, and money growth. Crordon is somewfiat convinc- 
ing in claiming that his strawman opponent, a constant-growth 
monetary rule (CGMR), wodd not compIeteI~7 dampen emnomic 
fluctuations in the United States, Of course he, as ~273~1 ~f es, over- 
simplifies the "monetarist" psition. The monetarist p~sp;_:sition 
wodd have been more accurately presented if i% stated that a 
CGMR w d d  have been preferable to the active demand manage- 
ment, both monetary and fiscal, followed in the United States- f do 
nut believe t.bat the relatively minor fraction of f l~ctuatio~s in 
nomind GhT gro~9.h that can be accounted for by procyclical fluc- 
tuations in %he g r o ~ ~ h  rate of the money supply in postwar US. 
business cycles is s u f f i c i e ~ t  eh3dence to dismiss this fatter conten- 
tion. Let me s a y ,  hu?vever, that there are enough ptentid 
"surprises" or "shocks" to the economy that the ease for abandon- 
ing "gross-tuning" is far Iess compelling than for absndoning 
"fine-tuning." 

Gordon goes on to describe the basic characteristics of postwar 
3J.S. business cycles. He then ;provides an interestrag interprets- 

i 
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tion of these events based on econometric estimates ~primmiIy his 
own) of the relationship among the variables he dkcwses. He 
presents alternative scenarios for the paths of innation and 
unemplopent in a simulation based on his inflation equations. 
fFis primary conclusion-that the Federal &serve must d%eIe~- 
ate the growth rate of nominal G W  a the economy nears its 
natural rate of memp10yme;zt-is plausible given his m024 and 
estimates. Yet other models and estimates, no more implawible, 
give somewhat different ~esults, and obviate the need for the type 
of ''glide path" that Gordon advocazes. 

Gordm comect1y dismisses the substantial concern wi:h 
run budget deficits, emphasizing a potential crowding out of pri- 
vate investment (and I would add, of hiusing and state and Iocd 
government capital spending) when the economy returns to its po- 
tential GNP. That is, the composition of output may well be 
affected, with too large a share of consumption and too small a 
share of private investment ir, C.NT. 

Gordon also properly points out %&ax some gavemmezt expen- 
&twe is investment, and that one needs ro compare c=. erall rates 
of return to decide whether more prir-ate or more gc>~-arrment in- - 
vestment is called for. Of course. government nom%tar~ invest- 
ment has f&en precipitw~~ly in the Knited States in the past thir- 
teen years. U%ether the rate of ret~rn on the types of hereased 
spending Gordon advocates would be sd'ficient ta offset the costs 
is a matter of sub-tanti& dispute. I wo'dd also echo hi3 interpreta- 
tion of protectionism, industrial policy, and regulation. The aver- 
valued Mar is clearly much more at cawe for o w  net trade 
deficit than any set of e.qmrt subsidies provided by foreijp govern- 
ments. Gordon also suggests Zwsening vmio-as iastif&iond con- 
straints, as in the recent financial deregdation rmdergone in the 
Enited States. I applaud these suggestions. 

R&&, then, is the relationship between Gordor,'~ analysis and 
alternative suggestions to speed recovery and real output- in tthe 
United States, or to "manage" economic fltsctsa'~ins, and eco- 
n o e c  grow&? 

Erst, there is the undeniable short-term !ass of red output from. 
the worIdwide recession. U%ether this loss of output could haye 
been meliorated s u b ~ t ~ t i a l l y  either by a different disbflation 
process producing the same reduction in inflation, or by accom- 



modating the inflation is a somewhat more subtle pint than is 
usually diiscwsed by nacroeconorists. It is not clear to me that 
long-run potential output r s  unaffected by even the modest types 
of inflation we have had in the Gnited States. Gordon himself 
pints to a variety of aspects of this in OW hstitutional arrange- 
ments: e.g., our htnindexed tax zzlres For depreciation, capital gain, 
and interest, among others. There can be no doubt that these have 
had some influence on the reductior, in real net capital formation. 
Cordan's reading of the evidence notwithstanding, f consider ris- 
ing red tw. rates on capital Income to have reduced investment. 
This reductiorr is important. in e ~ p l ~ i n g  the slowdowx ir+ produc- 
tivity growth (and has h e n  so signified by several econometric 
studies). Further. there may well be reasons tr, believe that the 
type of inflatim tlre United Stares was experiencing was nut sta- 
ble. me altern~tive of avoiding so severe a recession by keeping 
m inflation rate of 10 or f 2 percenx dghz noz have been availa- 
ble; instead, ever-sorsening inflation mighr, haye occurred! as 
various periodic episodes made it necessary .a stimulate nominal 
GhT to prevent a decline in real output. ,4t that pint ,  one is led to 
ask what the Gargel? unmeasured) loss in red output is in an 
economy where a large fraction of its citizens devote much of their 
tine and energy to "betting against" inflation in 'mrxowirig and 
lending activities, for example, rather than ;a the direct produc- 
tion sf gmds and senr2ces. f do not believe cantemporary 
m.acroeersnomics has an adequate answer tc the question of 
whether xhe appropriate rr,eas*ae of the lass of red output is the 
short-run deviation from the apparent short-rtik, s-ustainable level 
of real ou~put in t.he coTase of 2 recession, or whether this measure 
must be adjusted for an inevitable loss is future red output, &s- 
co1xxtnted of course to the present. These concerns have fed ecunu- 
mists from Mayek to Fsllner to question not only the minimization 
of the cost of inflation. but the actual measures of potential output 
that are used in cdcldations of this sort- 

Deep recessions can have deleterious effects on long-term 
gk-uwtb in a variety of ways. A tang-lasthp recession can seriously 
disrupt the human capital formation of &XI entire vintage of 
workers, leading them to experience &Eerent ca re r  paths and 
productivity grovi~h. It can have similar effeds on the capital 
stock. Rhile St has b e e o ~ ~ e  fashiolriaMe to speak of the substantial 



increase in risk for long-term investment that inflation had in the 
United States in the 1970s, it is clear that frequent and substan- 
tiat fluctuations in real output and empiopent  likewise lead to 
substantid risk to the economy. But recessions, for dlf the costs 
and suffering involved, d s o  are a time of subs ta t id  reorganiza- 
h n  of resource allocation in an economy such as the United 
States, and while it is perhaps inertia and inflexibility in various 
Institutions and markets that dramatically quicken the pace of 
this reallocation, it may well be that some (hopefidly modest) 
fraction of that "Post output" is necessary to improve future 
productivity. 

What then about long-term economic growth in the United 
States? After over two decades of super-normal economic growth 
- an average 2.5 percent annual rate of increase in real terms ~h 
private nonfarm business producti.t.ity, averaged over business 
cycfes-the growth of o ~ t p u t  per w ~ r k . 9 ~  slowed noticeably in the 
late 1960s. Just as much and perhaps mure is at stake in such 
long-term productivity-growth slowdowns as in whatever fraction 
of the conventionally measured lost o ~ u t  codd have been 
avoided. Cunsider what small differentials in growth rates have 
done to  the relative wealth of societies over the space of a couple of 
generations. 

Much has been written about the determinants of long-term 
growth in the U'nited States and efsew-bere. Much attention also is 
focused on the causes of the productivity-growth slowdown in re- 
cent years in the advanced world. Y o  definitive answers can be 
given tc quwtions such as how we can partition the growth 
slowdo~m into its various contributing factors; and what would 
happen to the h g - t e r m  growth rste if policy X were changed to 
produce outcome Y. Unfortunately, the U.S. political economy 
tends to  operate with an implicitly enormous rate of time 
preference: short-term benefits and costs zre weighed heavily, 
and long-term benefits and costs are highly discounted. The fong- 
term effects of policies that chip away at the foundation of eco- 
nomic growth-a high quality and growing rate of capihl per 
worker; improved knowledge, skills, and motivation sf our labor 
forze; institutions that allow resources to docate themselves effi- 
yiently-tend to be ignored. Thus heavy taxation of capital in- 
come in the 1970s interacted in an insidiom wa7 with the win- 



dexed tax system to raise dramatically the marginal tax rates on 
investment income, This was no doubt one of the reasons for the 
reduced rate of net capital formation and the shift away from in- 
vestlent in structures to investment in shorter-lived assets. 

Capital formation and technologicd progress are at least two 
determinants of economic growth that most economists would 
consider important, though they would differ with respect to the 
qusntitative significance attached to each. It is important to note 
that there are at least two potential h k s  between the two. If new 
technology is much more cheaply embodied in new capital than in 
old, then a very low rate of investment means that technology is 
being diffused through the capital stock at too low a rate. Second, 
if there is a substantial amount of learning by doing-that is, if in 
the course of the investment process new products and processes 
become known and availablethen the social rate of return ex- 
ceeds t?ie private rate of return in investment. Both of these 
reasons, which admittedly are difficult to  d o c m i  empirically, 
lead me to believe there is a & r m g  feedtrasck between the low rate 
of capital formation in the U.S. and the low rate of technological 
progress. I also believe that a substantid increase in the rate of 
capital formation is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to in- 
crease the long-term growth rate of productivity. It is clear that 
this is one of the primary purposes of the structural revisions in 
the 1981 tw laws as amended in 1982. The accelerated cost recov- 
ery system (ACRS) was designed, dbit imperfectly, to redress the 
substantial erosion of depression dowance generated by the high 
inflation of t h e  1970s. However, the high before-tax cost of capital 
has more than offset the tax reductions, and thus, even when 
capacity utilization is once again within reach, it is not clear that 
the investment rate d l  be any higher than it was prior to the 
recession. In fact, it has been at a postwar low for the last two years. 

Gordon properly emphasizes the potentid rde of human capital 
formation and the potential role of government in financing it. I t 
have indicated that recessions can have potentid long-term im- 
pacts on productivity-enhancing experience, but it is also dear 
that there are many other factors potentially affecting the rate of 
human investment. While I suspect that cultural and socialogical 
factors are quite importaz& in the decline of the quality of educa- 
tional outcomes in the United States, it is clear that a variety of in- 

! 



stitutions are not functioning very well. For example, the tax 
system now taxes investment in h m a n  beings more heady than 
investment in physical equipment. 

Restoring long-term productivity growth in the United States b 
mything like its historical level for the past hundred years, or 
even to levels sufficient to make each generation noticeably better 
off than that which preceded it, has much more imp-ce than 
the policy attention it receives. We must find some way of evatuat- 
ing sensibly the long-term benefits and costs of these government 
policies and giving them equal weight with attempQ to do something 
about fluctuations in the short-term perfornee of the economy. 

Let me conclude by restating that I do believe that the world- 
wide recession, which hrdon attributes primarily to U.S. mne- 
tmy policy (I would spread the blame to other central banks and to 
the worldwide inflation of the 19709 as well), certainly caused 
substantial disruption in economic activity and a substantial 
short-term loss in red output. Whether the present value of the 
ultimate course of real output has been decreased by the recession 
is another story. But in the United States, at least, substantial 
offset in terns of high future productivity growth is likely, due to 
anticipated higher rates of investment and technical change 
resulting from a combination of the reduction of inflation ~IL of 
the disincentives to invest and innovate that are embedded in the 
tax laws, 





UMA LELE 

Tanzania: 392acaenix or 

Since President Nyerere's hwha  Declaration In 1967, Tanzania 
has rivaled only India before the mid-1960s and China since then 
in the attention its development strategy has received in the inter- 
national development c0mrnunity.l This high visibility has pro- 
duced high expectations of performace and substantid scrutiny 
of the country's development strategy.2 
Tanzania is now suffering its worst economic crisis since inde- 

pendence. The magnitude of its problems is indicated by the fact 
that in the decade between 2311. and 1981, per capita income in 
the country's monetized sector declined nearly by half, and 
despite official rhetoric of self-reliance, dependence on food and fi- 
nancial aid has increased and shows signs of becoming perma- 
nent. In the wake of these severe economic difficulties, the 

The views expressed in this paper are those of the aiithor and they should not be interpreted as 
reflecting the views of the World Bank. 
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fascination with Tanzania's exciting "experiment" has not only 
begun to wear thin, but growing disenchantment has set in, even 
among the country's long-time ad~nirers.~ 

It is not surprising that Tanzania's sympathizers and critics 
emphasize different ; hings in judging the underlying causes of the 
current econ~mic crisis. Admirers, as one would expect, share the 
view articulated by President Nyerere about the adverse effects of 
international events, which are beyond the control of government 
policymakers. These include the roles plz -- 4 by the drought in 
1913-74, the break-up of the East AfricrL, dornrnzxnity in 1977, 
the Ugandan War in 1979, and the two tr -  price increases in 1974 
and 1 9 7 9 . 9 e  primary commodity market slump, following the 
beverage boom in 1976-77, has also been unexpectedly long. AT5 
of these events cost the Tanzanian economy an estimated U.S. 
$1.1 bil~ilisn~mmppared to its 1980 GDP of U.S. $4.3 billion. 

While critis of the government acknowledge the role of these 
external events, they place a considerable measure of blame on 
failures of the guvernmer*t's owl domestic economic policy-not 
just problems of implementation (as President Nyerere has 
mgued). but defects in the government's basic development 
strategy.%ritics argue that the willingness to  face flaws in t.he 
underlying strategy- is long 0-rerdue, and that fundamental 
reforms in the strategy are urgently needed to reverse the present 
decline in the country's production and productivity, W l e  
acknowledging Tanzania's substantial social achievements, critics 
note that the country has been one of Africa's largest recipients of 
foreimp aid,; and that total aid of abu t  U.S. $2.7 billion during the 
1971-81. periodvar exceeds the cost of the external events mea- 
timed above. 

The debate ccnthues about where and how far Tanzania needs 
to depart from its dedared development straregy to alleviate the 
present crisis and restore the Tanzanian economy to a path of 
stable growth. In this chapter. we will first consider Tanzania's 
socioeconomic structure and thest, examine its recent economic 
performance. By exploring the causes of the recent economic 
crisis, we may clarify QW understsmding af policy refoms that are 
necessary to  end xhe current crisis. 



The Socioeconomic Setting 

Tanzania, which had a population of about 19 million in 1982, is 
classifred as a "least-developed" country.9 Agriculture is the most 
important sector. It provides livelihood for about 80 percent of the 
population and contributes between 35 and 45 percent to p s  
domestic product (GDP) . Agro-based expurts canstitute 80 percent 
of total expurts and are an important source of government 
revenue. Agriculture has been the major source of food and raw 
materids for the small but expanding modern sector; it is &o the 
mast important market for goods and services produced in the in- 
dustrial sector. Agriculturally led growth is thus crucial to achiev- 
ing overall economic growth, and especially to achieving broad 
participation in that growth. The current macroeconomic crisis in 
Tanzania is largely an agricultural crisis. 

Tanzania's present agricultural production structure may be 
classified in"i0 five major categwies: peasants owning under 10 
hectares of land, rr~edium-scale fanners with up to 100 hectares, 
large-scale tractorized commercial producers with over 100 hec- 
tares, private estates, and nationalized estates and the newly es- 
tablished state farms. Estimates of their respective shares in 
agricuftrlrd production are shown in table 1. 
Since World War I, the largely subsistence peasant agricultural 

sector began to commercialize, with its rapidly growing production 
of export cmps such as coffee, tea, tobaccot and pyrethrum. These 
crops formerly had been the exclusive domain of the European 
estate sector. By the time independence was won in 1961, there 
had her, cowsiderable diversification in crops, with the introduc- 
tion of such new crops as cotton, cashews, cardamom, and oilseeds 
grown almost entirely by the peasant sector. Export-crop produc- 
tion grew by about 3.5 percent annually from the 1930s to early 

I 
1950s,1° accelerated to abut 6 percent in the 1950s, and the 
growth rate remained at that level until the late 1960s. 

ahroughout the postwar period, a grassroots peasant coopera- 

i tive movement had made impressive inroads into a largely Asian- 
i 
I 

dominated agricultural trading sector. By the time of indepen- 
I 
I dence, peasant smallholders were a dynamic force in the economy. 

Tanzania's extremely low level of manpower and institutional 
development at independence was reflected in its mere handful of 





university graduates. There was no significant domestic educ2- 
tional institution beyond the secondary level. Despite the vibrance 
of the African entrepreneurial class in the traditional sector, 
neither it nor the intelligentsia was large enough to build a 
modern economy quickly. Europeans managed the estate sector 
and the top Ievefs of the government administration. The service 
sector and the minuscule manufactwing sector were mainly in 
the hands of the Asian community. This division of economic ac- 
tivity along racial lines, and especially the commercial dominance 
of the Asian community, have p;;ed serious sociopolitical prob- 
lems for Tanzania. While the new leadership idealized the build- 
ing of a multiracial nation in the years following independence, it 
also faced a strong politrcal need to "Africanize" quickly. The 
effect of these social considerations in formulating economic 
policy has received relatively little attention from Tanzania's 
analysts-in contrast to their concern about the serious ideologi- 
cal difficulties posed by the existence c" a private sector. 

In shaping development policies, considerations of tribal in- 
tegration and development of a national identity ha.ve been far 
more significant among Tanzanian polieyznakers than is typical in 
Africa. Though Tanzania's African population has not been domi- 
nated by a few major tribes to the extent that it has in Kenya and 
many other African countries, at independence the Fayas and the 
Chaggas were agriculturally the most prosperous, and -were repre- 
sented in the government service hecause of their better educa- 
tional background. Tanzania's aclhievements in tribal integration 
are underscored by the fzct that both education and economic ac- 
tivity are now far more diversified. Tanzania also stands out 
among African nations for its virtual absence of overt tribal or 
racial conflicts. Once again it seems that while TanzaEia's gains 
in the more dii-ect areas of social welfare are frequently 
scrutinized, its successfd national integration is less commonly 
noted. The adverse economic consequences of its policies to 
achieve regional equity must therefore be viewed in the context of 
this major suciopolitica~ achievement. As I will point out, however, 
both the degree to which economic policies have been distorted, 
and the type of political and bureaucratic interventions that have 
been followed to achieve these social objectives have now made the 
Tanzanian strategy so unviable economically as to threaten its 
major achievements. 



The role of foreign aid in Tanzania's development should 
similarly be noted at the outset. Some may argue that foreign aid 
is simply a rather inefficier, t transfer payment to compensate for 
the injustices of the international economic order. From a 
ciifferent perspective, however, the financial aid received has been 
clearly disproportionate to Tanzania's 'rimiited absorptive capacity. 
Nor has the form in which aic! has been given been hefpfd in irn- 
proving this capacity. The project-by-project approach followed by 
donors has not been the result of a critical assessment of the 
feasibility of the overall development strategy. There has been in- 
adequate examination of the ways in which foreign assistance 
could be used t o  increase the very limited focal financial, man- 
power, and institutional capacity. Donors have taken the govern- 
ment's rhetorical. statements about development objectives 
largely at face value, and they have competed with each other for 
a limited number of project ideas. This has led to a rapid buildup of 
the public sector. The resulting imbalance in the productive and 
service sectors has contributed-albeit inadvertently-to the 
considerable inefficiency of resource use. 

1 do not mean to suggest that no 1sssons have been learned by 
donors from their experiences in administering aid. Attempts 
have been made to  simplify projects and to emphasize institu- 
tional. and manpower development. During periods of economic 
crisis, donors have shifted project aid to program assistance. 
There is greater awaxness of the im-pcrtance of a constructive 
policy and institutional environment. But there has been 
relatively little questioning of the ix3.,plicat.ions of past, experience 
with foreign aid on the forv- that aid takes, or even of the way 
these forms themselves have affected domestic dsveloprnentaf 
priorities, None of these problems with aid is unique to Tanzania. 
Their general applicability to other feast -developed countries 
highlighted the urgent need for an examination of m7ays to  in- 
crease the effectiveness of foreign assistance. 

Because of deficiencies in data, especially those related to the 
subsistence sector, assessment of the performance of the GhT 
over time is neither possible nor desirable. Instead, a more 



disaggregated picture of economic performance is presented 
below. 

External trade slnd balance of payments. Appendix teble A- l  
presents the balance-of-payments picture for the last fifteen 
years, a good indicator of the relative importance of the various 
domestic and international factors that have influenced 
Tanzania's economic perfor1 Lznce smce the mid-1960s. Before the 
first oil price increase and the major &o~ght in 1973-74, the 
Tanzanian balance of papents was not in any major difficulty. 
Small current-account deficits were offset by aid receipts, while 
good harvests were reflected in record export volumes. From 1973 
on, however, export volumes stagnated or declined. The import 
composition changed and import prices These various 
factors led to a steadily deteriorating balance of payments, with a 
temporary respite in 1976 and 1977 due to high coffee prices. 
Since then large deficits have appeared in the current-account 
balance, and external reserves have long since been exhausted. 
Payment arrears have been persistent not simply commercial 
imports but also on debt service. These are likely tc, m e  a serious 
adverse effect on TanzanistSs ability to  mobi,:zcl. external 
resources. &strictions on imports have been in effe,; = 29ce 1974, 
with a brief period of liberalization during 1977-78 ir* . ,_ 5 wake of 
the coffee born. A devaluation of the Tanzulian shildis. "Tsh) by 
10 percent %is-5-vis the Specid Drawing Rights CSDR) ;dok place 
in the same year. The sbiIlLng was further devalued by 10 percent 
in relation to the U.S. do1Ear ic 1982. 

During the 1910s the government succeeded in marshalling an 
increased inflow of concessionary foreign assistance to counter 
the current-account deficit. to 40 percent cf zid in 1981 
came in the form of program assistance, mainly to finance f '  
and naixztenance imports. l 1  The symbiotic rela%ionship of a.i& with 
the distorted domestic resource allocation will be discussed later- 

Despite current debt-servicing praMems, Tanzania's commer- 
cial borsswhgs and debt-service razios me low, and are n ~ t  the 
cause of the present &Eficdties,li' Nor is the deterioration in =y 
significant measme a res-dt of the declining prices of Tamaniafz. 
exports in refation to imports (appendix tabre A-2). Though the 
current low level of commodity prices compared to those of 



manufactured goods is causing ciifficdtieu for most primary com- 
modity exporters, 'Tanzania's terms of trade &d not decline subs- 
tantially between 1970 and 1981 \apper,&x table A-I). On the 
other hmd, there hds h e n  a major decline in the volume of 
agric~dtural exports. By 1980, export vofumes were less than half 
those of 1970 iappandix table A-2). There also has been a substan- 
tid detehoration in the qaality of agricultural exports, with 
coffee, tobacco, and cotton receiving between 10 to 30 percent 
quality disccrunts in the late 1970s compared to the earlier 
period? If export volumes had been maintained at the peaks 
reached in the 1970s, the balance-of-payments crisis clearly would 
not have reached current proportions. A 2 to 4 percent rate of 
growth h~ exports similar $0 that existing sir,ce the 1930s-and 
far lower than that in the 1960smdd have averted the current 
crisis altogether. l4 

Three characteristics of Tanzania's exports give it an advantage 
over many other developing countries. First. the export sector is 
highly diversified and reflects the co-tmtry's substantial physical 
putentid. Coffee. tea. cotton, sisal. tobacco, cashews, and coves 
together constitute about $0 to SO percent of total exports fappen- 
dix table A-2). This provides Tanzania considerable protection 
from indi.ti&aal commodity price fluctrzations. Second, its small- 
market share allows it an elaszic demand for most of its exports 
with the exception of sisal. and coffee in the quota market. Third, 
only a quarter to a third of xhe land classified as cultivable in 
Tanzania is now under production, providing it with tremendous 
potential for increasing production a ~ d  exports- An aggressi~e 
and diversified export-crops production swateg-y ~ct-odd have led to 
substantial overall economic growth. This would have campen- 
sated for the little control Tanzania has user the prices of its ex- 
ports and especizlly its imports. 

The value of imports increzsed more than fivefold from the late 
1960s ta the early 1980s (appendix table A-1). However, with a 

F brief exc3ption in 6,977- 18: real imports declined b3- an estimated 
37 percent between 1970 and 1980 iappendix table A-3). By 19882, 
real imports were lower thar, in 1978. and werz almost half those 
of 1970. 

Despite the decline in imports, capital goods' share of total in- 
pr ts  increased from wer 30 percent in the earjy 1970s m 47 per- 



cent in I979 (appendix table A-3). This reflected the substantid 
needs of Tanzania's import-substituting industrialization 
strategy. which has been pursued vig~rioursly since 1975. In con- 
xrast, imports of manufactured goods, which had accounted for 
over 30 percent of imports in 1970, decreased throughout the 
1970s to I? percent in 1980 (appendix table A-3). Nonpxoject and 
nonull imports declined even more drastically than these overdl 
figures suggest; their vcslme decreased by 37 percent and 23 per- 
cent in 1980-81 and 11981-82 respecti~eky.~"']CE,e decreasing im- 
port of manafact-wes? combined with the low-capacity zktilization 
of the domestic mandactwing in&cistry irrip'iicit in the shrinking 
category of free imports, explain the growing shortages of con- 
smer goods experienced since the laxe 1970s. This has had a 
serious impact on agicdnral  producer incentives. There dso has 
been a severe shortage of critical agricultma: zputs and spare 
parts for transport and processing in the agrlc~ixrrral sector. The 
number of new tractors entering Tanzania dropped from aromd 
800-1000 per year in the early 1970s to 406-500 per year in the 
late 1 6 ' 7 0 ~ . ~ ~  Dealers reported receiving leas than 20 percent of 
their import requirements fur agricdtrird machinery spares in 
1919 and 1380, and the operating tractor fleet dedined by newly 
50 percent in the f 910s. 

The extreme deterioration in the transport and processing sec- 
tors was noticeable in the case of crops that had not benefited 
from donor-assisted projects. By 1981, much of the  existing cutton 
or sisal production codd not be transported or processed. In the 
cashew- and t~.bacco-pr-ocessing sectors a major expar,s.lon had oc- 
curred throzgh donor-assissed projects in the 197Qs, but produc- 
tion lagged &ie to poor slgriculturaf policies and a lack of local fi- 
nancial and manpower ]resources, Beading to substantia! mder- 
utiliza~on of processing capacity. 

The cost of oil was of colurse partly respisnsibfe for the con- 
straints on other imports* ail had accounted far zbozt $ 'to II per- 
cent of total imports in the early 1970s (appezL&x table A-3). 
Despite little change in volwne since 1974, the share of oil and oil 
prod~cts in total imports reached over 20 percent in the 1980s. 

Commercial food imports acco*mted for 4 to  12 percent of total 
imports during the 1950s {.appes&x table A-3). h the &ought of 
1975 the share of fbod imports reached 38 percent. Thanks to ris- 



k g  levels of fwd aid, such high c o m e r d d  f w d  imports w e e  not 
necessary in the early 1980s (table 21.1s B~rz %bough fwd imports 
in this period reached the levels of the 1973-74 drought perk& 
domestic food shortages had become extensive. 

A-icdttural perfmsmce befare and &er the 1BTQs. Mast 
of TmzaSa's food crops are cmsamed doaesticzily ~~~~y 

and some are marketed locally 
ze, q~&&, and rice are the major 

ofEcid19 traded f w d  items, &rhough maize and rice are also sold 
in the unofficial ma.&. The share of this market is not h o r n ,  
but u s d y  seems to be inversely related to the excess supply in 
the domestic market. The d8h on cfiifidy marketed voImes are 
therefore not an adequate in&ccator of ~ t d  food prduction. I 

Almost d or" the e -crop production raquiribg firth- pro- 
eessing is marketed though the official monoply marketing q " 

channels, d-Lkoqgh there is some illicit trade in coffee m d  cotton. 
Thus official data generally are a gad in&cstor of  export-aop 
OUf:p&- Table 3 S ~ O ~ E  the ~rfid&I~ m=;k&d 6?3@~"G of f d  

sxpr-t crop from 1978-71 to 1981 -82. 
The performance of rnariceted a&cultural productioz in the 

19'70s is lh sh31-p cont,~ast ta the m n u f  ~ Y O ~ H  sate of 3.5 and 6 
percent for the 1933- ;953 and 1953- I313 p r i m &  referred t~ 

TsbIe 2 

Tmzzmia: Net Xmpcsrts of G r a b  i13h.ize9 F&eat, and Rice) 
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Volme Taf ~e 
COOO ts1meS? (E3-S rnWL(J~> 

C2mma~eiaf AiO Total Curnrnerci~I . Tot& -- 
1970-71 - - i22.9) - - t0.8) 
1975-75 116 73 189 89-7 6.6 21-7 
f 976-77 40 41 81 3.4 5.c I&+ 
1977-18 27 9'7 224 12.4  IT+^ 29.7 
1918-7 9 43 66 f 03 8.4 12.3 , - - 22.2 
1979-8G 37 83 120 .s. I 25.0 30.5 
1980-81 2142-3 188.2 358.5 27.8 22.8 ?0,6 
1981 -82 3%-5 349.4 381.9 "r.1; 823-9 5x35 

%me: fYorId Bank estimates. 





earlier.Is Of eoowse, acreage expansion following population 
growth of about 2.5 percent annually was an important factor in a 
land-surplus economy in the earlier period. However, the 6 per- 
cent annual growth realized from the 1950s on indicates that 
agricdtwrd productivity had undoubtedly increased. In contrast 
to this earlier period, export-crop production generally either stag- 
nated or declined in the 1975)s (table 3). 

Food-production performance had begun to change course even 
prior to the 1970s. Although production had grown, there was a 
minor but clear trend of increasing food imports even before that 
decade. The performance of food crops in the seventies was mixed. 
Official sales of wheat and rice-the grains preferred in urban 
areas-declined sharply. Official safes of maize-also a preferred 
cereal-and of the less preferred sorghum, millet, and casszva 
recovered after the 1913-14 drought but has declined again in 
more recent years &able 3). This was due largely to the growing 
parallel market in food crop, both internally ais we31 as amass 
Tanzania's vast international borders. These was also a shXt in 
the 1970s in the sources of s3rEcial sales, with incre3sed qumtities 
coming from the rernote high-cost regions and from the relatively 
inefficient state farms. The declining vo'rumes of officid sales 
have meant erosion of the off;,cial economy because of their ad- 
verse effect on official foreign-exchange earnkgs, goverxment 
revenues, and urban food supplies. 
As I will show later, a variety of pricing and resource-allocation 

decisions made by the government, together with institutional 
changes: have led to the declining oftlcial sales and the declining 
share of private producers in favor of state farms. 

Performance of the social sectors. The causes of poor 
agricultural performance cannot be understood witbout an ex- 
amination of the other elements of Tanzania's development 
strategy. The emphasis on meeting the basic needs of its popda- 
tion has been an important reason for the international attraction 
to Tanzania. In the area of social services, its most important 
achievement has been in the field of primary education-l9 B- 
literacy is reported to have declined from 15 percent, in 1962 to as 
low as 10 percent in the must recent surveys. In 1979, primary 
school attendance was reported to be universal among eligible stu- 



dents (ages 7-14). However, the growth of free primary education 
has not been without cost to secondary and higher education: the 
percentages of secondary school and university students in 
Tanzania are among the lowest i3 Africa, with only 4 percent of' 
the 12-17 age grou? and less than half of 1 percent of the 20-24 
age group enrolled in these institutions respectively. These per- 
centages are also small in comp~ison with other African coun- 
tries that started at similar levels at independence.Z0 The supply of 
secondary school graduates has been especially small in relation 
to the vast increase in the demand for formally educate8 man- 
power generated by the rapid growth of the public sector, leacling 
to a serious adverse impact on productivity.21 

Tanzania's record on improving its water supply system has 
been far less impressive than on primary education, despite sub- 
stantial foreign assistance channelled in this direction. In 1970, 
an estimated 9 percent of the rural population had access to a 
piped water system.22 Ten years later, between 20 and 30 percent 
of the 8300 registered villages were said ti, have been pro.r'ded 
with clean, potable water. Evaluation studies show, however, h a t  
less than 50 percent of these systems (i.e., in only 10 to 25 percent 
of ali villages) are in working condition, due to lzck of fuel, main- 
tenance, and repair facilities. The net effective increase in the 
provIsiorr of rural water supply thus seem to have h e n  minimal. 

Achievements in the health sector have been better, but not 
without major h 1962 there was one physician for ev- 
ery 21,000 Tanzanians. By the late 1970s this had increased to one 
per 18,000. More sigl7llficmtly, the ratio of registered nurses in 
rwd areas is estimated to have increased from one per 10,000 to 
one per &000 over the same period. In both cases, the ratio is some 
40 percent better off than the average for low-income sub- 
Faharan African countries. There also has been a large increase 
in physical facilities with increased capital allocations to he* 
care. fife expectancy has gone up from 42 at independence to 52 
in 1980, five years higher -than the average for low-income sub- 
Warm- Afr ican countries and equivalent tn that of middle- 
income African countries. Yet the health sect~r still suffers from 

I extreme shortages of personnel and a chronic scarcity of drugs 
I 

I 
and medical equipment. 



Industrial production. As was the case for agriculture, 
manufacturing production showed substantial growth in the 
1970s (table 4). The production of consumer goods was the domi- 
nant activity, accounting for more than half of the value added 
and two-thirds of employment in m8nufacturing in the mid-1970s. 
With the Arusha Declaration and the proclamation of the Basic 
Industries Strategy in 1975, however, the government gave 
priority not only to industries meeting mass consumption needs 
but to the more basic intermediate-goods industries as well. Dur- 
ing 1976-80, the textfie industry expanded from 90 d i o n  to 200 
million square meters' capacity, the cement industry from 340.000 
tons to 1.1 million tons, and the fertilizer industry from 105,000 
tons to 134,000 tons.2" pdp and paper mill was also being built. 
Yet manufacturing value added grew by only 1.7 percent per year 
in red terms during the 1973-79 period, compared to 7.8 percent 
in the 1966-19'73 period.25 This reflected the government's grow- 
ing commitment to capital- and foreign exchange-intensive indus- 
tries, and the consequent shortages of foreign exchange for impor- 
tation of raw materials and for maintenance needs in periods of 
falling real earnings. An unweighted average of fifteen major in- 
dustries showed an estimated 45 percent capzcity utilization in 
1980.2%me indications show a substantial further decline in 
capacity utilization since then. 

I;jiscd, monetary, and exchange-rate performance, Severe 
deterioration in the government's fiscal position aiso ~ccurred in 
the 1970s because of the decline of revenue from exmrts.2' W d e  
budgetary revenue increased by about 16 percent annually during 
the 1970s, government expenditures grew at an annual rate of 21 
percent. This rapid growth in gxpenditure was the result of a com- 
bination of industrial and social-sector expansion and defense ex- 
pl;&tures during the Ugandan war that were not cut back OF ade- 
quately compensated by other measures. Despite increases in 
foreign grants and nonbank financing, bank bmowing grew sub- 
stantially, leading to growth of the money supply at h u t  20 per- 
cent a year during the 1910s. The number ~f items under price 
controls increased from about 400 in 1973 to 3,000 in 1976, Their 
number was then reduced to about 500 in 1981. The official na- 
tional consumer price index rose only by about 12 percent an- 





nually during the 1970s, while actual inflation has been substan- 
tially greater, especially since 1979, as the par dlel-market share 
in total transactions has increased rapidly. Open-market food crop 
prices were reported to be between two to six times the official 
prices in 1979.28 in all likelihood these disparities grew in 1980 
and 1981. 

The nominal value of the Tanzanian shilling was broadly main- 
tained in terms of the U.S. dollar during the 1970s. But due tothe 
far more rapid rates of domestic inflation, the effective real ex- 
change rate has appreciated sharply. Between 1970 and 1981,:the 
real import-weighted effective exchange rate appreciated by 46 
percent. Its appreciation was as high as 71 percent against the 
Kenyan shilling and 78 percent againet the U.S. 

Causes of Pour Performance in the 1970s 

The present economic crisis highlights four dilemmas Tanzania 
has been facing in its development strategy, namely betieen (1) 
agriculture and industry, (2) growth and equity, (3) short- and 
lung-term objectives, and (4) the private- and the public-sector 
roles. 

These dilemmas have not only affected pricing and investment 
decisions, they also have led to a massive and frequent overhaul of 
key institutions. Changes in all these directions have been most 
noteworthy since the Arusha Declaration. Some of the post- 
Arusha policy initiatives go back to the earlier period, however. 
Fur instance, village settlements were initiated in the mid-1960s 
on the advice of the first World Bank mission in 1961, but were 
abandoned in the late 1960s as being too capital intensive.30 
Similarly, coercion of the peasantry into fofI.owing certain 
agriculturai practices was prevalent throughout the colonial 
period. The exceptional performance of the agricultural sector 
prior to the 1970s was the result of a large number of positive 
policies that more than compensated for the weaknesses on a few 
fronts. These included strong agricultural i~~en t ives ,  investment 
in rail and road transport-although at in6~pndence Tanzania 
still had one of the poorest physical infrzsx-ucture services in 
Africa-rapid growth of rural private trade and a voluntary 
cooperative movement. These all led to an improved access 'to in- 



puts, consumer goods, and produce marketing facilities for a grow- 
ing  proportion of the peasmtry.3' 

Since the Arusha Declaration, however, Tanzania has concen- 
trated its political energies and economic resources in the pursuit 
of two principles: socialism and self-reliance. Socialism has been 
interpreted to mean public control over the nation's resources 
through nationalization of most major industries, commerce, real 
estate, a ~ d  agricultural estates, and the establishment of a single 
publicly owned commercial bank. -While equity may have been 
an initial consideration in increasing public control, the desire to 
curb the role of the Asian community also played a part. As will be 
illustrated later, public control had ended up becoming an end in 
itself-though perhaps inadvertently-rather than a means to an 
end. The investment program has Seen the other major inshu-  
ment of a socialist development strategy. 

%If-reliance has been a more elusive concept. Self-sufficiency in . 

fmd has certainly been one of the objectives, although the policies 
to achieve it have hardly been articulated, leading to a growing de- 
pendence on fwd aid. The most significant step towards achieving 
self-reliance has been the adoption of the Basic Industries Strategy, 
which was intended to industrialize the econom;.r in a short period 
of twenty years, Self-refiance was ts be r d i e d  in two ways: f i t ,  
by meeting domestic needs fur intermediate and consumer goods 
through domestic production; and second, by lessening the coun- 
try's dependence on primary-com~dity exports, which were seen 
as putting developing countries into an unfair trading relationship 
with the industrialized world. 

Agriculture vs. industry and the rurd vs. the urban sectors. 
The industrialization strategy and associated *wbanization have 
tiited the balance of public investment and the physicat in- 
frastructure away from agriculture. In this process, Tanzania hzs 
relied on two sources of support: foreign donors and, by impha- 
h, the a.gicdtural sector. The share of public-sector develop- 
ment expenditures on industry bcreased from 2 percent at the 
beginning of the 1970s to 17 percent at the end of the decade 
table 5). In comparison, the share of agriculture declined from 21 
pe~cent in the mid-1960s to 10 percent by the end of the 1970s. It 
was as low as 5 percent in 1981. The share of transport, which was 





about 18 percents2 soon after independence in the e d y  1960s, had 
declined to a steady range of 10 to 15 percent in the 1970s (table 
5). Even t'nis reduced budget underestimates the actual alloca- 
tions in support of agriculture, since a major portion of these funds 
went to the Tanzania Zambia Railway Authority (TAZARA) rail- 
way in the early 1970s (which hardly serves the Tanzanian 
agricdtwal sector), and to an international &prt in Dm es 
Salaam in the early 19808. That the budget for transportation is 
far lower than Tznzania's requirements is evident from the rapid 
deterioration of its transport and com~unications system in the 
1910s. Transportation's share of expenditures is &o far lower 
than that spent by -1eighhring Kenya, Malawi, and Zambia, dl of 
which hzve less geographical dispersion of their production b a ~ e . ~ 3  

The large extent of donor support for industrialization ean be 
readily seen in table 6. Between 1975-1976 and 1981-82 indus- 
try and its supporting infrastructure were together the largest 
recipient of donor finance. Whereas the proportion of d aid d o -  
c&d to industry was less than 10 percent in 1975-76, by 
1978-79 this had junped tu over 20 percent of a larger aid 
volume, and remained at about this level for the rest of the period. 
Among the major donor-assisted industrial projects were a fer- 
tilizer plant financed by the Federal Republic of Germany; a ce- 
ment plant established by DAMDA; the tedile mill established 
with MTorld Bank assistance; the pulp and paper mill financed 
jointly by the World Bank, SIDA, and others; a ceramic +ant set 
up with Czechoslovakian assistance; and a machine ; ,a1 factory 
provided by Bulgaria. At the same time the share of aid going to 
agriculture &oppd sfizrply from 40 percent in 1975-76 tc 17 per- 
cent in 1976-77, and remair,ed at mound 10 to 12 percent for the 
rest of the decade (table 6) .  

Negative vdue added has hurt several of Tanz=ia's capitd-h- 
tensive indutries, such as the steel-rolling mill and the fertilizer 
factory. But the rrndervaHuation of the foreign-exchange rate and 
the distorted domestic prices of inputs and outputs have concealed 
the inappropriateness of these capital-intensive investments at 
this early stage of Tanzania's development. These industries have 
not u d y  been meconoric in themselves; they have d s o  diverted 
iocd finmcial, manpower, and institutional resources, scarce 
foreign exchange, and especially domestic policy attection awgy 





from the key nee& of the agricdturd sectox, thus szeelerating its 
de~lirae.~4 

That basic industrid investments have taken $ace at ,the ex- 
pense sf the agiricdtwd sector can, be seen from agricult'~zw's un- 
satisfied requirements. In the early 1980s, when it was reeeivhg a 
far lower level of import ~llocatio~s, the amomt of recurrent 
foreign-sxehange inputs needed to maint&n the current level of 
agricdtwd production was estimated at about U.S. $208 &Eon 
on zm annual. b m i ~ . ~ j  These estimates overstste aggiicdtwe's 
routine requirements because they include the costs Of investment 
and m&~tenmce deferred over a number of years, and are based 
on current levels of cagitd-intensive technol~w and low effi- 
ciency in the public seetor. Even so, agricdt-me's recSmen% Z~reign- 
exchange seeds are no more than 20 percent d Tanzmia9s btai 
h p r t s .  They are thus not excessive when comidered in t e r n  cf 
agrT,Cdtureys major role as earner or saver 3f scm ze foreign ex- 
change. However, so large are the need3 of the government's exist- 
ing public-investment program that Tmzizllia's flexibility to 
release foreign exchange for agticdtwe's nee& has been greatly 
reduced. In th3 face of declining export earnings, increased f-md- 
ing for agriculture will not; be possible without m~tKoa-Eng many 
of the existing unpradactive in&~stn<es or ongoing investments. 
Simply postponing future planned investments -iU not be enoagh. 

Diversion of very scarce trained magpower away from 
agriculture also should be noted. Despite 45 percent share in EDP, 
the agricultural sector had only 45 qualified accountants in 1930, 
compared to  139 in industry, whose sheere in GDP wsa less thm 10 
percent.36 Agriculture's accounting needs are af course far greater 
than even its share suggests, due to its decentralized, atomistic 
nature. Reorientation of scarce resources in favor of agriculture 
now poses difficult decisions for the g~vernment and the donors. 
Without such reorientation of priorities, however, repeated rescue 
operations would be needed through external assistance. 

The urban bias associated with the growing role of the public 
sector has been an additional source of anti-agricultural policies. 
Producer pricing has been a major instrument of resource 
mobilization in favor of the growing urban public sector. Appendix 
table A-4 and figures 1 and 2 show the real official producer prices 
of major food and export crops and marketed production since 







1971 -72. Official prices pjay an importsnt role in Tanzania due to 
the government's monoply in agricult2urai marketing. ft can be 
seen from these charts that marketed output closely fobwed the 
r n ~ v e m e ~ t  of prices. 

Whife the relative 'pn?d~er prices of food and exprt crops were 
adjusted to reflect changiog international prices and g~owirig 
domestic food shortqes, appreciation of the Tanzanian s h i g  
led to a substantial taxati.cn of export crops. In addi*im, the high 
costs of nrzrketing pzrastataIs-publicly owned i?stitutions 
which operate with some autonomy from the government bweau- , I 

craey-and their growing bsses have led .to a c~nsiderable reluc- I 

tame on the part of ~ X E -  government to raise producer prices. In 
I 

1980-81, subventicms to parastatals aiready constituted II per- 
cent of the budget of the Minisky of Agricdt~me, and were+ ex- 
pected to reach 20 percent in 1981-82.37 In addition, lasge over- 
drafts on the banking system also hzve Seen necessary to support 
growing paraststal deficits.. In 198: -62, agricultural marketing 
pa-rastatals lust TSh 689 mi'rlon, ar I? perceat ef the vdue oftheir 
combined turnover. Thei- losses were expected to be larger in 
5982-83. 

Zoncern for mainiaiaing wrbm inecnmes has ftrsthermore led to 
a reiixtance ta increase arflicial consumer prices. In 1981-82, the 
margin between producer and conswner prices covered only a 
frsctiorr of the pafastatah's ae~-:al ma"keting costs. Only 33 per- 
cent of the marketing costs for msize, 20 percent for rice, 40 per- I 

cent for cassava, and ~af~ .eez  30 to 50 percent far sorghum and 
millet were covered. 

Until recently, the gmernznent also has followed a system of 
uniform producer prices. 'The plrrpse of t7k& measwe was to I 

achieve regional equity and to ensure supplies to Dar es Salaam. 
Since a number of distant border regions produce low-value food 
crops with high transportation costs, the uniforn pricing policy 
has encouraged substantia2 production, of s3F- +%r the offi- 

I ' c id  market. It has raised incomes in these - . - +  . 1 <.ns, but it I 

has &so raised the operating costs of the T. .;;,e':c,- ?stat&. . - The got-er~snent recently changed the wif:  -,.z. ~ r - :  - .  -. icy, but 
instead of adjusting it to refleck traosporte~j*. :: x.5: - .  ~~dertmk 
to pay higher prices to regions with the mos: - *: 1 . .: , potentid 
so as nat to risk a lack cfsuppiies to Dar er 

I 



Growkh vs. equity and the public- and privatesector 
roles, Tanzania's pursuit of equity 3s strongly evident in the 
range of policy instruments it has used for this purpose. Public ex- 
pen&tmes have been one such instrument. The recurrent ! 

i resource needs of social programs have been substantial, even 
though their investment requirements have been low. Education, i 

I 

he*, and water supply together consumed 65 percent of the 
regional budget in 1981-82." 8 a system of decentralized admin- 
istration, each region is largely respnsible fox the implements- i 

tiun of its field services. Rural education alone used 40 percent of 
the regional recurrent budget in 1981-82. This constituted a red 
increase of 21 percent since 1974-75, wMe the recurrent budget t 

as a whole bad d.eche0 by about the same propdon in d 
terms, as had the budget for agriculture. 

Donors have facilitated the priority placed on sueid services in I 

two impartant ways by undertaking regional integrated rural 
deve10pment programs CRfDEPsf involving provision. of both 
directly productive and social services, and through direct support 
for regional social-sector activities. Eleven of the twenty aefmirzis- 
trative regions in Tanzania currently have donor-assisted I 

RIDEPs. Experience indicates, ho\t*ever, that the implenrrenktioa 
of &wtIy p06LICtive programs such as agricdturd research, ex- , 

tension, or input supply has either not begun or greatly lagged 
behind. The more popular social service programs, on the ather 
hand, have surged ahead because local politid leaders have used 
t h  for patronage distribution. 

Other equity-oriexzted and dmakive policies have involved 
public-sector priority to investments in poorer regions such as 
Kigoma, Lixndi, and Mtwara, and opening up the previously unex- 
pfoitd highpotential Southern HigMmih imtth tbe introduction 

I 

I 

of coffee and hybrid maize. These policies haye certainly helped 
Tanzania It;o move in the direction of regional eqity, ,and may 
have been important politically in the early years of indepen- 
dence. But they have frequently been implemented at the cost of 
the traditionally nore pl.octzlctive and agricdkally advanced 

I 
I 

regions such as &usha, KEmamjaro, and kngz, dl of which have 
experienced a dec5e in their marketed agricrrfturd production 
over the 1970s.s9 

The most significant aspect of the equity-oriented approach has I 



been substantial and frequent institutional change in an environ- 
ment of fragi3.e institutions and &hly restricted supply of the 
trained manpower needed to implement surh change. The more 
direct institutional steps taken to prevent the creation of a mal 
capitalistic class included nationalization of large private sisal, 
tea, and coffee estates in the early 1960s; establishment of large 
state farms was then considered necessary to generate marketed 
swp1uses that until then had come from the commercial pro- 
ducers under a market-oriented system. 

The Ujamaa policy involved the movement of almost the entire 
rural population of  nearly 12 d ' l ion  into some 8000 villages h 
less than a decade after the Arvsha Declaration. %awe of the 
need to meet target dztes for the establishment of Ujamaa 
villages, the movement often ended up being forced on a reluctant 
peasantry meonwinced of its benefits. The relocation to villages, 
or "villagization" initially was seen both as a way to promote nnd 
political mobilization and to ensure a broad-based provision of 
mal services. However, it qdcb$ degenerated into a means ofpo- 
litical control by the local party and government officials. The 
n o n v o ~ ~ ~  nature of the rehation may have contributed to the 
serious long-term costs by erading the confidence of the peasan- 

#- x* try. The disruption in production io~to~ing viiagization has not 
been temporary. mere is growing evidence in cotton- and tobacco- 
g~owifig areas that ovcjrcxowding through villagization is ae- 
celerating a process of soil ildegadation already underway through 
increasing ppdation pressure. Walking distances to fields have 
increased greatly, adversely anfectSng the availability of labor for 
critical agricdtmd operations. Some de fact0 de-Fnllagization is 
taking place where P,wd officials permit, but such movement is 
highly limited and an overt poky retraction may not be easy for a 
government highly committed to the pokes associated with 
Ujamart dages. 

Cooperative farming also was intrcduced following the estsb- 
Eskiment of Ujamaa ~illages.~TThiS has now k e n  h a s t  corn- 
p1etd-y abandoned due to viEage apathy or resistance, dthough in 
recent years the Party frequently has given considesation .i;cr 

creating village farms, for which there seems to k eq@y limited 
focal enthusiasm. 

Like the Uiamaa d a g i z a t h  poky, the decentrakation ofthe 



government administration was undertaken in 1972 to increase 
local political participation in decision-making. This involved dis- 
banding the system of local government and giving more power to 
the regional administration. But since decentralization spread I 

thinly the very limited quantity of trained manpower among the 
many regions, it greatly undermined the effectiveness of the 
central functional mTuristries, such as agriculture. At the same I 

time the importance of central ideological and bureaucratic in- 
flueaces in decision-making increased as the role of the Party and 
the Prime Wnister's Office grew, and the original intention of I 

fostering local participation thus fell by the wayside. So great is 
I 

the disenchantment with the decentralized administration that 
the government is once again on its way to reestablishing Iocd L 

government. I 

Still other measures undertaken to avoid exploitation of the 
I 

peasantry include the discouragement of private ownership of 
kacturs, private transporters, large-scde private estates (even 

I 

where surp'ius agricultural land is available), the largely Asian- ! 

operated private retail shops, and hired labor for agricultural pro- ! 

duction. f)irectives have been given to field services to address 
agricultural extension messages to the village units as distinct 
from previous attention focused largely on commercially-oriented I 

farmers. There also have been specific crop-production and pro- 
curement targets arrd directives to peasants regarding the use of 
particular agricultural practices- fn contrast to colonial times, 
however, these directives have been less the result of concern for 
sound agricultural practices than of the desire of zedous Party of- 
ficials to increase rrutput. & frequent hvwatien of n~t iond in- 
terests, producttion directives are expected to counter the kick of 
adequate economic incentives. 

Still another drastic change was the abolition of the marketing 
A 

cooperatives in 1976. The grassroots cooperative movement had 
earlier received active government s~pport with a view to counter- I 

ing the largely Asian-dominated private trade in agricdtwd pm- I 

due. To ensure th& rapid spread throughout the mdt s&r, the 
cooperatives were brought under government control through 
Carnpulsory Marketing Orders in the 1960s. Over time, however, 
concern grew over increasing comption-iGe3f a result of their 
mpid spread-and over avoiding their control by commemidy I I 



oriented peasants. In agriculturally advanced regions where 
cooperative gmx-kh had been particularly noteworthy the latter 
was perceived as a serious problem. Party control of c-operatives 
increased in the early 1970s to curb what was seen as the clear 
tendency of the movement to improve the political importance of 
the rural. elite. By the mid-197Qs, however, it was e-Jident that 
neither the extensive corruption2i nor the increased political 
manipulation of cooperatives by the rural elite could be avoided. 
As a result, cooperztives were replaced by a public-sector 
monopoly of agricultural parastatals in 1976. 

These "crop authorities" have set back the cause of rural equity 
by fostering the vested interests of the bureaucratic and urban 
groups, i.e., traders, govermnent and party officials, etc. In addi- 
tion to their legal monoply over procurement of almost all cr~ps, 
they have controlled much of the agricultural research, transport, 
processing and distribution of inputs, agricultural credit, and 
retailing of consumer goods. These and other public enterprises 
grew frOm just under 70 in 1967 to almost 400 in 1981. Public 
eizt,pSr,yment grew at an annual rate of 10 percent d-g the last 
IPlarf of the 1970s. 

As in the case of industry 2nd social services, donors have ac- 
tively supported the growth of psrrastatds through financial and 
technical assistance. The Bank provided loans and credits 
of U.S. $174 d f i o n  for six of the eleven major agricdtural para- 
statds during the I ~ ~ O S . ~ ~  

As a result of the growing disenchantment with the quality of 
parastatal services and their uncontrollable fimancid losses, the 
government is once again considering handing over many of their 
responsibilities to cooperatives. Wether grassroots cooperatives 
w i l  be allowed to evolve remains to be seen, Cooperatives domi- 
nated by the rural elite are likely b be seen as encouraging the 
development of a rural capitalistic cfms and as an alternative po- 
litical force. Already the cooperative legislation includes 
troubksorne forehdings of compdsory membership and universal 
coverage of services. In any case, given the history of their drastic 
abolitim, a genuine cooperative movement will take a long time to 
emerge. In the meantimef a serious institutional vacuum exists ia 
rural areas despite the massive groxwth of institutions and public- 1 
sector employment in the 1970s. 



Short- andl long-term objectives. These various policies, in- 
vestment priorities, and kstitutional choices togethe? help to ex- 
plain the declining volume of agricultural production and its in- 
creased diversion to the pmdkl market. The urban ixdustrial jet- , 

tor has clearly benefited from the modernization policies in thri 
short nm. Not only has there been expansion in industrial sr 
tivity, but wages have been pegged at artificially high levels under I 

minimum wage laws, reducing their competitiveness. Studies of 
the cashew industry have shown that at the official exchange rate, 
Tanzania's minimum wage was about three times as high as In- i 

&a's in the mid-19?0s, whereas labor productivity was about a I 

I 

third of India's.43 Similar wage and productivity differentials can 
be documented in other industries. The poorer mal classes have . 

similarly benefited from many of the policies in the social sector, 
I 

from investments in previously backward regi~zps, and from the I 

pricing of agricultural produce. Such a broad-based distribution 
may have been important for the gavernment to achieve political 
legitimacy and to create an African middle class for national eco- 
nomic and political management. On the other hand, t'le shrink- 
ing size of the economic pie has now made it Lmpossible for the 
government to continue these policies. Real urban incomes have 
declined by nearly 50 pertest since the mid-1970s as wages have 
stagnated and dependence of the urban population on the parallel 
market for basic supplies has increased. The Asian community is 
no longer the soh beneficiary of the current policies, although 

I 

that is frequently the official perception. The size of the Asian 
community was halved through emigration in the 1970s, and , 

I 
I 

fight of capital has reduced their share in manufacturing and 
trade even further. The new beneficiaries of these plicies are a . 

g r c ~ i n g  class of African producers and traders who have shown a I 

remarkable tendency to respond to economic incentives. Thus the 
racial overtones of a market liberalization policy are now less 
serious than they were before. This does not m e a  that what re- ( 

mains of the Asian commuzlity wi l l  not benefit han&omeIy from 
the policies of liberalization; fhsI= interests mzy even grow once 
again if the investment srnd immigration climate improves. But 
the sociopolitical devel9pment.s in the post-independence perid 
should d o w  more containment of such d-s by &o:~ties. 

One of the dilemmas the governsent faces thus arises from the 
I I 

I f I 



desire to provide the necessary incentives to its agricultural 
population without allowing the emergence of a rural capitalistic 
class. This goal may turn out t o  be impossible to achieve. The other 
dilemma arises from the emergence of a new dass of bureaucratic 
elite that has become well-entrenched. The present conflict is 
largely between the needs of this elite and those of the bw-income 
regions and classes on the one hand, and on the other hand the re- 
quirements of a large and productive African peasantry to achieve 
growth. Tanzania also finds itself locked in various vicious circles. 
For instan. ; Fncreasing price distortions, the share of the 
parallel 7 . , --~2n growing, reducing the tax base and re- 

; i?Ci:+.i !: : - :, .*>- finance to keep up public-sector red ex- 
the government is reluctant to adjust 

nom: ' ~en t  needed to have any reai impact, the 
infla;.~ ,:.:I . _ government expenditures further aggra- 
vate x_ -. !. : : . . t .  . . , -3 Sixif arly, the growing role of foreign aid 

- - has ec i : + a-exchange intensity of investments with- 
out i n ~ :  . country's foreign-exchange earning abili*, 
thus incr~i;;7~~g Eurthc~ the dependence on foreign aid. These 
dilemmas have led the government in the opposite direction of its 
primary goals, namely those of achieving self-reliance and of 
using the public sector tu achieve equity with grou.th. 

Implications and Prospects fcr a Recovery 

Three major implications are self-evident from this analysis. Fk-st, 
vrrithout the restoration of apicdturd growth as r, major priority, 
there is little scope for an economic recovery in Tanzania. This 
restructuring of priorities t ~ ~ u l d  require not only curtdmeni of 
the future investment program and its reorientation to meet criti- 
cal needs of the agricultural sector. but also closing down many 
unproductive investments, especially in the basic industrial see- 
tor, in order to provide more recwrent resources to fill the urgent 
needs of agriculture. The public investment program dse wodd 
need to be iedirected to support agriculture and its related sectors. 

Second, producer incentives need to be- augmented. Ekyond 
simply adjusting the exchange rate and the official prices of cum- I 

1 
modities to reflect their scarcity value this wodd require 
liberalizing markets for goods and services. which would &XI I 



mean a substantial alteration of the government's m o n o ~ l y  posi- 
tion in most activities so that it would become an actor of last 
resort. Instead of preempting functions best performed by the pri- 
vate or the cooperative sector, the government would need to con- 
centrate its efforts on the services traditionally provided by the 
public sector, such as transport aad communications, apicdtural 

- - 
research, and manpower training, 2. ..; " vvhich have received little 
attention in the post-Arusha pe ,*rd;c. Ii'3;srker there is enough flex- 

" = ibility at the top policy level to : 1.-i - -r: ?-,.I r y  and institutional re- 
quirements of the peasant ag- ' ::*.: L--z: S.~I':;:~ remains to be seen. 

Third, the donor commmix:; ;- .,, . . : crc ,:. 13 reorient its policies 
and actions in various ways. ir: .: r 5 :  . .x, this might involve: 

Far greater coordination arzc:-; 5, .. ,-- in working with the 
government to help articldse - i..=iopment strategy led by 
agriculture; 

Abandoning the past tendency of donors to encourage domestic 
overcommitment in sectors that divert attention and scarce 
resources away from the development of an efficient 
agricultural sector; 

Modification of the project-byproject approach in favor of pro- 
gram, sectoral, and s&sectoral loans that support the critical 
recurrent and investment needs of agriculture and its support- 
ing sectors, such as processing, sturage, transport, and man- 
power; 

A long-term aid commitment in support of such a strategy; and 

hid commitments more directly refated to the implementation 
of a mutxidy agreed-upon development stratem between the 
got-e~n~ent and the Goners. 

The three areas with clear pricrity from a long-term pint of 
tiew are (I> development of secondary and 5gher education a d  
training; (2) the building of an agricultural research system; and 
(3) development of the transport and communications network 
needed to det-elop agriculture. In addition. through long-term sup- 
port of critical ministries such as agriculture. education. and 
transport. donors can help create a strsng pro-agricultural lobby- 
of national professionals in the government. The role of 1323. 



bilateral assistance tu India in iniiating teckrmbgical change 
dcmonsLrates the contribution thzt donors make in this 
regsd. 

I 
This approach implies substantial change in the plicies of btb 

the Tanzanian government =d the ds;;crrs. But withoutt an 
I 

emphasis on improvment of the policy environment zad tbe 
r 

humml and instit~tional capacity, even larger moaants of foreign 
1 
I aid probably will be needed to keep the modern seetar functioning, 
I 
! even though, w ihe experience af the past decade bas demon- 
I skrated, they atre unlikely to achieve much in the way af IocgCem 

I development. Perhaps the current crisis will lead both the govern- 
ment and the donor commmfty to reexamine their respe&ir.e 

I ~018s. 
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Mnud Erik Sv :mdsen 

The reasocs tor discussin: the bad shape of the econoiq- in 
Tanzania kskd sf b~ L G ~ ~ & S  'Eke Kenya or Zaire are often po- 
litical. Ifhe exprisnce of the 1970s i; used. i.~? prwie &at ihe 
Ta~zanian type of deve1cpment strategy canr;a~ succeed 
M is not quite dear to me whether Uma hie is going this far. 

But she is af: least rushing to genera', poiicy conclw&m.s are in 
line with the FVorld Bank's analysis for d of s&-Mzrm Africa 
Her paper comes close to being CL argument for a radical break 
with tl?e principles of the Tanzanian development strategy rather 
than fw an adjustment 3f this st;rateeVV 

W e  agreeing with much ia hsr paper! i am oppe6 to such 8 
use of the Tanzanian recclrd. The mterid from the short history 
of this young state d s e ~  not permit such general conclusions. Hav- 
ing criticized majdr points with regard to the implenermtztion of 
the strategy in the past, 1 suggest mother reading of~he  e~<dence 
based on a different approach to the relati~r~ship between poEtia 
and m e ~ o ~ c s  in Tanzacia. 

k t  me begin ~ i t h  the relative roles of extend and interad fac- 
tors in producing trliry miserable economic conditions -:h that 
country, It is t r u ~  t h ~ t  ,be Tanzaniaq authorities have shown a 
tendency tu seek the causes of crisis in factors beyond their con- 
tad. Since 1981 this hzs changed Efforts have be; mzde 5y a na- 
tional task force to initiate a c:ha*lge in policy, resulting in 1982 b 
a structural adjustment proFam of severe financial cuts =d 
guidelines for a new :.g_.icdt.xd @cp. 

I believe fr:ma PRle is c i ~ ~ m p f a > ~ g  the negative role of est;emai 
factors in Talzania's recent kistorj-j. "So compare, as. she does, the 
estimate6 losses from exogezToza factors-including the war e t h  
I& Amir.-with the ahi t te61~ large inflows of aid to Tanzania 



does not mak 2 sense. The external losses hir certain parts of rhe 
economy, wlnile the aid on the whole went elsewhere. Foreign aid 
put additional presswe on the financial situation. The main prob- 
iem is that neiiher the aid dorLors (including r;he W d d  Bank) nor 
the government responded satisfactorily ta the adverse condi- 
tions. 

The external strains on the economy added to a number ~f inter- 
nal strains, caused mainly by many rapid institutionzl changes, 
such as decentralization of pi3531Fc a&~inistration, mowment of 
the peasant population to villages, expansion of the state sector as 
part of a new industrial strategy, =d dissoiuiion of the coopera- 
tive j ~ ~ t  te mention the major onas. AH ~f these policies 
had costs in tqrms of negative effects an agricuftufal development. 
Given the economic ard social structure of thz country, such costs 
can fall only on agricdtwe. I am ready to concede that there were 
arguments in favor of each of &es5 policies, even if I do not agree 
with ail of them. but irr the long run :hey were brought abut too 
q-ickly and were not implemented a.eY. 

fjnder setter external conditions-without the droughts, the 
breakup of the East African Community, and the war-these 
policies would haw worked better. The zegative impact on 
agriculture cod6 have Seen softened. Equally importmt, there 
would have been a greater possibility of ad.ssting these p~licies in 
line with experience gained as tio their effects. Ti is generally mme 
difficult for a less-dweloped country t~ adjust econon~ic psky to 
cf~anging economic realities; it has little to do with the "fine tun- 
ing" mentioned in connec~lun with the industrialized countries. 
The data b a e  Is weaker. a.nd year-to-year fl-xtuations in 
agricdture are larger- The role of expectations is decisive, 
whether they relate TO weather. the h o ? ~  for zn economic upzurn 

7 (shared by most in 1977- i 8): or to more general changes in the 
internationd economic order. 

The masroeconornic signds to the poii t ical leadership were very 
erratic during the 1910~~ and tke leadershi? was able to swtzin. 
the optimistic idea that the diffirdries were tra~sitional-fh2z is, 
msil things really went 20xt'~:hil in 1979. Take foreign reserves: 
they went dowm and up and doxtz ane up. In her, 03 advice from 
outside, the year of 1978 became a spending par, giving rise to 
the idea that the economy had been able to absorb the many poky 



initiatives. But this was not so. The agricultural basis had been 
weakened. And aside from the reasons for this enumerated in 
Uma L+'s paper I would add ecosystem problems for crops like 
cotton, a-.d the implementation of the village policy. 

Tanzania's experience daes not argue against political initia- 
tives or plitical mobilization, if you will. But there is an argument 
for not overstraining the economy in a country like Tanzania, and 
for keeping reserves in many forms. Because of the nature of the 
monetary productive economy, and its dependence on inflows of 
foreign exchange, it is easy for the economy &3 turn into a down- 
ward spiral: excessive shortages of foreign exchange lead to cuts 
i.1 exports, and the vicio7a.s cirde begi~s, 

Uma h i e  concludes her paper with some observations on the 
consequences of foreign aid to Tanzania. VVkle I agree with the 
broad priorities she defines, I have some doubts about her strong 
call f ~ r  far greater coordination among donors. I would emphasize 
rathex the noed for some pluralism nl %'his area. The record of 
foreign aid to Tanzania has shown success mainly in the Ereas of 
edwation and health, where major progress has been made. But 
overdl the donor camrnunity has no reason to be too proud of its 
understanding of Tanzania's problems. Some humility on its 
part-and on the part of the Vlorld Bank in particular-would be 
in order. On the whole, the Bank has pushed Tanzania in the 
wrong direction during the 1960s and 1970s. It is extremely 
d i f f i c d t  to find the right balance among the different b d s  of 
change required to revive agriculture. Producer prices are very 
important, for example, but an aU-consuming befief in their im- 
portance k d f  induce strong inflationary pressures in the short 
run and have little effect on real output, An adjustment of the 
nmaind exchange rate is also called for, 'nut it w-il! no2 have psi- 
tive effects without measures to remove other constraints on the 
supply of export crops. Institutional changes -41 be needed that 
relate to the role of the various farms of production in agriculture, 
and they are under way. More important, foreign exchange is 
needed to t-an the doumvard izto an upwa~d spiral- Tn generat 
the main problem remains to arrive at a better interaction be- 
tween public initiatives and market forces. 



MICHAEL ROEMZR 

Ghana, 195L -1980: 

Missed Oppost 

At its independence in 1957, Ghana was probably the richest and 
most educated country in black APsica.' Its 1960 per capita income 
of about $500 (in I980 dollars) would have placed Ghana in the 
WOI-13 Bank's category of middle-income countries. In the 1950s, 
Ghana's exports amounted to more than 30 percent of gross 
domestic product (GDP), and the value added in exports was pro- 
bably a very high fraction of the total. 

Despite its promising beginning, Ghana today reflects only a 
history of shattered dreams. Over thirty years of trying to realize 
its development potential, alternately by interventionist and by 
(timidly) liberal measures, Ghana has managed only a decline in 
GNP per capita of 0.7 percent per year. By 1980, its capital invest- 
ment as a percent of GDP had fallen from 20 percent in the 1950s 
to only 5 percent. Its exports as a share of GDP were only 12 per- 
cent. *And its continuing decline may soon push Ghana into the 
ranks of the poorest countries in the world. 



The story of Ghana's debacle is partly the story of discredited 
theories of development, especially the "big push" and import- 
substitution approaches that were popular in the 1950s and 1960s. 
In important ways, Ghana was a model for such development 
strategies, which include central planning of economic activity 
and especially a strong commitment to industrial development 
protected by high trade barriers -thus substituting inefficient 
domestic production for foreign imports, which wodd otherwise be 
financed by more efficient production for export. 

Tha misallocations and inefficiencies that resulted were made 
even worse by an almost complete lack of fiscal management, as 
Ghana pressed on with a program of domestic investment in 
publicly ewned firms, with little regard for project efficiency. 
Toward the middle of the 1960s, msunting losses from state- 
owned firms coincided with explosive public spending to bring the 
country close to bankruptcy. 
The high point of these policies was reached in the latter half of 

Kwame Nkrurnah's regime, between 1961 and 1966, but they have 
been substantially continued ever since, interrupted by tentative 
attempts at liberalization and reform. 

Reviewing the record, it is hard to avoid t,he conclusion that 
Ghana, in many respects, has turned out to be a model of how not 
to develop. It thus provides a valuable case study from which to 
understand why some countries, especially in East and Southeast 
Asia but including Kenya and the Ivory Coast in Africa, have 
maintained strong economic growth rates over long periods, and 
why many others have not. 

Although the proximate causes of its poor economic record have 
been economic policies that discourage efficient utilization of 
Ghana's resources, the underlying causes are political. As in most 
countries, political considerations have confounded economic 
policymaking, but over the past several years plit icd instability 
in Ghana has made it impossible for that country to have any eco- 
nomic policy at all. 

The Thirty-Year Record 

In reexamining Ghana's thirty-year record of missed ogqgm~*- 
tunities, it is best to  begin with 2n overview. AS noted, Ghana's 



GDP per capita declined 0.7 percent a year between 1950 and 
1980. Although the 1970s were a decade of especially poor perfor- 
mance -GDP per capita feli by about 2.5 percent a year -the pre- 
vious two decades Ti re  hardy mo.Jels of development. GDP grew 
at about 4 percent a year in the 1959s (though population grew 
faster, probably due partly to migratior. from neighboring coun- 
tries) and at just over 2 percent a year in the 1960s. The only 
period of satisfactory growth since 1950 occurred in the second 
half of the 1950s, when GDP grew by almost 6 percent a year 
(table 1). But this was accomplished by an unsustainable use of ac- 
cumulated resources, albeit under a Liberal regime. The overthrow 
of Nkrumah in early 1966 marks one of the more easily identifi- 
able policy turning points in Ghanaian history. The rhetoric of 
econ~mic policy changed substantially, economic management im- 
proved, and economic growth did increase after 1966. But 
post-1966 policies had some crucial similarities to Nknunah's 
regime, while growth rates in the late 1960s were still modest and 
were not ~ustained.~ 

The impression conveyed by movements in GDP is eonfirmed by 
indicators of structural change. The share of agriculture in GDP 
was the same during the 1970s as d d g  the 1950s-41 per- 
cent- and the share of manufacturing remained at about 10 per- 
cent (table 2). Although there was some shift of the labor force 
during this period, in 1980 over half of the work force remained in 
agriculture, and only 20 percent were engaged in industry (includ- 
ing mining, construction, and utilities!. 

Ghana's former prosperity was based on its primary exports- 
pre&ominantly cocoa, but also minerals and timber. The major 
cause of the country's stagnation and decline has been inadequate 
diversification of its exports. As noted, its exports fell from mar 
than 30 percent of GDP in the 1950s to only 12 percent in 19EC. 
During the Nkrumah period, export volumes grew rapidly (over 7 
percent a year from 1955-65), but cocos prices fell by over 50 per- 
cent and conseqxently export revenues did not keep pace with 
GDP. 

In the post-1974 world of high petroleum prices and gloenl ia; :- 
sT. n *  ;+ is customarg to seek i-asons for declining exports in ad- 
<-rse i -:-rms of trade, espe.*;aily for primary exporting countries. 
:c.. f -:?rtna's export price, .vere buoyant in the 1970s. In 2s77, 





acteristfcs, G-hnm 
P, current prices) 

I950 I960 1965 i911 1977 

Agriculture NA 41 41 44 38 
NA 10 0 Manufacturing 10 II 3 

Imports 22 35 27 20 8 
Exparts 34 28 17 16 8 
Investment 15 24 18 14 5 

Source: World h k ,  UYorld Tables, 2nd ed. CUTashington, D.C.: World Bank, 19803, 
pp. 86-87. 

unit values (free on board Ef.o.b.1) for cocoa exports, which con- 
stitute about 60 percent of total exports, were six times the level in 
1971, which was itself a good year (table 3). And the cocoa terrns 
of trade, using import unit values for non-oil-exporting less- 
developed countries (LIES), stood at 193 in 1977 (1975 = 1001, 
compared to 56 irl 1971 and only 53 in 1960.3 (Since 1977, cocoa 
wholesale prices have remained above --sometimes substantially 
above-the 1977 level.) Yet the volume of cocoa exports plunged 
during this period: in 1977, tonnage was less than half that in 
1970 and substant.ially beliow that of any year during the 1960s. 
Other exports did not perfom much better. Cocoa revenues re- 
t&ed their share of Ghana's total export revenues throughout 
the period, and the share of nonprimary exports fell from 10 per- 
cent in 1960 to only I percent in 1978. 

It is not surprising that other macroeconomic aggregates 
declined along with exports. Without any compensating change in 
alther foreign aid or investment, Ghana's imports plummeted 
along with exports, dropping to only 12 percent of GDP in 1979, 
compared ix 31 percent during the 1950s. Nor, evidently, did 
import-substituting industries make up much, if any, of the 
difference, because manufacturing value added grew by just over 
1 percent annuaUY from 1965 to 1977. Gross domestic investment, 
which averaged 20 percent of GDP during the 1950s, plunged to 
only 5 percent by 1980. Reports from Ghana suggest that &sin- 
ves*ent is palpable in deteriorating roads and in the breakdown 
of much other infr~tr'3cture.~ 



~Td34e 3 
- .  
. . Prf ce H~&CS~OTS,  Gaana 

(1970=lW) -- 
, r e  % IC.T- .3i c 19si 1355 1960 19f55 2 3 . .  f - 

GDf defador ;3 4-b 50.4 t-?F A-2 40.5 91 .0  i L.2 l ~ r -  -u 2 7028 

F~r€?ip  exchange 
rate (cedi/$) 0.714 0.714 0.114 0.714 1.029 1.150 

Cocoa prices 
Nominal unit value NA 77 52 34 77 466 
Nominal producer 

prices 65 113 87 70 100 NA 
Real producer prices 160 237 1'73 96 95 TLTA 

IT 

Real effective 
exchange rhtesa 

Imports NA 128 121 106 97 NA 
Noncocoa exports NA 108 101 7 l: NA NA 
Cocoa exports NA 6 1 83 33 NA NA 

Y969 import rate = 100; in 1969, the noncocoa export rate index was 75 and the 
- 

cucoa export rat-e index was 39. - 
Sources: World Bank, ttrorld Tables, 2nd eci. (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 
1980), pp. 86-87 fGDP deflator and excha~ge rate.): International h10netary 
Fmd, Zn&rnatiorral Financial Statistics Yearbook 1982 twashington, D.C.: IMF, 
19821, pp. 206-7 (cocoa unit values); International Monetary Fund, Surveys of 
African Economics, vol. 6 (Washington, D.C.: IMP, 1975), p. 95 (cocoa producer 
prices!; and J. Clark kith,  Foreign Dude Regimes and Economic- Development: 
Gfianrz (New York: Columbia University, Press for the National Brveau of Eco- 
nomic 'Research, 19741, p. 42 (real effective exchange rates). 

Upon gaining independence in 1957, Ghana probably had the 
most educated population in black Africa.5 Since then it has 
almost doubled the share of eligible population enrolled in primary 
school to 36 percent of the eligible age group. Some aspects of 
health stat= also appear to have improved: life expectancy has 
risen modestly, f m  40 to 49 years from 1960 to 1980, and infant 
mortality has dropped by about 28 percent. The number of doctors 
per capita has doubled and the number of nurses per capita has 
risen ninefold in twenty years. However, in 1977 caloric intake 
was only 85 percent of  requirement^."^ 
Its early investment in human capital should have improved 

Ghana's development prospects. Yet Ghana was favorably en- 
dowed at independence only in relation to other African countries, 



some of 5le ketter-performing African ststetes have improved 
rektively more &an Ghai~a Evan in 4-980, the better-performing 
rr%=c. fis rbm countries were educatiag a substa~tialy smaller fraction 
of their wpdations through secondary school tiran was true lfQr . 
C O = ~ % ~ ~ S  zs Asiz Latin America, Moreover, given the podit-i~"a.1 
- - + S ~ W ~ I  ~ r .  ---- that h s  phagued Ghana, especially sirice 1977, it is 

d~mbtfd whether the figwes iin e & ~ c a i i ~ n  azd health mean. zxch, 
whether improvements have been sustained, and whether the 
quzkiw of these services has Seen maintained, whatever the levels 
of inputs. 

Recent Ghmaian economic history can be di'ir-ided inta fo~n 
reasonably distinct pe.E-io$s of differing pcrhicy environments. Dw- 
Eng the 1950s, as !kame ?&rrun& led Ghana through internal 
self-government and into indqsndefice, the Ghanaian leader had 
not yet put his stamp on econoanic policy azzd the economy re- 
mained sxibstantiaily in its colonid mold- h 1361, Ntkrumah 
kaned to economic policy as a prime focus and began to 
towards a protectitnist, industrializing, and socidking policy 
framework. This period was ended ab.brupt!ly in early 1966 wkh a 
coup thst brought* the miiitary ta power under the National 
Liberakion Ccr*mcii (NLC) arid continued the Prosem 
Party (PP) government af Xofi Bmia, elected i~ 1969. These were 
years of relative economic stabili.%tion and then partid liberaliza- 
tion. The Bwiz government was ousted in turn by a secmd d- 
tary g~vernment, the National Rede~nption Council (NRCl in 
January 1972, less than three weeks after a major de~~sluation, 
the high-water mark of the Ebraliz;ng period. The NRC returned 
to the controls of the w ~ r ~ a h  pe~iod. 

X fifth period, from 1978 to the present, is a jumble of political 
instab:&@, lnduding a palace coup within ,ae NRC, the first coup 
by Flight Lieutenant J e w  Rawlings jl-t before scheduled elec- 
tions, the short-lived civilian government of HiHa Smann, m d  t5e 
second Rawhgs coup in 1981. As poor as performnee was unEl 
1978, it has been worse in the political mmchy that has obtain& 
since tfien, and no cohere~t economic poiicy can be discerned. It 
will be the better part of kindness to i ~ o r e  the recent period. 



The early Nkrumah years, to 1961. ij-nti! 1961, Nkrr-m-&'s 
economic policies, whatever his rhebric, were reiatively liberd 
and intemztionally ~riented.~ Ghma was In the sterling area, 
within ich trade and psyments were relatively mencumbere& 
though there were restrictions on payments outside the arm The 
average rate of tariff coIIecticns on import (cost, insurance, and 
freig5t ic.i.f.3) was I? 2ercent from 1955 to 1960, and no other 
taxes or restriuticns were imposed. How-ever, coioa exporters pzid 
heavy taxes, ranging from 13 t g  50 percent of the f.0.b. value of ex- 
prts."he cocoa rate varied became farmers wsre paid n fixed 
price, so in effect the short-term marginal tax rate 100 per- 
cent. The level of farmer prices for C W O ~  is one of the pivotal 
policy variables in the eccnomy. In both nominnl and real term 
the producer price was high dwing the 2950s but &c3bed during 
the ezr'ry 1960s (t~sble 3) . m e  Korean tVzr -induced commo&ty 
'WOE raised world cocoa prices &arnsbticdly during the early 
1950s, and Ghana's bsoyant cocoa earnings permitted a rapid 
b*dding of reserves, which became one ~f Ghana's bpo~tant 
legacies at indepe~dence. At the end of 1956, the year befg~s inde- 
pendence, net reserves stood at $252 mi'rSisa: equivdenz to 17 
months' in:ports. By 1961, reserves had beca cut in half': while im- 
ports grew, SQ reserves covered only Sjur morths of hports.'Vhe 
reserve aczuzs7trfation of the early 1950s permitted both an expan- 
sion& and a Ellera1 policy redme. 

During the 1950s, Investment constituted a high a d  rising 
share of GET, averaging 20 percent for the decade. The capital 
stock appears t J have increased by z b ~ ~ t  two-thirds bstween 1955 
and 7,961." The latter half of the decade was, in fact, the only 
period of moderately rapid growth in the past thirty years, with 
GDP expangcg at 5.9 percent. a year. Yet the capital stock wes 
go-wing much faster and the incremental capital-output ratio 
from 1955 $0 I961 was 3.6, excluding cocoa (or 4.3 including it).:" 
The high rztio reflects three factors. Erst, wcoa itself requires a 
large investment of lzbor to  clear the forest for planting, and also 
of time-five years or more-until new trees begin to bear fr-it. 
Second, during the liberal, expansionist phase, Nkrurnab 
emphasized infrastructwe as a leading sector, and the govern- 
ment overbuilt transport, ut.ility, and other sert-ic3s as a means of 
stirndating direciy productive activities later. Third, it is undo&- 



t e e  true that in such an expansionist mode, project de~ ign  snd 
stll8Iysi.s were not carefully done, a failing that became inwnse in 
the early 1960s. 

's big push, fWl-66. It appears that the year 1961 
marked the major turning pint in Nkrm&s economic p d i c i e ~ . ~ ~  
Until that year, his government had run the economy more or less 
as the colonial government had done, though perhaps with a 
greater willingness to spend accmdated foreign currency 
reserves and tn finance development expenditures with domestic 
borrowing. By 1961, however, despite good growth during the late 
1850s, l'dkrumah evidently sensed a need to deliver more of ;he 
ec~no'mic changes he had promised with independence, and he 
began to implemmt his visionary strategy of an integrated pan- 
African market, led by Ghana. 

%um&'s new path was, in e f k t ,  laid out by the most influen- 
tial development economists of the day.lc The strategy of the early 
1960s was based on the notion gf a "big push" of massive invest- 
ment that, would break the "vicious circle of poverty" and propel a 
"takeoff' into seif-sustained gro~vth. It was an unbalanced growth 
strategy; import-substituting industry was the leading sector 
operating behind a high protective barrier, and agriculture yieided 
its labor s q 1 u s  man the new factories. lVkrtzxll& was deter- 
mined to shuck the colonial shell that encom~ssed Ghana's econ- 
omy. He meant to depend less on primary exports and increasingly 
on Ghanaian manufactures. National planning was to center on 
the allscation sf public investment, with a growing share of 
resources allocated 3sy government; industry was to be built with 
sufficient capacity to supply the emerging Africa-wide market. 

Nkrwnah's strategy is recognizable as the consensus develop- 
i 
I ment economics of the era. He borrowed, if a bit eclectically, from 

1 Harrod and Domar, Scitovsky, %senstein-Rodan, Krschman, 
Lewis, Prebisch, Singer, Nurkse, Maldor, and others whose work 

I was required reading for students of development during the 
I 1950s. Lewis, Kaldor, a d  Dudley Seers actually ad14sed h m a h  

at one time or another-lqowever, two elements of Nkrumah's ap- 
proach were  ore contruversial. First, as a socialist, he used public 
enterprise as a central instrument in implementing development 
plans. State-awned enterprises sprang up in alf fields, but made 



their greatesk (largely dn+rimental) impact ilz m a n u f a c t ~ n g  and 
agriculture. State firms were charged to generate employment, 
not only for workers in general, but particdarly for the young 
school-leavers who formed one of Nkrumah's most vociferous con-. 
stituencies.16 The results were predictably bad. Second, although 
Nkr-mah distrusted local efitrecrenews and dismissed then as 
instruments of development, he tncd to encourage foreign inves- 
tors. Ey such mezuns as the 1963 Capital Investments Act, fiscal 
incentives were granted to investors. The largest and ir, many 
ways mast successfd project of the period was the Volta &m and 
its associated Valco afwninwm refinery, in which a consortiurn of 
Kaiser AItunin~m and Redmolds plzyed the central role. 

Once a government has decided on its economic goals and 
preferred for acceptable) means cf achieving them over m y  
period, the twin  tasks of eco~ornic management are macro- 
economic consistency and microeconomic efficiency, Nk~malh's 
guvsrnrnenf: failed on bcth counts. External deficits had begun to 
plagie Ghana befjre 1961; the drawdown of reserves has already 
been mentioned. But cocoa prices fell precipitously daring the 
early 1960s, -with unit values in 1965 at- only half the 1959 level, 
and expcrt earnings remained stagnant despite a doubling of 
cocoa exyort vsb~rnes. Ghanaian economic polides have always 
been hostage to the se-bem vulaiility of cocoa prices, and 
3'3rr:mah's ~ e p j m e  probably s:anfered from this menace more than 
most g~vernments. The Import dema;~ds of the "big push" put an 
in~~lerabie strain on external payments: over the 1960-65 period, 
&spits the imposition of new impost taxes and c~ntrs'ls? current 
account deficits averaged 15 percent of GDP, peaking at 20 per- 
cent in 1965, m d  only half of those deficits were financed by long- 
term capital inflows.'7 By 1965, rhere were no net reserves left. 

Fjscal n.ianagement was iitkle better. On the basis of recorded 
budget data,'& Nkrumah's f scal pxforrnance appears responsible 
enough. The government m ~ d e  a ut;tqrmined effort to raise zaxes 
to 5nance its big push of ifidustrialization, and noncocoa r venues 
rose from 9.4 percent of GDP In 1963. to 14.7 percent in 1965. while 
recorded government outlays remained aro-=d 25 percent of GDP 
over the period from 1961 te 1955. However c~hese outlays did 
represent a leap from the 21 percent werage of 1960 and earlier 
years, atld were ztcompanied by dedining cocoz revenues. More 



telling,, though, was the unrecorded expenditwe on detfelopment 
~;zojects.'g The cumdative government deficit fmm 1960 1985 
was almost 50 percent higher than the recorded deiicit, and 
averaged 12 percent af GDP. me difference was f2manced by 
short-term suppliers' credi$s from equipment manufacturers and 
others. m s  use of short-term borrowing to finance long-term 
structural adjustment became a charactistic of Ghana's am- 
nomic management and exacerbated later payments crises.) The 
gcvernment wzs not only increasing its control over resourezs; it 
was also putting inflzti~nary strains on the economy and, perhaps 

damaging, shielding a substantial fraction of its devs10pment 
projects from even rudimen%ary scrutiny by the budgetary pro- 
cess. Inflation, which had been under control before 1960, j1mped 
to an average of 7.6 percent a year from 1960 to 1965, based 03 the 
GaP defla~r.  

The shielding of mhny investment projests from serious profes- 
sional appraisal was one impohnt  kind of mic~oeconomic 
mismanagement during the later hkum& yean. Although much 
of the evidence for this is necessarily mec80ta.l~ the stories of 
white elephants are too nurnertl-a to &smihs: they include state 
farms designed to cultivate relatively abundant !and intensively 
using scarce imported capital equipment; a pharmace.r;lti[:al plant 
that cost ten times as much as a feasible dternativ3: a sh-xt-glass 

t plant designed to prodwe for three times the local market, which 
was then converted to a bottle-making plant; a foot~t~eas Esctory 
designed to produce four kinds of shoes, two of which mere not 
consumed domestically; a tannery in the south of Ghana, 500 

I d e s  from the northern meag factory that was to & its source of ~ 
! 
I 

hides and 200 miles from a footwe= factory t k ~ t  would use the 
I bather; sugar factories completed before their plantations; a 

tomato- and mango-caniling plant built to accommo&te the cut- 
put of 2,500 acres of these crops -in a region that grew neither of 
the= commercially and could not begin to do so :or at least five 
years; and so o ~ . ~ Q  Incremental capital-outpt ratios moved 
steadily upward from the 2.5 to 3.0 range before 1961 to 6.1 be- 
h e e n  1960 and 1965.'; -Although related macroeconomic forces 

I and stow growth could have been responsible for these figures. the 
proliferation of bad projects must have played a role. 

1 Increasingly, government's investment was being channeled 
t 
i 

I 



through newly created public enterprises, f m  stre farm to go16 
mines to zaaufact-g cumpan;es and tlading organizations. Of 
(ti-enty-two of these enterprises m 1964-65, thirteen made 
losses." The Nazional Trading Corporation, which benefited from 
preferential access tcr licenses, its& the only large profits, 
6.5 million cedis (d? while the Staxe Farms Carporatioq lost ~12.7 
Klfion. Overad, the state firms losx ~14.1, million that year. &ate 
compames had on average less than hrif the value added per 
worker of private firrrzs.23 In gold mining. the private Ashanti Gdd 
Fields worked ore at one-third the m i t  cost of the state gold 
mines. And. most ~r i t icd ' I ,y  for ~conomic pefiomance, small pri- 
vats farms convincingly outperf~rmed the State Farms Corpura- 
tion: with almost five times :he ;.%Id and over five times thl labor 
producti-ity of state farms.2; 
To some extent, the state comp=Aes 'mre higher costs because 

the:: carried the sdditional burden of social gds, especially the 
creation of empIo3;mz.n~ and h%rmah's \%ion of a pan-African 
market, for which some of Gb;aos's cverlarge f8ctofies were sup- 
pose&? planned. B-~t  aven the haphazard, almost wanton mis- 
handing of state projects, there is a szrong presumption that poor 
management- and a detrimental kcen._zi\-e sFstenr were root causes 
oF inefficient pr~duction. 

During the 196Qs, Xkrtundi's gcvernmeot began to tamper 
with the microecononic price e~-;ironmerit in ways that further 
wclrseaed zUoca'"Liona1 inefficiency. The relatively liberal trade 
regime of ths i950s became increasingly burdened by higher 
tariffs. rising from average d u t ~  coi~ections of 17 percent in 1960 
to 26 percent in f 965, and th? addition of other taxes &at together 
toxaled 22 percent irz 1965." 1mpt.rt licnsing began in late 1961. 
These impart;-Emrrri ting de15ces had mu!tiple economic cibjectkes: 
rest~iction of :mpn exper,&turzs as export revenues stagnated; 
~rotection of Comestic manufacturing i.0 sxinzdate import- 
substituting indwtrializatiorr: and* in the case ofimpwt taxes* in- 
cremed revenues to replace falling racw receipts 2nd to finance 
grow-i~g inxYes~ment. 
In some respects the new trade sy-sfem accomplished i ts gods, 

,A,ltf;or~ch trade mi3 currect accmmt deficits did grow, imports 
were r~strained in the sense thzz their satiu to GD? fell $roar the 
30-plus perze~t f t~e l s  of f 960 and 1961 to roughlr- a 24 percent 



average over the next four years. Imposlc substitution took place 
dIramaticaUy changed the campsi%ion of imports: consumes 

goods, which constitated well over half of imports by end use in the 
19509, fell to 30 percent of the total by the late 1960s, while irr.- 
ported producer materials rose from about 25 percent to almost 40 
percent of the total, and capital goods imports f o m  about 15 per- 
cent to around 25 percent.26 The Mkrumah program must be given 
substantial credit for the 10.3 percent annual growth of manxufac- 
turing from 1962 to 1966, a pace that continued through the sec- 
ond half of the decade, at a time when GDP was growing at only 
2.1 percent a year. 

But Ilkrumah's trade policy ultimately failed to produce s w -  
tained growth, for reasons that are now familiar to development 
economists. While import-substituting industries were stimulated, 
exports were discouraged. In the face of a fixed exchange rate and 
ar.,nual domestic Mation of 7.6 percent during ihe early 1960s, 
the price-deflated effective exchange rate declined fgr d corn- 
modities. Fur imports the average price-deflated effective ex- 
change rate fell from o0.M per dollar to ~0.73 (in 1960 priced- 
This meant that the highly differentiated, erratic protective struc- 
ture bore a relatively greater weight in investment and production 
decisions. For noxzcocoa exports, the f d l  in the effective exchange 
rate was relatively greater, z.? ;+!though the noncocoa export rate 
was only I6 percent below the import rate in 1960, it was 33 per- 
cent lower in 1965 (table 31," Tcoa  producer prices fell by a third 
in nominal terms from 1959 to 1965, reducing growers' incentives. 
But wcrld prices, as meascred by Ghana's unit values, fell by half, 
so not all of the world price disincentive was transmitted to 
growers. Thus, as export revenues stagnated. the government 
redrzced the hcentke either to dkersify exports or to increase 
them. Because these figures exclude the effects af import quotas, 
they overstate the Gecline in the i m y r t  rate and hence understate 
the relative disincentive to invest in exports- 
The protective duties imposed dmring these years were highly 

differentiated, and import Licensing-especially as corruption 
made the impact of quotas more unpredictable-added variability 
to produce a chaotic system whose complexity could not have h e n  
,stended. Effective rates of protsctior, ranged from zero or nega- 
tive effective protection for several export industries to over 200 



percent for such sectors as fruit and vegetable processing, biscuits 
and confecbimery, knitting, clothing, footwear, and radios. Indus- 
tries such as cocoa-processing (which used subsidized inputs), &is- 
tilling? handbags and luggage, and paints all used material inputs 
that, a~ world prices, were worth more than their There 
was even greater variability at the plant level within 

Policies towards factor prices exacerbated the adverse impact of 
h%rumakrYs system of trade incentives. A combination of min- 
imum wage iegislation, c o n t d e d  interest rates, an overvalued 
exchange rate, duty-free import of capital equipment, and tax- 
reducing investor incentives dl conspired to make labor art%- 
tidy expensive relative to capital, and thus to encourage capital- 
intensive choices of technology and industry. From 1960 to 1965, 
the ratio of wages to capital rentals rose by 8 percent for foreign- 
financed investments if they paid income taxes and by 24 perceat 
if they enjoyed tax holidays, and by 23 percent for domestically fi- 
nanced investments without tax holidays;30 a rise of 25 percent in 
the wage-rental ratio could, over a five-year period, red~ce  job 
creation by 20 to 25 percent in a country like Red in- 
terest rates ranged from -2 to -23 percent a year from 1961 to 
1965, reinforcing the dual nature of financial markets.32 

As 1966 began, h%rumahYs policies had pushed Ghana to vir- 
tual international bankruptcy, with an overstimulated economy 
that cudd no longer be contained by import and price controls, an 
enlarged public sector that could not be managed effectively by 
available Ghanaian manpower, arm economic structure unsuitable 
to Ghana's endowments, and a price structure that promised no 
soiution to Ghana's emerging stagnation. In early 1966 the mili- 
tary overthrew the government in the first of what has become a 
tiresome series of coups. 

Stabilization and liberalization, 1 -71. The Nationd 
Liberation Council (hT,C) was forced to concentrate on restor- 
ing internal and external macroeconomic balance to the economy, 
For the six years from 1966 to 1971, the luZC and the sacceeding 
Progress Party iPP) government of Kofi Busia, elected in 1969, 
kept government consumption, gross domestic investment, and 
imports below the real levels reached in h'krumah's last f d  yea. 
Although export voImes also declined, these govzrnments were 



blessed with rising cocoa prices until 1971, so the current account 
balance narrowed steadily and substantidy though 1970, when 
net reserves increased for the first time in a decade. 

The NLC also began the process of decontrolling the economy, 
and the PP government was committed to completing the task. 
hp& controls were the principal target, and a 43 percent 
devaluation of the cedi-dollar exchange rate in 1967 was the key 
instrument. Although devaluation was accompanied by some 
trimming of duties and other charges on imports, the effective ex- 
change rate for imports rose by 39 percent and for exports by the 
full. 43 percent. Mowever, continued reduction in import taxes and, 
the persistence of inflation, which accelerated to 12 percent a 
year, eroded the relatk-7 price impact of devaluation completely 
within two years.33 Although erosion of the effective exchange 
rate put the trade balance about where it was in the early 19608, 
the situation would have ken  much. worse without devduati011.3~ 
Central ta this conclusion is the judgment that the Mation of 
1968-69 was not caused by the devaluation, which was probably 
deflationary on balance, but by expansionary fiscal policies rela- 
tive to those of 1966-67. 

Despite the erosion of the 1967 devaluation, import Gberaliza- 
tion proceeded. By 1910,60 percent of the goods previously under 
license had been removed from the surcharge and a sales 
tax increase, along with taxes of 10 to 25 percent on service pay- 
ments, were imposed on imports by the Busia government in 1970 
and 1971. Those, together with a proposed fbut ineffectively im- 
plemented) bonus on noncocoa exports, simulated a rather ragged 
devaluation. But these measures were inadequate to dampen im- 
port demand in the face of reduced quantitative restrictions and 
continuing, although abated, infiation. Imports, which had been 
reduced 16 percent in 1968 by the devaluation and the continued 
partial controls, increased 21 percent in red terms from 1968 to 
1910. It took a doubling of cocoa prices (in unit values) from 196'7 
to 1970, and a substantial increase in foreign aid following 
devaluation, to stave off a balance-of-pqyments crisis unt2 1971. 
The Progress Party g~vernment came to power in October 1969. 

It was committed tu continuing the liberalization begun by the 
NLC, but with a more ambitious program for devel~pment. Its fi- 
nance minister, 3. W. ZMensah, who had been Nlcrumab's chief 



planner, was determined to accelerate growth through higher in- 
vestment and expanded exports, to stimulate employment crea- 
tion, and to correct perceived disparities in rjrrd and urban stan- 
dards of living.36 The most tangible manifatation of this policy 
was a dramatic expansion of capital outlays, which almost doubled 
over two years (though gross domestic investment remained below 
Nkrumah's highest levels in red terms). Buoyant cocoa revenues 
and increased foreign aid fulanced this expansion and left the 
budget dose to balance until late 2971, when cocoa prices declined 
sharply. The PP government spent df its cocoa receipts during the 
born  period. When cocoa prices began falling in 1911, Ghana still 
had vk-tudy no net reserves and was spending at a rate that 
pushed its 1971-72 budget deficit to 6 percent df GDP. 

Mensah's views on income distribution are interesting, both 
because he was an early advocate of redistributing income in favor 
of rural dwellers and because his perceptions of inequality, though 
consistent with conventional wisdom, may have been wrong, In 
f 971, Mensah enunciated the view that, in Ghana, the lower-paid 
urban workers were really the lower stratum of a "relatively 
wealthy urban minority," while farmers and other rural residents 
wer2 really the poor class.37 He was in part reacting to the legacy 
of the Mkrumah years, when minimum wages were imposed to 
protect urban workers against capitalists, and cocoa prices and in- 
comes were depressed to squeeze surplus from the rural. areas to 
finance industrialization. He may d s o  have been recognizing the 
electoral politics of the Progress Pasty, whose main bases of sup- 
port coincided uith the cocoa-growing areas. The difference in eco- 
nomic policies may also be explained along tribal 'lines: cocoa 
growers are largely Ashanti and allied ethnic groups; Nkrumah 
had wanted to break Ashanti political power, on which the 
Progress Party wzs largely b~sed.  Mensah acted upon his view of 
income distribution dramatically in his 1911 budget: he imposed a 
5 percent "devetopment levy" on the incomes of urban workers 
(perhaps the most unpopular measure of his tenure), reduced citi1 
service and military incomes by about 25 percent through a reduc- 
tion in perquisities, and dso cut the military budget by 12 percent.3e 

Mensafi's perception of Ghanaian income distrib-ation appears 
to have been incorrect. Total payments to dl cocoa farmers, de- 
flated by the consumer price index, did decline from an index of 



100 in 1960 to a low of 34 in 1966, but they had risen to 62 by the 
time of the PP electoral victory.39 Moreover, the minimum wage 
dso  declined in purchasing power, from 100 in 1960 to a low of 56 
in 1966, but unlike cocoa prices, the minimum wage did not 
recover significantly during the late 1960s; real average wage and 
salary payments declined very little over the decade. Finally, 
although cocoa farmers suffered declines in real prices and in- 
comes, the bulk of farmers, who produce food, probably enjoyed 
relative income gains over the 1960~~ as their terms of trade rose 
from I00 in 1960 to peaks of 132 in 1966 and rose again in 1971. It 
dso appears that rural laborers had incomes not very different 
from lower-paid urban workers. 
Thus, the popular view that Nkrumah's policies favored urban 

workers over farmers is probably wrong, whatever the gavern- 
ment's intentions. In fact, much of the drop in cocoa producers' in- 
comes can be traced to the fall in world prices rather than to 
domestic policies, since the producer price fell by less than world 
prices. On the whole, under both ?u?rrumah and succeeding 
governments, rural M e r s  evidently improved their relative 
position, largely because food prices rose relative to other prices. 
The economic policies of the NC-PP governments and those of 

Nkrumah reveal more continuity than change.40 Efforts to aban- 
don controls were gartidl and tentative. Substantial import 
liberalization did not come until the Busia administration, two 
years after the 1967 devaluation and after its effects had been dis- 
sipated by inflation. The import surcharges then imposed added 
only 6 percent to the average cost of imports-woefully inade- 
quate to ration imports to sustainable levels once the cocoa price 
boom had ended. Domestic price controls were never dismantled 
and continued to be taken seriously by poficjmakers throughout 
the period. The NLC did close some stete farms, sell some state en- 
terprises, and reorganize many of the rest, but it accepted t.he 
need far continued state management of many industrid firms. 
Although the NLC broke with %rumah's fiscal policy and tried to 
restrain government expenditure and aggregate demand, under 
Busia and Mensah the government expanded development expen- 
ditures, albeit at red levels lower than those reached by 
Muurnah. Neither post-Nkrufnah government seriously chal- 
lenged the relatively high consumption levels to which Ghanaians 



had bcome accustomed: from 1965 t o  1971, public plus private 
consumption averaged close to 90 percent of GDP and never fell 
below 87 percent. 

Whether the stabilization-liberalization period succeeded in im- 
proving growth performance depends on the base year chosen. 
Fkom 1965 to 11971, GDP grew at only 2.8 percent a year, slighdy 
below the 3.1 percent registered from 1960 through 1965. But 
1965 was a year of unswtainabfe expenditure that led directly to 
the recession of 1966. If the latter is used as the base, growth was 
a modestly better 4.3 percent a year, or almost 2 percent per 
capita. 

The devaluation of P972. The one truly pivotal period after 
the coup against Nkrumah was the second half of 1971, when an 
impending balance-of-payments crisis led to a devaluation that in- 
tensified the government's commitment to 'liLeralization. But 
Ghana's second military coup folIuwed two weeks later, and since 
then market forces have not been employed as a major tool to pro- 
mote growth and development,. Because the devaluation was a 
watershed in modern Ghanaian economic history, it is '~crorthwhile, 
analyzing that decision and its implementation in some detail.41 

The 1971 crisis began to break just after Mensafi's budget 
speech in July 1971. Although imports had been substantially 
liberalized, the real effective exchange rate stood 30 percent below 
its 196'7 post-devaluation level and imports began rising to unslls- 
tainable levels. As Ghana fell further in arrears on trade credits, 
in September suppliers began wming of a cutoff in credit- 
financed imports. Cocoa prices had begun to retreat from their 
1970 highs toward levels much closer to their long-m average 
(the wholesale price declined 26 percent on average from 1970 to 
1971), and a steep slide was forecast for the coming year, with 
little prospect of early reco~ery.~' The need to stimulate noncocoa 
exports was widely recognized. When Prime Minister Busia, 
d a ~ a e 2  at "Le gro-wing crisis, sought additional aid and debt 
relief, the large donors demanded major policy changes that would 
correct the impending payments imbalance and reinforce the 
commitment to Ebrdizatlon. An unrelated incident intensified 
the sense of crisis: rnernbers of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) 
struck in protest of the ncw development levy and the declining 



real minimum wage. In response, the government disbanded the 
TUC, fmher alienating urban workers. 
h November the cabinet met to consider the crisis. The finance 

minister was opposed to any major policy change, especially 
devaluation, which he felt would jeopardize his development goals. 
Mensah alone believed that cocoa prices wodd soon recover, 
though he gave no reasons for thinking so. The prime minister, 
virtually committed to dealing with the crisis foreefdly, then 
turned to the governor of the central bank, J. H. Frimpong-Ansah, 
to organize a team of economists to consider policy options and re- 
port to the cabinet. A team of Ghanaian and foreign economists 
was hastily assembled and began to F V O T ~  intensively, pulling 
together work that had been going on over the past few months. 
They sought to arrive at a set of policy recommendations suf- 
ficient to dose a projected $100 million deficit in the basic balance 
of payments over a two- or three-year period. Three options were 
considered: a return to import licensing, a large increase in tariffs, 
and a devaluation. It was clear that the 'latter dominated the other 
two in economic terms and was the only option seriously con- 
sidered by the cabinet, although tariff increases were given brief 
consideration at one point* Licensing went too strongly against the 
government's commitment to Ilberdization to be taken seriously. 
Although the issue was seen largely as a medium-term payments 
problem by most po'iicymakers, the economists were deeply con- 
scious of the need for policies to promote long-run structural 
change, especially export diversificstion and grow-th and a more 
efficient allocation of resources. 

Although the economics literature offered compelling reasons 
for believing a devaluation was the correct instrument for the 
situation, it provided little guidance on the extent of the devalua- 
tion. The committee's attempts to make econometric estimates of 
the relevant elasticities foundered because history had not been 
kind enough to produce the needed experiments. In particular, the 
dominance of import controls for so many years and the lack of 
data for eadier years made it impossible to estimate demand 
elasticities for imports. The committee had to rely on guesswork 
for its data and projections. 
The committee estimated that a 50 percent devaluation, to  cf .52 

per dollar, would correct the payments imbalance in two to three 



years, given the indications from donors of increased aid flows. 
This would, however, require substantial cuts in government ex- 
penditure to reduce absorption and contain inflation, arid would 
permit little in the way of "sweeteners." But the cabinet was will- 
ing to undertake devaluation only if certain compensating 
changes would be made. First, government expenditure cuts were 
to be resisted. Instead, devaluation's impact on government cocoa 
revenues and import tax revenues would have to balance the 
budget. Second, government's electoral strategy and commitment 
to rural development meant that the cocoa producer price should 
be raised. And third, to quiet labor unrest, there shodd 'be some 
increase in the minimum wage. To accomplish these objectives, 
the cabinet seemed willing to effect a devaluation of as much as 
100 percent. It seemed to  view devaluation as a soft option, reliev- 
ing constraints all around. Despite the economists' attempts to 
convey the need t o  reduce real incomes (especially consumption) 
to make devaluation work, the policymakers never showed that 
they accepted this imperative. Perhaps the most deeply en- 
trenched feature of Ghana's political economy has been the pri- 
macy of consumption, regardless of the political regime and its 
stated intentions. 
Charged with the task of rec~mmending a devaluation that 

could accomplish both external domestic-most.!y fiscal- 
aims, the committee of economic advisers proposed a 75 percent 
devaluation in the cedi-dollar rate; the eiimination of import 
surcharges, export bonuses, and the development levy; a 25 per- 
cent increase in the cocoa producer price; a 14 percent rise in the 
minimum wage; and expenditure cuts of ~ 4 8  million. The technical 
committee had prepared a note warning that there would be losers 
fmm devaluation (the urban middle class, food fzrmers, and trad- 
ers) as we1 as gainers (cocoa farmers, other exporters, import 
substituters, and government workers). Y o  one then thought to 
include the military in the list. Brat it is not clear that the cabinet, 
whose grasp of the technical issues was shaky at best, ever under- 
stood or even S ~ W  this memorandum. It is evident from later 
speeches thstt many of them badly misinterpreted such key esti- 

mates as the likely rise in import prices.43 
The final decision to devalue had its ironic elements. Faced with 

the inevitable, the finance minister suddenly opted for a higher 



adjustment -82 percent -and retention of both the import 
surcharges and export bonuses. A stunned cabinet readily agreed. 
And since the rate was pegged to the recently devalued dollar, the 
overall trade-weighted rate was devalued by 92 percent, far in ex- 
cess of the estimated need for the batlance-of-payments curredion. 
The decision, made before Christmas, was almost announced on 
Christmas Eve, but it was then postponed to the following week. 

The initial public reaction was favorable, but the mood changed 
quickly once traders began raising prices or removing gmds from 
the shelves. Although traders probably overreacted a d  prices 
might well have come down eventudly, the government's dilatori- 
ness exacerbated the reaction in two respects. First, it had been 
the practice to pass 180-day trade credits on to importers, who 
purchased their foreign exchange from the central bank only 
when the credits fell dare. Hence, many goods already sold or on 
the shelf had not been paid for, and traders assumed they would 
have to buy foreign exchange at the higher exchange rate. Early 
in January the government finally announced that such credits 
codd be repaid at the old rate, but it was hard to erase the public's 
impression of wild price increases. Second, because the govern- 
ment was slow to eliminate or adjust price controls, many 
merchants simply removed controlled goods from the shelves until 
action was taken, intensif*ng the atmosphere of scarcity. Nor did 
good news come in time from overseas. Busia acted-against ad- 
vice-before he could secure additional aid or debt relief from any 
source. Although Busia had indications thatsome assistance 
wodd be forthcoming from the United Kingdom, the United 
States, and the World Bank, none of these donors made any corn- 
rnitaent after the devaluation. The constaming public had become 
sensitive to the possibility that a reduction in their living stan- 
dards was necessary to repay loans to foreigners; some public an- 
nouncement from the doncrrs to the contrary might have improved 
the climate in Accra. 

The subsequent coup took 31 -..A+ at a time when public opinion 
was hostile to the governmer~,. The first pronouncement of Col- 
onel Ignatius Acheampong did not mention the economy or the 
devaluation, but concentrated o1?- mistreatment of the army. Only 
later in the day, after the military leaders of the coup had talked 
to civilian supporters, was the devaluation trotted out as an ex- 



planation. In fact, the coup had been platted for several months 
and was not the only conspiracy afoot at the time. Acheampong's 
group used the post-devaluation disc3nten -and Busia's absence 
for medical treatment in England-as the occasion to preempt 
competing usurpers. 

The devaluation. may have been good electoral politics for Busia. 
It favored goups (such as cocoa farmers) that had voxed far his 
party; it may have assuaged the workers; =id it codd have pro- 
duced some visible success by the next election. But it was no 
deterrent to a military coup, which succeeds more easily when ur- 
ban dwellers are unhappy with the government. The devaluation 
hit hardest at the urban middle class, who welcomed the coup. In 
the short run, before supply elasticities become large, even those 
who will eventually benefit from the devaluation may not realize 
it, while the losers are painfully aware of the consequences. 

The stagnant seventies. The Acheampong government, styled 
the National Redemption Council (NRC), revalued the cedi in 
stages back to ~1.15 by 1973 (perhaps the only deficit country to do 
so in recent history); it abrogated, and eventually was successfd in 
renegotiating, much of the hated N h m &  debt; and it generally 
went back tp controls and exhortations as economic policy tools. 
The economic history of these years has not been written (or at 
least not published), and this is nut the place to undertake that 
task. It may be enough to point out that despite record cocoa prices, 
these was virtually no growth in GDP from 1970 to 1977; the red 
value of exports and imports fell by about 10 percent a year; and 
gross domestic investment dropped by almost 9 percent a year. 

The cocoa price b o r n  of 1973 to 1979 was unprecedented and 
confounded the sophisticated forecasts of 1911. &coa unit values 
more than quadrupled from 1971 to 1977, enough to improve 
Ghana's terms of trade by one-quarter fur that period, despite the 
first oil price increase. It Is a testimony to what musthave been 
colossal mismanagement by the lYRC that it was unable to capital- 
ize o~ such favorable circumstances. It is also i ro~ic  that the 
civilian government that eventually saw a need for a major 
devaluation-liberalization lacked the power to sustain it, whlle the 
m1Xtary government that had the power lacked the understand- 
ing or perhaps the will. After seven years of 30 percent inflation, 



The 1978 devaluation and Busia's death did inspire a spate of revi- 
sionist editorids recalling that Busia had tried to  convince the 
Ghanaian public of the need for devaluation in 1971. 

Subsequent political instability has made a mockery of em- 
nomic policy. Those who deposed Acheampong did so in order to 
rid the m y  of the burden of governing. Before they could ac- 
complish a return to civilian rule, Flight Lieutenant h w i r g s  
staged the first of his two coups, rded for a month, and then 

I 

twned the reins over to the newly elected Limana government. 
Two years later, just as the civilians were rumored to be coming to 
the same decision as Busia in 1911, Rawlings interceded again. He I 
rded fur two years before adopting any discernible economic 
policy ta hdk the continuing decline of living standards. In the 

the NRC (no longer under the deposed Acheampongl fmdg 
devalued the cedi massively, to 43.58 per dollar. h light of current 
and continuing inflation, even that proved woefully inadequate. 

meantime, inflation continued at triple-digit rates, produdion 
declined, and the black market exchange rate climbed to many 

sion-must depend on the market as much as possible, and on in- 

multiples of the offieid rate. , . 

I Lessons for Ghana and Africa 

Ghana's choice of economic strategy is severely constrained by its 
lack of trained and experienced policy analysts and pubfic man- 
agers; in addition, its brain drain has intensified in recent years. 
Neither economic controls, nor extensive dependence on public en- 
terprises, nor highly differentiated incentive systems can be man- 
aged effectively under such manpower constraints. In these cir- 
cumstances any government-whatever -its ideological persua- 

tervention as little as possible, to manage its economy. Moreover, 
its market-oriented policies need to be simple and sweeping, not 
detailed and differentiated. 

Fortunately, Ghana and most African coo3tsies have market 
participants who can make such a strategy work. The image of 
traditional farmers and subsistence economies, borne of the col- 
onial era and perpetuated by some development economists in the 
1950s, is more myth than reality. Considerable economic and 
anthropological history now documents the existence of weU- 



functioning, 'long-distance markets in foods. raw r~aterids, and 
simple manufactures long before the advent of the colonid 

In Ghana, the migration sf cocoa farmers in response to 
economic incentives at the turn of the century, and the highly 
effective retail and wh~lesde trade run by market women, attest 
to the presence of agents capable of taking advantage of market 
opportunities. It is probably true that there are limits to what 
African entrepreneurs can accomplish in modern economies until 
they have had greater exposwe to them, but in Ghana and 
elsewhere these limits have hardly been tested. Instead, the 
market women are often set u p  as scapegoats for poor government 
policies a2d seen as enemies rather than potential agents of 
development. And cocoa farmers have borne the heaviest taxes in 
Ghana, so that they exercise their ingenuity by srnuggli3g 
headoads of cocoa out to neighboring countries where cocoa 'taxes 
are 

I have argued elsewhere (as have others) that a liberal, interna- 
tionally-oriented development strategy w s d d  benefit most Afri- 
can countries with greater growth, employment creation, and 
more egalitarian distribution of the benefits." Ghana's ex- 
perience from 1950 to 1980 provides no evidence to test this hy- 
pothesis. While economic controls have been thoroughly dis- 
credited, liberal policies were tried only for a short period-and 
then rather hesitantly-and were cui off before their usefulness 
could be judged. The most rapid grow& in Ghana since 1950 (and 
even this was modest by East and Southeast Asian standards) 
came under the liberal though expansior2st policies during the 
second half of the 1950s, and that growth was not sustainable. 
Although a case could be made that the stabilization-liberalization 
period of the late 31960s also induced slightly greater growth, this 
is based on shaky evidence, and in any event there was no &a- 
matic change from the early 1960s. % the rase for a liberal eco- 
nomic regirne in Ghana must be based on a priwi considerations 
and on the experience of other countries. 

Ghana's recent history reinforces what we already know: the 
passage from a controlled regime to a liberal one is dangerous for 
any government. Those -6th a stake in the control regime, who 
have risen to  relat.ive wealth and power under it, \\ill see im- 
mediately that their interests have been threatened by liberaliza- 



tion and the accompanying adjustments in relative prices. The 
new regime will eventually have its own cunstituents, but it takes 
time for these to emerge, for new agents to see the opportunities 
and seize them. Moreover, in m n y  African countries (including 
Ghana), chese agents may be small farmers, traders, and 
manufacturers whose power will n m r  be as great as the less 
numerous agents wh.9 benefit from favoritism under control 
regimes. The now-demonstrated political instzbility of Ghana and 
ather African countries wiU discourage an early response in any 
case, because the expectation is that governments cannot sustain 
radical changes in policy. To be effectivz, the new policies must be 
maintained for a time under difficult circumstances. It takes 
strong governments to institute s:xh changes; so far in Mrica 
there have been few such governments whose leaders also under- 
stand the need for liberal policies. The irony of the Ghanaian ex- 
perience is typical: ihose with the vision lacked the power, and 
vice versa. 

Finally, in the face of continuing political instability, there is 
little role for economic policy. It is unfu**mate that bady managed 
econ~mic policies can contribute to sustained political instability, 
but good policies cannot cure it. In Ghana today, it is hard to imag- 
ine that g d  policies can emerge, or if they do, it is hard to imagine 
that they can end the disruptive series of coups. In Ghana, as ~n 
Uganda and Chad, a politicd solution must precede effective eco- 
namk policies. And on a reduced scale, the same applies to other 
countries on the continent. The only hope for Ghana is that the 
country be some day blessed with a strong government that 
understands the need for economic liberalization. 



Yaw h s u  

The outst.anding feature in Ghana's economic record is the ex- 
treme rigidity of its economic system. The Ghmaiim government 

I 

has almost no room to use economic instruments to ded with em- 
nomlc problems because alzost all. important ecoxlonric issues are 
transformed into pditiczl crises. Although the state a.pews to ex- 
ercise extensive control over the country's economic activity, in 
reality the experience of successive governeats shows that the 
state has no red control. What accomts for this paradox? 

The paradox is perhaps most evident io situations wha e the 
govemmer-t is xhe major empkyer in the economy Csee table 3).  
Consider the problem cf trying to redwe aggregate red corsrrmer 
spending, which, as Micbae'i Roerner notes, the government after 
&%rumah had great diac;tri%y doing. Reduced spending can be ac- 
con?plished either by increased taxes or devaIuatian (if mtch of 
the consumer spending is on imported gmdsl, both of which wil l  
reduce spendable &come. The effectiveness of this policy d de- 
pend on the ability of employers te resist demands for wage in- 
cresses. When the government is the employe-, what is pr inraf i i  
an industrial dispute can become a pliiicd crisis, with one arm of 
the gowmment adopting measures to reduce consumer spending 

another arm doing battle with workers to trsnslate Aose 
measures into red cuts- 

As Zfiiichnel Ibemer's accou-t of the 971 devalua%iun dra- 
maticdy s h o ~ ~ ~ s ,  the result is a j u g g h g  act: how much. compensa- 
tior, can be given to each g u q  in the form of pay increases and 
subsidies? In such situations it may be cHfc>dt to resist the 
temptation to print more money to satisf3- dl the pxerf'd g~rotms, 

zcnd the crisis is then rolled over. 
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Table 1, 
Rublc Empltoyment 

(as a percentzge of total work force) 
- 

1964 64.8% 

1966 72.9 

1968 72.5 

1970 70.1 

1974 72.7 

1976 76.5. 

1978 77.3 I 

-- 

Sources: Kiflick, f 19781, p. 314 for 1964-1970 data; Ce~tral Bureau of Statistics, 
1981, p. 218 for data from 1974-1978. 

Regardless of the problem of abating pay increases, an even 
more important consideration is access to consumption. In a 
system where resources are allocated by rationing rather than by 
prices, the relationship between income and command over goods 
is a loose one. In the Ghanaian system the government controls 
(nominally, at least) the distribution of importables, which corn- 
prise a significant part of consumption. Whenever import controls 
are tightened, the various governments customariIy have made 
special provisions for government workers. This imposes special 
penalties c.3 rural cocoa farmers, for instance, who have little ac- 
cess to such privileges m d  thus must purchase goods on the 
"parallel markets"-those that trade illegally in currencies, 
smugg1ed imports, and goods "diverted" from government s h q s .  
Under these circ-msl',ances, export; smuggling becomes very at- 
tractive to cocoa farmers, as it provides them with the clgportmity 
to maintain their purchasing power in terms of the parallel- 
market prices they hce. Table 2 shows that the prodracer price of 
cocoa, at official exchange rates, has been higher in Ghana thar, 
in the Ivory Coast for most years sixzce 31977: a fact t h x  should im- 
ply greater producer interest in selling output in Ghana than in 
the Ivory Coast. Yet smuggling into the Ivory Coast is rarnpazt, . - 

because the Ghanaian c-mrency is enormousl~ oven-alue& and at 
Mack-market exchang~ rates, cocoa prices are higher by a fact~r 
of ten or more in the Ivory Coast than in Ghana (see table 2). 



Table 2 

Cocoa Prices and Black-Market Exel- mge Rates 
(produce price per metric ton--cedi~)~ 

In the Ivory Coast 

At official At Slack-market 
In Ghana exchange rates exchange rates 

aConversion from the CFA franc into cedis is via zhe dollar exchange rates for both 
official and black-market rates. 

Sources: For producer prices, Gill and D-riffus, Cocoa Market Report No. 304, 
November 1982; for official excbawes, I~ternational Monetary Fund, hterna- 
tional Finance Statistics, 1982; black-market exchange rates from Picks Curracy 
Yearbmk and Economist Intel&ence LrnIt, various issms; the table is adzptec! from 
Ansu's paper, where earlier years are also considered and cornprism with Togo is 
given. Estimates of smuggling are also pmvided- 

When government workers put up direct resistance t o  cuts in 
real consrunptisn, the cut tends to be transferred to weaker 
groups, such as cocoa farmers, who happen also to be among the 
more productive segments of the population. The larger the group 
exempted from cuts, the higher the bcnrden that falls on the rest- 
and the greater the incentive to resist indirectly by smgl ing,  
refusing to hartest cocoa plantations, or by replacing cocoa 
trees with other crops that don't have to be sold though the 
government. 

For political reasons, the government cannot lay off its 
employees. But beyond this, it seems the government cannot even 
control its hiring rate. Since 1974 government empk:ment has 
been increasing not ody abscfutely, but also as a framion of the 
total work force-at a time when output of government goods and 
services, including the maintenance of physical k"rastmckme, 
have all been declining. 



On the face of it, the Ghanaian government appears to control a 
great deal of economic activity, but in reality it controls very little. 
Ghana today is so overcontrolled that much productive enterprise 
is driven underground. There is thw little hope for the economy 
until the government relaxes its controls and allows the produc- 
tive energies of the country to resurface. 



MALCOLM GILLIS 

E~isodes in Indonesian 

Economic Growth 

Indonesia is the fifth most popdous nation in the world, and the 
147 million inhabitants of this tropical archipelago nation repre- 
sented 43 percent of the population of OPEC member countries in 
1980. i'lnnrral rates of income growth averaged 7.9 percent over 
the period from 1971 to 1981, allowkg a doubling of real gross 
domestic product (GDP) and a 70 percent increase in real GIN? per 
capita (see table I), to U.S. $520.1 Economic growth in this later 
period was well above that experienced in the decade after inde- 
pendence and contrasted sharply with economic performance in 
the turbulent, hyperinflationary years of 1960 through 1965, 
when red GflP per capita declined marginally. 

Until relatively recently, it was popularly assumed that oil 
wealth furnished a virtual guarantee of steadily rising prosperity 

-This paper represents the author's own views, aad not necessarily those of the Haward In- 
stitute for International Development. 



Table 1 
Average Anaud Growth in Real GDP, 

Population, and Per Capita GDB, 
Indonesia 
(percent) 

- 

Real GDP Population Reai GDP per capita 

Annual. gro-wth rates: 

1952-59 
1960-65 
1966-71 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 

Average growth 

1967-73 7.1 
1974-81 7.4 
1971 -81 7.9 

aPreltirninary. 

Sources: Fox yews prior to 1967: Anne Booth and Peter Mecawlev, "The Indone- 
sian Economy since the Mid-Sixties," in The I~donesiarz Econc;,ny Durirzg the, 
Suharto Era, ed. Anne Booth and Peter McCawley (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Qx- 
ford University Ress, 19811, table 1.1, p- 4. For 1967-1981: Inhnesiul Central 
Bureau of Statistics (Biro Pusat Statistik), Pendupatun -Wiional Indonesia 
fvarious issues). 

for the few countries so blessed. While this view is less widespread 
than before the problems encountered by such oil exporters as 
Mexico, Ecuador, and Nigeria in 1981 and 1982, it is perhaps not 
altogether clear that the indonesian growth experience is of any 
particular relevance to those of the many oil-importing less- 
developed countries (LDCs) in general, for this nation has 
historically been the sixth largest producer among OPEC's four- 
teen members. The following three observations, in fact, suggest 
that the Indonesian economy bears but faint resemblance to 
stereotypical images of OPEC nations. 



First, when viewed in appropriate perspective, the nation's oil 
wealth is quite limited relative to other OPEC members. In 1980, 
Indonesian oil production per capita was but four barrels per year, 
or about 1 percent of per capita production in Saudi Arabia. More 
to the point, Indonesia's annual per capita oil production was one- 
twelfth that of another middle-income OPEC member, Venezuela, 
and but 40 percent of that of Mexico.2 See~nd, Indonesia ex- 
perienced high rates of economic growth for several years prior to 
the first oil b o r n  in late 1973. From 1966 through 1973, when oil 
exports averaged less than 20 percent of total export earnings &a- 
ble 41, real GDP rose at an average annual rate of 7.1 percent, not 
much below rates recorded during the oil booms. Third, middle- 
income oil-exporting nations as a group grew no more rapidy dur- 
ing the seventies than did middle-income oil importers. Real growth 
in Indonesia in the decade 1970 to 1980, however, was some 40 per- 
cent higher than that for middle-income nations in general? 

As in. other rapid-growth countries, the sectoral composition of 
Indonesian GDP altered substantidly over the period from 1965 
to 1980 (table 2). At the nadir of Indonesian economic develop- 
ment in 1965, the agricultural sector accounted for slightly over 
half of GDP. Alft'fiough the food and tree-crops subsectors ex- 
perienced, by worldwide standards, strong growth over the next 
fifteen years, by 1980 agriculture was but 31 percent of GDP, 
owing to very fast growth in other sectors (partic-ihrly construe- 
tion and manufacturing). 
The most recent decade in Indonesian history began and ended 

with the highest rates of economic eowth since independence. 
The prior decade, however, yielded very 4ifferent results, and is of 
general interest both because of the vigor of economic -Novery 
after 1966 and becawc the economy resisted collapse for so long 
after 1959. In swibsequet sections economic growth over the past 
thirty years will be seea tc ham been materially affected by policy 
choices and, in one particularly tubdent  period, paralysis in such 
choices. 

While growth in many countries has 2roceeded episodical3y in 
the postwar era, the boundaries beixeen episodes are rmely 
drawn as distinctly ES those f ~ r  Indonesia since 1950. h what 
foflows, the principal focw is upon the rde of economic policy in 
each of four such episodes. However, the reader shsdd be mindful 



Table 2 
Sectoral Cumpusition of GDP 

Real Growth Rates I! 
(at 1973 constr 

A M W p A V W ,  -U 

371 -80: Indonesia 
nnt prices) 

Sectors 

Real growth 
rate (%I 
1971-80 

1. Agriculture: 3.9 

Sectoral share in GDP (%I 
1965 1974 1 980 

Food 4.3 
Smallholder and 
--:ate crops 4.2 

atry 1.4 
c3 t 

Fore! - 
Livestock - . 

Oil and gas 6.4 
Nonfuel minerals 8-6 

3. Manufacturing: 13.8 8 10 14 

4. Services: 10.1 26 39 46 

utilities 13.5 
Construction 15.6 
Trade '7.6 
Transport/ 

communication 12.3 
Banking 13.8 
Ownership of 

dwellings 15.2 

C Z C U * L A ~ + ~ ~ C L  a~iut1 LL-J 

Other services 2.5 

Total GDP growth 7.9 

Growth in nonmining 
GDP 8.0 

Sources: Tabei-Tabel Pokok Penciapatan hbsicmal Indonesia 2977-80 (Jakarta: 
Biro Pusat Statistik, revised July 22,1981 1 and various issuss of same publication 
in earlier years. 



that, to an extent seldom exceeded elsewhere in recent decades, 
Indonesian economic development has been particularly reactive 
to political stability or its abse~ce, perhaps for no other reason 
than the fact that the extremes between stability and instability 
have been so pronounced. Comparative advantage in assessing the 
effeds of political development on the economy (and vice versa) 
lies with others,4 anand no such assessment is made here. Abut al l  
that can be safely claimed is that during the first two decades of 
Indonesian independence, the interplay between political stabfiw 
and economic growth tended to run somewhat mure frorn the 
former to the latter, rather than the other way around. This was 
arguably true at Iteast up through 1963, by which time economic 
conditions had deteriorated so markedly that major political con- 
sequences of economic distress were inevitable. Political develop- 
ments in the late fifties and early sixties that were not obviously 
rooted irr economic problems and grievances, such as the cam- 
paign to reclaim Irian Jaya from the Dutch as well as a military 
confrontation with Malaysia, clearly helped set. the stage for eco- 
nomic decline frorn 1960 to 1965. But there were other politicdl 
developments perhaps more deeply grounded in economic conflict 
that dso, in the end, severely undercut prospects for erderly 
growth in the young nation. These included a series of regional. 
revolts in 1956-57, particularly in Sumatra and Sdawesi, and the 
abrupt nationalization of Dutch properties in 1957 (itself directly 
related to the Irian Jaya problem). These political developments 
affected economic progress in many significant ways, nut the least 
of which were their i~>lications for military spending, as In- 
donesia experienced a series of large budgetary deficits in the 
decade after 1957. 

Economic Growth from Independence to 1957 

By 1952 Indonesia had begun to recover from the privations and 
spradic dest.ruction of both wartime occupation and the struggle 

. .  

for independence. Although three centuries under Dutch domina- 
tion had left the country with but a tiny cadre of trained in- 
digenous officials (including only one Ph.D, economist, who served 
often as a cabiilet member during three decades), the initial 
phases ofthe transition to Indonesianization of policymaking, par- 



ticdarly in economic policy, was by most accounts unexpectedly 
smooth."ut the new nation inherited another legacy from the 
Dutch that was to have great importance in the unfolding of In- 
donesia's development over the next thirty years: a pervasive 
system of government controls affecting virtually all aspects of 
economic life. The so-called "Ethical Policies" of the Dutch cola- 
nial administration in the early 1955s provided the initial 
philosophical basis for extensive government regulation of the 
economy-a basis that was later reinforced in the thirties by the 
administration's acceptance of the doctrines of dualism and the 
economically unresponsive peasant. T i m e r  has argued per-- 
suasively that this Weltanshuung strongly conditioned the policy 
responses of a whole generation of Indonesian leaders after inde- 
pendence.6 The regulatory system initially involved price controls 
on rice and then other commodities. With the passage of time, an 
increasingly elaborate apparatus came to include government 
regulation of entry and exit in industry and trade, and extensive 
licensing and controls on both interprovincial m d  international 
trade. 

Growth in red GDP from 1952 to 1959 was not substantidly 
lower t h a ~  in most other newly independent, primarily agricul- 
tural countries (table 13, three factors notwithstanding: (1) the 
problems implicit in rebuif ding a physical infrastructure neglected 
under three years of v =time occupation and four years of revolu- 
tion, (2) the drop in prices of the nation's commodity exports after 
the end of the Korean War, and (3) the burdens of a complex 
regulatory environment, Trade contributed to gradually rising 
prosperity: even by the end of 1959, foreign exchange reserves 
stood at $300 million, a level not s~apassed for another thirteen 
years, and the central government was collecting as much as 14 
percent of GDP in primarily trade-related taxes (table 3). Pnfla- 
tion was held in check through much of the  first hdf cf the 
decade, but it was later to erupt w-ith corrosive force, and by the 
period between 1957 and 1959 it had spurted to an annual rate of 
25 percent (table 3). The mechanism whereby inflation was 
restrained before 1951 merits specid emphasis, given that a 
variant of that mechanism was resurrected after the economic 
debacle of the mid-sixties. 

Many knowledgeable ccrnmentators have argued that neither 
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Table 4 
Indanesian Exports 

(U.S. $rnill.ion) 
. ---...-"-------. .....--. ---- -- --------------- -.------ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
'I'otal Net oil and L N G ~  Rubbera TimberR Manufac t uresC 

exportsa Amount X Exports Amount 'Yo Exports Amount % Exports Amount X Exports 
----1.- ---------"--l--l.ll~.L_L---" ----------- 311 

X 968 647 7 8 12.0 232 35.8 15 2.3 20 3.0 
1969 660 112 17.0 307 46.5 34 5.1 n.a. n.a. 
1970 76 1 152 20.0 259 34,0 130 17.1 n.a. n.8. 
1971 896 135 15.0 223 25.0 170 19.0 n.a. n.a, 
1972 982 192 19.6 23 1 21..5 275 28.0 n.8. n.8. 
1973 2,546 64 1 25.1 483 19.0 720 28.3 7 7 3.0 
1974 4,671 2,638 56.4 425 9.0 615 13.1 114 2.4 
1975 5,011 3,138 62.6 381 7.6 527 10.5 144 2.8 
I976 6,573 3,710 66.4 577 8,7 885 133 196 3 .O 
1977 7,859 4,445 56.5 608 7.7 943 12.0 245 3.1 
1978 7,764 4,013 51.7 774 10.0 1,130 14.5 360 4.6 
1979 12,479 6,975 55.9 1,101 8.8 2,165 173  996 8,O 
1980 14,929 10,601 71.0 1,077 7.2 1,658 11.1 
------.,.-._..__.-".I_..-- ---- ,---...,.--. -----------,-----.. -- ---. 11 

1.,092 
. --- - 7.3 

-.- 

aSource: Ministry of lknancc, Notn Keuangun (various issued. Original series given by fiscal, not calendar, year. 
b ~ e t  oil = gmss oil exports minus oil product imports and profit repatriation by oil companies. 
cSource: The World Bank, Indo?tetria: Ihvelopment Prospects and Polic,y Options (1981), Analysia and Projection Appendix 
tabloa. 



economic growth nor control of inflation were primary economic 
or political concerns for Indonesia's leaders (particdarly Presi- 
dent Sulramo) in the 1950s, preoccupied as the leaders were with 
countering secessionist movements and with the larger interna- 
t ional political arena. However, until 1957 fnhnesian govern- 
ments were b i t e d  in their ability to ernploy deficit financing by 
legal restraints in the Central Bank Act: the government's indebt- 
edness to the Central Bank was limited to an amount not to exceed 
five times the country's gold and foreign exchange holdings.7 This 
restriction could be breached only under emergency provisions, 
which required approval by a reluctant Parliament. But in 1957, 
Parliament dowed modifications such that "the effectiveness of 
the limitation on government prodigality virtually broke down 
altogether."?A~nd after "Guided Democracy" was proclaimed by 
Sukarno in 1958, Parliament ceased to be a check on spending of 
any kind. 

Growth under the Guided Economy 

Policy orientation. The ending of legal restraints on public 
spending, together with the necessity of financing growing mili- 
tary operations, first in secessionist-leaning gsovinces and ther, 
later against the Dutch in Irian Jaya and in the "confrontation" 
with Malaysia, set the stage for later economic chaos in the usban 
and monetized sector. But the recipe for chaos required two, 
further prime ingredients: a tax system dependent upon interna- 
tional trade for about 60 percent of revenues, and a succession of 
strongly interventionist government trade and financial policies 
that yielded, among other problems: steady deterioration in ex- 
ports, therefore in imports, and therefore in tax collections. 

Although government economic officials in the early days of the 
republic through 1958 were clearly inflzenced by the dirigisrne 
traditions of Dutch colonial administration, particularly the 
assumption of the economically unresponsive peasant, this view 
was not consistently reflected in economic pejiicies adopted by the 
government. Tvluch depended upon who happened to be finance 
minister at the time.g The flowering of the Indonesian version 
of dirigisrne came only after the proclamation of "Guided Democ- 
racy"--meaning, principally, drastic centralkation of all deci- 



sionma'lring authority in the hands of Sukarno. ?Tatwal2y enough, 
t h i s  was accompanied by a shift to a "Ga5ded Economy." Undw 
the "Guided Economy," whatever vestiges of the market mechan- 
ism that remained in 1958 were to be replaced by government 
planning, implemented by bureaucratic judgments. 

Whereas under later Dutch rde  small farmers were considered 
unresponsive to price signals, this trait was now deemed to be not 
only typical of all economic agents in both the traditional and 
modern sector, but desirable. it was expected that exhortation, 
symbolism, and ideological fervor would. along with government 
planning and an elaborate regulatory structure. replace the 
market system in directing economic behavior in the "'Guided 
Economy," with more acceptable spiritual and social-if mt em- 
nomic resul t s .  

Although the principles underf5ing the "Guided Economy" were 
never set down in what might be recognized as a formal structure 
of thought, the  underlying assumption ~FE?S that there is an "In- 
donesian Ecorromics" that is fundamentally different from eco- 
nomics elsewhere. Indeed a recurrent theme 'In thz  rhetoric of the 
later Sukarno period was that "Tnbonesia defies the rules of con- 
ventional economics." While there remain some Indonesian ecsri- 
0mist.s wh9 helleve this to be so, policies fdfo~ved under the 
''Guided Economy" yielded results that "conventional econ~mists'' 
would find supremely unsurprising. 

For example, after 1959 the government r e b e d  to recognize 
any role for exchange rstes in encouraging exports or in restrain- 
ing imports. After a major <300 percent) devahation in that ye=, 
the rate was held constant through mici-1963. By that time, the 
domestic price i d e x  stood at six times its 1959 level, reserves 
were nonexistent, and devaluation ' r~as unavoidable. The ex- 
change rate had been persistently, but not as deeply, oirewdued 
since 1955, but the consequences of overvaluation '&fore 1961 
were much less serious than in 1961-65. Before 1961 the govern- 
ment had ample foreign exchange reserves so that declining ex- 
ports did not necessitate declining imports. thereby allowing con- 
tinued high import duty coffections and thus manageable deficits 
(see table 3).  But net reserves began to  fd! a't a rapid pace in 1960, 
turning negative in 1963. As exports declined wkh g;so~<l-g over- 
valuation: administrative curbs on imports were further 



tightened, causing b t k  higher budget deficits m d  *mttlenc&s in 
imporbintensive production-and, of course, higher inflation, 
which then led to further oven-aluaGon and c~mpfetion of the 
vicious circle. In sum, there was a precipitous fdl in the tax ratio* 
from 13.2 pexznt in 1981 to 4.0 percent in 1966 {table 31. 'This, 
coupled with rising military spending! led ta deficits on the order 
of 3 to 4 percent of GDP =d, given ;the shalomess of the nation's 
Fnnancid s~fstern at the "Lime, a doubling ( a d  la-r tripling) of 
liquidity. IG 

Em~omic peo;Fmmce. Indonesizn national income data for 
1960 through 1966 are even more s*~pect  than for euEer and 
later jTearsI largely because of 23 &most complete brddomm of 
statiskica'i data-gathering. Even so, there is little doubt that levels 
of w~nornie well-being had deteriorated notably by $he end of 
1965. The nation's physical infrastructure lay a h w t  in ruins 
though lack of maintenance repair. S*a&r& of service in 
water s~pply  and electsic p ~ r  had declined leveIs probably in- 
ferior to those available in the thirties: the mad, r d ,  and irriga- 
tion network was to require newly a decade of expensive restora- 
tion after 2965. ,Mthough the m n u d  decline in real GDP per 
e a p h  from 1960-65 i.tiible 1) was not nearly as gezt as stdfered 
by Ghana and Jamaica k the 1970s, any contiming deche in in- 
come was 8 serious matter far farmers in surd Java &out 
EraKthe nation's 1965 ppdationi. so close m bare suhsktezzce wes 
this group. 

Inflation accelerated ewry year during the period: rislhg from 
19 percent En 1960 t~ a peak of about 680 prceiz in both 19E5 and 
f 966 (cohunur 2, able 3), while net foreigp excHsznge resen7es fe3 

mw- steadily, to mi2 us + r 3 rrrillim. StiiS the economy resisted complete 
collapse, as farmers and b~sinessmen circ-m\~entect the pervasive 
web of adminis~~ative ocmt~ols t h r u ~ g 3  bzrtzr, srn~uggliag, m d  
black markets- Indeed, production in same sectixs - p a ~ ~ c ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~  
agriculture-c:snti;,nued to grow. d th~x~gh  D G ~  by much. IE +*be 
end, the :atricaxe s~-szem of confr~ls proved no less %dkerab1e to 
h,vperinflatisn and economic chaos than ~ o s h  prk-ate LmtiP~tions. 
A parad~xisd result, in &he view- ~f one malyst, w s  that b 1965 
I~dsnesia was *'bec3ming a thoroughip t"aissez-fakw emnomy, faate 

de mkux, despite aU the talk zc the contrary:" ~5th zhe fkther 
res& of s "grovkg gulf betweer, rich and poor."': 



Years of economic decline coupled with steadily rising social. and 
political tensions culminated in tragic political upheavd in the 
rnozths after Augcst 1965. Not until almost mid-I966 had it 
become clear t o  the outside world that the Indonesian government 
had reconstituted itself under General (iater President) Sdarto. 
Wlat became known as the "'New Order" government prepared to 
change course on many, but by no means dl, of the political and 
economic policies folfowed by the "Old Order." Former students of 
T 

mdonesi& first Ph.D. economist (and frequent cabinet member), 
all trained abroad in the early sixties, were to play a significant 
role in many of the changes that followed. ?dost have remained in 
positions of economic leadership (primarily in the cabinet) 
through 1983. The long tenwe of this group provided a type of con- 
tinuity in those aspects of economic policy entrusted to them that 
has rarefy been matched elsewhere. Beginning in 1967, this group 
of eight or so economists became known as the "ecorramic team," 
the label that w<U be applied in this paper rather than the more 
popldarly applied so briquets, "technocrats" or "Berkef ey Mafia" 
(after the miversity where many were trained). 

Growth under ithe New Order 

Macro refarms, micro dirigisme. Much of the complex 
mosaic of controls ar,d regu3ations of the  era of the -'Guided Econ- 
omy" and earlier dirim&te instrumeats of Dutch coisnial adminis- 
tration remained intact after 1966. To be sure, some sizeable sec- 
tions of that mosaic were replaced over the next f:-v years. Must of 
them were by aqd large in the nature of macro "rules of the game" 
that define the broad psrameters under which economic activity 
takes place. These rules govern policies affecting basic macro 
prices, including exchange rates, rice priczs. interest rates, 
domestic energy prices, tax and duty rates and prices of key in- 
puts, such as fertilizer. fn addition, a seritr; of reforms has led to 
appfkation of new rules fcr taxation, government consumption 
spending. and much of government investment spending save a 
few veq- la~ge capital-intensive projects in fields such as 
petrochemicals. The economic tearn has k e n  %.he custodian of 
these rules since 1966, and has applied them more or less sue- 
cessfdy -partlculsarly in times af economic &stress, as in the 



years 1966 through 1968,1972,1974,1918, and 19t2 (s8e below). 
In periods of apparent prosperity, such as immediately after the 
two "oil booms" of the 1970s, some of the rules have proved rather 
nore difficult to implement effectively. Hence, some key macro 
prices, including those for foreign exchange, money, and energy, 
have been &wed to diverge so far from their scarcity values that 
later painful corrections became unavoidable. 

At least through 1982, two principles have been applied with 
particular tenacity. The first is the so-called "balanced budget 
rule," intended as a means of maintaining fiscal discipline in both 
good times and bad. h the revenue-short years of rehabilitation 
and recovery (1966-73, adherence to this rule required avoid- 
ance of a@&d budget deficits. 1x1 the years of high red oil prices 
and revenues (1974-77 and 1979-81), the rule was interpreted to , 

mean avoidance of projected deficits (or surpluses? for any partie- 
ular year. Actual spending could then 'be adjusted to generate the 
accumulated actual budget and foreign exchange surpluses that, 
through early 1983, provided an essential cushion from the worst 
shocks of a softening world oil aarket. The second rde has been 
followed rather mox  reIentIess4y than the first: avoidance of any 
form of quantitative controls on the foreign exchange market. Ex- 
perience with the futilities and complexities of the "'Old Order" 
system of exchange controIs ultimately led one member of the eco- 
nomic team even to refuse to Eaten to discussion sf this tml. 

Liberalization of macro rdes has, howevex, not been accom- 
panied by any significant dismantling or relaxation of the per- 
vasive system of "micro controls" b d e  up from the beginning of 
the century. That is to say, there remains a large sphere wherein 
dirigisrne thrives. In this sphere, one finds not "rules of the game," 
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1 but rather "games of rules." Before 1983 there were few 
changes-though not for lack of trying-in ponderous systems 
regulating terms of entry into or exit from business, in Byzantine 
procedures for licensing operations in general, or in systems of 
credit allocation incorporating every known technology for h e -  
tuning of directed credit. Identification of the stifling effects of 
micro-dir&ikme on growth has &en largely dependent upon abun- 
dant anecdotal, rather than empirical, evidence. This is because 
an investment not made, a plant not opened, or a technology not 
tried due to  regulation never shows up in any statistical series. In- 



deed, the relatively high growth rates of the Indonesian economy 
since 1966 might be cited as an example of how fairly consistent 
application of sensible macro policies can counterbalance the ill 
effects of dirigiste micro policies. Before turning to a discussion of 
these policies, it is useful to examine some of the principal 
features of Indonesian growth after 1966. Although rates of in- 
come growth before and after the first oil boom in late 1973 wwe 
similar: there are enough differences both in other indicators of 
economic performance and in policy orientation to  justify seperate 
dlsc~saion of the two periods. 

Stabilization, rehabilitation, and growth: 1967- 73. The luster of 
achievements in the reversal of Indonesia's economic fortunes in 
the years between 1967 and 1973 is in no way diminished by the 
observation that there was little out of the ordinary in the policy 
measures initially adopted to arrest the hyperinflation ttnd then 
initiate economic rehabilitation and recovery. What was unusual 
was, first, the tenacity with which the policies were implemented, 
and second, the virtud11y complete absence of any empirical basis 
for predicting their success or failure. The reforms that were 
adopted were chosen not after examining the results of simula- 
tions of alternative plicies in an econometric model, but because 
the training and experience of merl~bers of the economic team led 
them to expect that economic agents would ultimately respond to 
liberalized policies in ways beneficial to the economy. 

It was recognized that the first order of business was containing 
the large budgetary deEcits of ;the years of hyperinflation. On the 
expenditure side, tight austerity measures were adopted. These in- 
eluded a virtually complete ban on construction of govenunenr 
buildings, halting of variom showcase industrial pr~jects of pre- 
vious governments, and sharp increases in prices charged by y e -  
viously heavily subsidized, state-owned enterprises. On the 
revenue side of the budget, it was recognized early on that quick 
reversal of the long erosion in the tax ratio was out of the question, 
and that both a series of devaluations and sizeable foreign assis- 
tance were essential not o ~ l y  t , ~  bolster revenues: but & o h -  
cause of the precarious reserve position-to allow vital imports of 
foodstuffs and spare parts. Flows gf foreign savings were xeiniti- 
ated in 1967, first almost exclcsively in the form of foreign aid, 



later prhcipdy in the form of foreign investment (table 5). In- 
deed, in the 5rst three years &ter 1966, foreign aid accounted for 
28 percent of government spending.12 But at the same time, 
domestic tax collection effort* were intensified, resulting by 1969 
in a rrear-doubling of the share of taxes in GDP to 9 percent, stillt 
m.gZ below the share in 1960 (table 3). 

Another set of policies involving fmankal reform was intended 
both to help bring inflation under control and to foster resource 
mobilization through the organized fmancial system. Here, as in 
their efforts to generate support for other reforms, the economic 
team drew on lessons from experience elsewhere; they were able 
to point to the positive results of financial Iiberdiziition programs 
undertaken in Taiwan in the 31950s and in Korea between 1964 
and 1965.13 These "conveotional" measures, and others affecting 
foreign exchange, agricdtural, anct public enterprise policy all 
combined, with help from accelerated inflows of foreign aid, to 
bring inflation mder control. by the &d of 1968. Over the s h e -  
qdent three years, inflstion was never greater than 10 percent, 
an9 it btbmed out at 4 percent in 1971 before spurting again to 
over 25 percent from 1912 to 1973. 

Such was the momentum of the economy in the early 1910s that 
not even a '"rice crisis" in 1972-73 (caused both by a 4 percent 
drop in production and by counterproductive pl.icy responses to 
that drop) in this quintessentially rice-conscious s~ciety served to 
derail rapid growth in this period,%afthough at the time the crisis 
was viewed as virtually a make-or-break situation f w  the plicies 
of the economic team. Instead, 1972 and 1973 turned out to be the 
two years of highest growth since such records were fxst kept in 
Indonesia. The rehabilitation period betweex 1961 and 1913 was, 
overall, one of very strong economic growth, averaging over ? per- 
cent for the period as a whole. 

Even from the vantage pint of 1984, it is difficult to 6etermhe 
the sources of finance for the rapid growth in investment for the 
period. Indeed it is not clear how much Investment did expand, as 
the investment figures shorn in GDP accounts are still subject to 
wide margins of error, with a, probable domward bias.I5 Still, *he 
oficid estimates do show an almost uninterrupted rise in the 
share of total gross investment in GDP, from 8 percent in 1967 to 
dmost 18 percent; in 1973 Stable 5). Information on inflows of pri- 
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vate and official foreign capital is somewhat more reliable. Even 
recognizing that the total investment figures are understated, it is 
clear that foreign savings played a significant role in investment 

4 - finance b3th during the period fro= ; ~ 5 6  to 1972 and in the 
1974-80 period of high oil prices. In the early years of recovery 
(1967 to 19691, apparent domestic savings were about two-thirds 
of gross investment, while foreign aid was virtually the sole source 
of foreign savings-,. Pri-izte domestic savings apparently accounted 
for a much larger share of investment finance before 19'74 than 
after, and was virtually the only source of domestic savings until 
1970. It is likely, however, that relatively high ratios of private 
savings to GDP between 1967 and 2972 reflected primarily 
repatriation of capital by Indonesian residents once political 
stability was restored after 1966. Government savings, virtually 
nonexistent before 1969, grew steadily thereafter, primarily as a 
result of continued restraints upon spending combined with inten- 
sified collection of nan-oil taxes. 

Oil-fired growth ? I974 to 1981. Oil exports and oil taxes played a 
relatively modest role in the period of recovery ending in 1973. 
Before 1974, the share of oil in total export earnings averaged 
about 17 percent. For the remainder of the decade, oil typically ac- 
counted for between one-half and three-fifths of mtal exports 
(table 4). Oil taxes, never more than one-fifth of total taxes befwe 
f 971, rose to one-third by 1972, to one-half by 1974 ~ n d ,  in 1979, to 
two-thirds. &om 1974 onwards, growth in oil taxes was almost 
wholly respunsiMe for growth in go~r;3rnment savings, which by 
1980 was a h o s t  half of reported gross investment. 

Inflation quickened in the early stages o f  the first 3il b o r n  in 
1973-74, but held at levels near world inflation rates from 1979 t o  
1981, after the secmd Iasge oil price increase- And inflows of new 
chunks of oil revenue, qua inflows, had little to do with -inflation in 
either period. In the early years of the  first. *morn, monetary and 
budget policies were 'loose; in the period between "39 and 1981, 
growth in liquidity was more restraineL and large budget 
surpluses were generated-lvncidentauy, it is interesting t o  note 
that the inflation rate declin2d every year following the first oil 
boom until a major devduatisn occurred in late 1978, and declined 
in both 1980 and 1981 after the onset of the second boom itable 3). 



For the entire period of ss-cded "oil-fired" development eaGng in 
1981, the inflation. rate averaged 16.1 percent. 

Real GlDP g~owth was 7.4 percent over the period containisrg the 
tw.0 Oil horns, only marginally higher than in the rebuilding years 
after 1965, The lesson that some observers have dram from this 
period is that large oil wirn8alXs are of dubious value the nations 
that receive them. Whether this is true or not depends, first, on 
50w such revenues are used, not on the fact that they proceed 
from ~i l .  It also depends, as noted later, on exch~nge rate policy. 
Ansther lesson to be &awn from recent InZonesian experience is 
that oil -wia&faU3 may not cmt.ribute to general prosperity i3L cases 
where the go~~ernment-as-stockholder allows state oil enterprises 
to elude and abuse -their fiscal and iinancid obligations. By I975 
the state oil firm PERTAMINA had, through what is most clam-- 
itably termed firrancid adventurism, accumulated short- and 
medim-term debt equal to a'wut one-third of GDP.Z7 The govern- 
ment's efforts to cover the legitimate external debts of the en- 
terprise In the years 1915 and 1976 meant, among other problems, 
that international reserves failed tc, rise from 1914 through 1976 
(table 3) even with an increase in exports of 41 percent. 

In spite of both PERTAMINA and (mtil 1978) ever-growing 
overvaluation of the exchange rate, growth in income aad invest- 
ment was substantial over the period, although not nearly as 
Vigorous as in the pre-oil "recoveryv' era. By 1980, the share of 
gross investment in EDP had risen to nearly 22 percent (table 5), 
nearly half of which was financed by government savings. Inflows 
ef foreign capital accounted for nearly 40 percent, and apparent 
private domestic savings the remainder. Other than the relatively 
low share of private iiomestic savings in the total, the most strik- 
ing feature of investment finance over the period was the sharp 
decline in the contribution of non-02 direct foreign investment, 
which by 1980 m o u n t e d  to only 0.5 percent of WP. Weak world 
markets for Indonesian hard mineral resources explain part of the 
decline: the rest is pr;oba>ly best attributed, in about equal parts? 
k~ the unintentional disSscentives implicit f i rs t  in an ever more 
unwieldy licensing and regulatory system, and second, in policies 
designed t o  extract greater nunfinancial benefits from foreign in- 
vestment projects. 



Policies: confocal. aims, discordant instruments. Suc- 
cessive five-year development plans for Indonesia, first formu- 
lated in 1968, lack both the sophistication and the pretensions of 
similar planning doc-iments of many other nations. The plans do, 
however, contain unapologetic expressions cf the importance of 
growth in satisfying other social objectives. In fact the main pr~xi- 
mate, but not necessarily overriding, objective stated for alf eco- 
nomic policies has been that of furthering growth. It is not much 
of an oversimplification to say that among principal policymakers, 
there are at least two distinct perspectives regarding what is and 
is not helpfd to growth. Interpretation of recent Indonesian eco- 
nomic history would be greatly simplified if the policies favored by 
both schools consistently reflected underlying attitudes; but con- 
sistency has never been as highly valued as pragmatism in the 
post-Sukarno era. Nonetheless, most Indonesian plicpakers, 
and their advisors, may be found along a continuurn between the 
two dominant views sketched bduw. 

Both schools display n~tionalistic plumage to one degree or 
another; both have sizeable constitilencies within the bureau- 
cracy, the military, and business. The major differences lie in un- 
derlying attitudes toward the rule of price signals in guiding eco- 
nomic behavior, the contribution of international trade t~ eco- 
nomic development, and the efficacy of centralized industrial 
planning. At one end of the continuum is a group of engineers, 
academics, and career civil, servants in the so-called "sectoral" 
ministries. This group tends to be profoundy pessimistic as to the 
responsiveness of economic agents to  market signals. Tkie strongly 
held "elasticity pessimism" of this group reflects the enduring in- 
fluence of the economic philosophy of the later Dutch Colonial ad- 
ministration and the fixed coefficient outlook characteristic of 
much of the literature of economic development of the 1950s and 
1960s. The policies favored by this group &splay mmy of the ear- 
marks of inward-looking "Big Push" industrialization strategies, 
with autarkic undertones-even though this group has been a 
fairly consistent proponent of foreign investment. 

The other school exhibits a rather more incrementalist ap- 
proach to industria!lzation, and a more outward-looking focus on 
issues pertaining to international trade. Policies associated with 
this group tend to be premised on the assumption that producers 



and consumers, as well as savers and investors, are sensitive to 
changes in relative prices: only in the very short wn are 
elasticities of demand and supply assumed to be near zero. The es- 
sential elasticity optimism of this scho~I is reflected in a series of 
policy measures affecting basic macro prices over the period be- 
tween 1967 and 1981, and in particular in most of the policy rever- 
s& of the late 1960s. 

Policy refirrns. The high-water mark for policies geared to 
elasticity o p ~  '- n came in the first period of vigomus growth 
under the nex rernment, before 1974. Some of these policies fell 
into disuse in the years of high oil prices before 1983, but even in 
that period there was intermittent resort to several that had 
groved effective in the period 1966 to 1913, usually with some suc- 
cess. 

Foreign exchange policy--Indonesian economic policymakers 
have since 1966 exhibited in their actions a strong aversion to  
foreign exchange controls; none has been employed since 1970. 
There has been no such aversion to  the use of exchange rate ad- 
justments to further national economic goals. The role of 
devaluations in restoring fiscal revenues and export incentives 
in the years just after 1966 was cited earlier. Major exchange 
rate adjustments were undertaken on two other occasions bet- 
ween 1910 and 1980, and again in March 1983. The latest 
devaluation was too recent to aflow for informed discussion, but 
tile first two illustrate well the basic premises of decision- 
makers responsible fur macro prices since 1966. 
By mid-1971, the steady improvement in Indonesia's nega- 

tive reserve holdings since 1966 had come to an end, largely 
because continued robust growth in imports required for eco- 
nomic rec~nstruction was accompanied by weakening world 
market prices fur ~ub'ler, coffee, tea, tin, and timber, com- 
modities accounting for over half of export earni~gs. Prospects 
were for further declines in all non-oil export prices in 1972, an 
expectation that in fad was realized, except for timber. 
Policymakers concfuded that a devaluation was in order. MWle 
it was clear that short-term elasticities of supply for the na- 
tion's export commodities w ~ e  low, it was believed that with 



achievement of virtual price stability by 1971 (table 31, 
devaluation would create conditions for beneficial s~pply 
responses in 1972 and 1913. And in any event, the short-term 
elasticity of demand for imports was thought to approach -0.5. 
Thus, amidst public speculation that a revaluation was in the 
offing, in August the rupiah was devalued by 10 percent. Im- 
ports responded essentially as hoped, while the short-term 
response of exporters exceeded expectations. The volumes of 
several important export items, including rubber, palm oil, and 
copra cake, actually grew appreciably in 1972,18 even though 
world prices in that year declined, in some cases @aim oil, 
copra cake) sharply. By the end of 1972, reserves had risen by 
$528 million over late 1971. 

The 1971 devaluation was undertaken primarily to 
strengthen a precarious reserve position. The second devalua- 
tion of the decade, in 1978, came at a time of high and rising 
reserves, again amid widespread speculation of an imminent 
revaluation. By the beginning of that year, reserves stood a t  
nearly $2.5 billion (table 31, and they continued their slow 
growth throughout the year. Still, in November 1978 the rupiah 
was devalued by 33 percent. Three principal factors underlay 
the reasoning behind this large adjustment. First, while there 
were no firm devotees of purchasing power parity doctrines 
among the economic decision-makers, it was clear that because 
the pace of internal inflation since 197 1 had so far outrun world 
inflation f and particularly that of 1 ndunesia's principal trading 
partners and competitors), the rupiah had become seriously 
overvalued, perhaps by between 40 and 60 percent, depending 
on the gauges fo!lowed.lg 

Second, it appeared in September of 1978 that t f ie era of ris- 
ing prices for petroleum had ended. Moreover, it was recognized 
that the strongest potential for ernpl~~yment growth lay not in 
the relatively capital-intensive import substitution industries, 
but in the subst.antially more labor - intensive export ~ e c t u r . ~ ~  
Deep overvaluation had severely hamstrung this sector, as indi- 
cated by the fact that by 1977 manufactured export values had 
reached less t.han $250 million, and constituted the same share 
of total exports (3 percentj as they did ten years before (table 
4). Also, the long-declining rubber export industry was a source 



of particular conce-n inasmuch as it was the largest employer 
in the country outside of food gr&as. 

F-inaUy, 1979 was b be the first year of the Third five-Year 
Plan* Becase  collections of non-oil taxes had proved unrespon- 
sive to income growth, and because the Third Plan was to em- 
phasize major new programs in education, water supply, and 
health, decision-makers saw devaluation as the feast p a i d d  
among several unattractive means of adhering to the balanced 
budget rules that had undergirded fiscal policy for a decade. 
The government as a major exporter could, through devafua- 
tion, turn the internal terms of trade irr its own favor, at the ex- 
pense of the private sector. 

As in previous devaluations in the late 1960s and in 1971, 
policymakers had only limited empirical evidence as to the 
Likely short- and long-term supply responses for exportablett. 
And, as in 1971, the temptation to assume kigh short-ten:: 
elasticities &vas foresworn. Virtually no short-term volume 
response was expected for traditional commodity exports, 
although a modest medium-term elasticity, perhaps 0.5, was 
assumed for manufactured exports. The devaluation was not 
geared to short-term objectives. Rather, the measure was seen 
as a necessary condition for refurbishing the enfeebled 
smallholder rubber and coconut palm secbrs over the long 
term, while also providing a strong impetus to the heretofore 
struggling manufactured export sector. 

Because both inflation and liquidity growth had abated sig- 
nificantly in the months prior to Novem'wr 1979 (table 31, it 
was thought that any inflationary consequences of a major 
devaluation cadd be contained. As the results unfolded over 
the next two years, the relatively modest expectations were 
more than amply fulfilled, in spite of z short-lived attempt to 
impose price controls in December. Real values of imports feu 
by 15 percent in six months. Manufactured exports tripled ir\, 
value by the end of 1979; rubber exports, benefiting from both 
devaluation and higher world prices, exceeded $1 billion for the 
first time (table 4) and, more significantly, increased in volume 
by 10.3 percent in the space of twelve months. Several catego- 
ries of manufactured exports expanded at remarkable rates, 
albeit from small bases: woven cotton fabrics increased by 684 







percent, exports of apparel rose by 341 percent, exports of other 
textiles by 500 percent, exports of fiirniture and other pro- 
cessed wood products by over 80 percent! and exports of cement 
by nearly 1,000 percent? 
Inflation in the year following the devaluation was 22 per- 

cent, some 112 percent above the world rate, but in 1980 and 
1981 it declinel, zo 16 percent and 7 percent respectively. And it 
was not u.hoIly coincidental that, while real growth in 1979 
slowed la about 6 percent, the years 1980 and f 981 marked the 
strongest growth performance since 1972 and 1973, partien- 
lady in the industrial sector. 

- 
Fjnancid policy and liquid asset demand-in the period from 
1967 to  1974, the conduct of act least one aspect of financial 
policy illustrated well the essential elasticity optimism of key 
policymakers; fsom 1975 through 1982, the depl~:.rment of this 
important set of policy tools m-odd suggest otherwise. But even 
before 1975, policymakers displayed a curious bifur-cation of at- 
titudes concerning the use of financial policy: the adverse con- 
sequences of sharply negative real rates of interest were 
readily recognized for depsits, but not for loans- 

Until well into the 197Us, there was but one interest-bearing 
liquid asset enjoying wide acceptance among savers: inswed 
time deposits of the five state-o-wed banks. Even as late as 
f 971, there was still a complete absence of credible empirical 
evidence on factors affecting the demand for liquid assets in In- 
donesia. Xeverthekess, policymakers viewed the demand for such 
assets as signifieancly interest-elastic, but they did not overlook 
the convenience properties of money and quasi-money balances, 
Consequently, the real deposit interest rate became a significant 
issue in policy choice: steeply negative red fates were thought 
inimical to both stabilization and growth; d ~ d y  positive rztes 
were seen as helpful to both. A reversal ofthe high negative red  
rates of 1966 and 1967 was thought essential for curbing velocity 
and dampening inflationary expectations. Once a nzodicm of 
price stability was achieved, avoidance of nsgative real rates 
would, it was expected, d o w  significant growth in the real size 
of the organized financial system, thereby facilitating the flow of 
resawces from savers to investors. 



Policies premised on these zssmptims were exzcted w%th 
particular success both in the gears 136s through I969 and 
ag&n h early 19'14. In 1968, in the midst of continuing hy- 
peri~flaeon, nominal intereat rates QE one-year time deposits 
were increased to 6 percent per month, end were held near that 
level until early 1970 when they were reduced to 2 percent. T h e  
effects m e  immediate and sizeable: within a year the pubk 
was holding abollt 25 percent of its liquid assets irr such 
deposits.22 This set of policies, together with others h~~oIving 
mme~ary restraint, was fdowed consistently until 1975. One 
result v7w that the ratio of liquid assets to GDP ruse from ' ~ I o w  
!! percent in f ES8 to dmost 16 perea t  by 1975 (tab1e 3). 
In 1974 dewsit rates, and to a lesser esent len&~g rakes. 

were agair"; sharply adjusted for ptqmses of stability and 
g r o ~ t h .  In the six months prior te A p d  1974, inflation was r-m- 
rGng 2% an anrzud rate of 42 percent. As part of a & a c o ~ a a  
atabilizaticm package involving a doubling ~f rese~*~~e require - 
ments QE time deposits and mar@lzaf increases in bm-k tending 
rates, the highest deposit rate for time depsits 'fivzs do'dbied, to 
30 percent. Xg-, the public responded as expected, and time 
ciepsits expanded 62 percent over the year. Inflation for the 
t w e h ~ ~  months foUow5ng these measures was slashed ta f 7 per- 
cent, while red GDP growth held at a respecrable 7.6 prcenl',. 

'* In spite of the rather swce~sfd experiemss ir, 6epl03-ing. fi- 
pazmcid p1icy for stabiJ2aiiQn and @rt'~i%h 'before 19'75, this too1 
was shelved through f 982. Fgr mosr. of the -per i~d between 3975 
and 198-2, re& deposit rates were negztke, as ex;eq- change ut 
nominak rates w s  do~mward. again, z b m h t  oil 
reveoues throughout that period mewrt thst effuns to mobilize 
resowces iBmugA the finamid system lacked the urgency of 
ear5er years, 

Pricing of d~mest ic enerw-Thmughoue the 19'75-82 perid 
in decisions concernizg exchange rates, interest rates. arrd fi- 
nancial and tdtlmately] agricdturat prices, -pdicies premised 
03 producer rxld cwsxmxer respnskeness to price signals pre- 
vailed nwre &ten thzn not," But it was ~1,ot &?ti1 the taw 19?0s 
th2t &oazstie demand for oil products came to -be viewed as sig- 
nificandy price-sensitive, and ewn zctions on m ~ v i c -  

--4' tion were ti~~requent; m d  subject EO long delays. 



From 1970 ortward, Indonesia priced most oil products sold 
domestically at levels we11 below world prices (and Ira 1974 at 
levels below costs af production). The resuiting losses on 
domestic sales by tile state oil entezprise were covered by direct 
subsidies from the budget. Budgetary oil subsidies had reached 
3 percent of domestic tax revenues by I978 and 9 percent by 
1980. By 1980, budgetary s'ilbsidies on oil consumption were 
$1.6 billion, but the much higher economic cost of the oil sub- 
sidy (export prices &us domestic prices) was nearly 5 percent 
of GDP, or about $3.7 biliion.24 The subsidy grew rapidly f r ~ m  
1978 to  1982 because domestic oil prices here& by only 
about 110 percent, while wodd prices increased by 160 percent 
over the four years. For nost years, kerosene and diesel fuel ac- 
counted for about 80 percent of the total subsidy; other refined 
2roducts were much less heavily subsidized. One conseg-ilence 
of the oif subsidies was, of course, that consumptio~ of refined 
products grew at very- rapid rates-more than twice as fast as 
per capita GDP growth rates over the period from 1970 to 1981- 
At this rate of cozs-aption growth, the counw wouid have 
likely become a riet importer of petroleum by the early 1990s. In 
addition, plans for large-scale government investments in new 
refining capacit:, were king formdated on the assumption cf 
vastly increased domestit refined prodwe needs by that time. 

For over a decade, proposals to increase domestic oil prices to 
levels closer to their ~ p p o r t ~ i t y  costs had been countered wih 
four argsnent5: first, that price increases would not have m y  
significant effects in curbing growth in cunstunption; secand, 
that subsidies an kerosene (and hence diesel fuel, for kerosene 
codd be used in diesel engines) were effective ir-, redistributing 
income to the poor; third, that they were 'Uewise effective ic 
reducing deforestation (a serious problem on Java); and fozrth, 
that they also helped co~trol inflation. 'GiTien ir. was shown that 
the subsidy program was in fact an ineffective method for 
achieving income redisf;ribution. preventing deforesb~on, and 
controlling inflation-and led besides to deadweight resource 
lass of perhaps 0.5 psrcenl of GDP254ey oficiab from several 
agencies stin stut;z.ttly opposed, over several years, any price in- 
creases for oil p~.sciucts on the grounds that demand was insen- 
sitive tu price changes. Thus, price increases would have little 



effect on conservation or the need for new refineries, Once 
again, Indonesian consumers were held to "defy the rules of 
conventional economics." 

Another view, however, ultimately prevmled. Domestic oil 
prices were increased by 60 percent in 1982. When cons~mp- 
tion growth responded by falling by about what was projected, 
prices were again increased by 70 percent in January 1983. In- 
donesian consumers of refined products were shown to be not 
materially different from their counterparts elsewhere. 

Other policy reforms-Reforms in foreign exchange and finan- 

cial and energy policy illustrate the enduring, if sometimes in- 
tennitLent1y applied, elasticity optimism of puEcymakers en- 
trusted with these took. Those were not necessarily the most 
imprtmt changes in economic policymaking in the post- 
Sukarno era; rather, they are better understood by this author 
than are other, essentially market-oriented adjustments in 
rice-pricing policy and in other agricultural policies. Still other 
changes, in customs and tax administration and in policies 
toward state enterprise, were less far-reaching in significance. 
These are discussed blow. 

Expansion of rice production-indeed, rice self-sufficiency - 
has h e n  one of the principal objectives of government policy 
since 1966. If policy could be assessed strictly on the basis of 
contribution to progress toward this goal, rice policy wodd have 
to be labeled as successfd. In any case, the under1yhg premise 
of this aspect of agricdtwd pEcy has been for over a decade 
that farmers do respond to  price incentives, not only in use of 
fertilizer, but in area planted and labor applied to paddy. 30th 
average yields and area pianted have responded strongly to 
government programs. For example, very heavy subsidies on 
fertilizer usage,26 particularly from 1977 until 1983, combined 
with deft management of price and institutional slipports and 
the virtual completion of restmatior, and expansion of Mga-  
tion networks in Java, resulted in very rapid rates of growth In 
rice production. Output growth peaked at 13.4 percent in 1980 
after growing at almost 4.5 percent over the previous decade, in 
spite of serious pest infestations between 1974 and 1977. 

Reform in customs and tax policy have proved more difficult 



to implement, although not for lack of effort. Still, change has 
consistently been in the correct direction, if reduction in 
resource waste and tax evasion is what is wanted. Over the 
period from 1958 to 1973, customs duties vere significantly 
reduced on eight occasions; the ludicrously high levels of 
nominal. a ~ d  effective protection of the Sukarno era (and in- 
tense smuggling 2-ctivity) were brought down to levels not dis- 
similar to  those of most of Latin America. Confiscatory levels of 
personal and corporate income tax rates were brought down to 
enforceable levels in 1970, and state enterprises became major 
taxpayers after 1968. Arrd in I979 Indonesia became one of the 
few countries in the world to recognize the ravages of inflation 
on the corporate tax, by allowing virtually complete revaluation 
of business assets for inflation after 1970.. Still, as of 1983 the 
fiscal system remained laced with ineffective, often redundant 
incentives and essentially unahinisterabfe taxes. Neverthe- 
less, serious efforts at ref~rm were, here too, under way in 1982 
and early 1983. 

Interuentionist policies: regulation, licensing, and protectionism. 
Although memories of the outcome of the dirigiste policies of the 
Sukarno years have yet to fade, an abiding distrust of the market 
is still widely discernible not only among academics, but among 
many managers, military officers, and of course civil servants. 
Thts accmnts for the persistence of both strong protectionist 
policies and the ponderous and restrictive system of licensing and 
regulation that htrudes upon virtually every significant private 
sector investment decision and also generates high rents for 
regulators and not a few regdatees. It also accounts for the rever- 
sion, zfter 1974, of credit allocation policies to a system of detailed 
fine-tuning seldom, if ever, matched in other mixed economies. In 
part, too, it accounts for the marked bias, in many sectoral depart- 
ments, toward large, lumpy, natural resources investme~ts, bsised 
on the belief that more local processing is always better. All of the 
above institutions and policies have implications for growth2 
unless one believes that the resources thereby wasted lacked 
alternative uses elsewhere in the ecmomy. 3ecause of Emitations 
of space, only the first two policies are discussed in any detail, but 
they well iliustrate the tenor of enduring interventionism. 



The present regulatory and licensing system would tend to 
retard growth even if it only postpolled impfernentation of invest- 
ment, as it surely does. To illustrate, merely to add an additional 
product line in an already established plant may require an ap- 
proval process of two years' duration. Two and more years of delay 
in securing approval for investment in new projects, whether 
domestic or fbreign, is common in many fields. 

The essence of the regulatory process is to discourage, not pro- 
mote, competition. Many investment applications have been 
denied, or at the least delayed, for y e a s  on grounds that "suffi- 
cient capacity already exists" in that industry. The apparent pur- 
pose is that of protecting already established firms. Some regrita- 
tors, however, go as far as to say that the system is also designed 
to protect prospective investors (even foreign investors) from 
themselves, by preventing them from entering "already saturated 
industries." Little more need be said of the motives for or conse- 
quences of this system, except that each time the government at- 
tempts to reform and simplify the process, it has by most accounts 
become more, not less, restrictive and complex. 

Customs policy is in the hands of the Department of FSnance; 
import quotas, bans, and other quantizative restri7tions are the 
responsibility of the Department of Industry (for industrial pro- 
jects), the Department of Agriculture (for agricultural and forest 
products), and the Department of Trade (other products), At the 
beginning of the 1910s, very few items were subject to bans and/or 
quotas. As customs policy was gradually liberalized through 19'73, 
sectoral departments countered with a growing n m h r  of quotas 
and bans, and proposals fclr same. Imports of finished sedans were 
banned in 1974, and bans and quotas later extended to a few other 
ind--trial goods, such as newsprint, some textiles, and motor- 
cycles. Faced with these protectionist countermoves, liberakation 
efforts in customs policies came vkkua~~y to a hdt. 

Tkae successive reductions in tariffs after 1968 were not at d1 
uniform across industries. Coupled with wide vdaslons in domestic 
value added for protected industries (very low for automobiles, very 
high for cigarettes), wide differences in nomind rates yielded a pat- 
tern of effective protection that;: while not high b y  world stan- 
dards) on the average, is highly variable across activities. Recezit 
estimates by Marlr Pitt (author of an earlier study- for 1971) done 



for ZBRD show an average level of effective protection for 1975 of 
&most 30 percent, but with some rates as high as 4,000 percent 
(tires) and as low as minus 35 percent fiat& appz~ei).2~ 

Significantly, the most robust employment growth within the 
manufacturing sector tended to  occur not in the most heavily pro- 
tected industries, such as textiles, apparel, and vehicles, where 
rates of effective protection in 1975 were 298 percent, 192 percent, 
and 718 percent respectively, but in lightly protected labor- 
intensive industries, such as the cigarette industry (5 percent effec- 
tive protection). This latter industry, together with other tobacco- 
processing industrial activity, still accounted for 17.5 percent of 
tutal employment in the large- and medium-scale industrid 
sectors in 1979, indicating something of both the character of 
industriaIization and the fzilirre of import substitution policy to 
provide employment gains. 

The welfare costs of protection as high as that for textiles, 
apparel, an6 vehicles cannot help but be considerable. Annual 
costs to consumers are also not trivial. Protection of the textile 
and footwear industries has been particularly costly, with few 
empio,vment benefits. Recent estimates indicate that for 1978, 
protection of the textile and footwear industries cost hdonesiari 
consumers a total of $435 million, or about 44 percent of their 
outlays on those items. Even under the extreme assumption that 
the total chanfe in employment in Ithe fast-growing textile 
industry- (14 percent per annum) over the period 1974-19 was due 
solely to prutec:ion, then the cost to consumers fur each job 
protected was $3,400, or 5.5 times the a n n d  wage in this 
industry.za 

Growth, Equity, and Social Development 

There is general a g r e e ~ e n t  among hdonesia scholars that slow 
and negative growth before 1967 hampered the achievement of 
social goals in income redistribution, health, education, and nutri- 
tion. Therefore, the limited discussion of this section may be con- 
fined to the social implications of post-1966 growth. 

There are no figures for, and thus no reliable studies of, national 
income distribution. There are, however, a series of four sweys of 
the distribution of consumption expenditures since 1970. Several 



attempts have been inzluding those by Booth-Sundr~m~~ 
and Dapice, as well as by a Fiscal Studies group organized by the 
author, to use consumption data in income distribution studies by 
adjusting them in some reasonable way for savings. For what they 
are worth, the results do suggest a worsening in income disparities 
through 1978, with some improvement by f 980. The income share 
of the top decile may have fallen from nearly 45 percent in 1978 to 
abut 41 percent in 1988, However, since 1970, the coverage of 
consumption in the s w e y s  has been deteriorating steadily. Thus 
the results do not inspire ~onfidenee.~O 

Ahost  no one doubts that ruban disparities increased througi 
1918. But it now appears that income inequality may have nar- 
rowed in rural areas of Java, an island with nearly two-thirds of 
the nation's population. As to  a'osdute impoverishment, a strong 
refrain among buth domestic and foreign critics of government 
policy through much ofthe 1970s wzs the claim that the "poor are 
getting poorer." However, many of t3ese critics, and certainly the 
most persistently vocal among them, have lately concluded that at 
least since 1978, "there appear to have been some dramatic 
changes in rural Java," such that for the first time, "the combina- 
tion of [several favmablej trends appears to be bringing abut a 
major economic advance.'q3? That particular author attributes 
much of the improvement in the lives of the rwd poor to substan- 
tial growth in government expenditures for just that purpose. h- 
deed, any plausible assumptions about the incidence of tsxes and 
expenditures by income class wodd indicate (fbr m y  recent 
budget) some significant psitive budget impact on the lower 
deciles. This is altogether consistent with, for example, the large 
and growing outlays for primary education (now almost universal 
in the relevant age group) and the fact that o v h g  to oilt other 
taxes are very low on dl income groups, including low-income 
families. In any case, virtually any statements regarding income 
distribution in Indonesia are best received with even more than 
the usual skepticism one reserves for studies of trends in income 
distribution in almost any setting. 

Other indicators of social development are founded upon better 
statistical evidence. Here are five conclusions indicating a rather 
mixed record in promotion of employment growth over the past 
decade, taken from a comparison ofthe 1970 and 1980 censwes:32 



1. The modern sector, and partic-darly the modern industrial sec- 
tor (medium- and large-scde fiims) contributed very little to 
employment growth over 1971-80. In ~articdar, the modern 
industrial sector contributed only 0.5 percent of total job gains 
over the period. Taking modern industry together with the 
mining, utilities, and finance sectors, these four modern faat- 
growing sectors combined generated only 2.5 percent of total 
new jobs. 

2. By far the 1: -gest job gains were reported in the cottage and 
small-scale industry sector, in which 1.4 million new jobs were 
added. 

3. AU net job gains have come from self-employed workers, while 
the number of employees in 1980 was about the same as in 
1971. 

4. Overall job creation did match the growth in the labor force, 
largely because of growth in small-scale and cottage indus* 
empIoyees and in the number of self-employed workers. 

5. The census data show a sharp drop in numbers of agrieultwa1L 
employees and agricultural family workers. This was offset by 
a reported rise in the number of seK-empIoyed in agricdt-me. 

The above depicts a record not of remarkable success, but of the 
ability of a rapidly growing economy to generate jobs in spite of 
capital-intensive, big-project bias in several dirigiste-dented 
agencies in government. 

Other social indicators, including those pertaining to education, 
nutrition, crude death rates, and infant mortality ratesYs3 in&- 
cate steady but. not spectacular inroads in several areas of long- 
standing concern. From 19'71 to 1980, the crude death rate feu 
from 1'7 to 14 per 1,000 population, while the infant mortality rate 
declined by 30 percent. There is now virtually complete primary 
enrollment, and enrollment rates in junior and senior secondary 
levels both doubled in that past decade, t o  35 percent in the former 
andl 19 percent in the latter. 

Growth over the past fifteen years has made possible sizeable 
expansion in public and private spending for the improvement of 
education, health, nutrition, and housing. In addition, a few people 



have become very wealthy. While much can be learned from 
efforts to determine more accurately how the gains from recent 
growth have been distributed, perh~ps the greater challenge in 
the coming decade will be that of maintaining growth at rates not 
materially below the past decade, in a world where world oil prices 
may be stagnant at best. Indonesia did achieve relatively high 
rates of growth without large infusions of oil revenues in the seven 
years before 19'74.02 revenues after 1973 did not appreciably in- 
crease growth; rather, they provided a cushion against both the 
consequences of both external shocks and policy error-a cushion 
that may be unavailable over the next few years. 

This article mas eaoentidly completed in March of 1983, just 
fdlowi~g a year (1982) in which real GDP growth had slowed to 
2.5 percent, the lowest rate ir, fifteen years. Although up until 
early 1983 Incionesia had managed to escape the worst of the 
severe economic maladies befalling other middle-income oil- 
exporting countries after 1980, the outlook for the coming ye= was 
at least as dim as at any time since 1966: international reserves 
were dwindfing rapidly and large prospective budget deficits ap- 
peared inevitable. In order to forestall the types of trauma faced 
by Mexico, Nigeria, Venezuela, and Ecwdor in 1981-83, and to 
position the domestic economy to capitalize on the long-waited 
recovery in the world economy, policymakers adopted in rzpid sue 
cession a series of five major policy strokes in the ten months 
beginning in b!larch 1983. Thsse were f 1) a 28 percent devaZuation 
of the rupiah in late March 1983; (2) in mid-May, cancellation or 
postponement of several large capital-intensive government pro- 
jects involving several billion dollars; (3) in early June, a funda- 
mental reform of financial policy involving virtually complete 
deregulation of interest rates; (4) in October-December, adoption 
of a radical reform of income and sales taxes, intencied not only to 
replace declining oil taxes but to rid the tax system of glaring in- 
equities and barriers to emciency; and (5) in early January 1984, a 
further marked reduetiun in subsidies to domestic energy con- 
sumptim, through sharp increases in petroleum product prices. 
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Whether these very recent measures will in 
tive in assuring a return to vigorous growth 
-L T .. - -- - - 

the end prove effec- 
is still unknowable. 

Nevertheless, all of these reforms appeared, in early 1984, to be 
working just about as expected. 



GLADSTONE G. BONNZCM 

Centra ization, and Back? 

Many people believe that since the mid-1960s, economic policies in 
Jamaica have s m g  to and fro with its politics: that the Labor 
Party pursued generally liberal and free trade policies until 1972; 
then the (socialist) People's National Party changed course and 
established rigid central control of the economy; and finally the 
LaSor Party returned triumphant in 1980 to decentralize the 
economy again. In this scenario, it is common to regard the middle 
period as an anomalous era, during which policies biased toward 
public-sector expansion brought on economic disaster. 

The economic collapse between 1973 and 1980 is certainly a 
matter of record. Real GDP, which had grown an average of more 

The views expressed zre those of the author based on his experiences and interest in Jamaica, 
and do not necessarily reiect those of the nTorid Bank or the United Xations Development Pro- 
gram. 



than 6 percent per year between 1966 and 1972, actually declined 
every year between f 974 and 1980 -leaving total GDP f 8 percent 
lower that year than its peak in 1973. This period was also marked 
by huge increases in government spending, ruinous inflation 
rates, exploding public deficits, and increasing unemployment. It 
is not clear, however, whether a radical change in economic policy 
was responsible for the collapse. 

Even up to the present, economic policymaking in Jamaica has 
been more consistent over time than is generally acknodedged 
Restrictions on trade, prices, and imports have been in place since 
the more prosperous 1960s. A reluctance to allow prices to reflect 
relative scarcities of resources and a wish to minimize cost-of- 
living pressure on poor consumers have been traditional in 
Jamaica and transcend political changes in the country, 

Current. Labor Prime Minister Seaga may point with pride go 
modest improvements -reduced public spending, lovrer inflation, 
and some positive real growth in GDP. But once oversimplified 
views of economic liberalization versus centralization have been 
hspensed with, real changes are more difficult to find. It remains 
to be seen whether the Seaga government has tmly diverged onto 
a path of new freemarket. reform. 

Economic Trends since the Mid-1960s 

Real gross domestic product GDP) in Jamaica grew at an average 
rate of 6.5 percent between 1966 and 1972, slowed abruptly to 2-8 
percent in 1973, and afterwards declined ev9r-y year up to and in- 
cluding 1980, when total GDP was 18 percent below the 1973 
peak. In 1981 the economy achieved positive growth of about 2 
percent, and preliminary estimates suggest that there was slight 
positive growth again in 1982. Among expenditure components, 
red gross domestic investment reached a peak in 19'73? but by 
1977 fell by over one-half of the 1973 level. Mtho~gh there was a 
slight recovery in the ensuing five years, in 1980 the level of real 
investment was only two-thirds that in 1966. f rivate consumption 
(in real terms) rose by one-half to a peak in 1975, but by 1980 fen 
back almost to  its 1966 level. Significantly, public-sector corisurnp- 
tion rose continuously to a peak in 1978-79 (see tables 1 and 2). 

Most major productive sectors showed the same pattern as that 





of overall GDP, rising to  a peak during the early- to  mid-1970s and 
declining through 1980. The bauxitehlumina sector grew at an 
average sf 6 percent pel a n u r n  from 1966 to peak year 1974, and 
ddinsd at nearly 4 percent per year during the period between 
I974 and 1979. Major factors accounting for the decline were the 
te~clency of aluminum producers to diversify their sources- of 
af.tl,=ina, weak demand due to recession in the industrW countries 
after 1974, and reaction to the levy imposed by the government of 
Jamaica in 1914. Total manuficturing production reached a peak 
in 39'73. The sabsequent decline has been attributed mainly to eke 
shortage of fureign exchange to buy imported inputs, bat wage- 
price movements adversely affecting profitability may have eon- 
tributed Construction activity reached its peak in 1971, after 
which the boom in akcimina plant and hotel construction endedy 
housing projects stalled, and-with the general dec1ir.e in invest- 
ment-the sector's contribution to red GDP in 1980 was only 37 
percent what 2. had been in 1971. E1ect;riclty and w-ater reached 
maximum contribution to GDP in 1916. FV%ile GDP mising from 
gevernment services grew tP~roughout the 1970s. other senices 
grew only up $0 1972 and declined afterwards. 

Unemployment: i-fibich in the Jamaica~ definition relates 
*merr_ployed job seekers wanting work and ntlnseekers available 
for work to the total labor forcer has been regsded zs the most 
serious problem in Jamaica. Xt hecame e-orse in the 1973-79 
period, increasing from 22 percent t r 4  28 percent. At the same 
time, a chronic shortage of high-skilled workers appears to )rave 
wwsened due to the emigration of pxwfessionals. 

Jamaica explerienced a sharp increzse in average inflatior, rates 
after 1913. Frcm am average of 7.5 percent between 3966 an6 
1,973, the consrrmzr priec index increased at an average of 21.5 
pxclnt  from 1973 t o  1980. This sharp rise in average niqati~n 
was ~:ot associated with a uniform rise from year to pear. After 
reaching a peak lof 27 percent in 1974, the  rate dedined for th? 
next shree years :LEI; 9.8 percent in 1976. It increased in 2917, and 
in 1978 jumped t;u 49 percent under the impact of the devaluation 
of the Jamaic~n dollrp~ and t k ~  dimination of some consumption 
s-;thsiclies. After ~afling back to  35 percent in 1979, reached 25 per- 
cent i~ 3980 (see table 3). A single digit inflation rate of 6.2 per- 
cent was achieved in 1982, according t~ the Economic and Social 
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Survey 1982, published by the Xational Planning Agency, 
Jamaica. 

Jamaica's public Eina~ces deteriorated slgnifieant~y during the 
second half of the 1970s. Tfre overdl deficit, which was 2.25 per- 
cent of GDP in 2966, increased ta over 19 percent of GDP in 1976. 
Vnder adjustment programs nego~isked with the Intemationa1 
Monetary Fmd (I&@) this deficit fell to nearly 12 percmt in 1979, 
but it shot up to 18 percent in 1980 when the programs were sw- 
pended. Under the new program i~ 1981 the deficit; was reduced to 
13.5 percent gf GDP, b ~ t  thew was no further reduction by the 
end of Nmch 1983. It can he seen from table 4 that the ratio of 
central government, expenditures to GDP grew by over 60 percent 
between 2973 and 19.76 while the sa%io of current revenues rose by 
less than f2 percent. At the end of 1982 the outstanding public 
external debt reached 44.5 percent ~f GD? according to National 
Planning Agency estimates. With the rest of the public sector dscr 
in a worsening financial siluat.ian, loans became ztzr increasingly 
important source cf fm& for we in the public sector as a whole. 
Between 1973 and 1980 the outstanding public external debt as a 
ratio af GDP rose from 10.6 percent to 40.5 percent; 8 ~ d  the cast or 
servicing the debt as a percentage of earnings from the e v r t  of 
goods and services tripled. 
In contrast to  the 1966-71 period, during which net interna- 

tional reserves of f ie  Ckntral Bank doubled, betsveen 1913 and 
1980 Jamaica's balance of payments was under continuous pres- 
sure; since 1976 net international reserves of the Central B a d  
have been negative. D d n g  the years 3966 to 1973 the cXxrernt ac- 
count deficit rose fram 4 percent of GD% to 14 percent, but capikd 
inflows were adequate to offset this probiem. After 19'73 capit& 
inflows feU cansiderably due to declining foreiga investment in 
the damestic economy and to r is ing capitai Fiighr.. This: in COD~UC- 

tion with failing real exports (table IOj not alwzys offset by rising 
p n c e ~ ,  made it necessary to borrow: sad when this wsls ~ s u c c e s s -  
fd? to curtail imports. The deficit on curreat accomt renectkg 
the tightness of the fcreign exchange cozstraint fell to less ~ h a n  
1-5 percent of GDP in 197'7, a year of low exports znd few Icans; 
but it rose to 25 percent In 1982 after the change in goverarnent 
and  the negotiation of a nsw arr2ngemeiit wizh the 



Table 4 
Public Finance (Central Government) 

(percentage of GDP) 

Central govern- 
Errpenditwes ment revenues Overall deficit 

1966 17.6 15.1 -2.5 
1 %  20.5 17.2 -3.3 
1970 23.1 19.9 -3.2 
1972 26.8 f 25.0) 21.7 (20.31 -5.1 (-4.7) 
31973 27.6 (25.5) 21.9 ~20.1)~ -5.7 (-5.5) 
i 9'1da 34.6 25.9 -8.7 
1975 35.7 20.5 -1 1.2 
1976 41.7 22.4 -19-3 
1977 38.9 21.5 -17-1 
I975 41.7 27.6 -14.1 
1979 38.7 26.3 -12.4 
1980 43.1 25.1 -18.0 
1981 42.8 29.3 -13.5 
1982 43.1 29.3 -13.8 

3Series r e v i d  in 1974. 

b ~ g u e s  in gareni;heses consistent with series revised in 1974. 

Source: B a d  of Jamaica and Ministry of Finance. 

Libe~dhtion and Centralization as Explanation of 
Trends 

Many economists, political analysts, and newspaper and magazine 
columnists have sought to link the behavior of the Jm&can econ- 
omy to the policies followed by successive governments. Because of 
the marked difference in pofiticd rhetoric wit31 each chmge in 
leadership, the tendency has been to assrune that the policy mix of 
one government was distinct from the other and in each case was 
consisknt with its rhetoric. The gwernment formed by the 
Jamaica Labor Party, which was In office from 1962 to 1972 and 
has ken in office since November 31980, is free enterprise- 
oriented in its rhetoric. The government of the (Socialist) Peup].e's 
National Party, which was in office between 1972 and 1980, 
favored a mixed economy with state enterprises operating in areas 
where market competition is inadequate to assure efficiency and 
reasanable pricing of goods and services, and also advocated a fair 
degree of central planning and direction. It is not sqrising, then, 



that the behavior of the eeonomy has usud'fy  bee^ explained in 
krms of the differential impact of liberal policies before 1972 and 
since 1980 and centralizing policies during the period between 
1972 and 1980. 

Indicators of the shift toward centralization. There Is 
some factual and analytical justification for this explanation. Fac- 
tors that one might cite include the importance of the public sector 
relative to the priv.?te sector in resource use and allocation, and in 
contribution to gross product; the use of d i~ect  controls to regdate 
private activity; and the range of public-sector activities of a eom- 
mercial. nature. First, there has been a profound change in the 
allocation of resources away from the private sector toward the 
public sector. The data in table 4 show that the ratio of central 
government expenditure to GDP averaged 21 percent during the 
1966-70 period and 36 percent during the 1972-80 period. 
Central government revenue was 18 percent of GDP from I966 to 
1940 but nearly 24 percent Zrom 1912 to 1980, actually averaged 
26 percent during the period from 1977 to 1980, and was 29 per- 
cent in 1981. The shift in resources toward the public sector was 
accomplished partly through redistribution of domestic credit, 
fo11.0wing an amendment of the Bank of Jamaica Law in 1977 to 
expand the Central Bank capacity to lend to the government and 
to put use of that capacity under the control of the &histry of Fi- 
nance, Between 1966 and 1971, banking system net credit to 
government varied between 7 percezt and 14 percent of total cred- 
it, but in 197'7 credit outstanding to government came to exceed 
that ta the private sector-i.e., over 50 percent-and this situa- 
tion has persisted. In addition to borrowing short-term from the 
banking system, the government increasingly preempted other 
darnestic loanable funds. While it is impossible to determine the 
shares, the growth of the internal national debt can give an in- 
dication. At the end of 1973 the internal nstiond debt was 13 per- 
cent of GDP, but by the end of 1916 it had risen to 23 percent, and 
it reached 49 percent at the end of 1980. The contribution of the 
sector 'producers of government services' to GDP can be a usefd 
indicator of the importance of public producticr~ '9 the economy 
even though in the national accounts some public-sector output is 
included elsewhere, e.g., electricity m d  water; transpo&ation3 
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Table 5 
Contribution of Public Administration to GDB 

(constant 1974 prices, value in J$ million) 

Public Admin. GDP % 

Source: Department of Statistics, Jamaica. 

storage, and ~omrn~ications. The producers of government ser- 
vices @ublic administration m d  defense) contributed 6 percent of 
GDP (constant 1974 prices) in 1966 compared 1 iith 9 percent in 
1972, with 19 percent in r979, and 20 percent in 1981 (see table 5)- 

Second, controls over private-sector activities were intensified 
in the 1970s. The main controls were quantitativt. restrictions on 
imports, exchange controls, and price controls including wage and 
incorn& guidelines. Data compiled by Mahmzood Ayub (table 6) in- 
dicate that a major increase In the control of imports occurred be- 
tween 1964 and 1968, when 86 additional items were restricted, 
and again between 1973 and 1980, when a further 179 items were 
restricted. 

Table 6 

Number of Ttems under Quantitative 
or Absolute Restriction 

Consumer Intermediate Capital 
goods goods goods Total 

1961 44 3 3 50 
1964 58 5 9 72 
1968 128 15 15 158 
1973 164 16 2 1 201 
1979 272 26 36 334 
1980 310 30 10 380 

Sources: Mahmwd Apd,  ;Wade in Jamaica, and World Bank estimates. 



Exchange controls have been used in Jamaica since the 
devaluation of the pound (sterling) in 1949 and have typically 
followed the British pattern. However, Jzrnaican controls were 
made more comprehensive and were more vigorously enforced as 
balance-of-payments problems grew worse in the 1970~~ and by 
1976 many capital remittances had been suspended and waitkg 
periods imposed on others. The stated objective was to reserve 
scarce foreign exchange far high-priority imports and for the ser- 
vicing of the public sector's external debt. Price controls on a 
Iimited range of necessities date back to World War II; and a 
Prices Commission to set and monitor prices was set up after the 
devaluation of 1967. h- 1975-76, a package of measures was 
passed to set up an Economic Stabilization Commission to deter- 
mine prices policies and to guide wzge tribunals. All prices were 
brought under control in 1975-76 when, after an initial general 
freeze, goods were put in three categories: those with prices fixed 
by the Prices Commission within guidelines set by the Economic 
Stabilization Commission, and that cudd be changed only with 
prior approval; those with prices subject to review by the Com~s- 
sion (that is, st change notified to the Prices Commission by the 
vendor would come into effect if the commission did not object to it 
within a stated period) ; az:d those with prices subject to general 
guidelines, which could be changed within the guidelines without 
approval of the Prices Commission. main change in the 1970s 
could be seen in the number of items under price control and the 
superimposition of a centrally planned pricing authority over a 
formerly private sector-dominated statutory board. 

Third, during the 1970s there was a significant increase in 
public-sector involvement in the ownership and operation of com- 
mercial entities. While for over thirty years statutory bodies con- 
trolled most primary exports (eoffee, cocoa) and operated an edible- 
oil-processing and soapmaking plant, in the 1970s government 
became involved in the ownership of hotels; commercial banking; 
importation of pet~oleum, lumber, wheat, and a wide range of 
necessities; secondary real estate development; sugar manuf'ac- 
turing; and even off-course betting-to name only the main areas. 
In some instances the public sector operated in direct competition 
with the private sector, while in others -e.g., public utilities -the 
public sector acquired control of existing monopolies. Public-sector 



acquisition of land formerly dictated by the pace of land reform 
programs was accelerated in 1974 by arrangememb for reversion 
of ownership of bauxite-bearing Iands to the governmen;, in order 
to permit a more rational exploitation of the mineral. But this 
reversion, along with the acquisition of some sugar lands for set- 
ting up sugarcane worker cooperatives, had the effect of making 
the government the largest landowner and the Iv2. ~ e 3 t  holder of 
idle lands. 

The relationship to growth. While the <;regoing indicates 
that some facts support the thesis of a shift toward ecoaornic 
centralization, it is necessary to analyze the relationship between 
these indicators and the performance of the economy. The rela- 
tionship between centralization of resource w e  and GDP growth 
depends on the impact of centralization on the level and composi- 
tion of investment and on the relative efficiency of resource use in 
the public and private sectors. While it is dificdt to isolate the im- . 
pact of centralization on the level of investment, the data are 
generay consistent with the view that after the ratio of central 
government expenditures to GD? and ce=ltral government rev- 
enues to GDP shifted upward after 1973, the ratio of central 
government capital formation to GDP shifted upward with a slight 
lag, while private capitdl formation to GDP shifkd downward The 
rise in central government capital formation (prov for public sec- 
tor) did not offset the fall in private capital formation (due to ris- 
ing public-sector consumption that did not reach a peak until 1979 
and that was largely responsible for the upward shift in the ratio 
of total consumption to GDP after 1974), with the resuit that total 
investment fell (see tables 4 and 7). In short, the diversion of 
resources from the private to the public sector was associated with 
a fall in total investment. Although the data do not permit 
mdysis of the change in composition of investment, it is reason- 
able to assume that the public sector's investment--being more 
concentrated in infrastructure and primary development with 
longer gestation periods than private investment-would have 
had a smder impact on GDP and growth wodd have slowed. It 
was also the case that a not insignificant part of public-sector 
czpital expenditures went to pay off the debts of private en- 
terprises that were acquired by government. These 'chvestments" 



Table 7 
Consumption, Gross National Savings, Gmss Investmerat 

{ratios to CDP) 

Savings Consumption Investment 

f 966 76-9 14.7 20.3 
X 96'5 78.4 X 3.3 22.3 
1968 79.6 14.6 26.6 
1969 7'1.7 13.9 26.1 
1970 80.2 11.3 25.7 
1971 80.2 11.7 26.1 
1912 82.1 (8l.Uj 10.3 (19.2) 24.0 (27.3) 
1973 81.5 (78.31 13.1 (21.61 26.3 131.2) 
1974a 86.0 17.2 24.2 
19'75 84.7 15.8 25.6 I 

1976 90.6 7.0 18-2 
197'7 89.3 f 0.8 12.2 
I978 83.6 11.7 15.1 
1979 82.7 13.1 18.9 
1980 86.7 9.5 15.4 
1981 88-8 6.1 21.1 

'Series revised in 1974. 

Source: Department of Statistics, Jamaica. 

to change the ownership of existing assets generated no incremen- 
tal GDP (table 8). 

Most "free enterprise" economists awuld be tempted to conclude 
drnost as a matter. of doctrine that the intensification of controls 
very likely contributed to the slowdown in growth during the mid- 
1970s. However, some controls-e.g., on foreign exchange- 
reflected underlying resource constraints on growth and did not 
represent an extension of state control for its own sake. One codd 
argue that the government of the day chose tc keep the exchange 
rate overvalued, thereby taxing exports and foreign exchange 
earning activities and subsidizing imports. The response to an in- 
itial shortage of foreign exchange pointed therefore in a direction 
that would have aggravzted the shortage and constrained growth. 
Plausible though the superficifL arguments are, one must admit 
that there are underlying assm3tions regarding supply elasticity 
of exports and elasticity of over5aas demand for Jamaican exports 
that may not have obtained in real life. Detailed studies have hen 
illuminating. The decline of banana exports was probably more 
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responsible for the fragmentatio~ of certain estates rn the death 
of the former generation of growers than was the exchange rate; 
and with the in~prtance of the foreign exchange earnings, it is 
not clear that the availability of foreign exchange over a short 
period benefited from &valuation. Thus, if devaluation is the 
alternative to rationing t3rough foreign exchange controls, it is by 
no means certain that such controls reduce GDP growth. 
These arguments have relivance only to the current account. 

The intensification of controls c ~ u t d  have discouraged capital in- 
flows, which may have assisted growth; but the recession of the in- 
dustrialized countries after 1974, among other considerations, 
makes it doubtful that capital flows were othenwise poised to enter 
Jamaica. Price controls were rigorously applied to imports in order 
to prevent profiteering made possible by shortages. Margins in 
distribution of imported goods were squeezed and contribution of 
the sector as a whde to GDP suffered as some import houses went 
out of business and others reduced employment. It is not clear that 
price controls are to blame for the slowdown. If prices were not 
controlled, the shortage of foreign exchange wodd still have 
meant a red~ction in quantity of imported goods fur distribution 
and employment, and GDP wodd have fallen. Price controls were 
less rigorously applied to domestic production. In the case of 
agricultural output no new price controls were imposed, while In 
the case of manufactures, traditional profit margins were 
generdly allowed. Although guidelines on pricing of services were 
mentioned in numerous political speeches, no attempt was made 
to implement them. 

Guidelines for income and wage a2justments were discussed in 
1975 and simply announced in subsequent years. %me attribute 
the rise in emigration of professionals and the fall in availability 
of some services, such as dental and medical, to the fear that an 
absolute ceiling on earnings would be imposed; but no ceiling was 
imposed outside the public service sector. 

In any case, econon - theory dues not provide a basis for pre- 
dicting how workers would respond to a curtailment of wage rates; 
they may all find leisure more attractive as it becomes cheaper, 
but same may work more in order to  maintain their current red 
income. So even if controls in th is  area had been effective, which 
by and large they were not, the effects on GDP wo-dd have been of 
uncertain direction and probably insignificant. 



Did the shift toward centralization really occur? While 
it is likely that the shift of resources to the public sector restraiiled 
growth and-although the case is less clear-that %reign ex- 
change and price controls codd have had a similar effect, this con- 
clusion assumes that there was in fact a distinct change in policies 
in the 1910s that can be construed as constituting a shift from 
liberalization to centralization. There is evidence, bowever, to sug- 
gest that plicies essentially continued dong their pstindepen- 
dence trends while the accompanying political rhetoric changed. 
Certainly foreign exchange and price controls had been in use for 
many years; they were simply intensified in 196 1 in response to 
changed external circumstances (the devaluation of the pound 
sterling) and justified to the citizenry as minimizing cost-of-living 
pressures and ensuring that the import of necessities had priority 
access to foreign exchange to protest the plor consw-er-one of 
the traditional imperatives of Jamaic~n ~olitics. Another tradi- 
tianal imperative-the creation of employment--was the raison 
d"ee of the quaantitative restrictions on trade, ta protect and so 
encowage the development of local manufacturing, which bvas 
largely responsible for much of the industrial expansion between 
the mid-1950s and 1970. By 1970 it was generally conceded that 
the easy options for import substitution had been taken, and 
further restrictions for this purpose were never imposed Indeed, 
part ofthe argument for a Caribbean free trade area in 1967-68 
m d  its upgrading into a Common Market in 1972 was that pro- 
tected industries would be subjected to increased competition. Zn- 
tensircation of trade restrictions and foreign exchange controls in 
the mid-1970s was not regarded as new policy, but as the reorien- 
tatio~ of existing policy to deal with an unemployment crisis. For- 
merly protected industries based on the w e  of imports had to b 
assured of continuing supplies in order to preserve jobs, an 
assurance to come at the expense of imported luxury-type find 
goods and capital outflows of emigrants. The employment objer- 
zive remained uppermost and the intensification of restrictions 
and trade controls did not constitute a policy shift toward 
centralization. 

The shift of resources to the public sector was only superficially 
an indicator of a shift toward centralization. If the revenue from 
the new bauxite taxes introduced in 1974 is not inclcded, the ratio 
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TahIe 9 

Current Revewes ofthe Central Government 
(percentage of GDCPP)) 

. - 
Oment Bauxit2 Ken- , 
revenue bauxite , 

-- 
FY -- l ey  

i S 7 O f i  1 18.6 - 18.6 
1971/72 20.3 - 24.3 
1972/73 20.3 - 20.3 
1 Q72/74 
A** * G I  30.0 - 28.0 
X 974fi5 26.6 E.0 20.0 
1975/76 26.2 5.6 20.6 ! 
19T6127 22.3 2.9 19*4 
:3;*1./7s r~ls 3.7 38.1 i 

1978.p79 27.6 7-1 20.5 I 

3979/80 26.4 5.4 23.0 
1980/81 25.3 4.4 20.4 

, . 
Source: Sank rrf Jamaica, Kingst=m, Jamaica. 

of central govemmsnrt current seventies to  GDP can *be seen. to 
have wdcergane no significant change that wodd h4icate a can- ( _  

scious intent to shift resources from the semthder of the 
Jamaican private sector to the public sector (t2-bIe 9). Indsd the 
decision to place e c o ~ ~ m i c  burdens on the foreign-dominated =in- 

I 

ing sector, and tct restore its lands to J m z i c a  control as we& as 
permit goi~erannent participation in ownership, m a .  have been I 

motivated by nationalist concerns sirrtilar to those of the XSEiOs, 
when the previous administration decided to Jamaicanize corn- 
merciaf. bmks and insurance companies. 'The shift in. the use of 
resources indicated by the expenditure ratio partly reflects the 

I 

superior external borrowing power 0f tile public sector. To the ex- 
tent thax the government took an increasing share of the banking 
system's credit, there is the temptation t o  conclude that the pri- 
vate sector was being squeezed, yet for much of the post-1975 
period eomnercizd banks held liquid reserves well in excess of the 
required minimum. A rising ratio of central government expkn- I 

&twe to GDP was motivated mainly by the need to compensate 
fir a faltering wonomy. The Special Emplopent fiogram, which 
C G S ~  over J$50 million per year during the mid-1970s, is srze ex&- 
ple of a populist program's response to the number one political 
imperatiwe, 



The expansion of government ownership of commercial praduc- 
tive activities-e.g., hotells and banks -is only superficially an in- 
dication of centralization. Acquisition of hotels was in many cases 
the result of a policy of the 1960s and early 1910s to encourage 
tourism through tax incentives for hotel construction an6 the' 
granting of government guaraatees for the debt-financing of pri- 

I 

vate hotels. In other cases it was the result of secondary "seed" 
deveIopments planned at the time of primary urban developments I 

! 
in the late 1960s, when the free enterprise-oriented government I 

started the "Urban Development Corporation." In the face of the I 

recession of 1915 and after, the downturn in tourism aggravated 
by adverse pubXicity in certain markets created a situation in 
which most hotels could not service their debt, and the govern-, 
ment had to- honor guarantees, thereby acquiring an interest in 

i 

them. There was no guarantee of commercial banks, but in order 
tu avoid a serious disturbance in the financia sector after a red! 
estate born broke in 1974, the government decided to acquire5 
some banks (many with large Jamaican shares since the move- I 

ment toward Jamaicanization in the late 1960s) that were in 
trouble. Thus it can be seen that what appears on the surface as a 
shift toward centralization was largely an outcome of the manage- 
ment of a crisis in which the government had inherited from its 
predecessor a large contingent liability. 

The return to liberalism? The government formed by the 
Jamaica Labor Party since Noven~>zr 1980 has shown no consis- 
tent or persistent tendency away from centralization. The public 

I 

sector continues to absorb a large share of b t a l  resources. Central 
government expenditure was 42.8 percent of GDP in 1981-not 

I 

significantly below the peak of 43.1 percent reached in 1988. 
Central government revenue at 29.3 percent of GDP in 1981 was 
well above the previous peak of 21.6 percent achieved in 1978. In 
1982 the ratio of revenues to GDP remained at 29.3 percent. The 
public. debt held by the Bank of Jamaica increased by 5$500 
million in 1982, indicating that the distribution of bank credit con- 
tinued to facilitate public-sector access to resources. Si@caflt1y, 
the new government has not repealed the 1977 amendments to 
the Bank of Jamaica Law that permitted heavy recourse to money 
creation to finance budgetary deficits in the fate 1970s- 



The use of direct ccrrtrols on prices, imprtation, and foreiP ex- 
change has not 2m-dergone profound change, although under IUMF 
arrangements constant attention shodd lead eventually to some 
ltilberalizhzfon. As late as mid-f 982 the Bank of Jamaica reported 
that "the regulations introduced under the Ministry paper of 
J a n q  1977 have remained in effect," and the government's 
new import-Xicensing policy outlined in a Ministry paper presented 
to Parliament promised only progressive liberalization flowing 
from a constant review of items on the "restricted" and "banne8' 
lists. 1x1 1982, under an adjustment program negotiated with che 
IMF, the government agreed to allo'ic7 cwnrnzrcial banks to ~ p r a h  
in the rmoi'jieial exchange market to which it has consigned some 
transactions formerly in the official market. Recent tighteriing of 
controls to enswe that t'ne foreign exchmge earnings from tow- 
ism go into the official market appear to tilt back toward 
centralization. In early 1983, wherr the paraifel market rate rose 
steeply, the prime minister persuaded the bankers to resist rate 
increases or risk formal intervention. His efforts were only tem- 
porarily successfd, but they injected st note of ambiguity in the an- 
nounced return to a freemarket economy. The recently legislated 
Rent Act continues detailed control of rents by setting them at 
specified percentages of the government's assessed vafuzt-lon. 

A similar situation obtains regarding government involvement 
in commercial activity. AAlthough it has announced a program to 
divest itself of hotels, the government has recently acquired the oil 
refinery formerly owned by Esso, justif;;ing its action as necessary 
to protect consumers from m~varrant.ed price increases and to 
save foreign exchange remitted as profits by the f~reign company. 
Significantly, the government; has not annouxlced that it will divest 
itself of large acreages of idle agriedtural f a d  thzt were acquired 
by the previous administration. Such divestment cadd not only 
continue needed land reform but wodd signal clearly the return to 
private controll of a sector dominated by many small prodacers. 
The economic strategy of the present government has 

emphasized foreign burrowing to  br;ldge the gap between imports 
and exports, rather than forusing on adjustments to favor an in- 
crease in the level of exports and/or a contraction in the 'li?veX of 
imports. There has been a relwtance to allow prices to reflect the 
relative scarcity cf resources, including that of foreign exchange, 
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and a tendency astificidly ts restrict mt3vsmer.t in the general 
-p+ce ieve1, thereby @34ng the kgression that a better siandarrd of 
king is genetally achievabk than is reafisl;icdIy $he case. For 
am$qment resons, ammg others, sest.raint on public expen- 
diture 'has k n  cSnf~yed. In f 983 the pabfic-sector de5ci~ was esti- 
mated to  be in the r a g 2  of I3  to 15 percent of GDP. These camp- 
nents of strategy clearly k&~zt.e the continuation of populist 
p3Edes oriented more ris ahon-terra plitticd objectives and less tct 
economic deveBopnrent u.c7er the m&um ro long krm. 

As +Utemative Explanation of $'hen& 

Pxn appruackzg the formdation of a more adequate expimati~n of 
Jmaican ecrsr,oraic p e ~ f o m ~ c e  during the f 870s, care should be 
&taken %a avoid the majw deficiencies examined ahye .  &me of 

Ere: 

* f&lw2 tu take into account the devebpnent path along which 
the e:onom4- was rno?ring and the effect this wodd have oa sub- 
sequent pedckrma.tca; 

fb.ihlzxire z u  take sdeg.;xate csgsizmce of the role of external 
shocks; 

* fd-we 50 take i n x ~  ~ C C O ~ ~ I ;  ~kfe impact of noncmtralizhg 
policies; 

f d w e  ta pay adeqiate attention to irn"cemd nanpolic-y factors 
alfecting performance; 

* the adsption of' a simplistic approach to  a complicated 
phenomenosn. 

The develapmeaf path* J~msica's rapid economic gomh 
bemeen 1955 and 1912 .is 2ue nain!y to the exi,sence of pri- 
mary remwces that, wer ;. x s r a x k e  Oo foreign ez crepreneurs and 
the exis~ence of a ~ C ~ E S E ~ ' ; T :  -r:z~ke~- for  ena ah mat~afacturd 
g~oi!s that ciiedd be p~~dLl~eci  OE a re.5.ad~e1y s m d  scale wing a 
technahqgy withk the +zapab-&+,~: of Jamzicaa laXmr. Baaxi* 
resources a;ttractediin~ernational aluminum companies and 
beautifid :beaches attracted hotel develcpments. Donatie manu- 
factur"r31g wa.s protect-ed by =riffs and encouraged. by- tax kc.- 



tivea. Traditional exports (table 16) of sugar, bananas, coffee, and 
cmoa earned enough foreign errchange to pay for the imported in- 
puts required by import substitution industries. W a s d  the end of 
the 1960s, investments in =ining and tourism began to level off 
and the opprtmities for impx-t substit~tian in the domestic 
market became fewer. With the impen&ng and even2:uai entry of 
Great Britain into the E u f l ~ p ~  &ormmic Cmnrnunity, the pro- 
tected market for Jamaica's traditiond exgorb was threatened, 
Clearly the easy phase af economic expansion VG-ihs &awing to a 
cbse as the decade ended, m d  govemm~nkpdi.~:ies reflected can- 
cern with this fact. Pmticipati~n in the Caribbean Free %ade 
&Area (later to become a Co-mLon Mmket) was seen as a means of 
continuing imgart substitution OH a r~gi0naI scaIe, thereby ereat- 
ing irrdustrial ~pportmi%ies formerly beyond the reach of in- 
dividual members. The government legislated more generow k- 
rzaatives, undertook p.lr;,n~aqr physi~d develop~ents in w5an and 
msmt meas, a d  offered &-rantees ;t;o investors i~ certain types 

X-S of smo~dary developments. out by P972, ecano&st.s analyzing the 
Jamaican situation were unable ta Twesee what =-odd provide the 
impetus to  further expansion. At the same time it was  SO recog- 
nized t.h& the benefits of the expansion of the 3960s had not 
trickled d o ~ m  to the masses, who st4Ii suffered from high and 
growing rr~?exzployment and rurderemp1ogme~it, and that the 
situation had the potential fm s~cial larest. Clearly, the develop- 
ment path on which the Jamaican economy was moving at the 
beginnkg of the 1970s Led towarif a slowdown in gro'udh. This 
situation required favomble changes in exbrnaf c i r c ~ s t a n e e s  to 
create new opprtluritiea and the correction of internal weak- 
nesses in economic strarctwe and the policy enb-ironrnent ir" a 
reversal of direction were to be achieved. 

External shocks, The c>.  - -- external circumstances 
during the f 970s were @ne: , 

.. . . .  - - rs the expansion of the 
Jamaican ecanomy. 1 nbeed : : x:.: :L :: food prices in 1973 as 

A * 

a result of worId'virride crop : -: .-z--- . xreases in petrolem 
prices beginning late in 1972 -. n *-.,r- . . sd f ~ t e r  in the dc?cade, 
recession in t,he industrial cc, .- -.I - -  ' dwide inflationary pms- 
sures, and the surge in interm- -?rest rates during the see- 
ond half of the 1970s have hac ;).::; a staggering impact on so 





many economies that an explanation sf economic per% 1. i - : ~  -A 

any country must be immediately suspect if it fails to pa; 7- +ic 
attention to these changes. Jamaica is highly dependem on iood 
imports, primarily cereal and feed grains, vegetable oils, and dairy 
products; and the massive price increases early in 1973 signifi- 
cantly added to the food import bill and caused an increase of 25 
percent in the cost of food (which, accounting for over 50 percent 
of average household expenditures, contributed to the 18 percent 
jump in the cost of living in that year). From the outset, Jamaica, 
which derives nearly 100 percent of its energy requirements from 
imported petroleum, was included by international experts in the 
category of "'most seriously affected countries." Table 11 shows 
that Jamaica's fuel import bill increased by 167 percent in 1974 
and by 600 percent by 1980, rising in seven years from 11 percent 
to  38 percent of the total value of imports. The impact was not only 
to divert scarce foreign exchange from inputs but also to involve 
the public sector in petroleum trading under bilateral mange-  
ments for exporter financing of part of the fuel bill. me recession 
in industria1 countries retarded the growth of mining L ud tourism 
and interfered with the penetration or" Jamaican m-m~Ca~tures 
into these markets. The shocks &d much tu widen the trade 
deficit, and with rising indebtedness overseas, the sharp increases 
in international interest rates multiplied the debt-service burden 
and exacerbated the scarcity of foreign exchange available for 
supporting productive activities. Beyond question, then, external 
circumstances &d not change to create new opportunities for 
Jamaica; instead, the shocks must have contributed greatly to the 
dismal growth performance and also must have been largely 
responsible for starting severe inflationary pressaxes. 

Internal policies affecting perfixmanee- Jamaica is a 
classic case of adherence lo mdesirzble policies that, quite apart 
from any centralizing effectt, 'helped to undermine economic perfor- 
mance during the 1970s. A f e ~  examples can be cited in support of 
this contention: 

The extension of minimum wage Iegisiation and $he setting of a 
national minimm wage we3 above rztes prek-ailing in many in- 
dustries must be credited with the flight of a substantial part d 



the export-oriented garment industry ic Haiti and other loca- 
tions-clearly making worse the probiem of msmployment 
and foreign exchange scarcity. 

Failure to adjust exchange rates soon after 19'74 because of the 
effects of the bauxite levy on earnings caused a "Dutch disease" 
effect among other exports, which became increasingly uncom- 
petitive both abroad and at home. 

Protectionism was not avoided, although trade controls were 
replaced by exchange controls. The main problem for resource 
dIocation derived from the fact that effective protection has 
been uneven. The manufactwing industry has been over- 
protected while agriculture has been underprotected because of 
a policy encouraging cheap food imports. The result has been 
the relative impoverishment of the agricultural sector, and con- 
tinued dependence on imported food with attendant mdnerabi- 
lity to international fwd price shifts. 

In the puMc sector, time ~ r d  resources have been wasted in 
pursuit of large projects zxpcted to provide "single stick" soh- 
tions to the economic; problems of unemployment and weak bsl- 
ance of payments. One project such as the Luma Oil Refinery 
was pursued for political reasons long after economic maIysis 
showed it to be submargind, while another cottonfpolyester 
textile mill was made submarginal by politically motivated, in- 
appropriate siting. This project d s o  suffersd from inadequate 
protection since remnants and ends were imported at low 
tariffs in order to keep down t2e cost of iiving. 

%me politically motivated programs of dubious economic merit 
were continued and expanded during the 1970s. The Special 
Employment Program, on which the government spat  over 
5950 million per year afer 1974 without proper planning, 
selection, and supervision ~f projects, simply protided income 
support for thousands without enhancing real capital forma- 
tion and any increase in the productive capaci*j- d society. This 
program, though somewhat reduced, still continues. 

tinsettled industrial relations, An explanation of economic 
performance in Jamaica would be incomplete if it failed to recog- 
nize the importance of industria]. relations. damaica has for thirty 



t years suffered from competitive political trade unionism. The 
i 
1 rivalry seems to be most keen during recessions, when job open- 

ings are fewer. During most of the 1970s, recession plus exagger- 
ated polarization of political philosophy and propaganda traps- 
f~nned  rivalry into hostile confrontation, occasioning delays and 
cost overruns in new construction-especially of major projects. 
While no major project has ever been completed without at least 
one prolonged strike, several were simpIy abandoned in the 1970s. 
The outstanding example was the expansion of the nation's only 1 cement plant, which was designed, plaa~ed,  and had equipment 
imported for implementation in 1975- V,olent rivalry between the 
major unions stalled the project at its inception. After seven years, 

I 
the crates of' machinery are gathering dust at dockside near the 

I project site, while in the interim Jamaica spent scarce foreign ex- 
i 
I change rever,ue to inipurt cement f m  Cuba and other Caribbean 
L 

I sources. The governments of the two political parties, depending 

E as they do on support from affiliated unions, have failed t o  in- 
I 

i trodwe legislation aimed at procuring adequate discipline in in- 

I dustrial relations. 
1 In searching for explanations of the poor performance of the 

1 Jamaican economy during the latter half of the 1910s, one cannot 
ignore the high degree of icieologicai plarization of the society 

1 and the uncertainty created as the interpretation of the "demo- 
cratic socialism" of the governing party shifted leftward from its 

I 
Fabian roots. The response of entrepreneurs and many profes- 
sionals was to emigrate, withdrawing not only their rnargind 
product but d s o  aggravating the scarcity of foreign exchange by 

i 
I 

illegally financing, through the black market, the expoxtation of 
their accumulated physical capital. The chance that the People's 
National Party with its philosophy of democratic socialism may be 
returned to  office in the near future and continue its policies con- 

! 
I 

stitutes a source of uncertainty that muid frustrate the present 
government's efforts to induce the retwn of Jamaican entrepre- 
neurs and capital from abroad. 

I 

Policy Fresaiptiuns 

The initial development path; ezcternd shocks; defective internal 
policies? programs, a d  projects; unsettled industrid relations; 



and uncertainty deriving fxom political conditions dl seem to have 
played a parf in the poor perfomance of the Jamaican economy 
&wing the l9TBs. To ignore them in the interest of simplicity is to 
lose sight of the complicated nature of the develqnent process 
and to risk ill-considered choices for the future. Clr.arIy all the fac- 
tors affecting the behavior of the economy cannni be taken into 
account if the analysis is to remain manageable, but :he ecarremxkt 
must judge which of those faekrs are the mast imp-kk 

As we have seen, the explanatim sf 2amaica's recent e;:onomic 
history that focuses on shifts of internal pbcy from liberajkation 
to centrdization and back would sppar to leave out too many im- 
portant factors and to confuse the shifts in pf i t ica l  rhetoric with 
real shifts in policy. A more adequate explanation would b that 
centralizing shifts in policy sha-dd be h~l.~ded as having pkyed s 
part, but a more important role ma& be ~+-tfif;xtecE to the strsscture 
of the economy at the beginning of the 1970s artd the 2epeadence 
~n foreign exchangs as a critical determinant of the fevd. of 
domestic productive activity. 

%orientation of policies toward the private s~ctox~ must be per- 
ceptible as such. The movement must be -gc;siti.ie and -=am- 
biguous, and above all izterndy consistent. Clearly, the share of 
the public sector in total resource use myat be r&aed over  me. 
Direct, &storting controls over pt-i.vate economic activity must be 
dismantled to ihe rnaxi~nurn extest mssiblr. Recent legid~tiun oa 
rent should be abandoned or it ~5411 throttle Invwt3tnent in red 
estate, depress construction, and lead to ft&her urban deteh.;,~z?.ra- 
tion and blight. Covem-ment's direct invdvement in corrunercid 
activity should be re&xe& of agridtwd land sho~dd 
begin now a ~ d  csrr~k~xze wi;2 only the forest e~tgte* fa~m?~ o d e d  
h r  watershed protection, and Ian6 for a g r i c d ~ a d  experhe~ta- . 

tion remain in public ovnersPAp. 
The rmrienh~on of p'licies toward the private will not 

be sflice&; ~anageaez?i of the economy must generate ap- 
propriate signsls to privat9 deckion-makers by r e m o ~ i ~ g  and 
minimizing dist.&io~s wherever these exist. Of grime im~4~dazzce 
is the removd of &sizceniives b fez-eign exchange-esunkg ae- 
ti~ities and of enmaragements +xi foreign e x ~ h ~ g e - ~ i n g  ac- ' 
tivities. Also impomt is the remok-d of subsi&es to Hood prices. 
These may appear desirable to keep dovm the cost d Eving, but 
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they tend to depress bcal  agricultw- and increase dependence on 
food imports, initidly thmugh low prices b ~ t  ultimately by alter- 
ing tastes. Minimum wage legislation may wen be having the 
effect of supporting wage rates, and ultimately the cost of labor, 
above free-market levels: this has a deleterious effect on produc- 
tion and employment. 

Jamaica's longer-term progress cannot be assured if the present 
system of competitive po1itical trade unionism continues. Unfor- 
tunately, there appears to be no clearly feasible way of changng 

-+ion. In the past, the government made efforts to soften 
. . ; : c - x e  for pay increases by holding discussions with labor 

Zc-cdi,~:.1 f - $.: rxitize them to the weakness of the economy. These 
* .  ,~. I .  ,, A , : &  " zve not been successful because, motivated by politi- 

1 - .tions, opposition unions have been uncooperative. 
& - , :sent opposition labor mion is likely to behave in the 

-er as the former me, the outlook for conciliatory 
,: . .nfavorable. Perhaps only a prolonged downward spiral 

-. .mic activity coupled with widespread fayof& can lead to a 
ri3s:iruciuring of the Jamaican labor movement to make it less a 
political tool and more a champion sf working-class interests that 
sees the ~ e e d  for nwre jobe =d mt d y  f=r higher wage rates, 

The climate of mcerZGnty is likely to continue as long as the 
tw-o dominant political pafiies haye divergent tiews on the role of 
the market and private enterprise in the economy, and as long as 
a democratic political system gives both parties the opportunity to 
constitute the government. It may -very well be that the co~mtrg; 
wilI have to suffer through a rzpid succession of reversals in 
policies with attendant lack of growth until gradually the opposing 
political philosophies drift ciuser together and policy retref~ds 
cease. It wodd of course be regrettable if an easing of uncertainty 
came only at the expense of a democratic process that now perrnjb 
a choice between parties and economic systems. 

In sum, Jamaica's poor economic performance of €he 1970s 
reflects the need for a fundamental restrrrct*wing that is not yet 
dearly under way. and its fitdl realization may nut be possible 
without significant dislocation in the near to medium term. 





Michael COmoIly 

We are indebted to GMstone Bonnick for his careful, reasaned 
documentation of the recent Jamaican economic record In some 
cases the figures really do speak fctr themselves. In the 1970s 
gross domestic product (GDP) per capita declined 40 percent, 
government consulllption expenditures rose from 14 to 21.5 per- 
cent of GDP, =d net foreign reserves fell from 10 percent to a 
minus 27 percent of GDP.' That is not a very good economic record 
Sin- the People's National Party. Tfie new government of the 
Jamaica Labor Party inherited these economic problems. FVhile 
this is an important experiment, it is far too early to draw conclu- 
sions for the 1980s. 

I mi4.U mainly try to complement the analysis by Bonnick here 
and focus some attention on the adjustment problems faced by 
Jamaica that were inherited from the 1970s. Rve main points 
deserve some attention. 

First, Jamaica's economic record from I972 to 1981 is com- 
parat~vely far worse than that of other Chbbean economies. 
Table 1 compares the level of 1981 real GDP per capita to the 1972 
level fix Caribbean countries reporting their data to the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund IIMD. Barbados and Haiti showed miXd 
rises in per capita income ef 16 and f 3 percent respectively, while 
Trinidad and Tobago, an ail exporter, showed a large increase of 
30 percent. IF +?-,$ Bahamas per capita Income was unchanged, 
while in th 7 Republic and Jamaica the declines were 
20 and 3F :tively. Thus the decline in the standard of 
living in $ 2 ~  dramatic mad far exceeds that of other 
Carib& 



Table 31 

Caribbean Real Income and Growth Rates, 1972-1981a 
a 

L 

Real GDP per capita 1981 Per capita growth rate 
R e d  GDP per capita 1972 (percent per year) I 

1 .oo 0 Bahamas 
Barbados 1.16 1.6 

: 

Dominican Republic .80 -2.7 I 

&ti 1-13 1.5 

Jamaica -62 -5-4 

1.30 Trinidad and Tobago 4.3 I 
I I 

&Since in some cases 1981 data were not available, colua? L - the nost recent 
yeair for which data are available as end year. Consequently, some of the per capita 
growth rates in column 2 differ slightly from the natural log of c u h n  X divided I 

by 9. 

bDecline due solely to population growth. L 

CPopdation growth was 2 -4 percent while GDP fell 4 percent per year. I , 

19?9,90 percent of exports were petroleum All others are oil importers 

Source: Calculated from In'nsernational Financial Statistics, f 982 Yearbiwk. 

I I 
Second. not all external shocks to the Jamaican economy have 

been davorabIe. Table 2 reports selected commodity price index- 
es from 1972 to 1981. While the petroleum price index shows a I 

1 
J 

1 rapid rise, accounting for many prablems of small oil-importing I 
Caribbean economies, the prices of most Jamaican export goods I 

1 
rose substantidy during this period Bauxite prices in particular 
rose. This is especially important since Jamaican exports of baux- - 

ite and aluminum far exceeded oil imports. Furthermore, world 
demand fur bauxite did not appear weak; bauxite prices rose 
rapidly from 1974 on, both in absolute terns and relative to the I 

U.S. consumer price index. It is thus surprising that mining and 
quarrying production declined 20 percent in 1975 and a further 21 
percent in 1976. It seems reasonable to attribute the deche to 
domestic factors, such as the bauxite levy imposed in 1974, snd 

i 

possibly exchange controls. This levy was substantial, as it repre- 
sented 6 percent of GDP in 1974-75. No other sector, apart fmm 
runstruetion, showed a similar decline (chapter 10). Thus world 





demand for bauxite was high while production slumped dramati- 
cally, Prices for other Jamaican export goods displayed a similar 
rise over the period, with the notable exception of sugar. 

Third, the large increase in the government sector was fmanced 
mainly by the printing of new money and by drawing down on 
foreign exchange reserves. In the Bank of' Jamaica Law (Section 
V), the bank's objectives in this regard were clearly set out: 

. . . to issue and redeem nates and coins, to keep and administer the exter- 
nal reserves of Jamaica, .to influence the volume and conditions of supply 
of credit so as to promote the fullest expansion of pro&action, trade and 
employment, consistent with the maintenance of monetary stability in 
Jamaica and the external value of the currency." 

In 1961 the issue of Jamaican pun& was backed initially by 
sterling holdings, and monetary policy was dictated by the maink- 
nance cf a fixed exchange ratc-first to the pound sterling =d 
then, since the middle of 1969, to the U.S. dollar. Table 3 reports 
changes in the Bank of Jamaica's holdings of Treasury debt, as a 

I 

percent of government consurnptim in c01um.n 1, and as a percent 
of GDP in column 2. The use of the printing press began in 1972: 
accelerated in 1975 and 1976, but was temporarily halted in 1977. 
It is probably no coincidence that there was, in Bonnick's worh, 
"an amendment of the Bank of Jamaica Law in 1977 to expand 
the Central Bank capacity to tend t o  the government and to put 
use of that crpacity under the control of the Ministry of Finance." 
The printing press was set in motion again in 1978, reaching a 
maximum of 62 percent finance of government consumption. This 
represented 13 percent: of GDP financed by the issue of new 
mrxciney. 

The creation sf domestic credit. by the Central Bank naturally 
ca*med a loss of resen-es. Column 3 of table 3 illustrates the fall 
from net reserves equivalent to 11 percent of GDP to negative 21 

- percent of GDP over the 1972-1981 period. With a wodd in- 
terest rate of about 10 percent, servicing this debt would require 
2.5 percent of Jamaican income. In short, Jamaica, and part'rcu- 
iarly its government, Financed high expenditures by drawing down 
on its reserves. This can be done only once. Thereafter, expen- 
ditures must fall relative to income when a deficit can no longer be 
finz..ced from existing reserves or increased borrowing fmm 
abroad. 



Table 3 
bans to Treasury and International Borrowing by 

The Bank of Jamaica 

Change in Bank of Jamaica's 
dairns on government IForeigi~ assets 

minus foreign 
As percent of As percent liabilities as 

GV7: consumption of GDB percent of GDP 

1970 X 0 10 

1971 3 0 1 2  

-- 
Source: Calcdated from Interna~onnE Financial Sfatistics, 1982 12ar400k3 pp. 
266 -69. 

The fourth point to be made is that the adjustment pmcess will 
be painful for Jamaica, as it will involve a combination of further 
exchange- rate depreciation and the dampening of absorption rela- 
tive tc income. Figure 1 itlustrates the initial situation of early 
deficits financed by a combhation of drawkg down on reserves 
and increased foreign borrowing. The vdue of the deficit is e q d  
to CPin terms of traded goods (or doliars). The smder produdon 
frontier is 60 percent of tfre larger one, roughly corresponding to 
the decline in GDP per capita from 1972 to 1981. Had Jam* ad- 
justed in 1981, further depreciation of the Jamaicm dollar would 
shift production toward traded goods, and consumption away from 
them It would also dampen expenditures, which would have to be 
reinforced by other measures to cut domestic absorp.ti.on--p&ic- 
ulariy reductions in government expen&tures. The cut in the 
& m a i a  standard of living is thus much largsr than indicated by 



'I%% shifting of weight in g n s s  domestic prcduct away from 
a~jz : t '~ l t~e  to industrid productlta,n was of immense k p o r t a n c e  to 
;he ster 1; impmvement of the ;ler capita real income and the 
staxrdarci of living of the pecple of Tab-an. For on a conge3ted is- 
land Eke Taiwan, agriculture is be~-itably subject to the relentless 
law of diminishing returns. The 31339 way to circumvent ikjs law 
on a large scale is to shift labor away from agriculture, where land 
is the limiting factor, This reallocation of productive resources 
from agriculture to indatrial prockaction, m d  the abiEty to eon- 
centrate on those industries iz which Taiwan had true cornpara- 
tive advantage, allowed Tai~van not only ta support a much larger 
pqxdation (which had po\tm from 8-13 million in 1952 to 17.81 
nillion in X980:I but, afso to provide it with a per capita real iname 
five dmes higher (.see ta5le 4)- 

Interest-Hate Peficy and 1 dation 

The major difficulty of a developing country in its effort to break 
loose from the pverq  trap and to sse in self-sustained growth is 
generating enough savings, in spixe of the existing miserably low 
incorns per head. to Snance the necessary investment in capitd 
~ q ~ p r n e n t  such that productive capital per wJt of labor can can- 
c;ac)wly increase eyen with an expaxding population. As Rofes- 
sor 1%'. -4. Lewis put it: 

Table 4 

National hcome of Taiwwa at Xmket Prices 
fat constant 1976 prices) 

3ggregate mtio+'~i! incorn e Pe: capita i~come 
& h c m t  Index Xmomt Index 

i X  i s  I7976=103) iXT$i C 29'76=1001r 

1952 8'1.308 13.5 f 0.222 25.9 
1955 ZI2,TGO 17.5 1 1.895 315.2 
1960 P B l , f  18 23.5 13,601 34.5 
1365 240.229 37 -3 16,582 47.1 
2970 387,166 60.1 26.582 67.4 
1975 558.598 85.7 34,910 88.5 
1980 839,133 1~0.4 49.832 126.3 - en 

1981 918.899 142.6 51,iGl 129.6 

%wee: T Q ~ w ~  Sratis:i-ai h h  h k ,  a-mcif for Economic Pianrllng and &vebp- 
=em, Executive YWR, 198?. 



The central problem in the theory of econornic growth is txr understand 
the pmcess by which a community is converted from being a 5-percent to 
12-percent saver (investor) -with all the changes in attitudes, in institu- 
tions and in techniques which accompany this conversion.1 

Unfortunately, the prevailing academic fashion in monetary 
theory in the 1950s and 1960s suggested a totally misguided 
monetary policy, which w d d  discour~ge rather than promote 
savings by the public. That is, under the prevailing influewe of 
Keynesian economics, most developing cowhies had been in- 
duced to keep the interest-rate structure of their domestic bank- 
ing systems at the low conventional levels of developed 
countries -where the capital supply is more abundant and prices 
are more stable. Sup~osedy this policy was necessary for 
stimulating real investment and growth as well as for preventing 
the cost-push inflation alleged to ensue from increased interest 
rates. In fact, such a government-enforced low interest-rate policy 
in the face of inflationary conditions and great scarcity of capital 
at home would fuel domestic inflation by creating an enormous ex- 
cess demand fur bank credits, while retarding real capital fonna- 
tion at home. It would ctiscourage the inflow of genuine savings 
into organized financial intermediaries and encourage the public 
to hoard precious metals and foreign exchange, or to direct per- 
sonal investments into real estate or other mnprodudive chan- 
nels. 

Taiwan was probably the firse among the developing countries 
boldly to abandon the almost universally approved low-interest 
policy by raising the interest rate on savings deposits to approxi- 
mately the prevailing rate of price inflation. In March i950, a 
special system of savings deposits, called the Preferential Interest 
Rate Deposits, (PIRD) was introduced by the Bank of Taiwan, 
which offered the hitherto unheard of noahal rate of interest of 7 
percent per month, which, when compounded monthly as stipula- 
ted, wodd come to a remarkable 125 pe~cent per aarrm, 

The high-interest policy quickly had the desired effect. As the 
appendix shows, total savings and time deposits rose from a 
meager NT $6 million, or barely 1.7 percent of the contemporary 
money supply- (currency phis demand deposits) a~ the end of 
March 1950, to NT $28 million at the end oC June, which was ap- 
proximately 7 percent of the money supply at that time. Even 



more remarkable, price inflation was rapidly brought to a halt. 
Whereas the average monthly sate of price inflation in Taiwan 
during the first three months of 6950 was as high as 10.3 percent 
per m o d ,  it &upped dramatically to only 0.4 percent in the sec- 
ond quaster. Indeed, after May 1950, prices were actually deb- 
ing a little. This incredible turnaround happened before the 
resumption of U.S. aid to Taiwan in July, soon after the outbreak 
af the Korean War. 

Partly encouraged by the immediate success and partly fearing 
that the 125 percent annual interest rate wodd be intolerable 
with stable prices, the government sharply cut the interest rate 
payable on one-month deposits in July by half, to 3.5 percent per 
month, and again in October to only 3 percent. The public, taken 
aback by the abrupt reversal of the government's high-interest 
policy so soon after its inauguration, reacted by stopping the flow 
of new savings inlo the banking system and even started to with- 
draw its deposits. By the end of December the same year, total sav- 
ings and time deposits had fatllen to only NT $26 miUion or 4.5 per- 
cent of the current money supply. And prices resunhi! their rapid 
rise, until in February 1951 they were 65 percent higher than in 
3dy '1950, when the first cut in the interest rate was announced. 

Alarmed by the prospect of renewed rampant inflation, the 
monetary authorities were obliged on March 26,1951, to raise the 
monthly sate on one-month deposits from 3 percent to 4.2 percent 
(equivalent to an annual rate of 64 percent!. Apparently the 
public was then sufficiently appeased, and the flow of savings into 
the banking system resumed at such a spectacular pace that one 
year later total savings and time deposits had &eady reached NT 
$271 million, or 31.2 percent of the contemporary money supply, 
and six more months later, they rose further to NT $541 million or 
56.4 percent of the contemporary mney supply. Prices then were 
once more completely stabilized (see appendix). 

Thenceforth, the monetary authorities gi-rtgedy lowered the in- 
terest rate step by step whenever they felt that price stability war- 
ranted it. Owing to the lack of a free money market at that time, 
however, these successive downward adjustments were guided 
only by the subjective feelings of the monetary authorities about 
the public's expectation of future price inflation. Frequently they 
would ~verestimate the public's confidence in price stability and 



its willingness to supply savings to the banking system, and would 
thus make overly precipitous cuts in the interest rate that would 
send prices on the upward climb again. However, when the in- 
terest rate was raised again prices would once more stabilize as 
the upward trend of the savings and time deposits in the banking 
system resumed. 

One incident is especially worth noting here. In 1972 and 19'73, 
the worldwide inflation gave Taiwan two successive years of big 
trade surpluses, amounting to U.S. $647 million and U.S. $766 
million, respectively. Since the Central Bank is required to absorb 
all the surplus supplies of foreign exchange, the domestic money 
supply increased by 38 percent and then 49 percent in these two 
yzars, a l t h ~ ~ h  the target rate of money supply expansion was 
often announced to Se 20 percent (see table 5) .  As a result, prices 
started to rise, first by 7.3 percent in 1972 and then by a further 
40.3 percent in 1973.2 The spectre of inflation was still fresh in the 
public memory, and the annual rate of increase of savings and 
time deposits dropped fmm 40 percent in 1971 to 21.5 percat in 
1973. Had no quick action been taken, the rate of increase could 
readily have turned negative. The monetary authorities finally 
reacted by raising the interest rates on one-year savings and time 
deposits from 8.75 percent to 9.5 percent in July 1973, then to 11 
percent that October, and again to  15 percent in January 1974 in 
the hope of arresting the declining tendency of the rate of increase 
of such deposits. 

These efforts finally proved successful. During 1974 aggregate 
savings and time deposits increased NT $44.9 billion or 37.3 per- 
cent over the balance at the end of the preceding year, compared 
with the increase during 1973 of only hi $22 billion or 21.5 per- 
cent. This increment of NT $44.9 billion in savings and time 
deposits was equal to approximately 50 percent of the total money 
supply (MI) i~ 1974. This, therefore, constituted a major anti- 
inflationary force that was ta be added to that year's big trade 
deficit of US. $811.9 million (equivalent to NT $30.9 biEen). The 
trade deficit was only partly due to the worid recession in that 
mar; the government had also relaxed the restrictions on imposts 
.r 

of luxury goods, ificluding foreign Prxxury automobiles, and had en- 
couraged private manufactwing firms to import more raw 
materials and machinery. These two hefty anti-inflationary forces 



Table 6 
Money Supply, Savings arid Time Deposits, 

Interest Rate, and Wholesale Pricelrr 
----...1111111 -- ------- 

Average rate of 
Interest rate on price increase 

Money Savings 6 Column 2 one-year time over the 
End d 8Wpl-Y time dewit as % of d e w  its preceding year 
period (in millions of NT$) column 1 (annual percentage) (percent) 

Sourct;~: Finarzciul Statistics Monthly, Z'aiwan Uistrict, me Republic of China, The C&ntraI Bank of China, various issues; 
Quarterly Economic Trends, Taiwan Area, The Republic of China, DGBAS; Monthly Statistics of the Republic af Chin% Direc- 
torate-General of Budget, Accounting, and  statistic^, various issues. 

%o interest rate was firet raised to 9,5 percent on Jdy 26,1973, then to 11 percent on October 24, 19'73, and finally to 16 
percent, on January 27,1974. On September 19,1974, however, it waa lowerod to 14 percent on December 13,1974, to 19.6 
percent, on February 22, 1976 to 12.76 percent; and an April 21,1976, to 12 percent. 
bThe figlve~ in this column are the new revised wholesale price index for the whole idand. The figures in the preceding col- 
umn ara presumably far the Taipei area, 
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were powerful enough to curb increases in the money supply and 
;to bring the increase down i;o only 7 percent during 1974. Price in- 
flation was promptly reduced to 14.9 percent during 1974 accord- 
ing to the prerevision wholesale price index, and 1975 showed no 
inflation at a (table 5). 

Taiwan's experience repeatedly and convincingly demonstrated 
that adequate interest rates on savings and time deposits are 
necessary to attract the public's voluntary savings inta? the bmk- 
ing system, and that they constitute a significant anti-inflationary 
instrument. The cost-push inflation theorists were dramatically 
mistaken in their claim that raising the officially controlled low 
interest rates would increase domestic inflation. 

Savings and "Ecanomic Takeoff" 

The relative stability of prices and the fairly attractive interest 
rates for savings deposits restored and stimulated the traditional 
thrifty habit of the Chinese people. But additional tax measures 
were also adopted to encourage savings and investment, such as 
exempting from personal income tax the interest income from 
savings and time deposits with maturity terms of two years or 
more, and exempting from corporation income tax profits that 
were plowed back for investment. These and other inducements 
brought about a rapidy enlarged inflow of voluntary savings, 
which provided noninflat.ionary financing for the domestic b e s t -  
ment opportunities created by the new export-encouragement 
policies. The investments made possible by these noninflationary 
sources of finance brought about the rapid growth in productivity 
per worker and hence the growth of per capita real income since 
1960. The rapid growth in real income in turn made savings 
relatively easy and effortless because of the natural tendency for 
consumption to lag behind rising income. In this way, Taiwan was 
rapidly converted from a country with a very low propensity to  
save into a country with a remarkably high saving propensity- 

In 1952, only 5.2 percent of national income saved in 
Taiwan. In 1963, that figwe had risen to  13.2 percent, surpassing 
both the United Kingdom (9.8 percent) and the Cnited States (9.1 
percent). Since 1971, the percentage of national income saved in 
T g w m  began to surpass even that in Japzn, which used to be the 
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highest in the world. In 1918, the percentage saved in Taiwan 
climkd to as extraordinarily high a level as 35.2 percent, com- 
pard  with 20 percent in Japan, 8.3 percent in the United 
Kingdom and 6.5 percent in the United States (table 6 .  

Taiwan presents an excellent example of W. W. Rostow's "eco- 
nomic takeoff"-which he defines as occurring when an under- 
developed country with a grciwlng population ~~~ercornes the ten- 
dency for its standard of living to decline on account of the in- 
creasing population pressure, and achieves instead rapid self- 
sustained growth in real income per capita, with or without 
foreign assistance. The continuous increase in real productive 
capacity must be achieved w-ith continuous investment in produc- 
tive capital, financed by savings, as Taiwan's experience shows 
(fable 7). Thus W. A. Lewis once treated a 12 percent or higher 
propensity ta save as the hallrrrwk of success in economic develop- 

However, T have argued elsewhere4 that the bzsic condition 
for economic takeoff is achievement of domestic saving per capita 
that is more than sufficient tu maintain a steady increase the 
capitalAabor ratio in the face of population increase: the percen- 
tage saved out of the net national product should exceed the 

Table 6 

Net Domestic Saving as Percentage of National Income 

Taiwan Japan U.K. C.S. 

1952 5.2 24.1 6-4 10.4 
1955 4.9 20.4 9.8 12.2 

Sources: For Taiwan, Taiwan .Qmtisticai h t a  Book, 1981: for other cotllztries, 
Yearttooit of National Accounts Siaik!ks, 1979, Urited Kations. 
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cagitd/output ratio multiplied by the rate of ppdation growth.5 
This condition for takeoff was far from satisfied before the de- 
valuation and kade liberalization policy was carried out gradually 
in the late 1950s. When trade liberalization and the consequent 
export expansion went into fu3.1 gear, and the sensible interest- 
rate policy had restored the traditional thrifty habik of the 
Chinese people, however, the propensity to save in Taiwan went 
up by leaps and bounds. And in 1963 domestic saving propensity 
began to exceed the requirement for investments to maintain a 
constant capitalflabor ratio in the face of population growth. 
Although the excess for that year was at first quite - minor (only 
approximately 3 percent in 19631, the excess grew progressively 
thereafter. In the 1970~~ the saving propensity of Taiwan con- 
tinued to rise rapidly and climbed well above 20 percent, even- 
t d l y  reaching an incredible 35 percent. This implies that Taiwan 
is now f d y  capable of achieving a continuous and fairly satisfac- 
tory rate of growth in real income per head even without the assis- 
tance of foreign capital. 

Before the presumed takeoff year of 1963, Taiwan had to rely 
very heavily on foreign aid and capital. inflow for her capital for- 
mation. Until 1962, in fact, aid and capital inflows constituted no 
less than 30 to  50 percent of gross capital formation (table 8). 
After 1963, however, there was a sharp decline in foreign capital 
inflows and transfers, as US. aid b Taiwan was rapidly diminish- 
ing until its termination in 1965. Fortunately, in 1963 the econ- 
omy took off and thereafter domestic savings not only successfully 

Table $ 

Sources of Funds for Gross Domestic Capital Formation in 
Taiwan 

Gross domestic Gross domestic Foreign capi'td 
capita1 formation savings i+iow 

Source: Taiwcn Statistical Data Book, 1981. 
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filled the gap left by foreign aid but also sustained domestic capital 
formation at an increasing rate. After 1975, Taiwan showed signs 
of becoming a capital-exporting country. 

Income Distribution 

One beneficial effect of Taiwan's development strategy is that311 
spite of her very rapid rate of ind-cstrial growth, income distribu- 
tion became more equal at least until 1978 (table 91, contrary to 
the view of many eminent development economists that there 
might be an inevitable trade-off between growth and equity." 
hindsight, it is not difficult to explain this phenomenon of rapid 
growth with improved equity, since the twin pillars of Taiwan's 
development strategy in the past could both be expected to con- 
tribute to the improvement of income distribution in favor 'of 
labor. %st, the trade liberalization and export promotion policy, 
after proper adjustment of the exchange rate, induced a vast shift 
of labor supply from land-intensive agriculture, which inevitably 
suffered from diminishing returns became of the limitation of 

Table 9 
Changes in Income Distribution in Taiwan 
Percentage Shares in the Aggregate Xncome 

of the Quintilee of Families 

famillts (from lowest 
to highest income) 1964 1970 1974 f 978 1979 

First quintile 
(lowest income) 7.7 8.4 8.8 5.9 8.6 

Second quintile 12.6 13.3 13.5 13.1 13.7 
Third quintile l6+6 17.1 37.0 17.5 17.5 
h w t h  quintile 22.0 22.5 22.1 22.7 22.7 
Rfth quintile 

(highest income! 41.1 38.7 38.6 37.2 37.5 
Ratio of income share 
of the richest to the 
poorest quintik 5.3 4.6 4.4 4.2 4.4 

Source: Report on the Survey of Personcl Income Lbtribution in Taiuan urea, Re- 
public of China !'] 977), Diredorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, 
Executive Filan, 1981. 
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fmd, towards the new labor-intensive export industries, in which 
Taiwan obviously had comparative advantages. This big shift of 
labor supply naturally implied a big net increase in the marginal 
prod-xctivity of labor and hence in the real wage rate. 

Second, the abmdonment of the artificial, government-enforced 
low interest-rate policy enabled Taiwan tt, avoid selecting ex- 
cessively capital-intensive and labor-saving msthods of produc- 
tion, or industries using such methods of pi-oduetk. Many other 
developing countries had been tempted to adopt these methods 
and industries by the false cheapness of capital (as well as by con- 
siderations of national prestige) ; their erroneous yet highly popu- 
lar bw-interest policies tended to reduce greatly the number of 
workers who could be employed productively *with a given amount 
of investment, thus leaving a large portion of the labor force to 
wallow in the traditional low-productivity employments. In addi- 
%ion, such policies reduced the inflow of savings into financial in- 
stitutions and thus reduced the supply of noninflationary funds 
available for investment. By avoidirng such common mistakes, 
Taiwan was able to provide rapidly increasing new employment 
opportunities to her labor force in her expanding export indus- 
tries, with resultant rapid increases in the real income of her 
working class. 
In sum, Taiwan's experience of rapid economic growth with 

equity offers a good example that should s t m d  other developing 
m;ries in good stead. It has demonstrated how sustained rapid 
growth without tears and bloodshed can be achieved in a peaceful 
and humane way based on sound classical economic principles. 
Especially for those developing countries that are on the verge of 
embracing socialist totalitarianism in their desperation with the 
persistent failure of misguided development pEzies, the ex- 
perience of Taiwan may indeed be recommended as a good ex- 
ample of an alternative. 







By any yardstick, the performance of T'ail2~an's economy & ~ i n g  
the past quarter of a century must bs regarded as a great success. 
Real per capita GDP grew at an average rate of '7 percent per year. 
The inflation rate was moderate. Income distributicn among 
the most equitable in the world, an2 the balance of payments was 
favorable. The exchange rate wm s t rbk gad ehse1-y approximated 
the equilibrium rate.* After 1965 Taiwan did o9t receive any 
foreign aid, and accu~r ' i~ ted  only a v e q  smrH f~reign debt. 

What is the secret of Taiwan's sut:cess? We are very fortmaw 
to have with us today Professor S.C. Tsiang, who, together with 
the late Professor T.C. Liy was the princiyal architect of the eco- 
nomic development strategy pursued by Taiwan. Professor Tsiang 
has presented an excellent in-depth analysis of %he Taiwan ex- 
perience. In particular, he has identified the two most important 
components of the Taiwan strategy: first, the liberakatim of the 
international sector, and second, the liberalizatiorr of the credit. 
sector. In this case, liberalization of the international sector 
meant the setting of an exchange rate that approxi.nated the 
equilibrium exchange rate (thus obviating m y  discretl>:xary 
docation of foreign exchacnge), and the reduction and eEair;a-lion 
of inport tariffs and quotas. For a small ecGzoKi? wch as 
Taiwan's, such a liberalization necessarily implied a PLIic~r Ofn ex- 
port promotion rather than import substitution. Li&rz~f;-i..i'ti~n of 
the credit sector meant the setting of an interest rate that ay;~rox- 

*Since 1980. the new official Taiwa2 ;iollar&T.S. dollar exchange rate has been adj?j:u~i---4 very 
irirequendy ~ t n d  never has gone below ST $36iV.S.$ or above ST S O - %  , ,c, In addition, *&e 
black-market exchange rate has seldom Oe~iated more than a co-zple of psce;..tage points frotrr 
the of5cial exchange rate except during brie? abnormal periods of crises c;used F.\- a&.-wse In- 
ternational political deveIoprnen~s. 
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ha ted  fhe equilibrium rate and, in particular, yielded a positive 
real rate cf retlr-n to holders of s~vings deposits in f o m d  finan- 
cial institutions. It is of interest t~ note that bath of these 
measures were diametricafTy opposed to the twin policies of import 
substitution and low interest rate that were widely advocated and 
regularly prescribed by economists to promote economic growth in 
developing countries in the 1950s and 1960s. Since then, the es- 
sential correctness of the Taiwan strategy has been clearly vindi- 
cated. 

The Taiwan experienca should not be regarded as an isolated 
case. Similar strategies embodying to a greaccr or lesser degree 
the liberalization of the international and credit sectors have been 
pursued in Hong b g ,  Singapore. uld South Korea. These three 
ecoaomies also have been very successfd, Between 1960 and 1980 
the real per capita GllPs of these cswtfies grew at an average 
rate of &out 7percenr: per gear-xYery impressive indeed 

\%%at can one learn from the experience of Taiwan, Yong Kong, 
Singapore: a d  South Korea? @~vlowly the liberabation of thr 
international and the credit sectors has worked in aE these 
eases--even though the p r o e s  might 'be far from complete, The 
mssE kteresting question, however, is whether the Taiwan 
strategy is applicable to other economies, especially to those at- 
tempting to make a start ~da_v.  It is beycnd the scope of these 
comments to consider whether sr Taiwan-Eke policy is either 
necesszvy 01- sufficient for a del-eloping country to enter into a 
period of self-sustaining economic grotit2E. Instead, I shall focllc on 
additional factors and circumstances that were integral to  the 
Taiwan experience. 

First. Taiwan, as as Hong Kong, Singapore. and South 
Korea. was a s m d  economy as it began its economic-development 
drive. The domestie market, limited by both the size of the popda- 
tion and the level of disposable income. a.as by itself too small to 

Wrm it eco~omies a? scale to be exploited effective& There w a  
also like monopoly poxr9r over the commo&iiies being imported 
and f i t &  mo~lcrpofy power over the commodities being e - x p d .  
Under these circmtances. the benefits-if anp-of restraints 
on trade !expmt taxes, import tariffs. quotas) most likelv wodd be 
verv W. smafi. and the costs in terms of efficiency im-ses w d d  be 
quite substantial. Thus; for similarly ~Siuated econ~~ ie s ,  a 



Taiwan-like strategy not only makes sense but may well be the 
only viable strategy. 

Second, Taiwan had the good fortune to be able to achieve a 
relatively high saving rate at 2 relatively low level of per capita na- 
tional income. In 1965, when per capita national income was ap 
proximately U.S. $350, the net domestic saving rate as a percent- 
age of national income was 16.5 percent. The saving rate kept ris- 
ing as national income grew. In the seventies, Taiwan's net 
domestic saving rate averaged more than 30 percent, whereas the 
comparable figure for Japan, whose citizens are well known for 
their high savings, was only around 25 percent; for the U.K. and the 
U.S. it was less than 10 percent. Professor Tsiang has constmM 
an elegant model illustrating the critical importance of a &- 
cientfy high saving rate. It is a L.recon&tI~n for self-sustaining em- 
nomic growth that the net domestic saving rate be high enough to 
enabh the maintenance of capital available per unit of labor in the 
presence of population growth. 

However, a high saving rate alone is not sufficient to guarantee 
that an economy will take off into self-sutaining growth. Take 
the case of mainland China. During the period 1960-1980, 
China's saving rate averaged approximately 30 percent of her na- 
tional income. The performance of the Chinese sonomy was 
nevertheless quite disappuinting. A high saving rate only ensures 
that resources will be zvailable for investment; it does not ensure 
that the right investments will be made, or that once made, they 
%ill be used efficiently. 
Third, Taiwan, along with Hang Kong, Singapore, and Suth  

Korea, had a subsmntial pool of labor. The liceracy rate was high, 
and the labor force had both the incentive and the ability to ac- 
quire new skis. In addition there was a good supply of 
entrepreneurs, many af whom were immigrants, The high literacy 
rate in these countries facilitated the acquisition of new skills by 
the labor force-crucial for the success of a poficy of export pro- 
motion. A high Iiteracy rate done is nut sufficient how eve^-wit- 
ness the case of Jamaica. 

The fourth factor, and in my opinion the most important one as 
far as domestic factors are concerned, is the existence (and con- 
tinual maintenance) of a stable and competitive free-enterprise 
enviroment. The word "competitive" is chosen rather de- 
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liberately. It is used to signify a low degree of economic con- 
centration and government intervention. Compared t o  Japan and 
the United States, economic power in Taiwan is quite diffuse< -. 
fact that also accounts partly for Taiwan's relatively equitable dib- 

tribution of income. fn addition, the labor unions have been far 
from being militant. Thus the markets, including labor markets, 
are generally quit-e competitive. Exit and entry are relatively easy 
for most industries, and individuals and firnzs are free to seek 
tkeir own self-interests. There is thus a great deal of room for in- 
dividual initiative motivated by profit. Zn such an environment, 
distort;ons tend to be minimized, inefficient operations are 
naturally weeded sut, and "ingenious and resourceful" 
entrepreneurs, in Professor Tsiang7s words, can take full advan- 
tage of the new opportunities created by the tiberaliztiiion of the 
international and credit sectors, 

Firrally, one must take into account the external environment. 
Taiwan and the other three countries got started at a time when 
total world trade was grow-kg by leaps and bounds and there was 
relatively little protectionist sentiment in developed countries. 
During the past t.wo years, however, the growth of world trade has 
slowed considerably and protectionist sentiment has gained much 
currency. It is not clear whether a Taiwan-like strategy would 
work as  well -today as it once did, as Michael Roerner bas pointed 
out. I belie-de, however, that there is always room for the exploita- 
tion of comparative advantage, although slower grow-th in total 
world trade will certainly mean slower growth in the exports of 
developing countries and correspondingly reduced benefits for a 
policy of expwrt promation. 

There are two points on which I do not agree completely with 
Professor Tsiang, however. First, I am prepared to accept the 
possibility that a comparatively disadvantaged industry 
(statistically) may be transformed into a comparatively advan- 
taged industry over time, through such effects as learning by 
doing and scale expa~sion. But in this case, some form of Enferim 
protection for such an industry--preferably a prodxctian sub- 
sidy-may w e l  be justifiable. This is the standard "infant indus- 
try" argument. The critical qualification, however. is in the adjec- 
tive "interim." Any such protective measure must have an ex- 
plicitly specified time schedule by which it wiIl be phased oat. 
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Second, 1 think it is useful to distinguish between savings 
deposits held in formal financial institutioqs and savings per se. 
Professor Tsiang had presented convincing evidence that the 
volume of savings deposits held in financial institutions is ex- 
tremely sensitive to 'he rate of interest paid and particvlarly to 
whether or not thar, rate of interest is positive. However, the evi- 
dence is not as clear concerning the sensitivity of total savings to 
the rate of interest paid by formal financial institutions, since sav- 
ing also may be held in informal financial institutions. It is 
nevertheless true that any reduction in the rate of interest paid by 
formal financial institutions below the equilibrium rate can on$ 
deerease total savings, whether held in formal or i ~ f o m d  institu- 
tions. Additional efficiency gains also accrue to the ecungmy if the 
rate of interest paid by the formal financial institutions is equal or 
close to the equilibrium rate rather than substantiaUy below it; 
the latter necessitates some form of credit rationing. 



Mexico has accomplished a continuous record of economic 
development and social progress since the 1930s, with some varia- 
tions in economic performance throughout the period' In the 
1940s and early 1950s there was per czpita growth, infiation, and 
instability. From the mid-1950s up to 19'71, inflat: ?on was con- 
trolled and per capita growth improved Finally, the decade be- 
tween 19'73 and 1982 has witnessed a resumption of inflation, 
somewhat less growth, the reappearance of oil, and a shaky legacy 
at the end of the decade for economic and social well-being in the , 

i 

1980s. Yet despite the ups and downs, one can observe a policy 
continuum from the early 1940s up to the end of the 1960s. 

The late 1920s and the 1930s witnessed the foundation of Mex- 
ico's current institz;1tiond framework. Confidence in the currency 
was restored through the 1930s and inflation was gradually con- 
trolled in the 1940s and early 1950s, setting the stage for the 
emergence of a financial system. I 

1 
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The country underwent radical changes in a relatively brief 
period while experiencing rapid population growth. A revealing in- 
dex of how fast and far Mexico came out from an almost feudal 
situation into a modern economy and society is the change that 
took piace in the rural-urban composition of the population. 

In 1900 only 12 percent of the population was urban (table 1). 
Thirty years later the situation had not changed much: 80 percent 
of the population still lived in the countryside. Furthermore, 66.5 
percent lived in communities of fewer than 2,500 inhabitants and 
agriculture absorbed 69 percent of the labor force. Economic Life 
for these people was circumscribed to self-subsistence with little 
contact with the rest of the economy or society. By 1940 the situa- 
tion had changed only slightly, but in twenty more years it was 
dramaticaIly different. 

By 1960 the urban population was close to 40 percent, an impor- 
tant part of the agricdtmaf sector had k e n  modemized and was 
prosperous and growing, and most economic activities were nat 
only national in scope but intertwined in many ways. The same 
trend continued up to 1980, when astounding 60 percent-per- 
haps too large a share of the population-bad been urbanized. 

One measure sf economic improvement in recent decades is the 
purchasing power of a monthly minimum wage. Cnmpared with 
1950, a worker in 1982 could purchase 4.6 times as many tortillas, 
3 times as many beans, 2.7 times as much rice, twice as much 
milk, 8 times as much bread, 2.63 times as much beef, the same 
amount of eggs, 4.5 times as many shirts, and almost 10 times as 
many irons. If quality  ere taken into account, the comparison 
wodd be even more favorable in most cases. Growth has trickled 
down then, but relative income distribution has remained about 
the same2-a situation perhaps best explained by the vast insuffi- 
ciency of educational resources? as will be discussed later. 

One measure of the success of economic performance is the 
growth in per capita income (table 2). From 1940 to 1954 per 
capita income grew at 3 percent per year. These results were im- 
proved upon as per capita income grew zt 3.3 percent from 1955 to 
1972, despite a recession in 1971. Finally, the 1973-82 decade 
showed the lowest per capita rate of growth of 2.8 percent, even 
though this was a period of abundant foreign credit and rising 
oil prices. 
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Table 2 

Growth in Real Income in Three Key Periods 

Growth in ma! Per capita real 
income g~owth 

1940-1954 5.9 3.0 
f 955-1972 6.7 3 3 
197 3-1982 6.8 2.8 

Sources: frodwtu fnkrno &to y Gasto, h c o  de ~6xicc1, Mexico, 1979; and 
Sistem & Cuentas Nacionales &e Mexico, Budget and Programming Secretariat, 
Mexico, 1980; population data come from Lrz h . m m &  Mcicana en Cijks, Na- 
cional Financiers, Mexico, 1980; Indkdores Econ6mkm, h n c o  de M ~ ~ C O .  

The coun'isg has coxe a long way in forty brief years, and its 
new situation offers ~pporbmities for continued growth and mod- 
ernization. However, it has also become an increasing1y vuhera- 
ble and delicate economy, as perhaps all modern industrial- 
service, world-inserted economies are. Growth and prosperity in 
the 1970s and in the fmt two years of the new decade were more 
fragile than in the past, as the outcome of 1982 has shorn. 
The situation in Mexico at the end of 1982 was very discourag- 

ing. Inflation was close to 100 percent; there was widespread and 
growing mernpIoyment, falling production levels, an immense 
public foreign debt, and a lack of confidence and even despair 
among savers and investors; and a private fore~gn debt of 20 
billion ddars was complicated hy a devaluation of 300 percent in 
the controlled exchange rate. After so many years of fairly con- 
tiquaus growth, a crisis of this magnitude raises many questions. 

The case study of Mexico provides an excellent opportunity not 
only ta pose these questions and to examine its economic policy of 
the past twelve years, but also to compare these last &EicuZt years 
with periods in which economic policy was more successfd 
Pdicymaking in the 1950s and 1960s in Me.eo was considered an 
exemphry model by some count.Fies; it has even been given a 
name-"stabilizing development," or 523. At the time, we became 
so conceited and confident about SD's outcome that we developed 
a theory around it and offered it to others as a possible mod& 

Everything was not perfect, of course. At the end of the 19608, 
poverty and wen misery still existed for large numbers of the 
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population. Middle-dass discontent had surfaced violently with the 
1968 student mwement. Even though the m-cdled SD model was 
atill working, its whole approach was questioned, and-incredible 
for a politician-the president who took office in D2cember of 
1970 was willing to experiment with a kew approach, even though 
the former one was still in effect. Thus, someiime during 1912, 
economic policy in Mexico underwent a deep tsransformatim. 

The new strategy was devised more as a negative reaction to the 
past than as a coherent. set of policies. M~reover, the reaction to 
past polides w a  partly framed on a flawed criticism of the $33 
model, especially of an outline of that model that Fhance %ere- 
tary Ortiz Mena presented in 1969 in a now-famous nrronograph.' 
This erroneous diagnosis is as much a res-dt of some misleading 
information in the Ortk Mena document as a fault of his critics, 
who tmk it at face value. The attempt by (3Ttiz Mena to rationhe 
and provide a coherent framework for his policies (he was finan- 
minister for ahnost twelve continuous years, from 1958 to 1978) 
helped to legitimize some myths about the epoch that are now con- 
si6ered axiomatic, with nu need of verification. 
The curious and imaginative Dame of "stabilizing development" 

tkm became the stamp of a period blamed with failure to achjcve a 
better Income diseribution. The alleged unchanging-or for some 
authors worsened- income distribution, was partly blamed on the 
encouragement believed to Bave been granted to private capital 
acctundation. Despite the impotence af recent policies to era&- 
cate the alleged ills of SD, the word "stability" still arouses strong 
fee5rrgs: some almost consider it a dirty m& 

By wder~hdling both the strengkhs and weaknesses of SD, we 
may get a better grasp of the &lemma facing the Mexican eeon- 
omy today of the possibilities to return Mexico to a path of 
renewed economic growth. 

h i e  Msconeegtioms ahut SD 

The policy ingredients and objectives singled ~ u t  for SD by 0ri;iz 
Mena are (a) measures %o stirmulate vol.arntary savings, through a 
low inflation rate, a stable, exchange rate, positive real interest 
sates, acd low taxes on interest i n m e ;  (bl taxing to promote the 
reinvestment of profits Ithrsuglk~ tax exemption for productive in- 
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vestments); (c) a reduction in the real price of energy and in the 
prices of other services provided by the public sector; (d) support 
of agricultural prices to compensate for deteriorating terms of 
trade; (el a controlled government deficit, preventing an inordi- 
nate expansion of the money supply; (0 ixqort substitution 
through tariffs and selective licensiog, xith a bias favoring 
domestic production of consumer goods. 

Thp above list includes many items indeed, but only a few were 
truly essential. From this standpoint, the outstanding features of 
the stabilizing development period were: (a) a low and stable ratio 
of government deficits to gross domestic product (GDP); fb) a 
stable ratio of publie external debt to GDP; (c) internal inflation 
comparable to world inflation; (dl positive real returns to savers; 
and (el a fixed nominal exchange rate. 

But since on balance the period was favorable, it seems that all 
sorts of policy measures were thrown in by Ortiz Mena to provide 
an exhaustive and systematic picture of policymabihg. Not all that 
is alleged about the period, however, was as Ortiz Mena or his crit- 
ics described it; nor were some of the enunciated policies con- 
ducive to healthy economic development. Before going into a 
deeper analysis of what happened, we need to get rid of some basic 
misconceptions that, because of their political eontent, helped set 
the stage for a rejection of the good features of the scheme- 
throwing out the t ~ b y  with the bath water, as it were. Take, for in- 
stance, the argument that preferred treatment was given to in- 
terest income in order to foster savings. While it is true that the 
~omiiial income tax on real returns to savers was low throughout 
most of the period, taxation calculated as the percentage of taxes 
plus the inflation tax with respect to the gross nominal interest 
rate was far from minimal. As shown in appendix table A-1, the 
tax on interest was near or above the maximan marginal per- 
sonal income tax in twelve out of the seventeen years of the SD 
period. It exceeded 100 percent even in 1955, when inflation was 
high while the economy was coming out of the 1954 devaluation, 
although it never reached the consistently excessive level of taxa- 
tion evidenced in the period between 1933 and 1982. 

hother assertion with high politica3 content is that private in- 
vestment had been a~bsidized. Actually, corporate income taxes 
went steadily up from 1.16 percent o i  GDP in 1954 to  2 percent of 
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GDP in 1970. With 1971 being a recession year, the ratio to GDP 
of the carpmate income tax fell below 2 percent, but the it quickly I 
went back to normal. , .. .I 

How can a rise of 72 percent in real terms in corporate income 1 
tax coUections and of 168 percent in real terms in personal income. 
taxes from 1954 to 1971 be regarded as subsidizing? In 1972 Mex- 
ico, with corlporate income tax receipts of 2 percent of GDP, ex- 
ceeded in this regard such countries as Belgium (0.91, Chile (1.21, 
Germany (LO), Sweden (0.51, and Switzerland (0.5).4 It fell short, 
but not by much, of the fractions registered by Japan (3.21, the 
U.K. (2.5), and the U.S. (3.1). 

And what about the argument that agricu1twa1 prices had to be 
supported to  compensate for deteriorating terms of trade? Take 
the 1960s, to which ths Qrtiz Mena document refers. From 1960 to 
1965, product prices Fose at an annual rate of 4 percent and input 
prices rose at 1.7 percent per year. From 1966 to 1970, input prices 
grew at 1 percent per year and output prices at 0.3 
hardly a devastating trend that needed to be compensated for with 
support mechanisms. But artScid prices did create some impor- 
tant distortions, discriminating against exports, reducing the 
overall value of agricultural produetion, and inducing a less labr- I 
intensive structure of production." 

Mexico's overall terms of trade show a remarkable and con- 
tinuous decrease over the 1950-71 period, with the index going 
from 147 in 1950 to 180 in 1960. Despite this, and contrary to the 
folklore of development economics, real per capita income in- 
creased. From 1960 to 1970 the terms of trade improved slightly, 
reaching 110 in 1970, and thereafter they improved considerably 
up to 1980, when the index attained 160. W'hat then were the true 
rights and wrongs of SD for the extended period from 1955 to 
1912? To better understand these years, it will prove useful to 
look briefly at policies immediately preceding SD. 
One of the most striking features of government policy in the 

1940s was the almost continuous reduction of foreign public debt 
as a proportion of GDP Itable 3). because of previous debt ac- 
cumulation and default, foreign pilblic debt in 1939 had reached 
an incredible 46 percent of GDP. Through some repayments 
(negative net borrowing), it was kept at basically the same 
amount (valued in current dollars) throughout the 1940s up to the 
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Table 3 
Public Externalt Debt 

(millions of dollars) 

Debta/GDP DebtVGDP 
Debt ratio Debt ratio 

order to obtain a long series of public external debt, balance-of-payments flows 
of net borrowing were accumulated to cr subtracted from a base debt for 1970, 
taken from the Ministry of Finance. This indirect method results in figures 
slightly different from the off~cial oms, which are available for only a few years- 
The differences are less than 10 percent. 

Source: htad;sticas Histikcas de b h n z a  de Pagos, Banco de M6xic0, Mexico, 
1981; Lu ~conoml'a Mexicam en Uifrm, Nacional ]Financier=, Mexica, 1980. 

beginning of the 1960s, when it reached a manageable 11 percent 
of GDP. 

Active foreign borrowing reappeared in 1955. However, as the 
economy kept growing, the proportion of foreign public debt to 
GDP was sustained at a steady 11 ts 12 percent of GDP. Use of - 

foreign savings was thus a fairly constant and reasonable propor- 
tion of GDP. Basically, this was accomplished through very able 
handing of the public finances. In table 4, we see the federal 
government generating a surplus every year from 1935 through 
1952. Deficit spending first emerged in 1953, but it remained very 

I 

moderate up to 2971. i 
If private savings and investment behave in a stable manner, 

the deficit in the current account of the balance of payments 
should reflect the government budget deficit. Prudent aggregate 
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Federal Government Revenue, Spending, and Deficit 
(as percentage of GDP) a 

Revenue Spenr?ing Deficit 
a b b-a 

I935 10.1 7.5 -2.6 1864 
1936 7.6 6.6 -1. .O 1965 
1940 7 -7 6.7 -1.0 1966 
1945 7.3 5.4 -1.9 1967 
1949 11.1 8.5 -2.6 1968 
1950 8.9 7.8 -1.1 1969 
1951. 9.5 7.0 -2.5 31970 
1952 9.8 8.2 -1.6 1971 
1953 8.4 9.2 0.8 1972 
1954 9.3 10.5 1.2 1973 
1955 9.3 9.5 -0.2 1974 
I956 9.3 9.4 0.1 1975 
1957 8.4 9.2 0.8 1976 
1958 9.3 9.9 0.6 1977 
1959 7 -9 8.6 0.7 1978 
1960 8.5 10.2 X -7 1979 
1961 7.5 9.1 1.6 1980 
1962 7.9 9.4 1.5 1982 
1963 8.4 10.1 1.7 1982 

Revenue Spending Deficit 
a b b-a 

8.0 10.0 2.0 
8.7 10.4 1.7 
8.7 9.5 0.9 
8.9 10.6 1.7 
9.4 10.4 1.0 
5.5 10.8 f .3 
9.6 11.6 2.0 
9.4 10.1 0.7' 
9.1 12.5 2 -8 
10.2 13.4 3.2 
10.5 13.7 3 -2 
32.3 16.5 4.2 
12.6 17.4 4.8 
13.2 16.1 3.5 
13-8 16.8 3 -0 
14.3 17.4 3.1 
17.0 20.0 3.0 
17.1 23.8 6.7 
17.9 30.4 12.5 

tables 4, A-4, A-5, the E,mes used for EDP were calculated appr-,ing the 
growth rate of" the oew GDP series calculated by the Budget Department to the 
Banco de M6xico figure for 1970. Figures are rounded. 
Source: Estadkticas de Finanzas Priblicczs, Kinistry of Finance, Mexico, 1981. 

demand management and a fairly constant real exchange rate 
kept the deficit on current account at a moderate fraction of GDP, 
averaging only 2.76 percent of GDP during this period, and rarely 
reaching a figure as high as 4 percent. This combination of policies 
helps to explain the good macroeconomic performance of SD. 

Relative Price Policies during SD 

One of the policies described by Urtiz Mena that data cof l im as 
having been implemented is that of lowering the relative prices of 
energy inputs and other goods supplied by the public sector. The 
relative price of electricity, rail transportation, and petr01ew-n 



products gradually decreased throughout the period; however, the 
finances or^ the public sector did not deteriorate, since total 
government expenditures were kept under control. 

But the secular deterioration of the income of these firms 
together with a constant share in the r&js of govmment spend- 
ing to GDP meant that debt was increasingly contracted to fi- 
nance growing current government expenditures, which crowded 
out government investment. This griid~al erosion ir, the provision 
of public capital would prove expensive in the long run, as declin- 
ing educational performance and agricultural production later 
showed. 
In figure 1, where relative price indices of electricity, gasulix~,  

and petroleum are plotted, only industrial electricity huli a - I& own. 
Petrole-uxn products other than gasoline start a sec-dar decline in 
1959, while the decline of gasoliae prices starts in 1960 and that of 
household electricity in 1963. Even though this policy did not 
become an important source of budget deficits or credit expansion 
during SD, it was the start of a very serious future weakening of 
public finances. The failure to recover costs through adequate 
prichg, to maintain real prices, or, in some cases, to reflect inter- 
national prices became gradually entrenched as a political given. 

Some important commodity prices were also fixed in nomind 
terms, driving out marginal private proch~cers and eventually 
intramarginal ones as This drove the government fust into 
suppcrting faltering firms with cre&t supplied by public banks, 
and eventually into taking them over as they went under. A 
classic case was that of the sugar idustry,  which by the end of the 
SD period was practically state-owned. As bad rna~agement and 
corruption became endemic, production levels fell. Despite mas- 
sive transfusions of cash, Mexico went on to become an impuder 
of sugar, having previously been an imponant exporter. These dis- 
tortions became even more acute after SD. The @icy of h ing  
nominal prices for as long as ppcssiblble had beeo set, but creeping 
inflaticn made the cost math higher. 

Another i m p r t m t  matter related to price-F~xing is the efficient 
allocation of investment resources ~jhihen the prices of irngortazt 
energy sources are &stort\ed. Under SD, the distortion was n ~ t  so 
severe. However, even d e n  real prices are &&icdy reduced- 
as they generally -sere in the latter decade, and even more so 
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under some regional development schemes adopted in the late 
1970s---the question remains of how permanent private investors 
expect the subsidy to be. 

If private investment is promoted through cash bonuses or 
faster bepreciation, the investors (or landownersf will take advm- 
tage immediately. But when the outcome depends on an energy in- 
put price being kept artificially low for many years, a high risk is 
involved that may render the subsidy i~effective. To this extent 
the distortive consequences of the subsidies may not have been too 
serious. 

Price distortions are important and have many dimensions. 
They were perhaps the gravest venial sin of SD, becoming a mor- 
tal one later on. The seed had been planted, and it would germi- 
nate ferociously when inflation set in. 

E~chmge Rate and Badgetary Policies, Balance of 
Payments 

The exchange-rate experience of Mexico in this centufy has been 
rich indeed. There was the revolutionary period that destroyed the 
flimsy confideace the public had begun to acquire regarding paper 
money. Eventually the exchange rate was set in term of gold, but 
silver coins were the main medium of exchange and fluctuated 
with regard to gold This peculiar situation, which prevailed from 
the mid-1920s u p  to the early 1930s; has been likened t o  a flexible 
exchange rate because of imperfect international arbitrage on 
silver coins." 

At any rate, Mexican financial authorities realized early that 
fluctuating exchange rates, free convertibility, and the conve- 
nience of seigniorage fmm paper money did not gc well together. 
An attempt in 1930 to establish exchange controls failed quickly 
and completely;' the failure was immediately recognized, how- 
ever, and the controls were eliminated. 

A fixed nominal exchange-rate regime was a logical answer for 
a country of a relatively small size neighboring the most impor- 
tant currency area in the worf 0- that of the U.S. dollar. How- else 
could demand for a national paper currency be maintained? Nlex- 
ican auxorities eventually realized this and started to set a 
nominally fixed price fuz the CS.  dollar. After intermittent 
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devaluatiow, they eventually succeeded. =he peso-dollar n o d  
rate changed every year from 1925 to 193-9 ff-r the 1930s, however, 
authorities fixed a rate and were able ti: keep it for a little ovef 
seven years. The start of the 1950s brcrrght a renewed attempt at 
fixing it, with only one interruption in 1964; after which the 
nominal rate was again fixed, this time to last up to 1916. With the 
sole intemption of 1954, then, we have a fixed nominal rate going 
from the 1950,s through the 1960s and halfway thxough the 1910s. 

OA1e approach to the nominal exckzzge rate is  to regard it as 
something to be modified, watching constantly the relation be- 
tween domestic and world prices and preventing the red ex- 
change from becoming overvalud The difficdty with this method 
is t@ select the appropriate price indices and to value adequately 
relative productivity changes among different countries, This is 
the usual problem associated with any situation in which a policy- 
maker simulates the working of the market. If he fds, he will 
have found the surest =d fastest road to peration. 

If a mistake is made and the exchange rate becomes perma- 
nently undervalued, the outcome will resemble what happens 
when monetary policy a h  to hsld red interest rates-or red 
wages, or mernployn~ent-bdow their equilibrium m k e t - c l d g  
level: hyperidation. An undervaIued exchange rate will raise 
the internal price 'level above whatever trend it was following as a 
result of other pressures. Such a rise in domestic prices d signal 
authorities (wrongly) that the exchange rate is becoming under- 
valued, and if they fdow the ride of keeping it constant in red 
terms, they will react by devduing it still more to prevent it (in 
their view) from becoming undervalued. The additional devaha- 
tion will generate more price increases that in turn will provoke 
another devaluation. This process can be seen as conducive to 
hyperinflation if a fixed real exchange rate is t d y  maintained. 

A fxed nominal exchange rate may work because, even if the 
nominal rate is set by the authorities, the red rate d be deter- 
mined by market forces. If external infiation begins to rise above 
domestic inifation, it will eventually seep into the country-. If 
domestic inflation is higher, it will not reatain so for a long t h e .  
Higher internal prices will induce a lower rate of increase of 
domzstic aggregate demand through a flow of international cur- 
rency reserves out of the country. 
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The automatic mechanism can be short-circuited temporarily if 
the government keeps on stirdating aggregate demand, if it has 
sufficient international credit and/or foreign currency reserves. 
During most of SI', care was taken to prevent the creation of 
domestic credit from getting out of hand. But it will be seen that 
under a Fixed nominal exchange rate, even when credit undergoes 
a strong expansion, there is not as much room as some might 
believe for internal prices to get out of line. Tables 5 and A-2 are 
quite revealing in this respect. They show the calculation d a real 
exchange rate for Mexico using a trade-weighted method.8 

The fib-es in table 5 and A-2 s h w  that t.hz index wm 100 in 
1953. The budget deficit had been rising shargy after 1951, and 
the current account deficit had risen strongly even in 1951 and 
had remained high. Appendix table A-3 shows a longer history of 
trade defieits. Looking at the "usual computation" column, we can 
see that the current account deficit may have appeared quite large 
for the years 1951 to 1954, since the 1943 and 1949 devaluations 
were made to correct a current account deficit of 3.9 percent of 
GDP in 1946 and 1947. 

These deficits may have loomed large in the minds of the public 
and policymakers after years in which the current account had 
balanced on the average. They again rnmt have seemed substan- 
tial in the early 1953~~ hitting 4.3, 3.4,3.7, and 3.7 percent of GDP 
from 1951 to 1954. Perhaps because of these deficits-despite the 
fact that the parity index appeared to be in equilibrium-the 
devaluation was undertaken. Another concurrent reason for the 
devaluation may have been the rapid rise in the budget deficit, 
which went from a surplus of 2.5 percent of GDP in 1951, to a 
surplus of only 1.6 percent in 1952, to  a deficit of 0.8 percent ia 
1953, and to a deficit of 1.2 percent in 1954 (table 4). The era of 
budget surpkies had ended, and one of moderet~ mziisgesbk 
deficits was about b start. 

The real exchange rate shows an impressive central tendency. 
After the  1954 devaluation, the reai exchange rate took about ten 
years to return to parity. It did so around 1963, when it started 
gradually to become overvalued. only to come back to parity agaia 
in 1973, to take sff again, and to reach 112.2 in August of 1976, 
before the September 1 devaluation. Again, in 1981 it showed a 
subsrm-tial margin of overvaluation, which led to  the &matic 
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Table 5 
Parity Index for the Peso 

Parity index Parity index 

Source: Internathml Financial Statistics, Internatiogal Monetary Fund, Eta 
R.esources fiies. 

changes in the oominal exchange rate that occ-med in 1982. This 
took the nominal exchange rate from 26.22 pesos per dollar on 
January 1 to 150 on the free market at the end of 1382. 

Table A-3 shows a closer look at the recent devaluations, 
revealing some interesting information. The current account 
deficit of the balance of payments is presented as usual, ht it is 
also corrected for inflation. In an inflationary environmentt 
nominal. interest rates rise, as they did worldwide with the onset of 
global inflation in the 1970s. However, the higher interest rates 
are misnamed as such, and some inflationary accounting 
reclassification becomes necessary? 
The correction on the current account is done in the third =d 

last columns of table A-3. hoking at the figures for the 19708, 
the correction on interest payments seems to put numbers into a 
better perspective; 1971 and 1973 do not look so bad anymore. But 
it is beyond doubt that the current account worsened sigrificantly 
in f 974 and 1975, leading to the 1976 devaluatior,. 
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The differences between the usual and the corrected figures are 
more striking for the second half of the 1970s and the 1980s. Ap- 
parently high current deficits in 1978,1979, and 1980 appear sig- 
nificantly less so when properly adjusted for real interest pay- 
ments; however, 1981, which looks similar to the previous years 
when uncorrected, actuaily shows a dramatic worsening when the 
corrected deficit of 5.2 percent of  CDP is compared with the 3.9 
figure for the previous year, thus leading again to the devaluations 
of 1982. 

Aside from the convenience of having en qqwopriate definition 
of interest in the national accounts, it seems that irr the case of 
Mexico the reclassification dlows as well for a better i3tespreta- 
tion of the facts. 

The parity index and the adjusted cwr8mt account move csn- 
temporanemsly to  suggest that the prevailkg n u m ~ n d  exchange 
rate nay no longer be one of equilibrium. Tne reason in this case is 
the destabilizing force of the basic source of &sequiIibTium. For 
the period concerned, this force was the pressure of the budget on 
aggregdte demand, and therefore on the prices of nontradeables. 

Since the increase in the budget over ehe long term can be 
misleading when the size of the p'1b2ic sector is rising, me will also 
be made of the govlernmenl','~ deficit taken by itself, af the ratio of 
public expesl&~.wes to GDP, of the behavior of revenues, and, for 
the latter years, of +;he role: of Bernex, the government oil 
monopoly. flt wmld have Seen desirable to w e  a single concept 
such as thz growth and docat ion of total credit to both the private 
and public sectors, but the breakdown is available for only a few 
recent years.) 

It was p~evio1~1.y seen how, after the surpluses of the 1940s and 
early 1950s, the subsequent governrno~t deficit did not go above 2 
percent of GDP until 1972, and has not. come down since (table 4). 
The yzar 1972 shows a striking rise in this figwe-an increase of 
300 percent from 0.7 tercent o f  GDP. The deficit rises slightly 
more in 1973 and 1974, goes up again by 31 percent in 1975, and 
then rise3 slightly more in 1916. From this evidence, it could be 
argued that instead of 1913,1972 shoxdd be the departing pint fen- 
the new strategy. But after so many years 02 stability, an unex- 
pected and drastic chenge in economic policy takes some time to 
modify expectations and therefore to  produce red effects. 



I Given such rises in the public deficit and in public expenditures, 
1 it is not surprising that the prices of nontradeables eventually 

rose, leading to an overvalued exchange rate in I975 and 1976 (up 
to the devaluation) when the 12.5-pesos-per-dollar exchange rate 
was finally abandoned. 

Essentially the same story is told by the public-sector deficit (ap- 
pendix table A-41, although in this case the rise in the deficit is 
more dramatic in 1975, going up 63 percent from 4.9 to 8 percent 
of GDP. Despite significant world inflation in the fist part of the 
19709, the peso-dollar exchange rate finally became significantly 
overvalued after tw-enty-two years of holding its U I - ~ .  

To see why the real exchange rate so quickly returned to parity 
after the substantial 1976 devaluation, it is helpful to look at the 
path followed by government income and expenditures. Despite 
common notions about the subject? the public deficit did not rise 
significantly during most of the Lopez PortiUo administration, 
which Segan in December 3976. The usual public deficit computa- 
tion shows an important drop in the public deficit after 297S? from 
7.6 percent to 5 percent of GDP in table A-4. Actually, the decline 
is more striking if one looks at the inflation-adjusted figures in ap- 
pendix table A-5. The inflation adjustment follows the procedure 
explained above for the current account of the balance of pay- 
ments, since higher nominal interest rates due to inflation are not 
an increase in current government expenditures, but a capital 
amortization. 

The adjusted figure in table A-5 provides a better overall view 
of the historical sequence of deficits and also of the close coinci- 
dence between sharp rises in properly measured public deficits 
and economic crises. The series of the tot,ai adjusted deficit also 
shows a clear pattern of Large deficits from 1972 onward, an im- 
portant increase of I46 percent in the deficit in 1912, and a 
sharper rise (79 percent) than the one shown by the other series 
(63 percent) in 1915. It also shows march more strikingly the im- 
portant reduction in the deficit achieved from 1917 through 1980. 
This reduction, albeit to a still high level, permitted an internal 
rate of inflation within world botmds, as the parity index in tables 
5 and A-2 show. However, the deficit was still high by historical 
standards, and it kept up the pressure on aggregate demand 

Government expenditures had kept a very fast pace, as had pri- 



vate investment and consumption, The only reason the adjusted 
public deficit showed some improvement was the sharp rise in in- 
come from oil. exports and prices. 

Table A-4 shows how external public revenue (mainly oil ex- 
ports) reached 9.1 percent of GDP in 1980 from a level of only I 
percent in 1975. This same table provides an interesting separa- 
tion of public income ati expenditures, according to whether they 
originate in the country (revenues) or spill out (expenditures). 
'Kis separation was important during the oil-exporting years 
because a large chunk of oil export revenue was not converted into 
aggregate demand within the country, but rather went out as the 
import content of petroleum-related expenditures; oil-refining, ex- 
ploration, and exploitation rose significantly with the discoveries 
of the new reserves announced at the end of 1976. Even adjusting 
for these effects, however, the additional pressure on local 
resources brought about by larger deficits was significant when 
the crisis erupted. 

Up to and including 1917, expenditures by the public sector out- 
side the country had almost always exceeded exports channeled 
through the public sector. In 1978 the two concepts became equal 
and the internal and total deficits coincided. Thereafter, the ex- 
pansion in imports-though substantial-bas been unable to 
match the rise in foreign income that has gone mainly to frnance a 
sustained upward trend in internal expenditures. By 1981 these 
were about double the amount they averaged during SD. Nor can 
the rise in expenditures be ascribed totally to oil expansion. As ta- 
ble 6 shows, oil-spending went up only from 4.66 percent of GDP in 
1976 to 10.56 percent in 1981, as compared with a rise in total 
public spending from 32.8 to 43.7 percent of GDF. 

Perhaps a brief summary is in order, since so many tables and 
classifications have been combined to describe events in the 
1970s. First of all, the adjusted public deficit became entrenched 
at much higher levels in the 1977-80 period than during SD. Sec- 
ond the 1976-80 levels of the adjusted public deficit were signifi- 
cantly Jower than duriag the former administration (1972-781, so 
that some effort was made tc, correct public finances. However, 
once the oil. effect is taken away, the picture is not so favorable for 
the latter years, even after adjusting interest expenditures for in- 
flation, because the adjusted internal deficit is seen to emerge 
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Table 6 

Income and Expenses sf Pemex 
(as percentage of GDP) 

Total Total Surplus or 
income expenditures deficit (-) 

Source: &tad&ticas de Fimnzas %bltcas, Ministry of Finance, bZexico, 1981. Data 
for 1981 from "Meor ius  de Labores 1981, "Petmleos Mexicanas, Mexico, 1981. 

again in 1979 and 1980, with ratios to GDP sf 4.5 and 6.2, respec- 
tively. Third, everything fell apart in 1981 when, whatever the 
definition or explanation, there was an astounding surge in the 
public deficit. 

Everything combined in 1981 to explode the deficit. Total expen- 
ditures went from an already high level of 30.3 percent of GDP in 
1980 to the still higher level of 37.7 percent. External revenue 
dropped from 9.1 to 7 percent of GBP because Pemex was forced 
by the government to price itself out of the world market, with the 
resuit that oil exports took a nose dive. Revenue from internal 
sources fell from 24 to 21.5 percent of GDP, mainly because the 
real price of public sector goods and services did not keep up with 
rising domestic inflation, and because tax revenues went down 
about 1 percentage point of EDP as a result of exempting all food 
products (starting January I) from the value-added tax. 

As has already been mentioxled, the exchange rate during the 
year became substantially overvalue4 with the parity index hit- 
ting 114.8, a level it had not reached since 1948. The corrected 
balance-of-payments deficit went up by 33 percent to its second 
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highest historical level of 5.2 percent of GDP (the highest was in 
1975, when it reached 5.4 percent of GDP). 
. The ratio of public debt to GDP, which had been decreasing 

since its peak of 28.3 percent in 1977, rose sharply again to 22.2 
percent in 1981 from the 1980 level of 18.2 percent. Iln 1981, the 
keg had been filled with powder and the fuse had been set; it was 
to be lighted in 1982. Notwithstanding this conglomerate of un- 
favorable events was compounded by a world recession, 1982 
began with still more expenditures, lesser revenues, and a fixed 
nomind exchange rate. Miraculously, the exchange rate had not 
exploded in 1981, but it did in 1982 and with a big bang, increasing 
sixfold within the year. 

Public policies had without question been setting up such a 
scenario since the 1910s and, in some cases, even before with the 
secular weakening of public prices. However, there is no denying 
that private investment also played a role. After the reduced rate 
of growth induced by the corrective measures that followed the 
1976 devaluation, private investment began to surge in the second 
half of 1977. It did so with a vengeance. It grew so fast that private 
firms went far beyond the means of the Mexican financial system 
to  provide the resources. 

The oil boom persuaded international. bankers of the firms' 
ability to gay. Unfortunately, expectations were not realistic on 
the average. Entrepreneurs proceeded as if the cost of capital were 
limited to the interest rate on dollar loans, without creating a 
reserve to cover a possible devaluation of the peso.l"This potential 
reserve was considered by many firms as a normal profit to be in- 
-vested, with some additions1 foreign currency leveragr: if possible. 

It could be argued that these firms incurred loans from the 
develuation because there was no active futures market in foreign 
currencies to allow them to hedge their debts. But such an arm- 
ment would he incorrect, since the Central Bank had, since 1977, 
allowed any taker willing to pay the prevailing peso interest rates 
to convert dollar debts into peso debts." Few took the opportunity; 
most preferred the gamble, and moat of the private sector ended 
1982 in a puor financial situation. 

To end this section, a closer look at the final year of this difficult 
decade is warranted. At the beginning of 1982 the pressures on 
the peso intensified. Inter~ationd oil markets were weak, dollar 
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interest rates remained extremely high, and the U.S. -Mexico's 
principal trading partner-had not come out of its prolonged 
recession. By February, capital fight reached massive propor- 
tions. These deve3opments led to the floating of the peso. On 
February 18 the exchange rate was depreciated by 57 percent, 
reaching 45 pesos to the dollar. 

Immediately after the fall of the peso, a cut of 3 percent in the 
federal budget was announced, and import tariffs for some 1,500 
items were reduced. At the same t h e ,  more flexible interest-rate 
and exchange-rate policies were adapted in an attempt to stop 
capital. flight and the dollarkation of the system. The program 
almost succeeded. Dollarization started to reverse itself and the 
program seemed credible until a sudden, unexpected, and large 
wage increase (30 percent) was granted to most workers. The new 
wage, the impact of the new exchange rate on doljar-linked expen- 
ditures, and reduced fiscal revenue as a result of the weakening 
economic situation again pressured the budget deficit upward. 

Expectations of an even higher rate of inflation that would 
bring about further devaluat.ions of the peso were reinforced. 
Flrms began to face increasing difficulties in obtaining fresh 
foreign credits, as well as in rolling over existing debt, adding to 
the sa5ous lack of foreign exchange. 
In view of the erosion of the country's foreign currency reserves, 

and to seek a reduction in inflationary pressures, a two-tier ex- 
change system was adopted on August 5. The system established a 
preferential rate of 49.13 pesos to the dollar, to be used in transac- 
tions related to debt-servicing and to high-priority imports. A sec- 
ond exchange rate to be determined by market forces wodd apply 
to all other transactions. Inflationary pressures were certainly not 
abated through this measure and the dual exchange rate led the 
public to expect, correctly as it tuned out, the likelihood of ex- 
change controls, thus precipitating additional pressures on inter- 
national reserves. 
On August 13 dollar-denominated accounts in Mexican banks 

-the so-called "Mexican dollars," which had reached $12 million 
-were made payable only in pesos in order to eliminate the risk 
of additional transfers of foreign currency abroad. On the same 
day, the foreign exchange market was temporarily closed and a 
90-day extension of public external payments on the principal of 
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the public debt was obtained while negotiations with the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund got under way. After transactions in 
foreign currency were suspended for six days, they were resumed 
with a 69.50-peso-to-dollar rate for Mex-dollars, and a free-market 
rate that fluctuated between f OO and 120 pesos to the doliar. 

In September Mexican private commercial banks were ex- 
propriated and, for the first t h e  in Mexico's modern history3 ex- 
change controls were established. Immediately afterwards, a peso 
market developed abroad. Most of the private-sector foreign cur- 
rency receipts and purchases were channeled through this 
market, making the lack of foreign capital for imports and debt- 
servicing wen more serious. Capital flight became more acute, 
taking the form of a lack of sale of dollars by private exporters. 
Imports were financed through a sharp increase in suppliers' cred- 
its and by drawing on dollar deposits abroad. The reason foreign 
creditors were willing to increase their exposure was the immi- 
nence of a new government in December of 1982. 

Fart of the sad outcome of 1982 has already been mentioned in 
the introduction. Total output feil one-haif of a percentage point, 
the budget deficit reached '9 percent of GDP (its highest hisbri- 
c d  Ievel),l2 unemp10:;rne~ t was rampant and output Eevefs were 
declining in the lzst third of the year, and the inflation rate 
reached 238 percent, judging by the 10.1 percent monthly chage 
in the December increase in the Consumer Price Index. The lesson 
from 1982 is perhaps that it should be viewed not in isolatioa, but 
as the culminating year of a ten-year process that h t e s  from the 
start of 1973. 

Public Pricing 

1% is truly striking, though perhaps not surprising, that the bulk of 
present problems codd have been considerably mitigated had 
pricing policies for governmect-provided goods aad services-so 
proudly announced as a pillar of SD-not been so consistently 
followed in the last decade. 

A few comments have already been made concerning the distor- 
tions introduced in private and public decisions because of the 
downward bias the public ownership of firms introduced in their 
prices. Later on we shall advance some hypotheses on the "why" 
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of their behavior; for now, let us consider the budgetary conse- 
quences of their income policies. 

A numerical exercise was performed to adjust the figures of 04 
electricityI and railway firms from 1965 up to 1980 to calculate the 
subsidies implicit in their pricing policies. In the case of oil prod- 
ucts, the average U.S. retail price is used as the relevant 
benchmark. For i electric and railway firms, the only adjust- 
ment to their actual prices is to add on to them the cost of capitaL ; 

The results of them adjustments appear in appendix table A-6. 
Column (a) shows the additional income that would have been pro- 

I 

vided had actual cost-pricing policies been followed Simple zero 
elasticity of demand was assumed in making calculations. 
Revenue would not have been as high had the quantity demanded 
been lower as a consequence of higher prices, but expenditures in- 
curred to provide an increased &started demand wodd aiso have 
been lower. In the case of 02, higher internal prices would havem 
provided more revenues than those implied by zero demand 
elasticity, since excess supplies codd have been exported at world 
prices. 

Higher revenues also would have meant lower interest pay- 
ments on the marginal external public debt. This calculation is 
shown in columns (b) and (c). The lower interest expenditures 
would have reduced the deficit during the period in which the 
public price is assumed to be increased and in subsequent periods 
as well, due to the lower fareign public debt carried over. 

The reduction in the deficit in z:Frl?s (a) and (c) is s h o w n  in 
column (el. Finally the actual deficit is corrected, and the result 
appears in column (0. Altho~gh this estimate is on the low side 
because many other public services are left out of the ca1c&atims, 
the results are impressive. In fact, with the exception of 1975 and 
1976, every year would have shown a budget sllrpIus had adequate 
pricing policies been foliowed And as column O shows, the 
surpluses would by no means have been marginal, reaching as 
much as or more than 3 percent of GDP in some years. 

For a double check on the argument, see the available s~bindex- 
es of the wholesale price index (figure 1). The relative price of 
gasoline can be seen reaching its peak in 1960 and going steadily 
down thereafter, with a few discontinuous jumps hardly denting 
the overall trend. The same basic story is td,d by the price of home 



electricity and the prices of petroleum products. Such disastrous 
pricing policies by government-owned firms may have been 
caused by political resistance, or they may have come simply from 
fear of making continual price adjustments. or frcm the way 
puMic firm managers view their roles. In any case there can be lit- 
tle doubt that the policies act:ilafIy pursued involved exchanging 
successive short-run postponements for enormous long-run costs. 
In Mexico most of the investment of public firms was financed 

by foreign debt, and these firms view their cost of capital as, at 
most, the dollar interest rate, since the mvernment has absorbed 
foreign exchange losses. But thm is not &. Xa effort is made to  
impute depreciation and interest user charges or: the net stofh of 
capital, leading them into larger and larger appropriations of 
public funds. The ill consequences of these policies go beyond ilt- 
sufficient revenues and distorted consumer and investment deci- 
sions; they affect as weIl the optimal labor-capita; cumbination as 
seen by the managers of these firms, tend to prefer capital 
over labor inpiits.'" 

Perhaps one of the signigcant achievements of SD was the crea- 
tion of a financial market. Certainly, it was desirable to have a 
legal framework conducive to the development of financial institu- 
t ions and to the gradual creation of stable eco~omic expectations, 
which induced the trust of economic agents. But as will be seen, 
the additional necessary ingredient, facilitated by low inflation, 
was positive real i n ~ r e s i  rates. 

As happens with most good things, it took a long continuous 
effort to get financial intermediation to a reasonable level, though 
the change was modest by international standards. By the end of 
the unstable period in 1954, the ratio of financial intermediation 
to GDP was a meager 9.9 percent f table 7j. Tnis ratio started to in- 
crease in 1955 and from then on i t  went cp almost every year. m- 
til it reached its maximum historical level in 1912 at 32.5 percent 
-a little over tThree times its 19% value. 

Financial intermediation has been Likened to saving, but it is 
more related to efficient asset transactions or to the best channe.1- 
ing of savixtgs to their most productive users and uses. It perfoms 



Table 7 
National Cur-entcy Financial Intermediation Coefficient; 

and the Real 1 aterest Rate 
fas percentage of GDPj 

Einanci~ 1 Real interest 
intermediationb - rate' - 

1950 12.2 -1 .a 
1951 I1 -0 -12.7 
1952 9.9 4-4 
f 953 11.4 10.4 
1954 9.9 -I .I 
1955 10.5 --4.5 

2956-319613" 10.1 4.2 
P961-1965a Z 5-7 CI a - 4  2 

1 966-1970a 25.3 7.0 
1997. 31-7 5.9 
1972 32.5 4.2 
1973 29.2 -21 
1974 26.4 -9-7 
2975 27.3 -2.2 
19'35 21 "0 -2.8 
f 977 20.2 -1 25 
1978 22.5 3 -2 
H 979 2'2.8 -2 .B 
1980 23.0 -2 -5 
1981 23-54 7-8 

-- -- 
315- r me-ye= averzges are preenzed fur perids in which the real interest rate was - pasirire in eveq- gear and in which the financial :n'ceemerPis:im cw~%cien-r 
showed a reamable upward vend 
~ C U ~ ~ Z M  acewants and saving d e ~ i i t s  in ifrivare 2nd m i d  hmkk 

CMasirrzum capitalized izrtercsr rate far bonds or depsfts of m e  year car l e s  Infla- 
~iar, for 1950 i;3 196$ taken f-mri xhe wboie-sile price index and skce 2969 from 
the consumer price index. 

a role similar to that of the int~oi3-xtion of moneJ- into a barter 
economy? liberating r d  resot5.-tes used up in ac"niet4ng a d d e  
coincidence isf needs 2nd -qar;$s. Fina~ciai inrermediatim enables 
the separation, impersonaIly and efficiently7 of the saver from the 
i~t'rtiestor, it obviates the need for asset barter, and its growth is a 
refletion of how savings-hvestme~t transactions, fomerly per- 
fumed directly, become intermediated. 



Part of the success of SD may lie in the combination of budget 
and exchange-rate policies, which were mutually consistent and at 
the same time produced positive real interest rates. Signifcantly 
high real interest rates coinciCed with increases in financial inter- 
mediation and with a more efficient allocation of capital resources 
as weU. 

Another important aspect of financial policy was that lending 
rates were unregulated. This characteristic prevailed throughout 
the 1970- and the 1980s, with the brief exception of a three-month 
period in 1922. This part of credit policy was essential during the 
period of negative real interest rates, to prevent far-reaching 
misallocations of capital resources. However, liberalized lending 
rates have applied only to the so-called "unregulated" portfolio ~f 
bsnks. As government credit needs grew throughout the 1970s, 
the percentage of total credit absorbed by the government in- 
creased as well. 

Table 8 contains the series of the ratio of reserves to deposits 
frorn 1950 to 1981. It can be seen how this ratio started going 
steadily up after exhibiting a fairly constant average of 32.5 per- 
cent from 1955 to 1970. Its rise was a consequence of the need to 
finance the rapid rise in government expenditures that started 
in 1972. Such an absorption of btaf credit at a time when pri- 
vate investment perked up, as it did hginh-g  with the second 
half of 1977, could Iead only to high levels of foreign private 
indebtedness. 

Foreign credit u7as available throughout the 1910s for both the 
public and the private sectors because of the huge increases of 
cash reserves in the d-producing nations, which had to find a 
place in the trade and budget deficits of other countries. The 
unregulated bank portfolio shrank p z ~ i y  because of increased 
goVerr,ment *we of total credit, but &so beca-me of funds chan- 
neled to gox~ernment trust funds established to promote all sorts of 
activities, such as foreign trade; internal cormerce; low- and 
middie-income housing; small, medium, and large Lndutyy; COXTI- 

m m d  agricd~ure; and pisate agriculture. As inflation grew in 
the 19?0s, so did the subsichies granted through financial chan- 
nels. This combination had the double effect of magnifying budget 
deficits and making more acute the misallocation of resources rre- 
ated by unrealistic (negative) real rates of interest. me transfer 
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Table 8 

Private and Mixed Banks 'kkesewe Ratio 

Monetary and 
savings 

instruments offered Banking ! 

to the publica resemes Ratio 
a b b/a - 

1950 4,234 2,959 48.6 I 

1955 8,13 1 2,834 34.3 
1960 17,418 5,691 32.7 
1965 44.562 L 5,542 34.9 
19'70 11 8,095 35.910 30 -4 
1975 260,534 X 17,245 45.0 
1976 275,318 14O,Q56 50.9 
1977 373,711 192,201 51.4 
1978 520,328 257,941 49.6 
1979 722,500 355,000 49.1 
1980 1,001,700 661,100 66-0 
1981 1,495,500 74'7,100 50-0 

&&es not include capital and interbznking operztio~s; does include natioml and 
foreign curlency. 

b~ciudes cash depsits in &nco de Me'xico and government bcnd holdings. 
Soufce: ~stdhticas Histo'ricas & Munecla y Bazccr, h n c o  de ~ g x i c o ;  Informes 
Anuales, Banco de MBxico. 

I 

of funds to people with little or no need for subsidies *-as another 
corollary of these policies. 

Perhaps the increase in subsidized loans was to some degree in- 
evitable, since continued inflation caught policymakers unpre- 
pared to face some of its distortions, paramount among them the 
shortening of credit pay periods implied by the combination of 
high inflation, increased nominal interest rates, and f o r d a e  for 
determining annuities and payments designed for stable prices. 
As is well known, in countries that have experienced prolonged in- 
flation, new p a p e n t  mechanisms have to be devised; otherwise 
the present value of pa~ments becomes so concentrated in the 
first payment periods that fzw may go broke and middle-class 
individuals become priced out of middle-tern and mortgage cred- 
its. The effects of this combination of events on the housing 
market can he disastrous, since the classic annuitks formula m- 



imply initial payments that absorb more than 80 percent of an in- 
dividual's salary with an inflation of 60 percent.I4 

Table 9 contains some figures showing the impact of interest 
payments on ths cash flow of fums. The leverage of these firms 
rose 27 percent in four years but the proportion of their sales 
eaten up by interest payments went up by 156 percent, from 3.18 
percent of sales ir 1978 to  8.15 percent in 1981. This increase oc- 
curred in spite of the fact that lower-interest dollar IiabiEities ac- 
counted for an impressive proportion of total debt by 1981. In fact, 
dollar debt for this sample of large firms went up from less than 
one-third of total debt in 1978 to 63 percefit in 1981. 

These figures confirm how the crowding out by the government 
of private burrowing from comercial banks drove them into dub 
lar borrowings on a farge scale. E'irrns: on the other hand, were 
wiling to take the risk, both became their investments were fis- 
ing and because of the stranghg of liquidity that was provoked by 
the combination of high nominal interest rates and payment 
mechanisms on peso loans. 
This combination of events set the stage (in both the business 

sector and the overall economy) for the collapse of 1982. Maybe 
there is a lesson to be learned here concerning the need to weigh 
heavily the distortive effects inflation has upon an economic 
system whose institutions have been established under the expec- 
tation of stable prices. Suck consequences can serious indeed, 
even if inflation is not chronic. 

Table 9 

Debt Growth in a Sample of Private mrms 

Financial 

- Debt Dollar debt expendittires 
equity total debt sales 

Source: Sample of 2,200 fims taken by the Office of Advisors to the President. 
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Commercial Policy 

Among ihe policy areas of the greatest strategic importance fqr 
healthy, sustained economic growth, trade policy surely must rate 
high. In the case of Mexico, one can trace a very definite pattern of 
trade policy that has had a clear-cut effect on the structure of out- 
put, as well as on the balance of trade and on the country's depen- 
dence on for&@ supplies- 

Before going into a deeper analysis of some structural changes 
influenced over the years by trade policy, we should make some 
brief remarks about the issue of dependence in light of Mexico's 
most recent experience. One could say that Mexican policy has 
been influenced by the popular notion that selective import bar- 
riers promote domestic industrial growth, a concept obviously 
favored by so-called nationalistic entrepreneurs. Protectionist 
barriers also have a flavor of autarchy; they are implemented, so 
they say, to insdate the country from unfavorable dependence on 
the world economy, which is associated with deteriorating terms 
of twde from traditional export prices versus the rising prices of 
industrial iniports. 

In fact, trade policy in Mexico has favored the installation of 
many medium-sized industries with high unit costs unable to com- 
pete in world markets. That is not dl, however; these ind-ustries 
depend on certain strategic inputs that must be imported and can- 
not be produced internally unless, of course, we embark on a 
strategy of inefficiency on a still grander scale. The consequence 
of all this has been that instead GT greater economic independem=, 
our relationship with the world economy has retrogressed to the 
prenatal stage. Our most recent experience, the lack of foreign 
currency brought abut by our temporary flirtation with exchange 
controls, has been of "mature" industries or firms halving produc- 
tion levels because sf a lack of spare parts or production inputs of 
foreign origin. 

A good indication of the results of trade policy in Mexico over 
the years is the change in the ratio sf tradeables to GDP (table 
10). Ncmtradeabies maintained a stable share of approximately 53 
percent of GlPP from 1939 to 1955. From 1956 onwards, their 
share started increasing steadily, reaching an average of 60 peT- 
cent during the 19'70s.'" However, not only did the share of non- 
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tradeable8 increase signifkault~ but dso the share of exportables 
fell from 31.9 percent of GDP in 1939 to only 20.1 percent in 1979. 
The difference is made up partly by the rise in the share of import- 
ables from 11.4 percent of G W  to 17- 1 percent. Thus the econ- 
omy became less open to international trade. But at the same time 
it became more import-dependent, and had less capacity to errport. 

While some sf the rise in nontradeables can be traced to the 
greater importance that senices acquire in a growing mnc-v, 
the change in composition in tradeables, which went from a st ;e 
fur exportables of 73.7 percent in 1939 to only 53.9 per* qt in 
1919, is a reflection of a Isng-tern trend resulting from embedded 
stmcturd policies, and stems only partially from the "Dutch dfk- 
ease" that was a factor after 19'16. 

It is well known among economists, but little appreciated among 
poficymakers, that import tax3s are redly a tax on exports. 
FoUowhg the Sjaastad rnethodo10gy 09 "true" tariffs,l6 it was esti- 
mated fur Mexico that 37 percent of the import tariff is, in fact, a 
tax on exports from the 1939-79 

The entire trade story, however, is not told by import and export 
W f s  dune. Import and export permits play a part that is 
perhaps of greater importance, since aften there is the feeling that 
because Mexico burdeps the U.S. market, tariffs may seem too 
high or alternatively turn out to be a weak instrument to protect a 
particular industry. In this context, one should make a distinction 
between transitory and permanent components of trade plicy. 

Appendix table A-7 shows how controlled imports went fn>m 
17.7 percent of import value in 1956 to a peak of 90.4 percent in 
1976. The table also shows that since 1961 the share of contmUed 
imports has never declined below 60 percent. The number of im- 
port categories controlled has had a greater variation, dropping as 

i Bow as 24 percent in 1979; but this is a meaningless figure, though 
1 it is often used. A level of 68 percent or more of controlled import 

1 values must have s o ~ s  effect on the way importers regard produc- 
t 
I 

tion and export shortages, since they are at the mercy, or shall we 
say the whim, of trade bureaucrsts. 

After 1916 there was an apparent Iiberdization in import per- 
i 

I mits, both because the percentage of import value controtled was 
1 less and because permits were issued with relative ease and 
I 
f promptness. However, the EbraIization must be interpreted in 
1 



terms cf the expectations of the public. If trade policy is perceived 
as permanently protective and the trend up to 1976 was unmis- 
takable, decreases in that trend are of no significance to improved 
export performance. Less protection in these circmstances 
only triggers overstocking of inventories sf imported goods, 
adding one more cost to the distortions imposed by protection. 

Not only is there an additionat implicit tariff imposed on im- 
ports through protection, with its negative effect on export poten- 
tial, but exports are further discouraged through licensing. 
%%ether because of sanitary Iimitatiocs (perhaps because govern- 
ments abroad do not take good care of $heir citizens' health), or to 
keep internal prices down, erratic poticy changes on export per- 
mits have left many an exporter uith broken commitments and 
diminished incentives to try again. 

At a cost to the taxpayer, efforts have been made to smooth over 
these distortions through export subsidies, as the last column of 
table A-7 shows. The beneficiai effects of these subsidies, however: 
are nil, because they are granted selectively, while the higher 
costs imposed on the economy by protection cut across the board 
Also, the distinction between transitional a2 d permanent policy 
traits is fundamental in this case. This means that subsidies are 
mostly seen as -windfall profits: and are hardly ever a long-run 
determinant of investment and production decisions. 

Despite the healthy long-term trend of gradually lowering im- 
p ~ r t  tar i f fs  from an average close of 30 percent at the start of the 
1930s to wder 10 percent at the beginning of SD, we have had, 
under SD, the implementation of another structural policy con- 
ducive to inefficient resource allocation. This new policy meant 
raising again the average import tariff from 8.8 percent in 1954 to 
an average of 20 percent in the 1960s. Nominal import tariff- 3 were 
again lowered in the 1970s but impon and export licenses kept 
going up. 

The long-run effects of trade policy were a greater and more 
vulnerable international dependency of the nation's economy. a 
maimed capacity to export, and an ingrained attitude among local 
industrialists and exporters that will be difficult to change. Inci- 
dentally, the lowering of the tariffs in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  together with a 
liberal import policy, coincided with the start of modern in- 
dustrialization in Mexico. This trend was merely strengthezc2 by 
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the Second World War, rather than being initiated by it, as is com- 
monly believed. 

Human Capital: A Need h r  Investment 

Unfortunately, modern Mexican history provides a laboratory on 
how two sets of policies can affect the economy. To many people, 
however, it has not been evident that structural policies that often 
apparently provide short-run benefits can have strongly negative 
long-run effects. Such policies were part of the economic strategy . . 

during both SD and the latter decade. They were the negative 
part sf the legacy of SD, and their ill consequences for growth and , 

well-being were only intensified by recent macroeconomic policies. 
But perhaps the greatest omission in both periods has been the 

lack of investment in the most socially and economically produc- 
tive capital: human beings. 

Why has per capita growth not been higher? Why has the dis- 
tribu.tion ofthe ability to generate income not i-nproved? FVhy has 
productivity remained low? All these questions may have an 
answer in the extraordinary information contained in table 11. 
From 1960 to 1975 the number of Mexicans with EO schooling re- 
mained practically the same. The breakd~vm is not available for 
1982, but it can be seen that as much as 74 percent of the popula- 
tion had had only six years of schooling or less in that yea-. 

Table 11. 

Labor Force by Educational Group 
(proportions) 

1 -- 
Schooling 
in years 1960 3 968 f 910 1975 1982 

r 

No schooling 32.0 25.5 27 .? 30.6 
1-6 57.8 60-8 59.9 53.4 74.2 
7 -9 5.4 6.5 5.6 5.3 
10-12 1.4 2.8 4 -2 3.0 25.8 
13 or more 3.4 4.4 3.2 4.7 

.- 

t Source: Cardenas, "El. Crecimiento Ekano'mico en M6xico": hche l~r ' s  thesis, In- 

i stituto Tecn61ogico ~ut6nomo de Mgxico, Mexico, 197'7: E. Alducin. "Educacich y 
Empieo i982-1988", Unpublished paper, Mexico, 1982. 

I 
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A bigger industrial plant, a sane trade policy, and a stable social 

m d  political environment for -_-..-,, ~ ~ . , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a  ,,LUW 
-- 

contribute to better per capita growth. But how can indus~y,  
agriculture, and the other economic sectors successfdy modern- 
ize if there is so vast an insufSciency of investment in hr-- - -  

capital? 

1 
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Ur say's Erratic Grs 

The Uruguayan economy experienced strong economic growth 
(5.2 percent average GDP growth per year) for nearly Gfieen 
years through most of the 1940s and the early 1950s.' In 1955, for 
no apparent reason, economic growth in that country cdapsed, 
and stagnation set ins2 in the next thirtiken years, from I955 to 
1961, GDP growth was only 0.4 percent per year-which, given a 
population increasing 1.3 percent per year-meant that per 
capita output declined in that period about one percent a year. 

i 
Uruguay's economy recovered from the stagnation and ex- 
perienced a pei iad of healthy growth from 1974 through the end of 
the decade. But in the last several years, rn explosion of public 
spen&ng and other problems have depressed the economy once 
again, and the Uruguayan economy has struggled in the early 
1980s. 

Other economic indicators followed the fluctuation in GDP 
grou%h. The most unhealthy element of dl was exports, which re- 
mained virtually motionless for the twenty-five year period up 
through 1967-a time when trade was booming in the rest of the 
w ~ r i d . ~  Exports  the^ rose very rapidly-more than 7 percent a 



year-in the following period, up through 1980. Inflation rase 
from an annual rate of 8.1 percent per year between 1942 and 
19%-somewhet high compared to the world rate, but not cum- 
pared to other countries in the region-to 32 percent in the next 
tL-teen years, and actually exceeded 80 percent per year in the 
growth yeass 1974 to 1979. 
Uruguay's recent, erratic growth presents an excellent case 

study in the re1ationship between economic performance and eco- 
nomic plicy. The reason is that each of these ~ u m s  in economic 
fortune was the resuit of a marked change in policy. The moral of 
Uruguay's experience is a9 simple as it is unsurprising. The moral 
Is that when a country pursues economic policies that encourage 
growth, that will be the result. On the other hand, when economic 
policy becomes irresponsible, the result fl be sbgnation and 
even regression. 

Some Historical Notes 

A few outstanding facts and figures about Uruguay's hisbry must 
be given to sketch a purtrait of Uruguay in its successfd hour. Let 
us place rrrrrselves, to begin with, In 1866. The population was 
about 300,000, one-third of which were immigrants-Spanish-, 
XtaIia-, and French-born predominantly. That particular y e s  
over 9,000 had arrived, trf which 4J00, 1,600, arid 1,000 respec- 
tively had come from the above-stated countries of origin. The 
capital city and main port, which housed about 80,000 sods, was 
growing fast. There were nut many p p 1 e  to fill the rest of the 
69,WO-square-~le territory, but 4.5 million head of cattle and a 
similar number of sheep grazed in the prairies, which were just 
then being crisscrossed by wire fences. Exports-beef, cattle, 
hides, mutton and Iamb, wool, sheepskins-reached abut II 
million gold dollars, roughly equivalent to ten times the figure in 
1981 dollars, or $370 per inhabitant (incidentally abut the same 
figure as today, and one-third of present-day per capita exports 
from the U.S.1. bposts reached $15 rdlion, the excess over ex- 
ports king more than compensated fur by the surplus in the 
capital account. Gold, therefore, was flowing in. 
To what use would the incaming metal be put? About half of it 

would Find its way to the coffers of the seven existing banks (dl of 
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t 

them banks of issue as well as comerciali ba~1lr;s!, which held 
about $5 million altogether, and the rest would go to the pockets 
and purses of consumers and to the tills of the 9,000 (nonfarm) 
business firms. Coins of many origins (American, French, Mexi- 
can, Chilean) circulated, but the English sovereign was predomi- , 

nant. They were used side by side with the bank notes issued by 
the seven banks. 

The Uruguayan Republic never minted its own coins. In fact, it 
was only in 1862 that the national currency was defined in terms 
of gold by an act of Congress. Legislation on money had been 
hitherto limited to an 1842 act passed during a civil war, which, 
while granting the president extraordinary powers to secure 
revenue (including the power to tax by executive resolutioa), ex- 
pressly forebade the printing of paper money. 

I 

Perhaps no other feature is M, charac~ristiic of the country dur- 
ing its first century as its strung attachment to monetary stability. , 
Its only two neighhrs, giga~tk !fmm the U s u p y m  perspective, 
at least) Argentina and Brazil, had both had paper currencies 
since their inception. As an Axgenthe province, during the war of 
independence against Spain, Uruguay had had a taste of galloping 
idlation. As s province of Brazil, which it later also was, the ex- 
perience must have been renewed.. The tact is that when it was 
made an independent state at the inspiration of British diplomacy 
in 1828 by an Argentine-Brazilian treaty as a means of stopping 
the two countries' three-yes-bng war, there emerged this inz- 
plausTlIe little country made of some 7Q000 people, whose inde- 
pendence its hglish diplomatic sponsor refused to guarantee, so 
impfawibIe &id idits viability appear. Lo and behold, this splinter 
state was, on monetary matters, a chip off neither of the old 
blocks; rather, it appeared puzzlingly devoted to the outfmdish 
i d d  of sound money. And to make things stranger, in the pursuit 
of this goal it resorted to, and perhaps hit upon. the only sethod 
that could safely lead to it-not to have its own money at all. 

Well, to return to 1866, the Uruguayans had good reason, some 
years after independence, to be proud of theme1ves. National in- 
come was estimated that year at $48 million-about $1,600 per 
capita in 1981 dollars-by an expert brought from his native 
fiance to organize the Bureau of Statistics. The method employed 
was cmde anli the s u m  looked astonishingly high, but the ratios of 
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exports, tax revenue, and coins ar,d currency in possession of the 
nonbanking sector (three relatively safe variables to estimate) to 
such national income figures were 22 percent, 8 percent, and 21 
percent respectivelyy, a l  of which sound credible. Furthermore, de- 
mand for labor was strong and wages high by international stan- 
dards, as witne,sseci by the large immigrzition flow. Montevideo 
harbored a university, an active stock exchange, an opere house 
(with European singers every season), several theaters, several 
daily papers, several periodicals edited in foreign languages (of 
which altogether forty appeared during the nineteenth century), 
and many weU-stocked shor s catering to the gourmet, to the ladies 
and gentlemen of fashion, to the discriminating reader concerned 
to be always h la page. The implicitly adopted growth strategy 
bonetary stability; bw government expenditure; and an econ- 
omy wide open to trade, to finance, and, last but not least, to im- 
migration! certainly seemed to m k .  

That was not, in effect, the conclusion that the people of 
Uruguay and theis feada-s drew from the cotmtry's experience. 
Beginning in the 1870s we witness a surprising story in which the 
dominant note is dissatisfaction with the country as it then was, 
and an urge to chmge some of its main features- 

The avant-garde of this radical reform came with the wave of 
protectionist legislation that was passed during the 1870s and 
3880s. Until 1875 Uruguay had an across-the-bcard 20 percept- 
tariff, which supplied the Treasury with the bulk of its reven ..k. 
That, year an act was passed, to be supplemented 2nd reinforced 
later by further laws approved over a decade or so, that raised the 
duties on the goods that were produced f;cdiy-or those the 
authorities thought codd be produced behind a tariff wall-and 
lowered the duties on raw materials and capital goods. 

One of the striking features of this reform was the rationale put 
forward by its supporters. Agricdture: they held, partiejdarly of 
the livestock kind that predo~inated in Uruguay, did not a f f ~ r d  
sufficient employment opportunities. Only rnandacturing indus- 
try codd create enough jobs. The irony of the situation was that 
all dong the country was receiving a s~bstantial immigration 
flow. The further irony is that from the 1890s on, the immigration 
flow declined appreciably. Furthermore, the country's export per- 
formance became lackluster. This is as one would have expected, 
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?kt us take a couple of examples. In the early 1910s the World 
Bank compiled an economic "atlas" that included data on per 
capita GDP growth rates for 122 countries during the 1960-69 
period. The Popular Democratic Republic of Yemen came in last 
with -4.6 percent; second fmm the bottom was Cuba, with -3.2; 
then came Chad (-1.31, Haiti (-1.01, and Niger (-0.9). Uruguay 
tied for seventh worst place with Rwanda, scoring -0.8.5 

A study by Paul Jonas of the University of New Mexico, 
"Selected Success Inclicators for Developing Countries, 1960-69,"6 
i s  even more striking. The indicators of success or failure wed by 
Jonas were GNP growth, growth of agricultural production, 
margial savings rate, incremental capital-output ratio (ICOR), 
and inflation. The sample included between thirty-four and forty 
countries, depending on the indicator. 

Ur~gx2y came o ~ t  last in the G h P  growth contest, fwst in the 
inflation race-in both cases by quite a margin-and third to last 
In the agric.dturd growth indicator. But the result redly worth 
looking into relates to the capital-output ratio. Jonas approached 
this idea quantitativeIy, applying the formula 

fi6Ul + 863) + ... + a681 
GNP [69f - GPVT [GO! 

where Irepresents gross investment and the numbers in brackets 
refir ta the year when the investment or the G W  flows occurred, 

I 

It is assumed that a firm produces (adds value to the inputs it buys 
from other firms) OP. a country produces (adds value to imports) toy 
employing Iabor and capital services. ff the firm or corntry wishes 
to produce more, it sr-rtst employ more labor and more capital 
(mless it substitctes one factor of production for the other; the 
v.alue of the ratio as an index of success is based on the idea that 
this substitution can be assum5d away). 

The idea that a country's low marginal capital-output ratio in&- 
cztes success, thea, is based on the assumption that by using 
capita! very efficiently, the econamy somehow relaxes the critical 
constraint on its economic growth. Jonas" study, for instance, 
shows South Korea to have had a marginal ratio of 1.7, implying 
that one extra dollar of oxtput would call for a $1.70 investment. 
The median ratio for the thirty-six-count~y sample was three, im- 
plying that $3 of sew capital was required for an additional $1 out- 
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put. The second lowest ratio, Ghana's, was 6.6, showing that 
Ghana needed mure than twice the capital that the median coun- 
try required and almost four times that which Korea had to invest 
to produce the same output;. 

But at a level like 6.6 one begins to have problems interpreting 
results in light of the assumptions on which the whds study is 
based. There are three basic parameters at play, which are inter- 
connected and therefore must be consistent with one =other; 
namely, the marginal capital-output ratio, I.e., the increment of 
capital over the increment of output (2, which we shall call u); 
the rate of gross return on investment (which we shall c d  r, so 
that r A h  is the incremental flow of gross income accruing to 
capital); and the marginal share of gross investment in increnoen- 

r -  A k  tal output ( 7 , which we shall call K). Obviously, vrie have 
defined k in a way that implies the equation 

k = rzt 

Now we are told that for a certain period, Ghana showed a value 
for v of 6.6. Let us assume a relatively low (by international corn- 
parison) value for r of 8.1 (of which perhaps one-Efth will cornpen- 
sste capital consumption). This wodd lead to a level of 66 percent 
for k, implying labor's share to be only one-zhird of output, which 
is far lower than precedents wodd lead us to expect. If we start by 
assuming a fifty-fifty split between capital and labor, which only 
Begins to be credible, we come ox-& with a 7.6 rate of return on 
capital, which is quite low by international standards. 

But; we must not delay getting to the case of the last country in 
the sample, Uruguay, which showed a ratio of 24.5. First of dl, the 
total disct3nnection of Uruguay's case from the rest is obvious. Sec- 
ond, and more substantially, it must be st re;^^; that there is no 
way in which a ratio of 24.5 can be reconcil~2 ~ 5 t h  normal levels 
for the other relevant parameters, evens; by s~~i=:ching these to 
limit magnitudes. There must be some senw ~h?refore, in which 
the Uruguayan experience with investm::ix and production 
departs from the assumptions that underlie Jonas's study and 
many other similar research pieces. 



Capital and Olzkput 

The question underlying this fie& statistic, which the author 
very czrefdIy checked, could be expressed in the fo1Iowing terms: 
how could an economy enjoying a certain measure of capita1 ac- 
cumulation remain totally stagnent over a period that encom- 
passed several trade cycles !and was furthermore free from majm 
cyclical &stwSances) ? 

I believe a number of separate influences were at work, and 
different ones at different points of time. Basically, m y  proposed 
answer is made up of three elements: 

* For part of the time net investment was very low, OT even nega- 
tive. The psradox of positive investment and no growth is, dur- 
ing this perk& just an illusion. 

, s * During the rest of the ;me, -when net investment was signifi- 
c a t ,  some of the investment was destined to substitute capital 
for labor. 

The rest of investment just resulted in .aut,itiized capacity. 

We shall now take up these three headings one by one. 

Low investment. Table 1 shows that net investment during the 
years 1962-68 was less than I percent of net domestic product 

Average Growth Rates of Several Variables 
by Selected Periods 

tin percentages) 

Average ratio of Average x1~.qud 

net investment tc, growth rat",' Average 
Period net damstic produn& net damestic products infiation rzte 

-- 
1956-59 4.6 -2.3 22.2 
1960-61 5.8 5.0 22.6" 
1962-68 0.6 0.1 57.3 
1969-70 3.2 7-2 17.7 
1971 -73 3.5 -0.6 67.3 
1974-79 - P 

i .O 4-0 82.7 

'See text for bags of conputath of net aggregates from the gross reported ones. 

b1~60 = 36.3; 1961. = 10.3 

Sources: Central Bank of Umgmy, Stc.tisticai BuIEetin. various issues. 



CNDP)? Therefore, the faifme of the U ~ g r a a y ~  economy to grow 
' 

I 
I 

in this peribd presents no mystery. The question naturally trans- i 

lates into why net investment was so low-negative, in fad, be- 
Meen 1964 and 1968but we shakX ad&ess that later. I 

! 

I 

L~bor-souing investmint. The standard literature about leek 
! 

developed countries ~UXs) implicitly rules out this possibifty3 
since LDCs are defined precisely as econornks where capitd is 
scarce and labor is overabmbt. Uruguay's case g e s  a long m y  
to show, however, that government's t a p e r i n g  with rdative I 

prices may result in prices' reflecting ; elative smcixies.in reverse 
fashion. I 

Table 2 md figure 1 show that during 1942-54 the relative price t 

of labor rose sharply. Originally a m a r k e t - i n d d  phenomenon, 
this deveHopment was subsequently institutiona!& enhand by 
the establishment of a system of wage boards, where govemment I 

representatives, as we11 as those of labor and managemenf sat to 
settle disputes over remunerations. The govern~~~ent.-spcnsored I 

aet that crated the system, passed in 1943, set "fair" vise9 and 
"suitable" standards of Eving for workers' fami&es as its god, 3nd 

I 

Table 2 
fj'ruguzxy81a &o=oay, lW2-80, by TErteen-Year P e r i d  

bno.na1 rates ~f g-ro*&.& in pereenzagesf 

T h e  repeed  rates 5ave been ob~ained by  Ezting logarithmic sends to the varia- 
ble. 

I 

b ~ e s ~ s d s  to the pedd 1944-54. By using :he 1942-34 sample a :higher mte 
(2.01 is obtained, bsx i;. iz sstiIt not sta~iarcahly significant. 
%diem tbae the figure is not si.@ficant:y &!&rent from O at &the 95 percent 
level of ro~frdence. , 

dGri&na~ Oat8 mu18& from poling idormad~n ;"Tam three &Eere~.,t swrces rbr 
different. su'p-;.:: zds, and th&r homogenei~- is dor;btfur. The ahor believes, 
however. tki: : 3 - r  genera1 tmjectory of the variable is adquateiy represented. 

TPf growth :.z -.& : are "wickin-year" rcc ' i k e m h r - t o - k e m k ~ ' ' j  rites. 

Saws: CenrA Bank of' U ~ z g g p .  . S $ ~ t i ~ i c ~ I  &.~!ktin. various kvrzes: Q1mgmy"s 
Eweact ;tf Stariscics. several pzbticatio~s. 
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the government representatives on the boards accordingly sided 
with labor h most controversies- jn itself, a policy geared tu h- 
prove real wages by operating on nominal ones was bound b cause 
trouble. On top of that, employers were made to contribute heavily 
to the soeid s e c w i  system based on the amount oftheir payrolls. 
But there was even more. the white the rate of exchange was 
insdated from the surrounding inflatin by a system ~f exchange 
controls, which since 1948 was coupled with a system of multiple 
exchange rates, The official policy of "industrialization" meant 
that imports of machinery and eqtupment enjoyed preferential 
treatment over tariffs and exchange rates. In effect, off~cial. policy 
implied the s h d ~ m r n s  suhi&zation of capital and taxing of 
labor. 'That fi-ms should have employed more of the fomer sand 
LESS of the f at$er is no wonder. 

Misdirected tnwstment. hother likely development might be 
describrr as aa "oversh~uting~ of invesment in the I d  import- 
competing industries. The protectionist tendencies that we saw at 
work in the 18'70s and 1880s were much enhanced by the Great 
Depression. Therefore, import control, a part of exchange control 
set up to fight the depreciation of the Uruguayan peso in 1931 for 
monetmy reasons, had the zed effects of a major raising of tariff 
walls. Discontimed during World War a, it was reinstated in 
1948, this time to stop a loss of international reserves, but again 
with strong protectionist side effects. The resutt was that the 
mandacta~ng sector e r n e  to substitute foreign supplies, between 
1949 and 1951, at an annual sate of 4-6 percent, whereas export- 
oriented agriculture showed zero growth in the meantime. The 
figures quoted in table 2, show;ng zero export growth and 5.2 over- 
all output growth during 1942-54, point to the same process of an 
economy moving toward self-sufficiency. A part of our h-ypthesis 
is that the late 1940s arxd early 1950s were a stage of very high 
profits in the rnanufaeturdng, import-compting sector, w&eh at- 
tracted further capital to that sector; but what the available: data 
on investment show us from 1955 onwards is the tail end of this 
process, when all the best projects had already been implemented 
and a high proportion of the new ones had become financial flops. 
To the likeiy objection that this implies a very short period in 
which the import substitution process spent itself, the reply is that 



in an economy with a domestic market of under 3 rdlion people, 
the n d e r  of economically viable projects for substituting im- 
ports is not all thatlarge. 

The general picture that we have presented may be seen. in 
I 
I 

chrono10gical ~lerspective in table 1. First of all, we shculd abstract; 
the pegoh ccrrresponding to 1560-61 and 1969-70, which are 
atypical. They relate to two stabilization campaigns, which were 

1 

I 

prematurely abandoned but achieved a measure of success in tern- 
p o d y  decelerating inflation. It should 'be noted &at the rate of 

I 

investxr~ent rose in both periods. This leaves us with four other 
periods b consider: I 

* 1956-59, with high investment, negative growth, and an in&- 
tion rate which, although comparatively not high, implied very I 

considerable acceleration (in the previous four years the hila- 
tian rate had remained at one digit); I 1 

* 1962-68, with low investment, low growth, and a tremendous I 

acceleration of inflattion. This is the central period in posing the 
problem of low investment; 

1971-73, again with relatively high investment, negative 
growth, and tremendaus.ly accelerating inflation; 

1974-79, with high inflation coexisting with high investment 
and gowth. 

W e  note that the two periods when the inflation rate moved up 
sharply (1962-68 and 1971 -73) were p r  growth periods, but the 
behavior of investment differed between them. 

We further observe that in the 1st period (19'74-79) very high I 

inflation does not seem to have hindered growth and investment. 
This is a period in which economic policy may be characterizedby 

I 

the word 6beraEizaticm. hi 1974, exchange controls, which had 
been in effect since 1931 and unintemptedly since 1963, were 
removed. Price controls were progressively relaxed, hterest-r& 
controls were abandoned in 1917. The canc'usion seems t~ offer it- ! 

self: it is not so much inflation as its repression by government 
mnt101s that counts particuhly in this cop1tex-k. 
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Ekyond that, the foU~whg facts are to be taken into account: 1 i 
9 The net rate of return on capital during the lapse of low invest- 

ment was also very low. Arnold Harberger and Daniel 1 

Wisecarver expressed their surprise at having f m d  so low an 
average rate of return on total capital as 4.97 percent for the 
perid 1967-71, which they compared to rates ranging between 
8.5 and 12.5 percent estimated for Colombia, Canada, and the 1 
United States, and up to 15 percent found in Argentina, Brazil, 
and India. They report a somewhat better, but still low, rate of 
return on private capital (5.8 percentL8 These authors, writing 
in 1976 or 1977, expressed their expectations that the rages 

7 

would rise when the Uruguayan econrjmy left stagnation I 

behind. They did: for 1974-78, in the ~pdate  by the Central I 

Bank staff, the two rates averaged 6.6 and 7.8, and b t h  seemed 
tn be e b n g  upwards. 3 I 
The ratio of net saving to NDP was very low, as table 3 in&- 
cates, particularly in the erst four periods (fifteen years) when 

Trent. it averaged 0.5 pe, 

* The remaining somrce of inv$_;2cent financing-external I 

I 
resources-fluctuated -:eV intensely, and was negative in the 

'I i 
critical period of 1962- "3 (table 3).  I 

Net Saving, Sk restment, md Net < - 

External Resources I3 :';wed, by Selected Periods 
(as percentages of net national product) 

Net receipt 
of external Net 

Period Xet swinga remmesb investmentc 

1 956-59 -2.3 6-7 4.6 
5.8 1960-61 1.6 4.2 

196248 f -5 -0.9 0.6 
1969-70 1-1 2.1 3-2 
19'71-73 3-0 0-5 3.5 
1914-79 3-4 4.2 7.6 

1956-59 average 1.5 2.5 4.0 --- 

'I)edu&ion of net reteipt of external resources from net investmenr. 

'~'lmports minus exports- 
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Low rates of return on capital again p i ~ ~ o  plenty of unused 
capacity. k i n g  an inflation, they f e h e r  suggest an overvalued 
currency, price contr01s, and taxation rules the assumed stable 
money was dso at play? 

A low savings rate has obvious explanatory power, but it calls in 
turn for an explanation. The early establishment of an ~ d u n d e d  
sucid security system with comprehensive retirement bnefik 
must have exercised a strong depressive influence 0x1 the level of 
savings.1° The disruptive e f ' t  of interest-rate controls with high 
inflation on capital markets probably accounted fwr must of the 
rat .  

h w  saving meant that external resouxPces k c m e  the domi- 
nant determinant of net investment variations, as tab'is 3 in?&- 
cates. The availability of these was undoubtedly hindered by 
monetary inst ability and exchange control. 

Key ke Skagnation 

Most of the clues we have been pursuing pint in the dirtion of 
one prhcipd suspeck-inflation, or more specifically, inflstiori 
under repressive conditions. Only intense protectlonism, leading 
to majm misallwation of capital resowces, could be cited as a sig- 
n5cant exception, but even that was largely a by-product of' ex- 
cbsnge contraf, an inflation-repressing instrument.. 

It is therefore of interest ta look into the problem of why Uruguay 
should have become a high-inflation cc?mtry, after having been a 
prod  island of monetary stability in the Southern Cone of Latin 
America, and after having been fixthemore rewarded for i s  
hatred of unsound money by distinguished sonomic performance. 

As might be feared, the tro~bEe began in the field of ideas- 
ideas on money. The notion that had presided over Umguaybs 
stage of vigorous growth had been that an inconvertible paper cur- 
rency was an unmitigated evil, to be avoided at dl costs. Sbte 
banks, the nction fixther went, hdding the privilege to issue bar& 
n ~ k s ,  even g~ld-backed =d fdly convertible -bank notes, were 
elangemus institutions, because-as experience in the South 
h e r i c m  area had shown time and again-the road between 
convertibility and inconvertibility was short and easy. Towar& 
the turn of the century. these thought-s had lost part of their 



strength, enough ta allow the creation sf a State Bank invested 
with the ex~lrisive right to issue bank notes, but not eno%h to 
allow my psib1e penchant &he Bank governors towards mone- 

. tary laxity to become mmifest fur several decades. Then came the 
Great IDepressioll, and its unsettling power spread from the outer 
world of economic magnitudes tu the inner redm of economic 
beliefs. By and large, however, the tradition of stem fiscal &s- t 

cipline that the gold standard had implanted held its ground for 
another quarter-century, keeping deficits at an average below 1 
percent of GDP. Bank credit, on the other hand, was growing a'i a 
comparatively high rate d1 the while. If we refer r: + . " 9-56-59 
perbdl, which. we saw in table f as a stage of negeJ. i: ..., ,? 6 i .8..+&h P 

and relatively high inflation, we find f f fcd deEct : - is zveragz ;3-" . ~ d y  
0.4 percent of GDP but credit. expansion to + .. 3 -sr>5-<:iz.2 a , -  : :jf 

GDP. 
Credit was naturally flowing to the psi-; . - -  , . A .  :. . ,' s it I 

- - : , . .%* 
c -  4s' ' .  ' . .  through the commerciaf. banks, including a t'e~ i ..: :+ 1 b- 

< G owned bank, which in their turn were credit -. '1. i: zrd 
Bank. Until 1939 the Central Bank was mnstsi : i . e -  
+kwy expansion by its gold stock and a ceiling on the - .:,~t.lary issue. 
This constraint was then refaxed to allow the Central h k  to 
rediscount commercial bills maturing in no more than six months, 
provided they related to fie sde of goo&, without a ceiling. The 
theory was that since the demand for the goods preceded the c m -  
tian of money, this eodd not have inflationary effis .  It was no 
new idea, but rather the hard-dying "red 'bills doctrine" originated 
in England in the nineteenth century during the currency- 
versus-banking schools controversy, that has had a way of sur- 
facing afterwards in different places at different times.?l 

Uruguay has provided one of its dearest factual refutations: the 
annvd inflation rate in the t w e ~ t y  years prior to 1939, when the 
"red b i b  doctrine" was received by legisfation, was 0 percent. In 
the ten st~bsequent years, it was 6 percerLt-; in the next ten years 
(still before fiscal deficits grew beyond 1 percent of GLIP) it was 
12.5 percent. T s  was not yet the &loping inflatioc that would 
come when fiscal deficits added &eir share (in 2962 the budget 
deficit suddenly s o m d  to 4.7 percent of GDP, and has Ctlctwted 
around 4 percent ever since), but this phase of mild, private 
credit-propelled infiation was essential ir, paving the road fur 
what wiruld follow. 



lzhy did it happen? That is to say, why was the wrong monetary 
theory adopted? Why did the country dlow itself to be lured away 
from the path of monetary stability, along which it had fared so 
well? 
In necessarily compact form, we shaE propose an answer ta 

ekese questions. Before we do, however, there is an additional fact 
that I should like to bring up. It concerns the time path of the in- 
flation rate, which up to the early 1930s and since the 1950s has 
been very clearly cyclical. The variable peaked five times in 
twenty-two years, so the cycle averaged three years m.z.d ~kgkt 

- .  
months. More significantly, of the six peaks, five cmesprj,ndecs zr.. 

I 
I years immediately following the year an election uras field *.pr.si- 
I dentid, congressional, and local d together), always in No-~em- 
1 

t 
I 

b r ,  with no other elections held. There was therefore az m- 
mistakable electoral or political cycle associated with that of infla- 

1 tion. Only the 1963-67 electoral cycle was intempted by a n m -  

I electoral-year ixlflation peak h f 965, which happened to be a year 

1 of record credit expansion. After Congress was dissolved bythe 
president in conjunction with the armed forces in 1973, and no 
further elections were held, the path followed by inflation became 

I 
I quite irregular. Furthermore, a3I the monetary and f i s d  vari- 

ables that economic theory wodd associate with M a t i o n  foflow 
the same pattern quite closely. Table 4 shows this very distinctly. 

t Government expenditure, fur instance, peaks in exactly every 
f 

I 
electurd year, hence one year before inflation, except when this 
falls out of step with the political cycle. The seetiscowit of commer- 
cial bills shows a peak one year before that of inflation, without 
"?xception, for as long as the system was in effect. The fiscal deficit 

1 -:as peaks either the year previous to that of inflation lfcrur times) 
2r simultaneously with inflation (twfce) and only once does it pre- 
cede inflation by two years. The last column bars the influence of 
the two previous ones, and the similarity of its pattern to the 

I 

others is to be expected. 
The overdl pattern is clear-cut. Ch the approach af each elm- 

tim, the party in office invariably -used its control over the coun- 
try's monetary and fiscal systems in a way that, in its opinion, 
wodd imprave its chances of electoral victory {which, by the m y ,  
favored the incumbent party fiw out of the seven times involved; 
how spending public n n e y  codd have that effect is tao obx4aus to 
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Treasury's coffers. But even that swift passage through the exche- 
quer is avoided if the tax resorted is inflation. 

The most likely beneficiaries of the subsidy when the inflation 
tax uses the channel of private-sector credit are the banks, and 
the next most likely beneficiaries are the bank's borrowers. The 
banks pay negative real interest rates for their deposits-the 
whole point of the policy is to depress interest rates-and their 
borrowers pay real interest rates that are also negative, but some- 
what less so. 

In support of the hypothesis that private banks were one of the 
subsidy beneficiaries, we shall merely refer to the nunber of 
banks on the Uruguayan money market. Between 1920 and 1944, 
their number fluctuated very slightly around a mean of' nineteen. 
The commercial-bills rediscount program started, we pointed out 
earlier, in 1939, but took some time to get in full swing. By 1950 
the number had risen by one-third to twenty-six; by 1955 the old ' 

average had more than doubled (41), and by 1965 it had ahnost 
trsbled (56). 

That was the peak. That year the banking system suffered a 
severe crisis. In the previous two or three yeass, the inflation rate 
had soared, having by then received additional momentum from 
high fiscal deficits. The public reacted by drastically reducing 
their demand for bank deposits of all kinds, time deposits in par- 
ticular. With the high number of ballks, the average real deposits 
per firm shrank to insignificance, and several crashes under- 
standably followed. Three years later the number of banks had 
fallen by one-fourth, and the reduction ccmtinued for years. 

We do not have so clear an indicator of the borrowers' sharing in 
the inflation subsidy, but for the relevant period fur which we 
have data on banks' lendiag rates (1956-67)12 we find that these 
were negative in real terms three-fourths of the time. By the 
author's reckoning, over that period two-thirds of the subsid?- 
overflowed into the nonbanking private sector. 

"The art of the possible5' was Napoleon's definition of politics. 
An observer of the Uruguayan scene might prefer to say that it is 
the fine art $stealthily transferring real resources from the general 
public to the ruler's political friends. The thought ties in with John 
Stuart Mill's observation to the effect that capiial accumdation 
will n ~ t  occur unless "there is a preponderant probability that 
those who labour and spare will be permitted to enjoy." 
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The: Becent Past 

Uruguay managed to break loose from economic stagnation in the 
mid-1970s. Paradoxically, this resumption of ' growth closely 
foUoyed the Erst oil shuck. Tot2119 dependent m imports for its 
petroleum consumption, not only did Uruguay have to face an oil 
bill blown up almost foyrf~ld in 19'74, but it also saw its expart; 
revenue cut down drastically, principally from beef prices plum- 
meting to about one-fourth of their 1973 level. Throughout the 
1970s Uruguay had to make do with worse terms of trade than at 
any other time since the Great Depression. Yet it was precisely as 
of 1974 that the economy got back on its feet and was again on the 
march (table I, cols. 1 and 2). 
f aradoxes are often illusory-upan more accurate perception 

they may vanish. The mystery surroundi~g Umguag's recovery 
from economic stagnation in so unfavorab'fe an international en- 
vironment clears up as soon as it is realized that the oil shock 
brought the country from its mad dream of autarchy back into 
reality. 
For a country the size of Uruguay, economic reality means 

trade; realism means opering up to trade and finance, accepting 
the consequent challenge, making the most ofthe upswings of the 
world ecomrny, and adjlusting promptly to the do--s. 
&uguay had foakhly tried ta ignore the law procfaimhg that d 
successfd small economies must Ibe wide-open economies, Eke 
those of the Swiss and the Dutch, or those of Xfwg Kong and 
Singapore, and the gods had delivered upon it a terrible nemesis. 
In a certain sense, the oil shock was a blessing in disguise, un- 
pleasantly imposing the right policies, a task not totaf1y unlike 
that which Cornmodore Berry's fleet carried out fur Japan. in 1853. 

After appointing an uncharecteristic minister of the 
Uruguaym government dismantled on one day in 1914 the ex- 
change controls that for over four decades had submitted imports 
to a quota system, and for a shorter but considersKe lapse had 
dso severely restricted d1 other foreign exchange transactions. 
Henceforth the available foreign exchange wudd be allocated by 
the market rather than by the bureaucrat's rationing system. For 
the first time foreign investors found that they were free to remit 
interest and dividends home, indeed to repatriate dl their capiLd 
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if they so wished. Far from profiting fmm this n d y  gained liberty 
by sending capita1 out, they reacted to it by bringing more in. 
Since 1976 international reserves, after having dwindled for 
decades despite the obsessive official concern to preserve them, 
began to grow substantially. 

There were other reforms adopted in the same spirit. Price con- 
trols were almost universally repealed. A tax reform that did away 
with hmdreds of bw-yielding taxes that were costly to ad- 
m s k r ,  including the largely evaded personal income tax, made 
the value-added tax the mainstay of the system. 4 1979 the 
Treasury accounts were back in the black for the Yist time in two 
decades. Fhdly, s grsdual tariff reduction was announced, b ~ t  for 
some season the boldness that presided over external financial 
policy never extended over t~ comercia! policy-the tariff 
refom never got far. 

In response to the breath of fresh air that; th removal of con- 
trols dowed in, the economy reacted healthily. Exports, where 
stagnation had begun its sway over the Uruguayan economy, 
started growing at nearly 10 percent a year. lnvestme~t grew 
even fmter. Tutd output set; a growth trend exceeding 4 percent, 
which looked both sustainable 4 given the low rate of poputa- 
tion growth (abut 1 percent), also satisfactory. 

k t  we convey the inpression thak there is an unqualifiedly 
hapgy ending to the story of Uru,gwy7s w a n o ~ c  vicissitudes, in 
table 5 we have combined the data covering the resumption-of- 
growth stage with those covering the recessim into which the 
economy began sliding In Iatter 1981 and CPII freely in 1982, 

Needless to say, a recession does not  cancel out the gains show 
over a long-run trend-d the more so when worldvde business 
con&tions have played z major role in bringing it about and afl 
corntries in the area have been similarly hit, those following es- 
sentidy dirigiste policy guidelines (like Brazil and Mexico) as well 
as .those ieming toward a free-market orientation ake Chile and 
Uruguay]* That the picture associating economic liberalization 
and success hzd been do~unately dimmed in the popular per- 
ception is another SLOT$. H~wever, with one asped of -LLe present 
Uruguayan recessio~, or rather of its domestically induced depth, 
we must become concerned; for it conveys a message that is reie- 
vant to the general scope of this v~lume. h a nutshell, the 
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Table 5 

1574-81 Growth Period and 1982 Coatraction 
(trends of real variables and 1982 deviation from trendla I 

-.--- I 

Deviation of 
f 982 Ievels ! 

1914-81 trend fmm trend - 
Gross domestic p d u c t  4.1 -15.6 
Gms domestic investment 15.8 4 3 . 2  
Private co~~~um;ptio~ 2.4 -7.0 , 

w* 9.2 -23.8 I 

Imports 8.9 -23.8 i 

I 

Agxidt'tira: pduction 1.5 -4.7 ! 

Industrid d;3ctitpn 4.5 -25.1 
Output of con&metion industry 12.7 -35.3 

M". - 
variables are nominal flows corrected for pfice changes. Logari%hmic trends 

were fitted to the 1974-81 period, then extrapdated one y e w  to compare with the 
actual 1982 level. 
Some: Trends and deviati~n from trends are the author's ~Airnates from data in 
C e n k d  Bank of Uruguay, Statistical Bulletin, various issues. 

I 

message says two things: (a) there is more to rescuing an economy 
from the grips of mistaken policies than removing the mong 
measures; the transition calls for specif-c lore and dexterity; 
0 all this is particularly relevant over the monetary stabilization I 

part of the transition. 
As table 1 substantiates, the period 1974-79 recarded major c 

achievements in %he fields of capital formation a d  m n i c  
growth, but no progress at dl with respect to cqabing: Ma"r;ion. 

I 

This became particdmly regrettable when government deficit 
I 

spending fell sharply in 1917 and 1978 to a mean of 1.2 percent of 
GDP, down from the 3.2 percent average of the previous decade, j 

and was further traslskrnned into a s*xplls in 1919-80. Mation I 

I 

had existed to finznce the substantid fled deficits in a country 
where the capital market offend the Treasury meager possibil- 
ities. Why should it proceed unabated now that it served no visible I 

purpose? 
In 1978 the country's authorities thought they had broken the - 

secret of the inflationary plague. This was while they tried to 
sterilize the morretary effects of the foreign capital inflow, Under 
the cwent. exchange rate s:;&ern-a crawbtg peg-the Central 
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Bank wps committed to buy whatever foreign currency the 
market chose to proffer t~ it. As Central Bank officiaL9 tried to 
offset the ~onetary consequences of their foreign exchange 
purchases by selling Treasury bills on the cpr* m=ket, they sa7-  

that the more Treasury hills tbry sold, the more mmey z2~wed in 
from overseas that they were forced to buy. They realized the 
money supply lay oatside their control. Expectatimn themselves 
were enough to keep prices rising. As prices rose, so did the 
amount of money peoplt! wished to hold. Traditional theory said in- 
flation eo-dd be fought under sxch circumsta~~ces by reffasing to 
print the new money demcrded by the market. This, however, did 
not, seem to fit the facts of a small open economy with a fixes rate I 

of exchange, including the crawling-peg versim, where private 
transactors codd "import" ( e x ~ e r n ~ y  borrow) the money they re- 
quired, making inflation a self-fulfilling prcphecy.'i 
On the strength of this realization, an a1ternati.i.e became ap- 

parent. Either the Urugaziyan peso should be flmted and dlowed 
$a appreciate, thereby dampening inflation, or expectations shadd 
be attacked directly. The a-uthorities feared the effects of emency 
appreciztion on the levels of empl~yment and chose the latter 
course. Specifically, this choice mezat that. thenceforward the 
Central Bank would announce the rates of exchange at which it 
wodd be prepared to buy and sell U.S. dollars on each day for the: 
~ e x t  six mon~hs or so. As one rn0nt.h went by, a new taMe with a 
new batch of future quotations thzt were to rde six m~nths later 
would be posted. The devaluation rate wudd be made tcr deceler- 
ate, hopefully causing the rate of inflation to dampen in parallel 
fashion. 

Facts failed to conform to this smooth pattern. The main effect 
of the new system was to  attract even larger amounts of foreign 
capital, nos- lured by the foreknowledge of the rate of exchange. 
Investment was flwther boost& and domestic prices for a while 
soared. A gap between the external purchasing pcwer of the 
peso-resdting from the foreposted decelerating exchange rates 
-and its domestic purchasing power -run down by the accelerat- 
ing inflation -opened up, then increasingly widened. Eventuatly 
*he overvalued peso began tc teil on expcrtk industries and 
those competing with import -. By 1980 it was dear that there 
woutd have to be a painful adjustment. Inflation was find$ fosing 
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strensh {as measured by the conamcr price index, the within- 
year inflation rates for 1979, 1980, a d  198: were 83.1, 42.8, and 
29.4 percent respectively-j -but at the usual price of disinfiatioz~ 

Then two separate series of eve~ts  combined to make rhi~gs 
worse. First: in mid-1983. the American economy went into reces- 
s i ~ n  after barely twelve months' recovery, and most industrid 
cowtries ~u20wed suit. COrn~ucEty prices, already declining9 then 
fell precipitously. (The E~~nomlses  index records a digastruus 36 
prcent drop between October of 1980 and the same month in 
1982.) Prices for bef, Uruguay's main export item, were m o n g  I _  , 2 

the hardest hit- This severe biov. came at the wurst possible time, 
adding its strength to the cmtrztction f~rces already at play. See- 
ond, faced with the compounded effmt of world mession and &at 
which their o m  stabilization st~ategy had generated, the h- 
guayan autho~t'.;~ tried a m2jor reflationmy stunt: in 1982 the 
overdl deficit of the public se&r jumped from its negligible levels 
in 1981 to a staggwing 12 pe-cent of GDP, anC the stats-mmed 
mortgage bank made loans 'o a priv~te sectJr a m o m t i ~ p  ?.J ap- 
proximately one-half of the iiscd deficit. The huge mass of raoney 
largely originated at the Central Bank's printing presses-Is This 
was totally inconsistent with 4~;le foreign exchange plicy, vlhich 
the Uruguayan public promptX;r reafiteci. 

XO sooner xv-o-dd money WUT out of the Central Bank than it 
found i:s way brck to thr same instituti~n, to be swapped for dol- 
l a ~ s  at the prepcste? rates. Furthermore. the public ~rnderstand- 
ably classzed peso-denominaied assets iz~ the high-risk category, 
and were prepared to keep tb d r  dewsits with the local bank  only 
urhe~l interest rates rose tit exo~bitznt le~:els.~ me high interest 
rates, in their turn, inhibited private investment-table 5 show 
that total jnvestment and building k-dustry output s-tdfered worst 
of all -thereby making the government's "&-;land managementZ' 
a; a+ '-make work'' programs actually cowte~rdpx~ti~e.  

C'i ihe system of prepcat~d exchange rates ~ z s  abandoned in 
Xovernkr I982 after the heavy reserve losses caused the Central 
Bank to close its do2la-r ~5ndor.i and allow the peso t~ f l~at down to 
less t h a  half its pre\icus external value in a few days, sprezding 
insolvency to large sections of the business community.~ It ieft 
behind the most negative of imzges: ullf~stiEe&y EL?. in our lie\% 
fur the system was iD -timed and inconsistently implemented, not I 
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inherently bad. But the impression It left was so intensely nega- 
tive, aevertheless, that the whoie strategy d open& up the - 
Uruguayan economy to trade and finance ham been catled into 
question by the bulk of public opiriron's 

I 

Conclusion 

The ecmornic history of Uruguay paints a pimure in sharply con- 
trmhg colors. The bright hues abound, showhg that the ecm- 
omy performed Over large s e c h s ,  however, the greys end L 

blacks predominate. 'Why? 
Here and there external  force^ account for some d the faihgs, 

but most mirror the quality of economic policy. It is on this that 
I 

0 1 ~  c~ncluihg section wiU concentrate. 
There is no sensible cribri~n by which to evaluate policy that is 

not pragmatic. Bad policies are those that generate bad conse- 
quences. We have perceived the outstdfr,&ry feature of Uruguay's 
economic record since the 1950s-protracted stagnation-in as- 
sociation with a number of policy-induced characteristics. We 
refer to ins~afficient opening ta international trade and finance, in- 
sufficient incentives to save 2nd invest, and misallocation of 
capital resources. Much of this, fwthermure, had to do with inifla- 
tion. How does this gkm m a  of the picture connect with poky ac- 
tivity? 

Let us take policy sectors one by one. 

ComxerciaZ poky .  It marks the oldest departure of ~ruguay's 
f 

strategy from the laissez-faire h e  along which it had dune so 
I 

well. In the late 1940s impart quotas were maoipulated to rein- 
force tariffs in a crash c8xx:paign of import sr rbs~ht ion .  We at- 
tribute top responsibiliv to commercial p o k y  in the 1948-60 
period for resource mnisaUocation. 

Exchange rate policy. The existence of import quotas and, wer 
the years, several types of exchange co~troh, was iaterpreted 
by the authoities as implying a degree of freedam that t h y  
could use in f ~ n g  exchange rates with goals other than exter- 
naI balance in view, such as industidization. It was another 
sotme of allocat:~e inefficiency and export disincentive. This 
aspect had a spectacular change for the better in 1974, then an 
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ill-starred phase from October 1918 to November 1982, as 
pointed out in the last section. 

The continuation and intensification of inflation made recur- 
rent devaluations of the peso indispensable. Uncertainty in this 
respect combined with exchange controls in discouraging 
foreign investmant, indeed in encouraging Uruguayan resi- 
dents to brace the controllers and send their money out of the 
comtzy. 

Fiscal policy. On the expenditwe side there was by and large ac- 
ceptable discipline until 1961. The next year-an e1wtion 
year-the discipline crumbled, and deficits financed with new 
money became the chief source of inflation. Inflation, in its 
turn, coupled with measures geared to repress it, inbarsified the 
negatiw effects of all other policies-real ex&ange rates 
becaze s'ifil lower, as did controlled interest rates; price con- 
trols blunted incentives still further, etc. 
On the revenue side an *initeI~ comp1ex tax system 

evolved, and mamy of the taxes barely brought enough revenue 
to cover administration costs. 

Both aspects showed marked improvement from 1974; then 
the expen&twe side had a major relapse Zr, 1982. 

Mcnetarypolicy. The dochine that says it is safe for the Central" 
Bank to issue bank nates, provided it buys commercial fOUs 
with them-the "red bills" theory-accounted for the sub- 
stantial inflation that occurred up to 1961. -Later on the result- 
ing practice was discontinued, but the Central Banb financing 
of fiscal deficits had already supplied a bigger and worse source 
of inflatiaa. 

Topping interest rates in such a way that banks' borrowing 
rates were consistently negative, and lending rates frequently 
so, implied allocating available capita1 by other means than the 
market, thereby causing inefficiency as well as discouraging 
saving and p~omoting capita1 evasion. Interest-rate ce;hgs 
were discontinued in 1977. 

Price controls. Large areas of the economy were subject to price 
contro!~, which numbed business incentives and cawed alloca- 
tive inefficieacy. Controls gradually have been removed since 
1974. 
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Social security. The broad coverage of benefits in all likelihood 
caused private savings to be much lower thm was desirable to 
make a significant rate of growth sustainable- 

There was no single cause of Uruguay's poor growth perfor- 
mance; there were many, each contributing its own share. Some of 
these made large contributions, others were not very important. 
In combination, however, they were formidable. The Uruguayan 
case reminds one of Gdliver's, when he woke up in 3Lilliput-each 
of the many strings that tied him to the ground were flimsy, yet he 
could not move. 
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Those efforts ha; :. +imes met with failure, and have made 
others reluctant t, ~ r 2 ~ * \ p t  removal of controls. The question is 
why that should be SG: what are the problems of liberalization? 
Why, gven the evidence that the benefits are so great, is it so 
difficult to accomplish? Why are politicians (and often the entire 
commmity of informed citizens) so reluctant, if not downright un- 
willing, to liberalize their economies? 

A simple answer might, of course, be that politicians are misin- 
formed and, for one rezson or another, oblivious to the benefits at- 
tainable by liberalization. While there are undoubtedly instances 
where this is so (or where vested political interests have enough 
stake in the existing system to render i t s  rnaintenmce rational 
from the viewpoint of those in power), that set of circumstances is 
disregarded here. Instead, our focus is on the diffrcdties that arise 
in the process of attempting to liberalize the system, and 
reasons-both political and economic-why a prime minister, 
even if convinced of the long-term benefits of liberalization, might 
be reluctant to attempt it; or attempting it, might fail to achieve 
his objectives. 

At the outset;, it is necessary to define what is meant by 
'liberalization." A narrow clefmition wudd be that a market is 
liberalized if there are no quantitative restrictions attempting to 
control either buyers or sellers-from which it would follow that 
Liberalization is the act of reriving quantitative controls. The 
difficulty with this definition is that there are a variety of eco- 
nomic policies that can have the effect of reducing the restrictive- 
ness of quantitative controls, such as releasing more foreign ex- 
change $s piismit imports under a licensing regime. Since a more 
"restrictive" set of controls is presumably one in which market 
participants wodd pay more to carry out the transactions that are 
not permitted, liberalization of controls, to be consistent, must im- 
ply a greater reduction in the scarcity value attached to restric- 
tions. Hence for purposes of this chapter, liberalization is defmed 
as any policy action that reduces the restrictiveness of controls- 
it may be their complete removal, or the replacement of a restric- 
tive set of controls with a less restrictive one. Under this defmi- 
tion, it should be noted, an action such as devaluation in the con- 
text of an import-licensing regime 'liberalizes9' that regime. 

A second initial question has to  do with the range of market:i 'to 
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be analyzed. Of course, there are direct controls in almost every 
country-rent controfs in New York City, underprIchg of 
telephone and electrical services in many developing countries, 
and pricing of urban transport almost universdly, to name just a 
few. While their removal e m  result in difficulties of the sort &s- 
cussed here, it proves convenient to focus on a narrower set of 
markets, but a set that is iraterre1atted and frequently subject to 
controls in developing countries. This includes the foreign ex- 
change market (for both current capital-account transac- 
tions), the financial market, the labor market, and the market for 
agricultural cammo&ties. Controls on these markets have related 
tu one another in ways that have had important macroeconomic 
effects, and have been a focd point of many Eberdization 
A3 a starting point, it is convenient to sketch the conditions that 

pr9vd, or have prevailed, in many developing countries izr which 
direct controls have been used. Thereafter, we will turn our atten- 
tion to the macroeconomic and rnicraeconornic issues of Ilberdiza- 
tion. This will set the stage for consideration of the issues of tim- 
ing and sequencing of liberalization efforts, which seem ts be the 
focus of most unresolved questions. 

F i n d y  we provide some conjectures as to factors increasing the 
likelihood of successful liberalization attempts. 

The Prototypical Illiberal 

In many ways that are not well understood, there seems t-o be a 
logic to the evolution of direct contrals on prices and quantities 
over time. Once intervention has occurred, e.g., in the foreign ex- 
change market, the responses by private agents to the initid in- 
tervention often elicit mo&ficatiions, and usually inten~~cations, 
of the control system. To illustrate, an initid move to Import- 
licensing generally reduces incentives to export, evokes cries of 
"urrfair" from many who attempt to persuade the authorities that 
the system shodd be altered tu take into account their particular 
circumstances, 3;1d provides incentives ko evade the regime via 
smuggling, under- or overinvoicing, or engaging in Mack market 
transactions. All of these responses tend to induce the authorities 
to restrict imports even further, to modify and usually complicate 
the allocation rules for those imports, and dso to increase sur- I 
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veiUmce. These ~ctions in turn are lik.ely to evoke frcm agenb a 
further response to the altered incentives. As the profitability of 
evaa-mg or a.r~f:i&~g re=dations inereses, tke disuepancy be- 
+ - ; w e z  = =-- private and social profitability *widens with mounting conse- 
quences over time. 

Because of these "dynamic" tendencies, the typical economy in 
which liberalization is contemplated and wodd yield high returns 
is not one in which a single market is regulated; rather, it is 
usually an economy in which a variety of markets are subject to 
cozitrols ~f vmg;ing degres of severity 2nd snhrcement. Often 
these controls are accompanied by macroeconomic difficulties 
that may or may nut stem from the same mder1ying factors. 

Because multiple markets are subject to intervention, the very 
concept- of liberalization itself can mean &ffe~ent things in 
different contexts, and an attempt to sort out liberalization pub- 
lems conceptuaZ1y must start  with identification of the types of 
controls initially in effect, and must recognize the interaction be- 
tween them. As a starting point, it is useful to consider the in- 
teraetior, between macroeconomic imbalances and intervention in 
individud markets. 

Inflation and controls. Economists have long recognized that 
a perfectly anticipated inflation might have relatively low eco- 
nomic costs, largely because markets wodd adjust to inflationary 
expectations so that the real interest rate and other relative prices 
would not differ significantly from those that wodd obtain in the 
absence of inflation. In reality, however, price increases and 
altered hflstion rates usually result from an effort on the part of 
the govmment to gain control, over resowces without offsetting 
tax increases. Sometimes this effort to obtain resources is part of 
planned increases in public-investment programs, although some- 
times it is the immediate counterpart to direct controls (as, for ex- 
m p k ?  when hod  prices to consumers are maintained at below- 
market levels tlirough rationing while farmers are paid at higher 
prices). 

Ether way, once ~nflatian starts, the us-sai response of govern- 
ments is to attempt direct controls to offset some of its apparent 
effects. Maintaining a fixed nominal exchange rate, with reluc- 
tant adjustments that Iag significantly behind inflation, is one of 
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governments have dso attempted tx i m p ~ e  price contr01s over 
private-sector economic ~ctivity. mere have also been efforts to 
.index wages =d, even more frequently, to regulate nominal in- 
terest rates. 

These markets -especially foreign exchange? credit, and labor 
-play key roles in the allocation of resources tkro~hout the 
economy. When they are controlled, costs can be very high, a d  
their liberalization is essential for markedly improved economic 
performance, Usually, however, liberalization measures are eom- 
bined with policies aimed at least in part at reducing the rate of in- 
flation, rather than at freeing the individual markets while per- 
mitting inflztionary presslares to continue. Thus, it proves im- 
possible to analyze direct controls and efforts to eliminate them 
without taking lhto account the macroeconomic setting in which 
those efforts are undertaken. While some countries base ex- 
perienced inflation without &re& controls, and a few countries 
(most notably India) have resorted to direct cuntrois in the ab- 
sence of inflation, the majority of direct cantrols either have been 
imposed in an effort to reduce inflation rates or have intensified 
their restrictiveness because of domestic inflation (as with a fixed 
nominal exchange rate). 

Hence, there are strong and imprtant interactions between the 
macrueconomic processes-the government budget and the deter- 
mination of the money supply and domestic credit-and con- 
trol conditions in individual markets. Moreover, when the n.omind 
rate of interest and/or the exchange rate is fixed, reduction in the 
rate of inflation automatically permits some degree of fiberaha- 
tion, in the sense that the relevant price deviates less from the 
level that would obtain with prices that appropriately reflect op- 
portunity cost than it would at a higher inflation rate. 



see-sf-payments difficulties. In principle, a country ex- 
pr".eneing internal inflatim codd Eve within its budget eon- 
stmint either by p3mJ#ing its exchange rate to float (aithougfi 
there are interadking queskhns as to why domestic residents 
should continue to hold h e s t i c  money) or by shictly rationing 
available foreia exchange by one sjatem or another. The latter 
twh~icpe wodd of course entail the distortion costs associate& 
%vf& .- LC- .&-- M~pari%ies between ths d~m2stic mmghal ~ z t e  of tpa,zsfor- 
mation i2 p~oduction cad the mmginal rate of trmsfomztioa 
through trade. However, either system wodd permit continuatimi 
or" domestic iafliitionary policies without necessarily triggering 
balance-of-payment t3ifficdi;Zes. 
In practice, however, few govemmezts that haw eqxrieneed 

;mgi4-:+-.s L u l ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ s  have futfy &op$gd po&icy. Indeed, the same pobti- 
cd and 3cononsic factors that lead to domestic inflation wuaUy 
lead to balance-&-payments deficits. Eve= when exchange can- 
trols a d  import-licensing systems zre in place, the riomirmal ex- 
change rate is often zdjusted too little and too late, and excess de- 
mand for goods is satisfied partially by impcrts financed by run- 
ning down reserves or borrowing from abroac!. 

Often, the buildup of debt permits "the continuation of' trade and 
pajrnenth irfibakmces, m d  hence of expansisnary rnacroa~nomic 
piicies, hr a period of time. However, as debt iznd debt,-service 
cibligatione increase while foreign exchmge earnings stmate  or 
decline, le~ders are increasingly reluctant to extend additional 
credit. Debt-ser*dcing cIifficultJJes, or the inability to borrow SUE- 
ciently to existing impr t  orders, are freq~ently the con&- 
tion that triggers policy chmges. 

Serious debt-servicing obligations in themselves confounci any 
process of adjustment. This is in pzrt because such obligations 
must be met, and in part because the level cf expencliture m ~ s t  3e 
cut by at least the amcunt to which borrowing was greviously ex- 
cessive. However, difficulties are intensSed largely beca~se 
foreign debt has political connotations t k t  -- .- ke the perceived 
"foreie;r, intervention" troub1esome, aEd the "debt crisis" at- 
mosphere is probabiy not conducive to systematic preparation of a 
liSeralization plan and its political acceptance. 

While a few genuine liberalizations have taken place winere ex- 
isting foreign debt or inability to sustein previous borrowing levels 
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was neither a irigger nor a serious prub4exn (e.g., South Korea in 
the ewiy 1960~1, such liberdizations have been the exceptlirn 
rather than the rule. *d, as international financial markets 
have become inmasingly integrated in recent yeas, debt- 
s e ~  icing difficulties have, if mything, assumed increasing impor- 
tance as both an impetus to policy reform and as an additional 
problem to be resolved if those reform~ sre to be successful. 

This compliication is especially impfiant in countries where 
earlier are had been substantial reliance on quantitative restric- 
tions to restrain imp& levels. Eor in those cases, a necessary con- 
&kion for likrdization is th& the domestic price of hpcii%ables 
must be permitted to f . 1  relative to the domes%ic price of expo~b 
ables, for when imports have been so restrained, bt,h imports md 
exports are below the levels and shases of GN? that m d d  prevail 
in the absence of the &stortior,. Wat h required, therefore, is an 
expansion of both imprts exgo*. The least inflationary 
means of achieving this would be to combine an increase in the 
n ~ d n d  exchange rate with simultaneow import liberahation. 
This wodd bring down the hmestic price of importables while 
mising :hat of expf-takles, which wodd i m  minimize M a -  
tionary consequences of Eiiberdizatiori. However, when import 
levels heve ken sustained by borrowing and when fwther credit 
is no3 possible, it becomes necessary to curtail imports. Such 
further c ~ a i l m e n t  is consistent with liberalization only if either 
the level of economic activity declines to shift import demand 
downward, or the nominal exchange rate is adjusted upward by a 
substantially larger amount than would be the case with an in- 
creased import flow. 

The former choice - doraed-~ic recession --is politically painful 
and economically wasteful (economic activit~ d d  have to shift 
downward by the m o u n t  that imports mwt dec3ise times the in- 
verse of the marginal propensity to imprt). EspeciaUy if there are 
lags prior ts an export response to increased incezitives, the size sf 
the required sfrife may be significantly greater than would be con- 
sistent, wi%h liberalization in the long rm. The latter dtemative- 
a larger devaluation -could in principle permit the r e m d  of 
import-licensing mechanisms and the sL%ultaneous adjustment of 
the demand mad supply of fcreigz exchange. However, the larger 
size of the required deval~ation wodd ir_ itself give rise to a larger 
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once-=d-for-all jamp in the price level, which wodd in turn con- 
tribute to the momentun of inflation arrd reducs the likelihood 
that the desired degree of red devaluation codd be achieved. 

Wile the observant skeptic may wonder whether a floating ex- 
change rate might attain the desired result, it must be mted that 
such a solution would be consistent with liberalization only if the 
.naneial markets were also simultaneowly liberalized and the 
rate of interest were permitted to be msrket-determined. For in 
the presence of contrd.olled (and ususliy negative real) interest 
rates, full liberalization of the exchange regime far both current 
and capital aecount and a floating exchange rate would surely 
result in capitd outflows and rapid depreciation of tho currency in 
excess of the rate sf inflation. 

And, while fuli liberalization is clearly desirable, few govern- 
ments (and perhaps even their economic advisers) are willing to 
take the complete plunge i~i;o f d l  Tiberal.ization of financial and 
exchange markets simdtaneowly. mere 1s insufficient ex- 
perience with the "soid shcwer" approach to liberalization to pro- 
vide canfiGence that its short-term costs can be cantained within 
reascnabfe bo't ,~&. Indeed, if there were legitimate 6oubts irr the 
early 1970s about ~ h s  fessibi'tity a ~ d  desirability of co~i~piete in- 
simtmeous tiberdizat.ion, the experience~ of krge~thz, Chile, 
and Uruguay have p~0\3defi fwtber szpporf; for the skeptics. 
mether thme experiences should IE SD interpreted is a topic 
deferred until later, At this juncture, the impofimt point is that. SrS, 

the context of an initial debt-servicing crisis, attention is wuaily 
focused on the foreign exchange market; md the unpleasant 
chcice, in the absence of additional. lending from abroad, iies be- 
tween greater inflztionary pesswes to restore equilibrium or 
domestic unempiqment a n d  deflation. Obviowly, this highlights 
one of the important contributions international lending can 
make to a co-mtry when its leaders are genuinely committed to a 
f d l  liberalization: it can permit higher levels of im-ports than 
wodd otherw-3se be feasible to bring about a quick adjustment of 
relative prices. Not only does this reduce the economic and politi- 
cal strains associated with fiberdiz~rti~n~ it also reduces bmhess* 
unce~tainty as to the likelihood that liberalization will persist. 
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Miermonomic aspc fs of liberalization. As has been seen, 
the same reluctance, to maintah government expenditma in line 
with receipts thatgenerates inflationary pressures in the first 
-place also ofterr results in government controls that-super- 
ficidly at 'least-are intended t~ reduce the observed inflahonary 
conEequences. h many i n s t ~ c e ~ ~  these controls themselves in- 
troduce further macroeconomic distxtiona into the economy (as, 
for example, when price csntrds on output of public enterprises 
further fuel the government deficit), but they d s o  distort impor- 
tant markets in the economy. 

Inflationary pressures are not the only reason for sectord dis- 
tortions, however. hpsrt.akit markets are controlled for other mo- 
tives as well: mwiEnsess t~ pass on ;acrease& energy prices; 
desires to "keep fmd prices down"; maintenance of below-market 
clearing rates of interest to "encourage capital formation in key 
sectorsv' or fur other seasons; investment-licensing to ''guide new 
investments irrb socidly desirable t:hannelsm; and "the raising of 
the real wage in the controlled part of the economy abve its level 
elsewhere $0 '4pr~tect the worker." 

These controls not- only have sigzificant economic cssts in them- 
selves, they atso interact- with other distortions. High labor costs 
combine with import restrictions t~ errcowage development of 
very capital-intensive? h p r t  -competing activities. Exchange - 
rste ouervduation disc~wages the production of agricdturd ex- 
ports: domestic controls on food prices further depress 
agrisdtwal incornes, which in turn further stimulate out- 

tk,-+-,ion to the cities. Mureaver, some controls (sach as domestic 
marketing hoards for agricdturd corrrmodities) sever the link be- 
tween ibmestic prices and international ones, thereby insulating 
the market in questien fiom ,my automatic impact in the event of 
an exchange-sate change OT other policy shift. 

There are interesting arrd impohmt questions concerning the 
payoff from ~ & i ~ . j t s  types of 5berdizatio-i  the presence of 
controlled markets elsewhere in the economy-to which econ- 
omists do not as yet have satisfactary a~slu~ers. What is clear is 
that the same liberalization measures may hsve very different im- 
pacts depending on the circumstances in other marke%s in the 
economy in q1estion, and that an analysis of the effects of 
liberalization, one market at a time, may yield misleading results. 



One of the major diffifrc~~~ies with iiberalizatio~. is that ii .s usually 
mdert:ake.n in the midst of an exceedingly dificuft situation, .arid 
often in a crisis atmosphre, ~ o r w v e r ,  the fact that the prevailing 
distortions have induced uneconomic activities or techniques of 
production implies that a successful liberalization will necessarily 
penalize some of those who had earlier reepcnded appropriately t.o 
the existing incentive structure. 

These difficulties are in and of themselves serious enough. In 
practice, they are often confounded by the simultaneous effort tn 
restore some degree of macroeconomic equilibrium and, in greater 
or lesser degree, to Liberalize some key rnakets. That is, efforts to 
bring the government budget under control and to redwz the rats 
of inflation are often intertwined with policies designed xu l i h ~ a l -  
ize imparts, to restore producers' incentives in agriculture and 
energy, and to eliminate price controls and licensing mechanisms. 
fn most developed countries, moreover, inflationary pressures 

usually have been permitted to be passed th-cugh into price in- 
creases; hence few direct ccntrois have aczompsaied the inflation- 
ary process. As a consequence, anti-b13atioraiy pficies in devel- 
oped countries have generally been v~dertaken w ~ d e ~  circum- 
stances in which distartio~s in key ot-wkets iue s~&stzmtiaUy 
smaller than those in some developing countries. &en for c-cvd- 
oped cor-tntries, however. efforts tc reduce inflationary pressures 
have been at best partidly successful and have required f e 1 y  
determined political resolve for consideraxe intervals of time. 
In developing countries in u-hich infla~i~n has been a substan- 

tial problem and direct controls have been an initial p~licy 
response, anti-inflationary programs are even more complex and 
fraught with difficdty than in develcped cowtries because sf the 
existence of so many controlied markets. A major dimeufty with 
mimy liberalization efforts, and especidiy those focuseci on the 
trade sector of the economy, has been the presumption that an 
anti-inflationary program, simultaneously embarked tipon, would 
succeed.:! 

It seems clear that, in practice. efforts tc liberalize the trade 
sectcrs of developing countries have foundered more &en upli 
the failure of the accompaaying anti-inflationmy- grogram than 
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on any other single factor. Space limitations preclude a fuihd- 
pis  4 ?he difficulties of combining anti-inflation program with 
efforts ta liberdize other key markets. Only twc, fairly ~bvious 
points need to be ma&. Rrst, there art ways in which the depen- 
dence of made Iibralia~sion on curbin: inflation can be at least 
seduced. Most notably, a crawling peg, rather than a higher fixed 
nominal exchange rate: can assure some begee of independence 
i?~ the two reform efforts. Second. liberalization is more likdy to be 
achieved by anti-inflatianaq- programs designed to assure that 
governments idl not resort to direct controls tErm by programs 

, 

aimed at attaining the lowest recorded rate of  ice &crease over 
I 

the short term. For esamp1e, t.o remove controls on prices of essen- 
tid govenme~pt services will reduce the inflation rate more effec- 
tively in the bng run than to set an initially redistic nominal 
price that will erode again quickly unless inflation is contained. 
Pafadasrlcdy, aztT-inflationary progrzms strgctured to w e e d  
d y  if the inflation sate declines are less likely to bring down the 
rate of i2fiation than are prcgaans designed w Z;berahe mwkets 
regardess of whet-her or nut the anti-inflatiu=1ary policies succeed. 

With those comments ;is backg~ound. 1st *us set s i d e  the 
difficult questions surrounOirng inflation control-and for that 
matter the issue of whether there can be sustained Kbe~alizatian 
against the backpound of rising inflation rates--md fm-as 
henceforth on actual liberalization of markets. Two general ques- 
tions meed to be addressed: i f )  .s~hat refer-, x~qdertaken in- 
&\tdually, are likely to be ~~-eIfare-Lmpro'sing even in :he prcsesce 
of other controlled rnwkets; m d  (2; which are the more irnprtant 
markets to fikrdize when one starts from a sizuation with mul- 
tiple controls and &stortiu~s? Thereafterr our ~ G C U  is directed on 
each of the importaqt markets, and the most frequently encam- 
tered problems of liberalization in each mstl-k~t are discussed in 
tun .  The difficult questions s~xmmdhg- the ti=miag and sequenc- 
ing of refbms are deferred to  the last. sectirm. 

we3farre-improvin$ Iiberdizatf ons of individual markets, 
The generalized theory of the "second best'' tells us t-hat whenever 
there are significant h k s  b~t?veen markets. it is in general im- 
possible to aseertai~ the direction & which welfare change as 
the result of a small redsction in the distortion opsrating in a 



single market. Yet in most countries in which liberalization 
efforts are contemplated, total libe2:dizatia-n is generally infea- 
sible; reforms, if mdertaken at dl, wi l l  be undertaken in some 
markets before they are undertaken in others. 

The question arises, therefcre, when a prticdar market can -be 
freed in reasonable confidence that the net effkct will be welfare- 

In attempting to answer this question we will ignore 
considerations such as the degree of rent-seeking and the greater 
incentive effects of competition that may result from fiber*- 
tion, which tend to bad to the presumptioa that &wing up any 
market may yield welfare benefits. Moreover, tlne analysis must of 
aecessity be empirical rather than theoretical. As such, it must be 
recognizd that situations codd arise that would deviate euffi- 
cient1y from the usual case so that the presumptions set forth here 
wodd be invalid. 
fRt us h k  at each of the major markets subject to controls in 

turn. Considex, fwst, agriculture- Here, the available evidence 
seems tc suggest that producers base their production decisions on 
relative prices within their sector. For countries that are exporters 
of food crops, consequently, anything that moves relative prices of 
agricultural commodities closer to their intema$iund levels is 
probably an net putentially welf'e-improving. (I ignore here the 
important short-run welfare losses of law-income persons paying 
higher prices for food, on the grounds that superior measures can 
be found to yield the same reaI income transfer.) Thus, freeing 
producer prices in agriculture to permit them to rise d improve 
welfare even if the exchange rate is overvelued: the relative prices 
of &emat* a(l~:~iJtrrrz] Crnps -21 re&&. t h e i ~  npprtfdty -3 
in the international rnmket Yis-&-vis each other, while the price of 
agricultural commodit;ies relative to other goods and senices wiD 
move in the zppropriate direction. 

A more difficdt questha arises in countries In which compara- 
tive advantage lies in export mops. These countries would, under 
efficient resource allocation: import food. In that ckcum&ance, 
the decontrol of domestic producer prices under impurt-licensing 
nay raise food prices relative to export crops. In the presence of 
an overvalued nominal exchange rate, resources may be fether 
puUed from export crops t o  food, possibly with negative welfare 
implications. Hence, there is probably some question as to 
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whether liberalization of domestic prices of qgricdt-aal com- 
modities is necessarily welfare-improving unless it is accompanied 
by moves toward a more realistic exchange rate. 

Likewise, it would appear that welfare could always be improved I 

by liber&zing the financial market and permitting the ~ e a l  in- 
terest rate to become positive. Exchange-rate overvduation and 
arf;*eidy low nomind interest rates tend to work in the same 
direction: they encourage the introduction of overly capital- 
intensive activities. Consequently, there is a presumption that 
moving either the exchange rate or the interest rate in an ap- 
propriate direction is likely to  improve welfare. 

Similar considerations would appear to apply to the labor 
market: even in the presence of exchange-rate overvaluation, the 
move to a freer market shct-dd be welfare-improving. Indeed, to 
the extent that there is exchange-rate ~vervduation, reductiua in 
the red wage will increase the profitability of activities in which a 
labor-abwrdant country has a comparative advaritage. 

Finally, there is the exchange rate and the market for traded 
goods. A fist question is whether the move from a licensing 
system to a uniform tariff, holding the total level of imports con- 
stant, is welfare-improving. In theory, ananything co-dd happen as a 
result of such a move: resources prewicusly allocated to export- . 
ables could be pulled into import-competing activities previously 
subject to less-than-awrage protection, possibly resulting in a 
further loss in welfare. Tn practice, however, it seems likely that, 
provided exprters are permitted to purchase their intermediate 
goods and raw materials at international prices: a uniform rate of 
tariff is to be potentially welfare superior to import-licensing and 
associated dispersion of implicit tariff rates. 
In addition, there is the question of the welfare effect of raising 

the nomind exchange rate in the presence of other controls. One 
can imagine a number of circumstances (e.g., the presence of 
domestic price controls) that v~odd tend to reduce the impact of a 
change in the exchmge rate, but it is &f%c-dt to imagine a sitna- 
tion in which increasing the nominal exchange rate zmt be 
welfare-improving. Such a move necessarily reduces the bias of 
the trade regime toward import substitution. This follows be- bzuse 
with import-licensing, the domestic price of exportables wiU in- 
crease. With the quantity of imports unaltered or increasing, the 
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relative price of exportables must increase. As we have already 
seen, this will move agricultural relative prices in the appropriate 
directior., and simultaneously offset in part any distortion in fac- 
tor markets arising from lower-than-average duties on imported 
capital equipment. 

Another question arises with respect to the exchange rate- 
namely, whether it is advisable to liberalize capital f iws  in the 
presence of a highly restrictive set of controls on domestic finan- 
cial flows. Whle there are some types of partial liberalization that 
may be we1f~1-e-improving in the presence of distorted domestic 
capital markets (e.g,, easing of the restrictions on the inflow of pri- 
vate capitd), it seems reasonably clear that the total liberdization 
of capital flows is infeasible in the presence of a controlled 
domestic interest r&e: capital outflow would immediately resdt. 
A related problem pertains to liberalization of capital flows in the 
presence of a highly restrictive regime covering current -account 
transactions. This is a ciiffscdt and important question, and one on 
d i c h  analysis to date has not shed very much light. There is no 
strung presumption: one could legitimately argue that, since ex- 
change of assets is exchange of the capitdized values of income 
streams, income streams generated by distorted prices are prob- 
ably the inappropriate ones at which to trade. It wodd then follow 
that capital-account liberalization should not be wndertdcen 
unless both current account and domestic financial transactions 
are already liberalized. %%ether further analysis can shed addi- 
tional light on this important question remains to be seen. It would 
appear, therefore, that with the possible exception sf liberatiza- 
tion of agricultural prices in the context of overvaluation in a 
country with comparative advantage in tree crops? and a liberali- 
zation of capital-account transaction in the presence of domestic 
financial controls or current-account controls, there is a presurnp- 
tion that liberalization of any of the other markets typically sub- 
jeet to controls is Likely to be welfare-improving. 

Which are the most important markets tc liberalize? 
Whereas some theoretical presumptions permit inferences about 
the direction of welfare change resulting from liberalization of in- 
dividual markets, it is much more difficult to provide a solid a 
priori basis for inferring the order of rnzgnitude of costs associated 
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with controls in different markets. Grcuanstmces vary with both 
the nature of the controls in place and the structure of the 
domestic economy. 

It might be, for example, that two countries had controls in both 
la'bsr and capital markets. Country A might have ha3 relatively 
little intervention in the labor market but high negative red rates 
of interest. Perhaps country S s  labor legislation, bv contrast, sig- 
nificantly raised the red cost of labor but its nominal interest rate 
was d y  slightly below that which would prevail in the absence of 
regulation. IG some countries, contxo'ns may be relatively light i~ 
some markets m d  much more stringent in others, so that the 
welfare ranking wodd differ for that reason. 
Differences in economic structure may also matter. For ex- 

ample, it is probably a reasonable conjecture that controls on pro- 
ducer prices in agriculture are more detrimental to weKare in 
some p o x  African countries than are overvalued nomind ex- 
change rates-although the combination of the two is cerkainly 
more h a ~ m f d  than either one done would be. The same uistor- 
tions in South Korea would very likely be ranked in the opposite 
order in terns of their welfare effects: given the level. of develop- 
ment of the economy and the diminished relative importance of 
the agricultural sector, exchange-rate overvaluation might clearly 
be more costly. 
AU that can be done, therefore, is to venture some tentative hy- 

potheses about circwnstances under which different controls 
might be more or less detrimental. Szarting with the foreign trade 
market, it is likely that controls are more costly the smaller the 
size of the domestic market and the higher the per capita income 
of the country (because a larger fraction of economic activity is 
affected by the relative price of tradeables with economic growth). 
Certainly, for the countries now considered middle-income, it 
would appear that. controls over foreign &ads and overvalued ex- 
change - rates have been a major, if not the biggest single, source of 
distortion. 
By much the same reasoniag, controls over producer prices in 

agriculture have probably been more costly the lower the coun- 
try's per capita income (because of the higher share of GNP origi- 
nating in agriculture), the more the country's comparative advan- 
tage within agriculture lies in export crops, and the greater its 
overall comparative advantage in agriculture. 



This leaves the labor and financial markets. Here, there is less 
evidence on which to base a j u a e n t .  There can be Little doubt 
that subsidization of capital goods, either explicit or implicit, can 
become increasingly costly over time, as the South Korean and 
Israeli experiences have amply demonstrated. That this distortion 
is probably the major source of difficulty is a reasonable conjec- 
ture in both of these economies. The interesting questions, 
however, center more on the interaction between 'Labor- and 
capital-market distortions on the one hand, and trade and ex- 
change liberalization on the other. 
In particular, a question of some importance is the extent to 

which the benefits of liberalization of the trade regime can be 
realized in the presence of highly restrictive wage legislation or of 
controlled financial and capital. markets. It is of some interest that 
the highly suceessfd Far Eastern exporters had relatively free 
labor markets as well as liberalized trade regimes, while refla- 
tion of financial markets and interest rates persisted. There is no 
instance that T know of, however, h e r e  a country's trade liberal- 
ization has been highly successful in the context of highly restric- 
tive andl enforced regdzttions surrounding the labor market. 

Problems of liberalizing individual markets. I t  now seems 
fitting to examine the issues zssociated with liberalization in each 
of the key markets that affect overall resource dlocation-the 
foreign exchange market, the labor market, the financial (and im- 
plicitly capitdj market, and secturd markets (most notably the 
agricultural market). 

With regard first to foreign exchange, three issues are of par- 
ticldzr impsrtarize. Cke-the inierreiationsmhip Between anti- 
inflationary programs and the liberalization of the trade regime- 
has already been discussed. It bears repeating that more efforts at 
'liberalizing the tracie r9girne have foundered because a new 
nominal exchange rate was pegged and inflatior, did not abate, 
than for all other reasons combined. The second issue pertains to 
the elimination of quzntitative restrictions: while the third relates 
to the difficulties s-ilrrounding the transition process. 

Obviowly, if it were possible to move to a completely open trade 
regime, questions concerning the dismantling of quantitative 
restrictions would arise only in connection with the pace of the pro- 
gram, a subject treated below. In most instances, however, the 



range of plicy choices acceptable to politicians does not include an 
immediate move to free trade, but may include alterations of the 
existing machinery of controls. In some instances, quantitative 
restrictions have lost most if not all of their force t h &  adrrainis- 
trative devices, including the transference of ikms to a liberalized 
list for which licensing is not required, or abIishing kensing re- 
quirements altogether. (These actions were taken by Turkey in the 
devduzttions of 1970 and the liberalization of 1980-81, respec- 
tively.) In other instances, administrative changes have signifi- 
cantly reduced the restrictiveness of the regime. These can in- 
clude such measures as reducing the number of  approvals re- 
quired for a license, changing the import regulations from a negz- 
tive kist (in which all items not enumerated may not be irngorted), 
or simpfy granting licenses more readily to dl comers. Finally, in a 
few instances, a country has dismantled quantitative restrictions 
with the intent of liberdizing but maintaining tha degree of pro- 
tection afforded to domestic producers. Two such cases were Israel 
and the Pmppines.4 

This fatter attempt, while seemingly the most rational from an 
economist's viewpoint, is apparently the most difficult. W e  once- 
and-for-d administrative changes may have very &f'Serent effects 
on the degree to which protection is reduced in different industries, 
experience suggests that reduction in protection afforded though 
quantitative restrictions in that way is feasible. By contrast, 
laborious efforts to replace quantitative restrictions with t&s 
provide ample time for political pressures to be brought to bear; 
efforts of tribunals to find "fair" criteria for determining proteeion 
levels and then to apply them seem destined inevitably to slaw 
down the entire process, if' not to render it entirely ineffective. 

One other troublesome aspect of import liberalization should be 
noted: in some countries, raw material and intermediate-gmds im- 
ports have been liberalized first, on the plausible theory that all 
producers will be better able to compete when eonfronted with in- 
2matiozd 3rices f c ~  their inputs. While this argument is impec- 
cable as far as producers of exportables are concerned, it is flawed 
for import-competing producers: if protection m inputs is reduced 
or removed before protectim on output, effective protection to 
domestic producers in fact increases in the process of liberaliza- 
tion. This consideration brjags clearly into focus the distinction 
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between moving toward free trade and liberalizing the trade 
regime. 

When it comes to the labor market, much less is known, and 
systematic study of liberalizations and how they have come about 
is urgently needed. One has the general impression that most suc- 
cessful liberafizations appear to have come about not by the 
removal or reduction of existing wage levels but rather by a fail-me 
to adjust wage levels fully with future inflation. Carvalho and 
Haddad, for example, have demonstrated how the Brazilian 
minimum wage gradually became ineffective as ever-higher per- 
centages of the labor force were paid wage rates in excess of the 
minimwn.5 

Financial-market liberalization has been the focal point of con- 
siderable analysis," although most of it was undertaken under the 
assumption that capital was relatively immobile internationally. 
This may have been an acceptable assumption in the 1960s, but 
with the greater willingness of developed countries' private finm- 
cia1 institutions to lend to developing countries in the 197Qs, a host 
of new issues have arisen, and there seem to be a large number of 
poorly understood problems. In the 1960s, some countries, notably 
Brazil and South Korea, seem to  have been able partly to liberalize 
their financial markets uithout great difficulty. In more recent 
years, several efforts at financial liberalization have encountered 
financial difficulties of major magnitude: Argentina, Chile? and 
Turkey appear to  be recent examples. Whether difficulties arose 
because of liberalization in the f na~cial sector and the resulting 
competition between banks, or whether instead there was interac- 
tion betwee3 the liberdization of financial markets 2 ~ 8  that ef 
the foreign exchange market, i s  a question requiring further 
analysis. 

With regard finally to sectoral markets, the issues appear to be 
more poiitical than economic. Whereas there are questions about 
the response of the banking sector t o  deregulation, the speed of 
response of the trade sector, and so on, there are fewer questions 
regarding economic behavior where sect oral markets are con- 
cerned. Instead, however, the difficulties become increasingly po- 
litical: as questions of income distribution come to the fore. Resis- 
tance to  reforms in the pricing of food, urban transport, energy, 
and other publicly provided goods and services is encountered 
largeky because of consumer, rather than producer, interests. 
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Timing and Sequencing of Reforms 

Our diacwsian up to this point has focused largely on what is 
known about Iiberallzati~n and its problems. There remain two 
major issues on which much less is known, but that may be Impr- 
tant if the probability af successful transition to a more liberalized 
economy is to be increased. These relate to the appropriate se- 
quencing and timing of reforms. 
The issue can best be psed  by positing a set of initial conditions 

and then raising a series of interrelated questions. Take the case 
of an economy subject to exchange control, import-licensing, a 
negative red interest rate with credit rstioning, indexed real 
wages with resulting open unemployment, and suppression of pro- 
ducer prices in agriculture. Assume further that the objective is to 
remove dl of these distortions to the system, with a minimum 
present value of expected costs of the transition. A preliminary 
question is whether totd and simultaneous removal of all controls 
is cost-minimizing. Unless the answer to that question is positive, 
questions arise as to the speed at which controls should be dis- 
mantled (the timing issue) and the chronological order (sequence) 
in which individual markets should be decontrolled.? A final qua- 
tion i s  whether, if a single distortion will remain in the system 
(e.g., domestic inflation due to a large government budget deficit), 
total and simultaneous removal of dl other distortions is optimal. 

The issues of sequencing and timing arise only if one believes 
that simultaneous and limme&ate removal of dl controls is 
neither optimal nor feasible. There are some grounds for believing 
that the rapid removal of all controls may be the least gainful way 
of proceeding: new signals in place will prevent resource 
misallocation in response to altered signals before the transition is 
complete; instantaneous adjustment may prevent political opposi- 
tion to the move from diluting it; and, since there is considerable 
evidence that uncertainty about the likelihood that policy initia- 
tives can be sustained causes delays in the responses to altered 
policy signals, an immediate transformation of the economic en- 
vironment may reduce uncertainty. If these considerations are 
overriding, the issues sf timing and sequencing do not arise except 
in a second-best context. 

There are those, however, who believe that total and instan- 
taneous disrnzntfing of all controls may be nonoptirnal. The 



difficdties associated with opening up capital-accwmt transac- 
tions before the current account has been liberalized have already 
been disczassed. A plausible argument can be made that optimal 
dismantling of controls might start with current-account transac- 
tions, agricdturd pricing, and the domestic labor and capital 
markets, leaving capital-account transactions initially subject to 
controls. These conhrols would be removed i~adually? suddenly?) 
in a second stage of the liberdiz&ion once domestic resolxces hsd 
responded to altered policy signals. 

Assuming that one codd demonstrate that capital-account 
liberalization should be delayed, I know of no theory or set of con- 
ditions to provide any presumption as to the length of delay, nr>r 
for that msttes whether the capital-account liberalization should 
then be gradual or instantaneous. 

While the capital account would appear to be the best candidate 
for delayed liberalization, others have argued for gradual 
liberalization of current-account transactions or of domestic fi- 
nancial markets. The basis for the argument is largely judgmen- 
tal, however, m d  it is difficult to present a systematic case. 
Clearly, further analysis of the liberalization efforts of the 1970s, 
especially in cases where domestic and international capital 
markets were important, is called for. 

T he major problem with liberalization, as with so many other 
economic policy problems, is that politicians, government offi- 

cials, and the informed public can readily foresee those interests 
that are likely to be damaged in the short run by m y  liberalization 
effort; they cannot as readily see the economic activities that were 
harmed, stnd hence die? cot prosper, because of regulations. 
haoreover, even some who would in the lung run huefit by 
liberalization (as for example the Korean businessmen who 
became exprters in the 1960s but wezs entrepreneurs in import- 
substitution industries in the 1950s) perceive the short-run harm 
;that it wodd cause their interests and fail to recognize the new op- 
portunities thaz would arise in the longer run. 

That difficulty is political, an6 '+ :,, ?svades discussions of almost 
all changes in economic pl i sp .  ~ u t  especially irz the case of 
developing countries, the political resistance to liberdizatiton is in- 
tensified by the enormous magnitude of the changes c d e d  for, It 







icy and 

Tlhe overwbe:llming majority of part,'_ 5pants in this conference- 
not only the authors of the principal papers, but also the formal 
discwsants as wen as the great bulk of attendees-have devoted 
a great part, of their professional lives either to  studying economic 
policy, mns~di;ing about it, or implementing it directly. h a very 
real sense, this was a conference of profession& tdkkg to prof&- 
sionab, and its ambience and tone faithfdy reflected that fact. 
As in must fields, economic policy profession& come over time 

to share certain perceptions, attitudes, and concerns, even when 
their individual viewpints on many specifk matters may differ. 
The professionals in this field are certaidy not naive--they do 
not need textbook lessons to convince them of the f e d d  complex- 
ity of the growth process. They know there is no magic fornula- 
no combination of one or two or even ten or twelve poiicy buttons 
that, once pushed in the wight order, wilt guarantee econonzie 
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Economic policy professionals are also \veil accustomed to 
frustration. Proposals aimed at improving policy must run a 
veritable gauntlet of hazards arid obstacles on their wziy to imple- 
mentation. hbst proposals do not survive, and o f  those that do, 
many emerge so mutilated or distorted that they no longer serve 
their intended purposds. 

The frustrations of the policy process lead many professionals to 
become cynical zftfter a time-to burn out. as it were. Some simply 
abandon their economic policy interests and turn t o  other things, 
usually in private life. Others just lose enthusiasm and "adapt t o  
the system." 

The conference group was not, however, made up of cynics and 
dxopsuts. They were members of a &Rerent clarr-of dedicated 
people who somehow manage to bear frustration without losing 
hope or heart. 

The foregoing garagraphs suggest the broad outlines of the pro- 
fessional's approach t o  the relationship between economic poiicy 
and growth. First is the broad recopition that policy e m  in- 
fluence growth, either for good or ill, in many ways. The task is 
thus to try to exploit as m a y  as possilbk of these avenues fur .t;be 
good. Second, it is clear that governments operate under political 
and social pressures from many different sources, It wodd 
thus be foolhardy to expect those governments to march solely to 
the economist's drumbeat in formulating policy. Third, one must 
recognize that to the extent governments follow the best of other 
drummers, they will probably sacrifice some amount of economic 
progress. And finally, successful economic policy consists in main- 
taining as high a batting averzge as possible in the countless 
policy decisions affecting the economy. U'hera it must yield to other 
forces and pressures, successfd policy will find ways to minimize 
the sacrifice or compromise of samd ecunornic objectives, and 
avoid critical errors of rnacroeconornic policy, 

%;me Lessons of Economic Policy 

Foltowing are some widely shared conciwions of policy profes- 
sionals about the principal "lessons'? associated ivkh successl'u3 
go~p~rth policy: 

1. Avoid false technicism in economic policynzaking. Too of- 
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and in too =any countries, the task of economic planning has been I 

conceived as that of making projections (predictions) of future 
economic progress. Sometimes these predictions have been elabo- 
rated in incredible detail, to the pint of projecting the output of 
individual industries five or ten years into the future. Such exer- 
cises simply hsve not paid off. They have been a waste of good 
tdent and money. They have d'stracted able people from the more 
importat task of attacking red economic policy problems; and, to 

I 
make things worse, they have generally been wide of the mark-- 
often corrupted by commingling uith politid promises and pro- 

I 

pagmda. 
2. Keep budgets under adequate control Tudgeis need not be 

balanced, but there are severe Emits to the budget deficits that 
can be incurred with relative impunity. Somewhere dong khe h e ,  
budgetary authorities must lezrn to say no to spending requess, 
and standing behind them, governments must learn to resist pres- 
sures to spend more. The time for governments =d budgetary- 
authorities to take their stand is clearly before budgetary dis- 1 

cipline has broken do\.m. Some bending and yielding there wilt 
(and probably must) always be, but once authorities have caved in 
tw many times. it is as if a dam had broken, and they Rill be over- I 

whelmed by a flood of requeszs from newly-hopfd sdidt81zts. , 

3. Keep inf7ationary pressures under reasons bie control. To en- 
courage economic development in a small country, the optimal 
policy may be to live with the ongoing rate of inflation in the world 

i 

economy. However, if, for whatever reason, a higher rate must be 
accepted it should be kept both moderate and steady. 

I Most of the major idlations in the p s t w a  period have had 
I 
j their roots in excessive fiscal deficits (see the previous point), 
t which the governments could onb finance by resort to the print- 

I 

1 ing press. This was true in Argentina, Chile, and Indonesia in the 
I 1960s, and i~ the recent eruptions of inflationary forces in Africa. 
, 
i But it is aiso possible io unleash very dramatic inflationary forces 
i 

by printing money in order to grant credit ro the prib-zte sectcr- I 
/ as occurred in Crugi~ajr for more thul t m  decades, and in Brazil 

for about a decade begi~ning in the rid-1960s.' 
Inflation undermines ~ Q H L ~  in two ways. First. it disturbs the 

most basic process whereby relative prices guide resources fmm 
lower-valued to  higher-~dued uses. In fact, xhe veq- gssenc- of 



growth occurs as resource investments are made in situations 
featuring high relative output prices fienefrts) and low input 
prices (costst. The key to the process is dear signals about relative 
prices. Inflation, on the other hand-especially when it is 
unsteady and thus wianticipated-disturbs tkrose signals by 
obscuring the difference between relatitre and absolute price rises. 

A second problem with inflation results from rewarding people 
for estimating the correct inflation rate --and thus making money 
from p p 1 e  who guess either too low or too high. Guessing the in- 
flation rate does nothing to make the economy grow, and inflation 
thus diverts productive resources to non-productive pulpoes. 

Finally, inflation tends, especially when it is unanticipated and 
unindexed, ta generate capricious transfers of wealth among eco- 
nomic sectors and groups. This breaks the link between ~ m b g s  
and effort, and has been known to cause violent political 
upheavals sparked by the embittered losers. 

4. 'Irr?ake dvantcge Qf international &a&. It may be that most 
policy professionals, deep h, are free traders at heart. Sut this 
is n ~ t  the wsy they speak in policy f o m :  on such a pfitic&y in- 
c=descent topic as protectionism, the professional's credibility 
with different groups depends on discretion. Thus, rather than 
openly celebrating free trade, modem policy professionals tend to 
emphasize the strategic choice between a relatively open versus a 
relatively closed economy. 

2'ke relatively open economy implies high imipoI-ts and high ex- 
ports relative to GDP. Thr: relatively closed m e  implies the reverse: 
low irr~ports (because of import restrictions) and low exportsrts 
Restrictions on imports act also as indirect restrictions oar exports 
by causing cha~ges in exchange rates, thus lowering the prices of 
exported goods. The underlying reason for this process is that im- 
parts must ultimately be paid for by exports; and if you limit one, 
vou thus necessarily limit the other. Protecting imprts thus d&- 
J 

protects exports: distorting the most efficient allocation of re- 
sources as pmtection of relatively less efficient imprt-comp-g 
industries dive& resources (capital and 'fabur2 f ~ o m  more effi- 
c i e ~ t  expoArt industries. In this voln.me. Taiwan presents the most 
vivid picture of advantages from liberalizing trade restrict3.0~~. 
With liberalization in the early 19509, a veritable exp9asio~t elf 
trade occurred over the ne:d two m d  a half 6ixada. increasing 
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the dollar vofme of Taiwan's exports 200 times between 1954 and 

The policy professionat's task at this stage is to moderate these 
distortions, to avoid reducing the volume of trade very seriously 
below its potentid. 

5. Some types and patterns of trade restrictiuns are far worse 
than others. Economists' understanding of restrictive processes 
took a giant step forward in the 1960s wXh the development of the 
concept of "effective protection." It was found, among other 
things, that the same tariff on a find product can imply incredibly 
different amounts of effective protection, depending on how im- 
portant are imported inputs into the productive process and on 
how they are taxed? The only sure way to gaaraniee against 
w-tastrophic variations ic rates of effective prutecti~n-even with 
moderate-looking rates of nominal protectisn on fma3 pmducts- 
is to make the rate of nominal protectic~ uniform across dl 
products. This obviously mems inc1uhg raw materids and 
capital goods in the list of comnrodities subject to the uniform rate 
of protection. Even goods that are not produced La the country, and 
perhaps never can be, shodd stid be subject to the d o r m  rate so 
as to keep "honest" the degree of effe&ive protection granted to 
products in which they m e  For only when all nominal 
rates of protection are equal are al? eflectiue rates equal to  this 
same nomiaal rate, Only a given uniform rate of tariff can auto- 
matically avoid capricious and &tortie,g variations the effec- 
tive rates of protection actually achieve& hlodification of tariff 
schedules in the direction of greater equality is thus one of the 
most important reforms advocated by pr~fkssionals. 

6. If import restrictions become excessive, and reducing them 
directly is politically impossible, mount an indirect attack on the 
problem by increasing incentives to export-helping to compensate 
for the anti-export bias that comes uith restrictims on imparts 
The most natural instrument for encouraging exports is to rebate 
at the border indirect taxes incurred during production. Such 
rebating is explicitly approved by the Generzl Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and has been implemented b= whole or 
in part by many countries. 

Other devices for encouraging exports include rebate of direct 
taxes and even (more drastic sti!f) direct subsidies. (Although not 
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approved by GATT, the latter have been used by some countries 
and are justified up to a pint  on purely economic grounds.) Ob- 
viously, when this neutralizing device has been fully implemented, 
further use of it ceases to be a corrective and becomes a new 
source of distortion, 

7. Make tax systems simple, easy to administer, and Tas much as 
possible) neutral and non-distorting with respect to resource 
allocation. The best tax for accomplishing all three of these pur- 
poses is the value-added tax. First introduced in France in the 
early 1950s, this tax has come t o  be the most important source of 
revenue in cbse to half the non-Communist world. Its neutrality, 
perhaps its most distinctive attribute, results from the fact that as 
goods pass through successive stages of production, they are taxed 
only on the value added at es.ch successive stage. mius, by the time 
they take shape as final products, each element or component of 
the find product has been taxed only once. This tax is a great im- 
provement over the sales tax system it replaced in many 
countries-avoiding taxation of fuSZ value at each stage of the pro- 
ductive chain. This obviowly ended up taxing the value added of 
the early stages several times, and d s o  generated strong artificial 
incentives toward vertical integration of ,=;reductive processes. 

8. Avoid excessice income tax rates. There is little economic 
justification for rates exceeding 50 percent on any kind of income. 
Such rates distort beha-ior and create large disincentives to eco- 
nomic activity, while yielding Iittfe revenue. In general policy pm- 
fessionals favor careful and prudent design of tax systems, paying 
special attention to la) allowing business firms a proper recovery 
of capital (fol- tau purposes over the economic life of an asset, and 
b) preventing inflation from grossly distorting the calculation of 
income for tax purposes, and of the consequent tax liability. 

9. Avoid excessive use of tax incentives to achieve particular ob- 
jectives. Such incentives have been especially common in a num- 
ber of Third World co-mtries. The Brazilian law favoring invest- 
ment in the northeast and in Arnazonia is a good example. Under 
this law, a firm in another region that owes the governmeat 1,000 
in corporation income t ax  can take 500 of this and invest it in an 
approved project in the northeast, and end up paying only 500 in 
tax. In truth, the firm would be investing money that would other- 
wise belong to the government: but the firm wodd have claim to 



the b o r n e  produced. Note that the firm would be better off mak- 
ing the investment even if it ended up extracting only 200 or 300 in 
returnI-i.e., evm if it made very bad, money-losing investments. 

Another case was an investment tax credit at the incredible 
rate of 30 percent, which was in effect in Bolivia in the mid-1970s. 
Under this law, a firm could invest 1,000 yet have only 700 of "its" . 
money involved. The remaining 300 would otherwise have gone to I 
the government as taxes. Such a firm would probably be qwte con- 
tent if the investment produced a relatively quick return of 900 
(viewed in light of "its" capital-at-risk of 700); yet the investment I 

wodd be a disaster from an economic point of view (900 of return 
on a 1,000 investment). AII investment, tax credit schemes share 
this basic flaw. It was more obvious in the Bolivian case because of 
the very high 30 percent rate at which the tax credit was granted. 
10. Use price m d  wage controls sparinglj? if at all. They are h 

rarely (if ever) justified on strictly economic grounds, so at the 
very least they represent a situation of non-economic objectives 
impinging on strictly economic goals, tending to frustrate achieve- 
ment of the latter. Price and wage controls tend in particular to 
vitiate the crucial signaling role that prices are supposed to play - 
moving resources from lower-valued to higher-valued uses. High 
prices should reflect scarcity and attract resources to the activity 
in question; low prices should reflect abundance ad help keep m- 
wanted additional resources away. Most price controls reflect 
efforts to keep prices low in the face of scarcity, or-what often 
amounts to much the same thkg-to perpetuate prices which 
used to prevail, in the face of drastically changed circumstances. 
The typical  consequences of price controls in such situations are 
(a) production, responang to the signal of a low eontrolled price, 
fails to increase and may even decline in the face of scarcity; and 
(b) black markets emerge, frustrating for at least some buyers 

I 

the efforts of government to keep prices low. Little good has ever 
come from government ventures into the swamp of price and 
wage controls. 

i 1. Quotas, licenses, and sinzilar quantitative restrictions on out.- 
put, imports, exports and other economic variables are often found 
in tandem with efforts at price control of various types. Once 
again, only rarely can a cogent economic justification be found for 
such ~ractices; for this reason policy professionals view them with 
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great suspicion. In general, such restrictions almost automatically 
indicate that resort is being had to some criterion other than price 
for rationing the limited supply among contending demanders. 
This gives easy scope for favoritism, which in practice can (and 
often dues) readily degenerate into corruption. These evils are 
then added to the fact that such quantitative controls almost in- 
variably reduce ecorlornic efficiency. 

12. Policyprofessionals tend to takc a rather technical view of the 
problems associated with public-sector enterprises- The profes- 
sionals have typically seen too much of the world to take a dog- 
matically ideologicd position in connection with public en- 
terprises. Some public enterprises, they know, have succeeded, 
while others have compiled records that no one will ever emy. The 
differences between the successes and the failwes, it seems, can 
best be summarized by saying that public enterprises have suc- 
ceeded on the whole when their governments allowed them to 
behave like enterprises. If the government is intent on using 
public-sector enterprises as vehicles to  pursue other nun-economic 
goals, then almost inevitably their success as economic entities is 
put in peril. The ways are countless in which governments have 
encroached on the economic functioning of their entt;sprises. They 
have artificially kept down the prices of the goods and ser\ices 
that public enterprises sell. This is dramatically true for 
electricity, gas, and telephone companies as well as other pxblic 
utilities, often witth the consequence that the companies, deprived 
of funds by low rates, were unable to maintain the quality of ser- 
vice. They have required the enterprises m pay above-market 
p~ices for inputs-most particularly for manual blue-collar) 
workers, but also often for materials, via rules that preclude the 
enterprises from seeking feast-cost sources on the international 
market. They have also set maximum salaries (usually related to 
those of high government officials) that were far below those pre- 
vailing in the private ~arketplace for major business executives- 
If under those circumstances public enterprises succeed in at- 
tracting managers comparable to those of similar private enter- 
prises, it is only because some particularly dedicated people are 
willing to make major personal financial sacrifices. In addition, 
many public-sector enterprises are routinely precluded from tak- 
ing the tough decisions that often make the difference between 
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i 
viability and failure-to shut down a product line, to close a plant, 
tu lay off workers when demand falls. 

i 
Poky professiunaLs know that all of the above possibilities 

represent threats to the economic viability and success of public- 
sector enterprises. Thus they realize that public-sector enterpri,~ 
are at an inherent disadvantage in the search for economic efi- 
ciency vis-a-vis private enterprises. Nevertheless, a number cf 
pubk enterprises-in a goody number of Merent countries- 
have somehow managed to surmount these obstacles and turn in 
good, at times even outstanding, economic performances. These 
successes have been achieved only through some sort of (at least 

I 

tacit) understanding between the enterprise and the government, 
to the effect that the enterprise wil l  not be forced or pressed to 
behave in an antieconomic fashion. Policy professionals hold up 
these cases as models for the rest. 

13. lifnally, make the borderlines of pu blic-sector and prit~cr-tp- 
sector activily dear and well-defined. When the two compete in a given 
area, the same rules should govern their operations. Arbitrary or 
capricious confiscations, without due compecsation, tend to pro- 
duce a typical and understandable reaction. In sedurs that con- 
sider themselves threatened (even if confiscation has not yet oc- 
curred), private owners immediately tend to disinvest. Saving 
rates fall and capital tends to flow overseas, usually in a dan- 
destine manner (via black markets in currency, underinvoicing of 
exports, overinvoicing of imports, and ana'1ugous maneuvers). 
Multiple examples exist of this counterproductive reaction. Rarely 
has a country ended up being the real gainer as the result of ar- 
bitrary and insufficiently compensated confiscation. 

It wodd fly in the face of reality, however, to asse-i t that a clear 
h e  can be dram between public-sector and private-sector ae- 
tivities, me United States is one of the countries where the h e  is 
clearest-with electricity companies, transit systems, and other 
public utilities occupying much d the borderline. Most developing 
countries, however, have pubiie-~cxtar enterprises scattered 
widely, almost throughout the industrial carnplex- h these cases, 
the professionals' rule is clear: let the public and the private sector 
compete freely, under the same tax laws, the same regulations, 
the same rules. And, in the worst csses, if a public-sector en- 
terprise cannot compete (a) let it go under: 6) bail it out by just 1 
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enough to keep it alive, but (c) never let it outcompete legitimate 
private enterprises, simply by undercutting prices and making 
losses that are then financed out of the public treasury. 

T he above vignettes should impart at least some insights into 
the way of thinking of policy professionals. It should be 

clear from these examples that policy professionals iwiieve they 
can recognize instances where economic policy is "good" as well as 
where it is irremediably bad. It should be clear, too, that some 
cases are difficult to classify -complex mixtures of good and bad 
elernentd, with the professional remaining confident of his 
capacity to tell one from the &her. Kna3y, it s h d d  22 &a- that 
good policy, in these terms, does not carry with it any particularly 
heavy ideological or political overtones. Certainly good policy 
would appear to be feasible the hands of European Social Demo- i 

crats or Christian Democrats or SociaGists, d s o  in the hands of 
British Conservatives or T4abourites, or of American Democrats or 
Republicans, or indeed of the p e a t  bulk of -political groupings that 
are likely to  rise to governmenti1 p w e r  fin the non-communist 
garts of the world) in the foreseeable future. i 
The ProfessionaXs Read the Record I 
In this section, as editor of this volume, I will attempt to distill 
some lessons from the contributio~is of the incLvidual authors 
represented in this volume. The exposition shifts to the first per- 
son here, so as to reflect the subjective nature of some of the judg- 
ments that had to be made in extracting from each contribution 
just a page or two of observations and summary. 

The industrial countries. Perhaps understandably, there was 
more emphasis on macroeconomic stabilization palicy in the 
essays dealing with the industrial countries than was the case 
with respect to the less developed countries. The stabilization 
emphasis was strongest in the cases of the United Klngdcrrn and 
the United States; the essay on Japan occupied an interinediate 
position; while those dealing with Germany and Sweden b, P ~ a m e  
rather seriously involved in policies affecting the structure of the 
economy. 
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The United Kingdom. Wilfred Beckeman emphasizes the fact 
that until recently there was not much difference between the 
policies act.ually implemented by the Labour and Conservative 
Parties in postwar Britain. It was the Conservatives who first in- 
stituted economic planning (via the National Economic Develop- 
ment Council) as a central government function. Also, when they 
replaced the Labour Party in the government, the Cunservatives 
failed to undo any of the major changes (nationalization of indus- 
tries and extensions of the welfare state) that Labour had im- 
planted. Nor, one can add, did Conservative governments do much 
to impede or reverse the growth of government in the U.K. From 
27 percent under the Conservatives in the fate 1950s and early 
1960s, the ratio of government expenditures to GDP rose to 31 
percent under Labour in the late 1960s. In the early 1970s, it con- 
tinued rising to 36 percent under the Chnsewatives; then to 38 
percent under Labour in the late 1970s, and finally to 41 percent 
under Mrs. Thatcher between 1980 and 1982.4 

In attempting to account for Britain's slow growth of GiW (at 
an average of 2.25 percent per year between 1953 and 1982), Pro- 
fessor Beckerrnan explores four hypotheses: (i) other European 
countries grew faster because they had more "catchk,- lip'' tc do 
(from wartime devastation); (ii) Britain was already a "mature" 
economy in the early postwar period and had little fdber  to gain 
from transferring workers out of agricldture or exploiting in- 
dustrial economies of scale; (iii) bad labor relations and ckass an- 
tagonisms operated as a severe brake on economic grow-th, especial- 
ly as real wages kepx rising in the face of economic stagnation and 
growing unemployment; and (iv) the British ecommy was ham- 
strung for some three decades, largely because it started the early 
1950s suffering from a serious currency overvaluation-a malady 
which successive governments persistently refbsed to correct. 

Professor Beckerrnan finds the last two hypotheses far more 
credible than the first. two-a conclusion with which, on the basis 
of the evidence he presents, I: am inclined to agree. I cannot help 
but feel, however, that the mounting weight of government, which 
grew w2rtuaUy unchecked over a span of more than 30 years, prob- 
ably also played a significant independent role. 

The United States. Robert Gordon begins his essay with a diag- 
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nosis and ends wi th  a series of prescriptions. The diagnosis notes 
6) that the growth rate of nomjfial GNP has been much more 
volatile than that of money; (ii) that the rate of inflation has 
moved relatively slowly over time, signifying that the instability of 
nominal. GNP is largely reflected in a v03iatj:ie growth rate of red 
GNP; {iii) that there is such a thing as a nst.rlra_l rate of unemploy- 
ment, below which the inflation rate tends t~ accelerate and above 
which inflation tends to subside; and (iv) supply shocks (such as 
the oil price rises of the 1970s) tend to be reflected in sharp 
changes in the inflation rate (the prices of non-shocked-e-g., 
nun-oil products being sluggish to adapt). Efforts to blunt these 
changes are likely shift the burden of the shock onto real output. 

Based on these observations, Gordon recommends that the 
monetary authority should take the gron%h rate of nominal GRIP 
to be its target in the short run, with the possibility of special ad 
hue adjustments of th is  target to accommodate sharp supply 
shocks when they occur. He also observes that the velocity of cir- 
culation of money has been relatili~efy stable between cycles 
(though not within them); hence the orthodox monetarist proposal 
of a relatively stable rate of growth of the money supply meets 
vvith his approval as a guidepst fcr the longer run. 

Gordon notes? though with somewhat less emphasis than 1 
would accord it, the phenomenal volatility of the "effective ex- 
change rate" in reent  years. He cites a rise of 26 percent in this 
rate in the first three quarters of 1981 and another of I1 percent 
up to the end of 1982. IXe notes that the decline in net exports dur- 
ing 19N-82 accounts for three quartera of the contemporaneous 
decline in real GNP. He might have added that during 1518-80, 
when the U.S. dollar was depreciating in unprecedented fashion, 
the average price (unit value) of imparts rose by nearly 50 per- 
c m t ,  while that of exports (also to a substantid degree governed 
by the exchange rate) rose by some 30 percent. The forces govern- 
ing the exchange rate thus likely played an important role in 
bringing a-bout rises of 25 percent in consumer prices and of 19 
percent in the GNP deflator in this earlier period. 

Gordon's principal pofic~; recommendations are: (ij monetary 
poiicy should be aggressively expansionary when the economy is 
far below its normal growth path, but should put on the brakes as 
that path is approached; (ii) ternparary supply shocks should 
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clearly be accommodated by monetary policy, but relatively long- 
lasting shxks pose a dilemma in which one must choose between 
unwanted inflation 02 the one hand and unwanted shortfalls of 
output on the other; (iii) fiscal deficits, such as the recent and 
prospective ones in the U.S, are not greatly worrisome when the 
economy is far below its normal growth path; they became more of 
a problem as one nears that path; (iv) for the future the United 
States should pay more attention to "lessening institutional con- 
straints" so as to "improve macroeconomic efficiency and place 
less of a burden on traditional pficy tools." The institutional con- 
straints to which he refers concern long-term wage contracts 
fwhicl.1 impose rigidities that impede short-run adjustment); in- 
terest rate ceilings (.which raise the welfare cost of inflation); the 
lack of pr0.5.isions in the tax law for adjusting interest payments 
and receipts, as we9 as capital gains, for inflation; the Institu- 
tional barriers to countercyclical fiscal policy b t h  on the tax and 
the expenditure sides); and the absence of policies oriented toward 
reducing the natural rate of unemplyment. 

Japan. Yutaka fTosai begins with an analysis of Japan's most 
recent growth experience. He finds that the slowdown of Japan's 
growth rate from over I1 percent in 1965-70 to less than 5 per- 
cent in 1970-80 and to around 3 percent in 1980-82 can be ex- 
plained by a few key factors: (i) gross fixed capital formation, 
which rose from 15 percent to over 20 percent of GNP during 
1965-10, returned t o  15 percent over the decade of the 1910s; (ii) 
a very sharp deterioration of the terms of trade occurred during 
the 19?Us, linked in significant measure to the rise in energy 
prices; and (iii) technological progress slowed due (a) to the clos- 
ing of the technological gap between the Japanese economy and 
those of what used to be more advanced economies and (b) to the 
growth in the relative share of s~rvices, which characteristically 
enjoy only modest technical advance. 

Correctly diagnosing these forces QG being substantially beyond 
the control of economic policy, Professor Kosai then inquires into 
the degree of success with which the Japanese economy met the 
challenges of the 1970s. He brings in a largely favorable verdict, 
the principal failure being an episode of stagflation in the 
mid-1970s. The inflation rate was in double digits for three years 
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starting in 1913, and reached almost 25 percent in 1974. Mean- 
vc-hile real GNP unchasaeteristicalfy (for Japan) fell between 1973 
and 1974, and stood in 1975 only a percentage point above its 1973 
level. Professor Kosai attributes this episode to an unwillingness 
of the Japanese authorities at the time to appreciate their curren- 
cy; they responded to a higher influx of resources by nearly doub- 
ling the money supply between 1970 and 1973 and almost trebling 
it between 1970 and 1976. This was not typical of the behavior of 
the Bank of Japan during most of the postwar period On the 
whole the authorities were quick to gut on the brakes when 
balance-of-pajments difficulties threatened. Moreover, me must 
also recognize that whatever inflation Japan has experienced dur- 
ing the postwar period has been compatible with a dramatic ap- 
preciation of her currency, fmrn a fixed rate of 360 yen per dollar, 
which prevailed through the 1950s and up to 1970, to a rate that 
fluctuated between 200 and 250 yen per dollar &wing 1978-82. 

One of the anomalies of the Japanese case is the degree to 
which the government was able to maintain a stable and suc- 
cessful economy in the face of persistently large budget deficits. 
Since 1918 the deficits have regularly exceeded 5 percent of GhT; 
more surprising still is the fact that financial institutions (includ- 
ing specialized credit institutions), increased their holdings of the 
obligations of government and of official entities by more than 5 
percent of GNP in each year from 1975 to 1982,5 There can be lit- 
tle doubt that the dismptive potential of these deficits, and partic- 
ularly of the mode of .financing them, was greatly assuaged by the 
high rate (oscillating around 20 percent since '1970) at which 
Japanese hotiseholds saved out of their dispcsabfe income, 

Germany. Frank Wolter documents in hamatic fashion the 
steady slide of th West Germany economy from the days of the 
"German rniracfe7' in the 1950s to a state of virtcal. stagnation at 
the turn of the 1980s. In terms of a framework very similar to that 
set out in the introduction to this t~olurne, he traces the decline of 
the growth rate emanating from non-residential private business, 
Some of his results are summarized in table 1. They show a steady 
deterioration of the rate of growth of private sector business out- 
put, an erosion that clearly derives from a steady fall in total fac- 
tor productivity. When this in turn is broken down into its compo- 
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nents, it t m s  out that most of the principal compnents con- 
tributed to the declke-the charge in Tabor quality,  he realloca- 
tion of labor, the reallocation of capital, and changes in volume 
(both via economies of scale and via capacity utilizationf all were 
weaker forces for growth during 1970-80 than they were in 
1960-=65. Only the forces of education and of advances in 
knowledge contributed more to growth in the recent past than 
they &d in the early 1960s. 

The decline of the  German economy w-as, in Professor Violter's 
words, "largely conditioned by a gradual erosion of market 
forces." In the early yzars policy was characterized by emphasis 
on the market mechanism, private control over resources, and 
reliance in competition and an open economy. The public sector, 
however, played an important role in monitoring the system, pro- 
vihg infrastructure, and helping overcome bttfenecks. G2r- 
many had inherited a strung aversion to inflatio~, which was kept 
within bug& by forceful and determined Bundesbank policy. 

Growth slowed somewhat in the 1960s: as labor fparticularly 
skilled izibr) became progressively scarcer, reliance was placed 
on Gastarbeiter &estworkers) frcm the Mediterranean cum- 
tries. Real wages nonetheless rose, propelled in part by the grow- 
ing scarcity of skilled labor. 

The 1970s were marked by a shift of policy toward a welfare 
state philosophy. The immigration of foreign labor was iargelp 
halted, protection was accorded to labor intensive industries, mm- 
&tory employee benefits were expanded, and the firing of 
employees was made much more biFfic2;lr. In addition. new 
transfer programs were enacted by the goirernrnent. aiding 

. . . the disabled, the unemployed and workers at large, Subsidies arrd k n -  
efits for education, retraining, child care, hcmsirrg a d  savings were sub- 
stantially increased, pensions were raised, . . . and subsidies for weak 
firms? weak industries . . . . and weah regions \\?ere piled up- In zddition 
the public sector increased its supply of services and ermgaged in large- 
scale promotion of civil servants. As a r e s d ~  there was a massive ex3an- 
sion of p~bfic expenditures . . . and a shifi from ~ublic investment to 
public consul'?~~ption. fFi70fter. p. 109) 

hfessor  Wolter condudes wit-h a succinct summq-  of the Ger- 
man case: 



[There is a clear positive relationship between economic p w t h  m b  
capita3 formation and between the rate of capital fo-mation and profT,t 
margins]. . , , Gmwth was saF; i when government was s&, and, . , slow 
when government h k e  large. , . , Government . , . was &oqg when it 
was small. 5ut beeme weak &wr it grew Iarger. 

. - . Rapid ecanumic cEevslopment [ m c u ~ d  when] governeat 
corrfined itself t~ mwrIs3;qg the supply side, . . , by setting and manibring 
the I--1s of the game and by supporting incentives b save and invest 
[and by deregulating] the economy-incfu&g the removal of barriers t.u 
. . . trade and .Each novements. . . . Walr ~nc )nGe  set in after a 
prolonged perid of demand management, . . , sectoral regional sub- 
sidies, [and the rise t~ pramhence sf! the rdativeIY rqd&k$ tertiary 
sector- 

Economic gmv* was high when wage pEcies were moderate and when 
the incume di~tribution shifted in favor of capital; at the same timey reai 
wages ~~~~~ed rapidly m d  fa employment was achieve& . , . Gmvdh 
k a m e  low Pmderf aggressive wage policies which pusher3 uq the wage 
share in GAT, soon &ereafter [the mte ofl red wages increased s10wIy 
and mass weraplqme~t emerged. 

[EdLyj, txommic g m ~ h  was rapid when public ~zmsfers were &er- 
ate, but sbaqly &ecflnd [in the wake ofj protonged emphsis on 

Sweden, L'ff Sakokwrr's account of Swsden's recent economic 
history parallels in many ways that af Gemmy. Sweden's growth 
rats of red  GDP was over 4.5 percent per annm in the 196Os, 
dropped bo less then 2 percent per year in the 1970~~ ernd k m d  
negative in the 3980s. hfemwme her inflation rate rcse fmm 4.4 
percent per year in the 1960s to wer 10 percent per year in the 
1970s. Ekaminatisn cif the mnud data re~wi.h that it LL m m d  
the middle of t.he 1970s that stagn~tion really set in. At abut. the 
same time the hflatiozp rate hit double digits. 

It is notable that Sweden's government deficit, which 
less than 1 percent of GDP in the 1960~~ and less than 2 penen& of 
GDP in $he fist hdf  &he 1970~4, burgeoned to 5 percent by 19763, 
over 17 percent by 1979? over E percent by 1980, vldoves 9 percent 
by 1981. These &5cii, moreover, were largely Smmced !by the fi- 
nmcial sector, whose credit to the government between 
1971 and 1378, by 5 percent of GDP-more than its entiire a- 
~ ~ m d 8 k d  pomh between 1970 snd 1975. I~obse yet, between 
1980 and 1981, financis1 sector credit tr, the government ex- 
panded by nearly 8 percent of 1980's GDP." 
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Underlying the growing deficit was a dramatic rise in public sec- 
tor expenditures. These grew as a fraction of GDP from aroma 50 
percent in 1975 t o  wound 70 percent in 1983,' while taxes and 
fees remained about constant. Jakobssm spsaks of 

the problems that were created by the rapid growth of public comump- 
tion and public expenditxe in Sweden in the 1970s. There is reason to 
stress that the g-ro\yth of public expenditure is part and parcel of a funda- 
mental structural change in the Swesish economy, whereby the public 
sector has come to play an increasing part in every sector of the economy, 

Dr. Jakokaon shows us, in his table 4, how the number of people 
in public-sector production plus those receiving income from 
public-sector programs grew from 44 percent of total employment 
in 1965 to 53 percent in 1910,69 percent ir, 1975, and finally to &4 
percent in 1980. He shows, too, how subsidies to food., to industry, 
t~ housing, and to other parts of the business sector grew from 3.7 
percent of GDP in 1970 to 9.6 percent in 1980. In addition, regda- 
tiuns-particularly the designation of priority sectors t~ receive 
credits on particularly favorable terms -have discriminated 
against non-priority sectors iinchoing i~dustryf , and placed them 
at a severe disadvantage. 

The &fficdt.ies faced by Sweden in consequence of these multi- 
ple recent expansions of public-sector empfojment, expenditure, 
and activity are compunded by the fact that they came on top of a 
public sector that was, by internz"cionz1 standards: already very 
large. Taxes were thus already extremely high before the gat 
spurt of expenditure in the late 197Cs. Jakobsson's taMe 5 reports 
that the full effective marginal rate of tms~ion was probably 
around 40 percent for t.he average blue-collar worker in 1955, but 
reached close to 70 percent by 19'70 -and apparently could mt be 
increased significant1y despite the great fiscal press-ares of the 
late 1970s. Similarly, the full effective marginal rate of taxation 
for the average white collar worker would have bee11 close to 45 
percent in 1955, close to ?O percent in 1970. and close to 80 per- 
cent in 1980-82. Rates in that range are already too high by m a y  
criteria. TO push them farther is EkeI_v to be counterproductive in 
terms of its effect on output. and ma>- even lead to a fall in to4& 
tax receipts. Smdl wonder, then. that  swede^ fomd it ili:ipxsi,ble 
to increase tax revenues to match the dramstic growth in expen- 
ditures in the 1a:e 1970s- 
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The less-developed countries. As distinct tram the major in- 
dustrid cumtries of the Western world, the LDCs, in part because 
of their number, in part because of the great variety of social and 
c&wd backgrounds they represent, reveal great differences 
among their modes of social organization, the political philoso- 
phies of their respective governments, and, not least, the degrees 
to which and the effectiveness with which these governments 
have been able t o  exercise their authority. As the net result of the 
great variation among the countries in all these dimensions, we 
observe a whole spectrum of experiences, both good and bad The 
notes that follow briefly summarize some of the main observations 
and insights perceived by the authors of the seven papers dealing 
with specifk LDCs. 

Jamaica. Gladstone Bonlrick takes pains, in his paper, to &s- 
abuse us of simplistic and impressionistic interpretations of 
Jamaica's recent history. He objects to the frequent linkage of 
liberal, private-sector-oriented policies with good results and of 
centralizing, public-sector-oriented policies with bad results. From 
15466 to 1972 the economy grew at over 6 percent per year, while 
from 1973 to 1980 it suffered an uninterrupted decline, which over 
the period totaled 18 percent. Meanwhile, hilation soared from an 
average d 7.5 percent per annum in 1966-73 to an average of 
21.2 percent per year from 1973 through 1980. At the same time 
Jamaica's budget deficit rose from 2.5 percent of GDP in 1966 fa 
19 percent of GDP in 197% and was still at 13.5 percent of GDP 
in 1981. 

Professor &>nnick cmtends that the differences between the 
two main parties in Jamaica are mainly in rhetoric; he disputes, to 
a degree, the association of the Jamaica Labor Party (1962-72, 
and since November 1980) with free-market policies m d  that of 
the People's National Party (1972-80) with socializing and 
centralizing tendencies. 

The thrust of Bonnick's argument is basically that the Jamaica 
Labor Party redly did not have a l i b a d  orientation. During 
1962-72 it regularly implemented controls on prices and on 
foreign exchange, and intensified them after 1967. It was insku- 
mental in imposing quantitative import restrictions to protect 
loci! manufacturing. It also implemented in the 19608 the 
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"Jamaicar~zation" of banks and insurance companies. Moreover, 
since returning to power in 1980, the JLP has nationalized the 
pr i :. si pal oil refhery of the coun'Lry. 

A couxlterpart of this argument is h a t  many of the policy 
mistakes ~f the 2970s were the natural out~;rowth or extension of 
policies initiated by the JLP in the 1960s. When the oil crisis of 
1973 hit, when Jamaican's tov~ist flow slackened and withered, 
and when aluminum and banana exports started to decline. I 

I foreign exchange revenues were so sharply cut  that they could 
barely cover the most urgent demands for basic foodstmnfs and for 
material imports for industry. Bonnick's implication is that, were 
the JLP in power in the 19?Os, it probably would have acted much 
as did the PLW. 

But there can be nu doubt that many of the P W s  actions flew 
in the face of sound technical economics. The government deficit, 
from 1972 to 1980, rose from around 4 percent to over 15 percent 
of GNP; the foreign debt multiplied by about 10 while total debt : 

I moved from less than 30 to nearly 80 percent of GNP; banking 
system holdings of public-sector obligations multiplied by 15. The 
failure of taxes to rise as a ~ercenta~e of GDP. mart from a new 
bauxite levy (with very questionable incentive effects), is a 
dubious distinction in the light of the rise in government exglen- I - - A 

ciitures from around a quarter to over 40 percent of GhT. The size 
of the ~ublic administration doubled in relation to GDP between .118 
372 and 1979. Import controls, exchange controls, and price can- 

trofs were greatly intensified. Banks and other industries were na- 
tionalized and lands acquired at a time when the budget v~as 
under unprecedented strain. 

All these measures run counter to the mindset of the pEcy pro- 
fessional, as sketched above. To the extent that the two m ~ n  par- 
ties coincide on such matters, the ~rospects af rev~rsing the ab- 
verse trends that have characterized Jamaica's recent past re- 
main dim indeed. 

Ghana. Michael Roeaner traces the tragic history of Gha~a's 
econo.nic policy and performance since 1950. It is a sad story 
because the best comes at the beginning, the worst at the end. h 
the early 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  Ghana was still under British rule; her economy 
was quite open; and she had one of the highest standards of living I 



in Africa. By 196?0 her living standard had fallen by almost a 
quarter, and her inflation rate had gram from virtually zero to 
the point where from 1976 to 1981, it oscillated between 50 and 
I20 percent. 

The causes of tfiis debacle are not obscure. Indeed, readers of 
this chapter can easily anticipate them, for in the period of ec0- 
nomfc declhe, Ghana transgressed n e d y  every lesson of eco- 
nomic policy set forth above. With respect to false t.echniicism, Pro- 
fessor 18semer reports: 

The story of Gha3a-s debacle is partly the story of discredited theories of 
deveIopment, especially the "big push" and import substitution ap- 
proaches. . - . In most ir-zportant ways Ghana was a model of such 
develspment strategies, wlGch include central planning of economic ac- 
tivity, and especially a strong commitment to industrial development 
protected by high trade barriers. Ghana, in many respects had turned out 
io be a mudel of how not to develop . . . a valuable case study from which 
to understand why some countries . . . have maintained strong economic 
growth rates over long perioik, and why mazy others haw not, (Ebemer, 
p. 202). 

Fiscal discipline prevailed in Ghana in the 1950s, but by the late 
1960s fiscd deficits were ranging from 6 to 9 percent of GDP. 
After a brief dip in the early 19701; the deficits spurted again, this 
time to the r a g e  of 18-15 percent of GDP. 

Clearly, inflation had gotten out of hand by the last; hdf of the 
1970s. In Ghana's case, the fiscal deficit was the overwhelmingly 
preponderant cause. In the 1950s Ghana's public secmr actually 
was a net lender to the banking and monetary system; but in the 
early 1960~~ government was already a substantial net, 'm~~ower, 
taking about a third of bank credit. In the late 1960s and e d y  
1910s this figure fluctuated between a third and one half. Then, as 
the great inflation broke out in the late 1970s, governmen% 
(together with public enterprises) began to monopolize bank 
credit, with the private sector's share falling from about 20 per- 
cent in 1973-75 to less than 10 percent in f 980-82. AH during 
this period each year's increase in the banking system's 1er;ding to 
the public sector was itself sufficient to  make a major inflat& of 
prices inevitable. 

Professor bemer  has himself smmarized how most of the 
other lessons of economic policy were violated: 
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Thus, as export revenues stagnated, the government reduced the incen- 
tive either 50 diversify exports or to increase them . . . 

The protective duties . . . were highly differentiated and import licens- 
ing-especially as corruption made the impact of quotas more un- 
predictable . . . [helped] ta produce a icc;i,l;;:ix ancii chaotic system. Effec- 
tive rates of protection ranged from . . . negative effective protection 
for several export industries to over 200 percent for [many import- 
substituting] sectors. [Same industries even] used material inputs that, 
at world prices, were wr th  more than their outputs. 

Policies toward factor prices exacerbated the adverse impact of 
Nkrmah's system of trade incentives. A combination of minimum wage 
legislation, controlled interest rstes. an overvalued exchange rate, duty- 
free import of capital equipment, and tax-reducing investor incentives all 
conspired to make labor artificially expensive . . . , and thw tu encourage 
capital-intensive choice of technology and industry. [In ad&tion,] real in- 
terest rates ranged from -2 to -23 percent per year. 

[These] policies pushed Ghana to virtual international bankruptcy 
with an overstimulated economy that codd no longer be contained by h- 
port and price controls, an enlarged public sector that could not be =a=- 
aged effectively by . . . Ghanaian manpower, and economic structure wl- 

suitable to Ghana's endowments, and a price structure that promised no 
solution to Ghana's . . . stagnation. (Ibemer, p. 214)- 

Tanzania. T'ne case of Tanzania is similar to that of Ghana in 
many respects, but the degree of the malady is somewfiat lesser. 
Whereas Ghana's negative growth rate of per capita income in- 
crease begarr .in t.he 1960s, Tanzania's dates from the 1970s- 
Ghana's slowdown started around 1960, Tanzania's after 1967. 
Ghana first moved into double-digit. inflation in 1964, and 
Tanzania in 1967; and up through 1982 Tanza~iia bed experienced 
only four years of inflation exceeding 20 percent, compared with 
Ghana's nine. Moreover, Ghana had two years of inflation of over 
100 percent and six over 50 percent, while Tanzania's top recorded 
Inflation rate was 33.3 percent." 

Tanzania's superior performance in comparison with Ghana 
was greatly influenced by the massive amounts of foreign aid it 
received (U.S. $2,700 million from 1971 to 1481:3, by the fact that. 
most of its arable land was not under cuitivztion w h ~ n  the corntry 
achieved independence, and by the good fortune of having started 
with a widely diversified agricultural export base. 

But within its own context, Tanzania's policy behavior was 
much like Ghana's. Although there was no significant trend in the 



terms of trade, export v h e s  fell by more than 60 perce2t over 
the 1970s. This was in considerable measwe due to the dekriura- 
tjon of Tanzania's real exchange rate, which appreciated by 
nearly 50 percent between 1970 and 2981. 

The appreciation of the red exchange rate, in turn; was due in 
part to the effects of an import-substituting iqdustrial strategy, 
which increasingly squeezed out imports d rnandact~aes and 
consumer goods in general but which also drastically curbed im- 
ports d agricultural tractors and their replacement parts. At the 
same time internal inflationary finance pushed up bcd prices and 
costs r"ar more than was occurring in the major world trading cen- 
ters, and the nomirial exchange rate was not adjust~;d to compen- 
sate for this difference. Indeed, over the decade of the 1910s, while 
the U.S. GDP deflator was doubling, that of Tanzania nearly 
trebied; yet the shilling was devalued, vis-k-sis the dollar, by only 
about 15 percent, 

The internal infiation gave rise to an accentuation of price con- 
trols. Uma hie repom that the number of cot~unodities under 
price controls increased from 400 in 1974 t o  3,000 in 1976. Black 
markets swn developed in which prices reached up to six times 
the official peg. 

Much of ihe thrust af 'Tanzania's policy was, like Ghands, 
toward industrializationn And, as in Ghana, much of this develop- 
ment used public-sector enterprises as its vehicle. Similarly, a 
number of industrial projects emerged with negative value added, 
i-e., using more foreign exchange for buying imported inputs than 
they saved by producing the final product at home. Moreover, as in 
Ghana, =tifieid pricing (among other things) led to an artificially 
high level of cagitd intensiveness in industrid investments. 

The emphasis on industry d s o  diverted much-needed funds 
from the agricdtwal sector, which quite apparently harbored 
most of $he products in which Tanzania had a significant com- 
parative aclvantage. Moreover, government regulations of prices 
further c o d o d d  the agricultural scene. For nearly dl con- 
trolled products, the official prices in real terms feu oveh the 
decade of the 3970s, and certainly from the mid-1 970s to the end 
of the decade (Tanzania's worst crisas period). Part of the reason 
why the government pushed down real prices paid to producers 
was -because the official marketing agencies were losing money. 



On the other side, the government was reluctant to raise con- 
sumer prices-presumably for pol.itical reasons. The end result 
was (i) large and growing subsidies to the public sector entities 
that marketed food crops and (ii) still further borrowing by these 
bodies from the banking system to cover their losses above and 
beyond the subsidies they received. All of these problems associ- 
ated with marketing came about after the government first sup- 
ported agricultural marketing cooperatives in order to oust the 
country's Asian minority from this sector (which Asians then 
dominated), and later abolished these same cooperatives in favor 
of  public-sector enterprises. 
In short, the net result of a great many of Tanzania's policy ini- 

tiatives has been the proliferation of inefficiency throughout the 
economy. Industry and agriculture have both been made more in- 
efficient through decrees, regulations, and controls. The country 
has lost much of the benefit that could be gained from foreign 
trade. Its investments were often ill-chosen and ill-suited to their 
purpose, proliferating inefficiency still more. And finally, in many 
sectors a growing and highly inefficient public sector has sup- 
planted what once was a thriving and economically effective pri- 
vate sector. 

AWexico. Mexico presents an interesting contrast between two 
mzjor periods of its recent history. During 1955-73 she had vir- 
tually no petroleum exports, yet managed a compound annual r e d  
growth rate of close to 7 percent and an average inflation rate 
(GDP deflator) of only 5 percent per year. With the coming of the 
petroleum boom (I973 to  1982) the real growth rate fell to less 
than 6 percent ivhile the rate of inflation averaged 26 percent, and 
reached a maximum of 58 percent in 1982. Moreover, the country 
suffered two grave balance-of-payments crises, ir. which the price 
of the dollar leaped upward by 80 percent and 270 percent, respec- 
tively. The public-sector budget deficit, which in the earlier period 
was largely kept below 2 percent of GDP, burgeoned to an average 
of 8 percent in 1973-82, and reached a maximum (in 1982) of 19 
percent of GDP. 

Obviously, there was an incredible loss of fiscal restraint. It ap- 
pears that when the authorities were really without significant 
resources, they could with relative impunity deny funds io count- 
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less political claimants, but when Mexiems began to view their 
country as an oil-rich nation, the authorities simply caved in to de- 
mand after demand for public-sector b&. I believe that there is 
a great element of truth in this interpretation, but it must be tern- 
pered by a recognition that in the 1955-72 period economic policy 
was dominated by two giant figures-Antonio Ortiz Mena in the 
Ministry of Finance and Rodrigo Gomez in the Central Bank- 
whose force of will and character also played an important role in . 
imposing mc -etary and fiscal discipIine. 

Professor G iaz recognizes the great contrast between the 
pre-1973 and ; .-I912 period, particularly with respect to fiscal , 

and monetary restraint. But he also take pains to point out that 
many sf the policy mistakes that exacerbated Mexico's problems 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s were the fruit of seeds already 
planted In the earlier period. Many of these mistakes derived from 
a tendency to underprice utility services and other prodncts of 
public-sector enterprises. Indeed, in a fascinating calculation pre- 
sented in his table A-6, he estimates that, with "economic" pricing 
of the outputs of the public sector, its deficits from 1965 to 1980 
wudd have been converted into surpluses except for two years, 
1945 and 1976. 

%me of the subsidies to public enterprise prices were an out- 
growth of price control mechanisms; as controlled private-sector 
prices became (usually through inflation) more and more 
unec~nornic, "the government fxst [supprted faltering firms 
e t h  credit - . . md, evenbally, [took] them over as they went 
under" (Gil Diaz, p. 342). 
Trade policy is another area in which rater mistakes were 

presaged by policies pursued dwing the 1955-72 period The 
memge import tariff was raised f r m  8.8 percent in 1954 to 
around 2C prcent over the 196Os, but import licenses and s i d a r  
controls were probably a more important source of trade restric- 
tion. In 1956 only 9 percent of import categories were subject to 
such controls; this figure reached 60 percent by 1966,65 by L970, 
and 80 percent by 1973. 

In addition to these poiicy failings, Gil Diaz takes pains to point 
out a little-understood but profoundly important consequence of 
the world inflation for Mexico and many other LDCs-as world in-, 
terest rates rose to reffed anticipated inflation, the payment of in- 
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terest in effect came to represent a partial amortization of real 
debt (i.e., simply due to world inflation the real outstanding debt 
from any given loan goes down from period to period, and lenders 
are compensated for this loss by a higher, inflation-related in- 
terest rate). Cbse to 80 percent of Mexico's cumulative "external 
deficit" ke., its public sector borrowing from abroad) disappears 
when an adjustment (for U.S. inflation) is made to take this factor 
into account. (See Gil Diaz, appendix table A-2). Similarly, Mex- 
ico's perennial (since 1956) balance-of-payments deficits are 
reduced by about 20 percent when the component of interest pay- 
ments reflecting the U.S. inflation rate is counted as amortization. 

Mexico's troubles since the mid-1970s are thus viewed by Gil 
Diaz as being (i) partly the result of ill-advised pricing, trade and 
other plieies, many of which had antecedents in the two preced- 
ing (and relatively calm) decades, fii) partly the consequence of 
the way in which the international inflation interacted with the 
nation's international debt to exacerbate fiscal deficits mone- 
tary expansion, and (iii) perhaps predominantly, a weakening of 
the wil or capacity (or political courage) to bring under control a 
deficit that was growing increasingly out of hmd. 

hdunesia. Indonesia shares with Taiwan the distinction of 
being the countries which came out of the period under review in 
an ambience of virtually unalloyed success in economlc policy. Her 
failures occurred earlier -specifically in the period of 1960-65; 
they were followed by a remarkably long and sustained recovery, 
which has carried up to the present. Indonesia also deserves 
special credit for being, from among the relatively populous oil- 
exporting nations, the one that apparently learned most about 
how to take advantage of oil 'rsooms. 
On achieving independence, Indonesia inherited from the Dutch 

a tradition of conservative macroeconomic policies combined with 
substantial regulation and other intervention at the micro- 
economic level. During the decade of the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  economic 'policy 
did ~ l u t  diverge greatly from its traditional path, though towards 
the end of the decade signs of a brewing inflation were felt, partly 
fueled by military expenditures. During the 1950s the country un- 
derwent postwar rebuilding, put down several secessionist 
rebellions, and engaged in armed confrontations against both the 
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Dutch and the Malaysians. It is s~l"r)*&?, under these circwns- 
tances , that per capita real income grew by as duch as 1.2 per- 
cent per annum over the decade. 
Indonesia's crisis period was clearly 1960-65, when per capita 

income growth turned negative, and inflation soared, reaching 
about 600 percent in 1965 and 1966. Official foreign exchange 

~ 

reserves dwindled until they became negative; government I I . 

receipts were eroded from over 13 percent ta around 4 percent of 
GDP. Chaos reigned in the economy. The policy mistakes were the 
familiar ones: massive government deficits financed by monetary 
expansion, growing overvaluation of the currency, and a conse- 
quent stagnation of imports, which in Indonesia's case carried 
with it- a drastic fall in tax collections (as at that time taxes fell 
mainly on traded goodsf; the fdl of revenues, in turn, only exacer- 
bated the deficit and the consequent monetary expansion. 

Parallel to the scenario just described was a welter of controls 
and restrictions. Many of them were not new, but were rendered 

i much more burdensome by the growing shortages of traded goods 
and by the exploding inflation .SO, owing to its fiscal strains, the 
government was unable to accorqdish even rudimentary mainte- 
nance of the nation's infrastructure; after the close of this chaotic 

I episode, it took nearly a decade to restore public utilities, and 
transport and irrigation services. 

Indonesia's new government under General Suharb has 
fobwed a quite consistent set of economic policies from 1966 tu 
the present. Its key precepts have been macroeconomic: avoiding 
inflationary excesses in the budget, m d  steering clear of any kind 
of exchange control. In early actions, the Suharto gcvernment 

i 
doubled real tax croUections, and sharply raised the prices charged 
by public enterprises. It also implemented several financial 
reforms, and replaced a set of sharply negative red interest rates 
with a pattern of decidedly positive ones. The revenues, together , 

with foreign aid averaging abut 3 percent of GDP, set the stage 
for one of the most remarkable stabilization experiences ever 
recorded- From around 600 percent in I965 and 1966 the rate of 
inflation hopped to Ill percent in 1967, to 84 percent in 1968, 
and to 10 and 9 percent, respectively, in 1970 and 1971 (see Gillis, 
table 3). Meanwhile, GDP grew by 2.3 percent in 1966 and 1967, 
by 11.1 percent in 1968, 9.2 percent in 1969, and 6.5 and 4.9 per- 
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cent, respectively, in 1970 and 1971. Over the whole stabilization 
episode, the average compound rate of growth of GDP was an im- 
pressive 4.5 percent per a n n u  (1.9 percent in per capita terms). 

Indonesia's record on handling an oil boom reveals a very dis- 
tinct learning process. During the spurt in oil prices of 1974 and 
after, Indonesia's exports of petroleum and its products rose from 
U.S. $1.5 billion in 1973 to $4.9 billion in 1975 and $5.6 billion in 
1976. Meanwhile the foreign assets of the monetary system, which 
started at U.S. $710 million in ld73, peaked at $1.6 billion in 1974 
and turned negative in 1975 and 1976. This was largely a reflec- 
tion of the squandering of foreign exchange resources by PER- 
TAMPNA (the state-owneci oil company) in the debacle referred to 
by Professor GiUis (chapter 9, p. 247). However, Indonesia was 
much more prudent in handing the second oil boom, which 
started in 1979. In this case oil exports ruse from U.S. $7.4 billion 
in 1978 to $8.9 billion in 1979 and $12.9 billion in 1980. Over the 
same lapse of time, the foreign assets of the monetary system 
grevx from US. $1.7 billion in 1918 to $4.7 billion in 1979 and $9.6 
billion in 1980. The wealth taken from the ground was largely 
being "parked" in the capital markets of the world until good uses 
could be fomd for it. No other populous oil country has managed 
an oil horn  this well. 

Professor Gillis notes other achievements of Indonesian eco- 
nomic policy-successfirl maintenance (through timely devalua- 
tions) of non-oil exports in the face of both petroleum horns, 
steady reduction of customs duties, elimination of excessive rates 
of income tax, etc. Yet he notes ample flaws as well: a long- 
standing policy Gust recently corrected) of massive subsidies to 
the local users of petroleum products, a maze of unjustified fiscal 
incentives and "madministerable taxes," "the persistence of 
strong protectionist policies [particularly through quantitative 
restrictions] arrd the ponderaus and restrictive system of licensing 
and regulation." (Gillis, p. 258). It often takes two or more years to 
process an investment license, and reductions in customs duties 
by the Department of Finance have been countered by "import 
quotas, bans, and other quantitative restrictions [imposed by the 
Departments] of Industry, . . . of Agriculture, . . . and of Trade." 
Rates of effective protection still range from negative to as high as 
4000 percent (for tires). Protection of textile and footwezr indus- 
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tries imposes nearly $500 million a year of costs on Indonesian 
consumers. 

Indonesia's successfd development is thus an example of how a 
prepanderanee of good policies in critical areas can be sufficie~t 
(perhaps with a Tittle luck on the side) to generate an enviable rate 
of economic growth, in spite of the presence on the country's policy 
record of obvious and important blemishes and failings. 

Taiwan. Taiwan is c l e d y  the exemplar among the countries 
treated in this vol-me. Not only were its achievements more dra- 
matic even than Indonesia's, iits errors and failings of policy also 
seem to have been minimal, once its growth process got on track. 
hitially (1950-54) Taiwan followed what were then modish 
policies of high barriers of trade, low interest rates. In addition, 
from 1950 though 1953, inflation ran at the rate of over 5 percent 
per quarter more than two thirds of the time, and over 10 percent 
per quarter more than a third of the time. Exports measured in 
U.S. dollars were only $96 nillien in 1954 compared with $93 
d l i o n  in 1950, and meanwhile the U.S. dollar had suffered a 15 
percent inflation. Imports exceeded exports by more than 50 per- 
cent from 1951 through 1954, and were more than double 1954's 
exports. Domestic saving languished at around 5 percent of na- 
tional income. How this panorama changed over subsequent years 
is shown in table 2. By 1980? red national income had experienced 
an eightfoId increase, and per capita income had more than quad- 
rupled. Exports had multiplied by 200, ti:d imports by more than 

Table 2 

Basic Economic Data of Taiwm 

f 955 1960 f 910 1980 
- - 

National Income (1967 ST$) 
Total (Billion NTS) 112.8 153.7 31.72 879.1 
Per Capita ihTS) 1 2.895 13,601 26.582 49,832 

Domestic Savings as 
Percent of National Income 4.9 7.6 23.8 32.9 

Exports (Million US$) 12'7 164 1.469 19,575 

Imports :Million US$! 185 287 1.363 19,428 
- 

Source: E. @. Tsiang, This Volume, Chapter f 1. 



100: measured in U.S. dollars. Professor Tsiang's table f indicates 
that, in terms of quantities, exports multiplied by 50 and imports 
by 20. 

Tsiang emphasizes the extent t~ which the Taiwan miracle in- 
volved implementing thc. basic policy guidefines that one can 
derive from economic science (and, ir, general, from common 
sense as well). He deals in ~ u ~ x  (i:' with the necessity for the na- 
tion to exploit the opportuni~123 afforded by international bade 
and international investment, an2 with the importance of 
maintaining realistic (and positive) real interest rates, both as an 
iricentive to save and as a means of enswing that available in- 
vestible b d s  are allocated ta %he most pr~ductlve investments. 

Under the first heading he details how the Taiwanese govern- 
mermt jettisoned a whole set of protectiosist trade policies-high 
protective tariffs, impom licenses a d :  qtzocas, m.dtiple exchange 
rates. This liberalization of the economy so bossed the real ex- 
change rate facing exporters that many new exprts were ,t- = ~ m -  
dated. Exports do~bied from 1954 to  1963, doubled again from 
1361 to  1964, and agziir, fro;= 1964 to  1968-69. R o a  1968-69 to 
f 991 they doubled again. 3-y 1980 esiorts were nearly %wenty- 
times those of 1969, 100 ~inzes xhat sf 1961, and 200 times those 
of 1954. 

This export expaosio~ in%-dved hard ~ ~ r k  as well as &icy 
liberalization. As new comrficr&t;ies e~tered the lisx of exports, 
many of them enjeyed ire men do?^ booms. But, ~ O S  man:; zew ex- 
ports, B R ~  particdssly for those that g ~ c 3 . ~ ~  the most, i m p m  

$6 qwtas, vctlwtary restraints," and other ba~riers tended to  rise to 
fl put a cap on xhe bcmm. iaiwan's resFne was to remain un- 

daunted, ta accept zhe limits that emerged, and t~ obtain a pol- 
icy environment in which yet other s e w  expark cs*dd develop 
and prosper. 

Taiwan's second major p f i c y  thrust concer2ed the capital 
market. Qne majar key here was maintain-&g psiti.u.e red in- 
terest rates- In ",he first experiment in this direction: Taiwan's 
ongoing inflztion =-as quickly brought b o u ~  t~ less than -5 percent 
per month in the second quaz-ser of 1950, only to s p ~ ~ r t  again when 
the policy of high interest rates was rei%~,~ecl in the third qmrter. 
But the Taiwa~ese aLlthorities learned the lesson well: average 
red  interest rates or, one-year time depoei'is were significantly 
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positive k each of the subsequent twenty-two years, and the lapse 
.from p%cy discipline in this regard (in 1973) was mercifully brief. 
Ukqpmy. is perhaps fitting $hat this review &odd end with 

Uruguay foBowirag Taiwazz. No case t r e a M  in this voP=e is more 
pemzsi~-eTy successful than that of Taiwan, and none is maze 
dassicdly tragic than ~f Uruguay. Uruguay not ~ d y  
possessed afl the i~ge&ents for dramatic economic success she 
drescly had attained it more than 100 years ago to a degree - 
at feast, had maintained it during much of the first half of t k  
century. Site thea failed igpominiouskvr in xhe late 1950s azd the 
?Has, but recowred sknpfy starting in 19'74, ody to stumble 
m c e  agab in the early f 98i3~. 

The ingredients of the Uwguaym drama are by now familiar, . 

The biggest secret of her success - t q  to the 1950s was fiscal &s- 
c iphe  zmd mone*tary restrah& hdeedF for the f t z  thirty-five 
years (1828-623 of her r;~isze.rzce as a nation-years, by the way, 
cbar.af:terized by great pro~peri~--Gmgua~ had no money of hex 
own at &. The f eve1 of p e ~  capits income estlimated fur 1866 (Iff00 
US dollars of 1981 purchasing power1 was so high that it is hard 
to -haghe t&az =uch gr07&h could have O C C U T Z . ~  in subsequent 
decades. At the vew Iemt retrugessio~ did not set in, and the 
Gmguayan standard of Iiv-hg mwt have compare3 we11 ~ ~ 6 t h  those 
of Rfestem E-wage and Xo&t ,h-eri=. 

Mmy t'rhgs happened i~ th5 years aftzr 1866. h 1875 ;a law 
uniform &riff \ifas r e p l a d  Ey a higflily protective? &ffere~tiztted 
system, *with a conseyue~t loss of dynziisrn an the expart front. 
In 1896 2 Stat2 Bank i ~ z s  forme& which later was to become an 
L m p ~ ~ r z t  en6i-e of inflagion; i'; was soan joined by other public 
sector cornpries in a variety ~f hdwtries. Still bter the mnntry 
graviLahd in the &wro;S~.r; of the modem weffme &+atet k s t a h g  

expensive social security- system during the Erst, quarter of the 
A FJwentieth centw7 and enacting a 48-how wad; week as wrIy 

as 1915 
Professor %moa. Diaz sees several -mGerf~ing wezh-esses of 

LTr-waym p&cyS some of them signScant1y ate&- the 
~ f ) ~ t r y ' s  economic retrogression 0:" 1955-68. These w e d m ~ ~  
i ~ & d e d  a highly protectionist C O ~ ~ T C ~ &  policy; 8x1 zxchange 
rate Ciat was ovemdued most of the time, in part b m 3 a  sf in- 
par$ restrictions, in part because inflation wnded pro- 
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duce a growing overvaIuzelon any time the effort; was made to 
maintain a given exchange rate or to blunt the size of a required 
devaIrration; and a fiscal policy which, though historically quite 
consemtive, ran significantly to deficits in the 1960s and terribly 
so i? the early 1SBO.s. Besides these problems, the tax system was 
far too complex for a country of Uruguay's size, and it produced 
se~ious inefficiencies. The corntry also pwsued a monetary policy 
that, especially in the period after 1955, produced inflation 

I 

fthrougfi private credit expzns~.orc) even when plicymakers were 
containing fiscal deficits; and its ccmtrols over prices and interest 

I 

rittes, which would have produced lrarnful effects even without 
inflation, produced grossly distorted resource dXocaticm when 
combi~ied with one of the world's most rspid inflations. As if these 
problem were not enough, %he country also had a social seeurie 
system that greatly inhibited private incentives to save without 
making any signif~cmt contributions of its own to national capi*'l 
formation. 

Professor Diaz emphasizes that most of these specific failings of 
policy either helped to produce Uruguay's great inflation or were 
thernselses grossly exacerbated by  it. In this light it is ironic that 
the nation's finest economic performance of recent times 
(1974-$1) ~ v a s  ~haracterizsd by a significant improvement on 
nearly all of the fisted palicy fronts, but nor in the control of infla- 
tion, which averaged some 60 percent per year throughout this 
period and remained this high even in 1979 and 1980. Though in- 
fiation chopped in 1981 and 1982, the money supply (including 
quasi money) grew by 50 percent and '17 percent in these two 
years, The stage was set for another crisis, which indeed can be 
said to have occ-*red in 1982, when GDP, investment, experts, im- 
ports, and iadmtrial pro6uctim i?r! fell drastically. The stage may 
now be set f ~ r  another perid of recovery-Alejandro ITegh 
\'i&?gzs, who b"Uided the nascent boom of 1974-75, rexurned as R- 
nance Minister in fate 1983 to try to duplicate his eadier rest, 

%me Observations a d  Reflections 

To me at least, the experiences recorded in this volwxe confirm 
and rpinforce the w-isdom of the policy professionals. Without a 
doubt. the more successfrit economies haye come clarer to imple- 
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meriting the tenets of policy design that these professionals would 
set than have those economies that have founGered or stagnated. 

The less-developed countries. In Ghana, by far the worst- 
performing country represented here, we have what can only be 
called a wholesale violation of these tenets; in Tanzania the viola- 
tion is  prob~bly less extreme, and it has been moiierated by the in- 
flow of huge amounts of foreign aid. Jamaica experienced a de- 
back much like that of Ghana, dso grossly violating policy norms 
in the process; the recent stemming of the decline in her real GDP 
also seems to be due m e  to massive doses of foreign aid than to 
any major turnaround in policy. 

On the plus side, Taiwan is quite ckarly the country that cams 
closest to putting into effect a very wide range of policies of the 
types that professionals recommend. Indeed, Professors T. C. Lixi 
and S. C. Tsiang were important participants in the formulation of , 

economic policy there for most of the period from 1955 onward, 
and had a direct influence on the process. Among the less- 
developed countries surveyed, Izdcnesia probably gets, after 
Taiwan, the best overall marks for the great bulk of the period 
studied. Here we see a pattern that is repeated in a nuder of 
LDC's (specifically in Mexico du-ring the 1955-73 period), of quite 
successful macroeconomic policy combined 95th a rather mediocre 
performance on the microeconomic front. 

The distinction between micro and macroeconomic policies can 
easily be blurred, particularly when one considers the general 
"opening up" of an economy to international trade to be a dis- 
tinctly macroeconomic action. At the extremes it is clear that the 
implementation of a particular investment project or the reduc- 
tion of a small group of tariffs belongs on the micro side; while a 
generalized expansion or contraction of credit, or an across-the- 
board reduction in trade restrictions belongs on the macro side. 
The problems lie with the murky area in between, and here the 
greatest difficulty concerns poiicy with respect to  international 
trade. 

I have come to consider a trade policy to  be liberalizing in a 
macroeconomic sense when it stimulates the expansion of om- 

traditional  export^.^ Taiwan from 1955 o m 6  has passed this 
test brilliantly, and Mexico from 1955 to 1973 (with the dollar 
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value of non-oil exports trebling wkri'ne U.S. prices increased by 
only two thirds) did more than modera*& well. By way of con- 
trast, h m  1973 to 1981 Merricv's nun-oil exports incraased on$ 
about 10 percent in dollar terms while U.S. prices nearly doubled 

Mexico thus gets quite good marks for macroeconomic policy in 
the earlier period (when, one should recall, the budget- was kept 
d e r  control, inflation held in check, and the exchange rate suc- 
cessfully ~aihtained), despite many policy flaws at ihe 
microeconomic level. But in the later period Mexico fails all the 
macroeconomic tests (budget, inflation, openness to trade) and 
certainly does no better than before on microeconomic policy mat- 
ters. Indonesia, also with a less than ideal set of microeconomic 
policies, carried out an exemplary stabilization program in the late 
1960s, and subsequently maintained budgetary discipline while 
nun-oil exports rose from U.S. $700 million in 1910 to US. $9 
bison in 1980. 
Jamaica is another country where policy was substantially 

flawed, from a technical point of view, even when it, was at its best. 
But there is no doubt that this poky was technically much 
sounder before 1972 than it has been subsequently. Jamaica's 
policy fails on macroeconomic grounds (budget, inflation, snd 
trade and exchange restrictions) in the later period, at the same 
time as some of its microeconomic blemishes were being 
transformed into festering sores. Jamaica's record is one of accep- 
table growth in the earlier and disastrous retrogression in the 
later period. Incidentally, Jamaica's nontraditional exports (total 
exports minus those of aluminum, bauxite, and sugar) grew dur- 
ing the "better" policy phase (1962-72) from 132 miI1ion to 166 
million US. dollars of 1980 purchasing power, only to stagnate 
and then decline during the subsequent period of failing technical 
policies. The decline in the real value of non-traditional exports 
continued after 1980, thus tending to support Professor Bonnick's 
contention that major structural reform have not been under- 
taken by Jamaica's new government. 
In Tanzania, many policies have been pursued that run counter 

to the professionals' best judgment, but massive inflows of foreign 
aid have helped to counterbalance their effect. Tanzania's ex- 
perience looks very good in comparison to Ghana's, and quite bad 
compared with Indonesia's. Her failings of macroeconomic policy 
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tended to grow through time, the budget deficit on the whole stay- 
ing under 5 percent of GDP up to 1973, and ranging from 5 to 10 
percent of the GDB thereafter. The inflation rate also rose 
through time. Prices (GDP deflator) took about ten years to double 
after 1965, they doubled in six years from 1974 to 1980, and con- 
sumer prices trebled in the six years leading up to 1982. On the 
trade side, Tanzania's exports of products other than coffee, cot- 
ton, and sisal multiplied by 2.5 (in dollars of 1980 purchasing 
power) in the decade followkg 1955, then increased by only a 
quarter in the sdsequent decade, and finally fell by about 10 per- 
cent between 1975 and 1980. This confkxns Uma Lele's perception 
that Tanzanian policy was operating to place ever tighter restric- 
tions on trade as time went on. 

Uruguay contrasts with Indonesia and Mexico in that the major 
differences between its policies in its "gmd" and '%ad" periods 
were more on the microeconomic than on the macroeconomic side. 
A general EEiberalization from controls (most dramatic in the case 
of exchange controls) and a major tax reform w e e  the dominant 
characteristics of the r e f m  period that started in 1974. Budget- 
ary restraint prevailed most of the time prior to 197'4, and very 
clistinctly from 1974 though 1980, but it was gross budge* lax- 
ity starting in 1981 that helped cause the crisis of 1982-83. Yet 
even while the budget was being kept under control the inflation 
problem persisted; at no point in Uruguay9s post-1914 boom could 
one say that this particular macroeconomic challenge had beeri 
surmounted. 

Uruguay tmk steps to liberalize its trade policy in the mid- and 
late-1970~~ but she certainly did not go as far in this direction as 
the professionals' pEcy tenets would have dictated Nonetheless, 
at least when one gauges the success of Uruguay's trade 
liberalization efforts by the performance of her nontraditional ex- 
ports, the record is quite good. When policies were at their worst 
(1955-651, Uruguay's exports (other than wool, meat, and hides) 
dropped from 165 million U.S. dollars (sf 1980 purchasing power) 
to $58 million. As policies improved somewhat starting ixr 1966, 
this figure grew to $131 million in 1973. Then under the major 
policy reforms that started in 1974 nontraditional exports grew to 
reach, in 1981, the total of 450 milion 1980 dollars. Notably, as 
the coherency of Uruguay's policy fabric began to break down (in 
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the 1982-83 crisis period), nontraditional exports once zgain 
stagnated. 

Thus, as far as the LDCs are concerned, it is probably fais to say 
that at least a crude sort of "justice" prevails in the economic 
policy realm. Countries that have run their economies following 
the policy tenets of the professionals have on the whole reaped 
good fruit from the effort; likewise, those that have flown in the 
face of these tenets have had to pay the price. 

It seems, too, that this crude justice also entails punishments 
that, to  a fair degree, fit the crime. Microeconomic policy com- 
prises the thousands, maybe even tens and hundreds of thousands 
of ways in which the public sector impinges on the economic life of 
a country. No single point of contact is likely t o  be so important 
that a major flaw or even outright failure would be fatal; each 
transgression cai-ries a smaU price, but the penality adds up if the 
transgressions are many. It is the overall "batting average" that 
counts-in microeconomic policy. If there is a single mortal 
failure in microeconomic policy. it is that of approaching such 
policy with an attitude that ignores, fails to respect, or even dis- 
dains the fmdings of economic science and the judgments of policy 
professionals. Many countries have adopted such attitudes, and it 
i s  for them that the cost of their failings of microeconomic policy 
has been highest. 

Macroeconomic policy is quite another matter. Here a single 
major error can carry large costs, and the interaction of two or 
three big mistakes can carry- st country to the brink of disaster. Zn- 
flation is a bad mistake to be&-+- with; when combined with an ex- 
change rate that fails to adjws to reflect an ongoing inflationary 
process it becomes ma&, much worse; add to this a pervasive at- 
tempt to keep do-wn prices by fiat and the mixture k o m e s  
downright  explosive.^^ 

In general, the record also shows that stability of economic 
policy, of the type that engenders confidence on the part of the 
public, is a tremendous asset. This is particularly true where 
macroeconomic policy is concerned, because of the high signifi- 
cance of the public's perceptions and expectations in this area, 
The Mexican and Indonesian cases are especially good exampies, 
fur in each of them the "good period of economic policy was 
characterized by a stable leadership that tried tu stay close to  the 
macroecommic "rules of the game." Even though both these corn- 
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tries pursued micrmconornic policies with many flaws, the 
stability of their macropolicies along with the continuity of their 
economic leadership seem together to have pointed a good path to 
progress. Uruguay experienced its greatest growth during 
1974-81; here again there was a great stability of economic 
leadership. Ghana's success in the early years of independence 
likewise reflects a continuity of policy from the past, followed by 
failure when the continuity was broken. And, needless to add. 
Taiwan represents a sterling example of what a stable and well 
oriented pbcy environment can do. 

It is perhaps worth noting that among industrial countries &so, 
erratic policies seem inimical to growth. Within countries long ex- 
pansions have tended to be characterized by stable policies, and 
among countries those with the best histories seem dso to have 
had greater policy stability. The w ~ l d  champions in this respect 
are without doubt Swit.zerland and Japan. 

The industrial countries. I believe that the most profound 
lesson that emerges from the reviews In this volume of the ex- 
perience of the more advanced countries is simply that, viewed 
from the standpoint of economic criteria, governments can grow 
too big. The country with the most. favorable recent growth ex- 
perience-Japan-is the one with the smallest public sector; 
those with the least favorable growth-Sureden a d  the United 
Kingdom-have the largest public sectors relative to the size of 
their economies. More direct evidence is provided by the studies of 
Sweden and Germany; in both case the authors attrib.de the 
progressive decline in the rate of economic growth to the increas- 
ing size of government and the gruwing pervasiveness with which 
it impinges on the private sector. 

1 do not want the above statement to be taken as a value judg- 
m a t .  It is arguable-and to a degree both authors can be in- 
terpreted as conceding-that the additional functions that the 
German arid Stvedish public sectors have taken on reflect the 
wishes of their respective populations -welfare-state programs 
usually have a sizable clientc'?, often a majority. The message 
that I derive from the studies in question is nut that large and per- 
vasive government should necessarily be avoided, but rather that 
large and pervasive government car ies with it a significant eco- 
nomic cost, in terms both of the efficiency with which the economy 
fitnr+innn 2nd of t.hp  rat.^ 2t. whirh it. is fikelv tn mnzv 
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The Huxnm Side of &onomkc Development 

This is an area in which, by the very nature of the case, there wiU 
be less than total consensus, even among policy professionah. Yet 
there are many points on which, I believe, substantial agreement 
can be attained. 

First, most of us would agree with the late Harry G. Johnson in 
considering it more appropriate, when it comes to the human side, 
to think af poor people, not poor countries. Far too often financial 
or other aid that was motivated by humanitarian values has ended 
up being creamed off by governmental elites or other power 
groups whose living standards we-e not much different from those 
of legislators and bureaucrats in the industrialized (developed) 
countries. Humanitarian aid, when given, should find its way to 
those groups and classes in society by whose position or plight it 
was motivated. 

Second, most of us realize that the life of the upper and middle 
classes in a great many developing countries is certainly not much 
worse, and sometimes a good deal better than our own. The social 
problem of such societies lies ngt in the standard of living of these 
elasses, but in the presence, side by side with them, of a huge 
group (usualTy a substantial majority) of disadvantaged people, 
living in poverty. 

Third, one cannot legisfate poverty out of existence in such a 
country. The state of underdevelopment for an economy stems 
from the low productivity of the great mass of the people. The only 
tried and true way out of that state is to fundamentally improve 
their productivity. For this, the most obvious route is investment in 
b a n  capitd. The second dear route is the accumulation of physi- 
cal capital, which raises what economists call the marginal produc- 
t i d y  of labor. On tire whole, it has been found that where adequate 
investment in human capital has been made, where the society has 
a labor force that is capable of using modern teeh010gy, and where 
the government provides an environment conducive to  the ac- 
cumulation of capital at Rome and possibly for its inport from 
abroad, the capital stock grows so as to permit the real wages of 
labor to increase substantially. The "miracles" of Taiwan, Korea, 
Singapore and Hong Kong all attest to this. So, too, do the "mire- 
des" of Japan, Italy, Spain, Greece, B r a d ,  and Mexico. 
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Fourth, the fuading of efforts to improve human capital need not 
d come from the State. I believe most professionals fwl that t;oo 
much of such public funds have typicdly been alzocated, in many 
UXs, to the children of the middle and upper classes, too little to 
the children of the very poor. 

Fifth, when thinking about human progress, one must think in 
realistic, plausible, sensible terms, not utopian ones. Thinking in 
utopian terms is one of the important sources of the ill-advised 
economic policies with which much of this volume has h e n  con- 
cerned. One must realize that for the great bulk of human history, 
each succeeding generation lived almost exactly like its forebears. 
It is only during the last few centuries that this patkrn has been 
broken, and it still prevails for many people in many parts of the 
world. 

But, sixth and finally, the world's recent economic history con- 
tains much to be proud of. If; is probably true that f'or the poor 
people of the world the quarter century between 1950 and 1975 
was the best quarter cer~tury iri 5story.  We should not forget this 
basic fact. While we inquire as to what mistakes were made, and 
as to where we went wrong, we should also ask ourselves what we 
did right. 

Cunsider, then, the record of the recent past. The World Bank 
reports that the low i~corne countries averaged 2.9 percent per 
year in per capita income go-dh in the period 1960-81; the 
middle-income countries 3.7 percent, and the industrialized cum- 
tries 3.4 percent per year. This is a truly astomding performance. 
The historic rate of growth of per capita income in the United 
States, say from 1900 to 1950, was not much mure than 1.5 per- 
cent per year. And this was a period during which the U.S. m 
genuinely pulling ahead of most of the world. Now, since 1960, we 
have the paorest of countries doing as well as the U.S. did while it 
was on its way to reaching its apogee as the dominant economy in 
the world (a spot from which it has been clearly receding since 
1950). 

Moreover, the improvement in welfare as distinct from income 
has been even more dramatic. The crude death rate of the low- 
income countries today is approximately equal to that of the 
middle-income countries in 1960; the crude death rate of the 
middle-income countries today, in turn, is approximately equal to 
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that of the industrialized countries in 1960 (and, .indeed, even 
now, for the latter figure hasn't changed much). The story with 
respect to life expectancy is also impressive. In the !ow-income 
countries it went from 41 years in 1960 to 58 years in 1981, in the 
middle-income countries it went from 50 years to 60 years, in the 
industrialized countries it went fmm 70 years to 75 years. So we 
can probably say that life expectancy in the low-income countries 
is today higher than it was, on the average, ir. the middle-incme 
camtries during the decade of the 1950s. 

Many factors influenced these dramatic achievements, but 
I 

surely those related to public health measures and innovations 
were of great significance. As far as general economic growth per- 
formance W ~ P  ctmserned f wo-db again emphasize the human 
capital aspect. fn the low-income countries other than India and 
China the proportion of the relevant age group attending primary 
schml went from 50 to 83 percent for males, and from 24 to 55 per- 
cent for females; secondary school attendance in these same coun- 
tries went Ersm 6 to 19 percent of the age cohort; those in higher 
education daubled, from 1 to 2 percent of their cohort, Inter- 
estingly, the low-income countries as a whde (including India 
and China) have now reached, in these respects also, levels that 
exceed those of the middle-income countries in 1960, It is m y  hope 
thzt by learning from our successes and our fallwes, m d  by l h -  

creasing diligence in improving the understanding of economic 
I forces and processes that we get from economic science, we can 

help ensure that this transformation of the economic lot of the 

I 
poor of the world will continue for a h g  time to come. 

t 
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I 
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siderations were p ~ t  forward 50 keep rents arid prices rbr basic f&uffs at too lcw a :eve: ta 
h s t  supply tl~rough profits. 

5. Soft loans were granted to cnshim the negative impact of high interest rates uw-a in- 
vestment. The 1oans were large]>- made available from government aob sacid sec-Jrity fun& 
and a3located by a specid czpial market, cmmittw. High priority was given to the Sottleaeck 
seetars mentioned above. The measures to prop up these key sectos indud& a h  an e;rfor& 
Iovl of one b i b n  deubch marks from the business comwity ax large to these bdt?strEes in 
1952. 

6. Mancur Olson, The Rise ond DeclEne of ~V&-om: Economic Growth. StgrcLtim, wd 
h l a l  Rigidities (New Haven, Conn.. and Laxdon: Yale University fres, 1832). 

?. Besides. threazs b strike lacked credibifity 'because the wealth of the unions had become 
a sacrifice of the ca-renq reform. 

8. Thlroughout the 1950s, priv2.te howhoIds contributed less rn savings than either the 
business sector or the govemmenr. Given the low income lei-el, mcsc hoosehoids had a uezy low 
propensity to save even though interest rates were high and E X  iacentives were g r a d -  
Hsseuer, there were subw.tiai enforced savings by prices and pmEts in the markets 

I 

and by tax receipxs. Despite hzge paymen& (war 15ct i1~~1,  'Ae goventmmt proved 

capable of holdiog expenditures --ell M o w -  receipts. in part because of 30%- debt, defenselzSe ari2 
occupatio~ bvrdens. In fact, substantid government wvings were b d t  rrp in expmtatiorr GF 
future defense expenditures i " 2 d i ~ ~ t ~ ~ ' I .  See Pmkamp, ?p- 8%- 

9- Except for 1850, when the massive impart hberaliza?i@n led io a bdaaa;z+f-pymenW 
crisis, GeAmany's current accowit was well in suqhs  throughout the 1850s- 

10. In the 195Q, for s prolanged period of t h e  the i~ f low of foreigp exeliange pias pzsrtk 
sterilized by gpvernment savings for fxtivre defense ex*n&t'msr &ie avwve-mentian& 
'*Jdiwtm.'' 



11. See Hans H- Glisaann, Horst Rodemex-. and Frznk Walter, "Zur Katur der Wachstums- 
schwache in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland-Eine empirisehe Analyse langer Zyklen wirt- 
schaftiicher Entwicklung," Kiel Discussion Papers, DO. 55 IKiel, W e t  Germany: fnstitut fiir 
Weltwirtscl~aft, June 1978). 

12. The share of investment in gross nationzl product, on an annuai basis, ranged between 
21.4 and 26.3 .pel-cent in the 1950s and between 23.0 and 28.5 percent in the 1960s (all figures 
based upon data in current pricest. 

13. This was underlined by the "Gdesberger Programm" of '1959, in which the Socia! Dem- 
w x ~ t i c  Party accepted the market economy based upr- private ownership of +he German econ- 
omy. ending its prior pleas fi;r cenxraf plaming, nationalization of industries, and central in- 
vestme~t control. 

14. Trade liberalization was not continuous over time or e\-en across industries. In the Ger- 
man case: tariff protection -is% vis suppliers of member countries of the European community 
spas virtually a'm3ished in 1964. On the other band, the effective rate of protection of German 
indwW3* in €=de with third countries increased between 1958 and 19fX because d the EC 
tariff harmonization, and decreased only thereafter iit was lower in 1972 than in 19.581- 
Agriculture was exempted from the GATT rounds. Furzher, because of rdatively high tariff 
ru.dtrctions fer inpu2s atxd relatively leu- +&E reductions for outputs, the maintenance of im- 
part quotas, m&or a substituticn of trade for nonmriff barriers ifrscal protection, \-c!-mtaxy 

export; restraint agreements. l u r g - ~ r m  agreement on cotton textiles; later. muftifihr agree- 
=en:, ordedy market.ing agreern,uns. eze.:, m a y  industries remained highly protectecL These 
incfaded mining, stel. nonferrous rn~tals, p d p  and paper. textiles: clothing, and c e d e s .  

The successful resistance of specific iadus~ries to trade liberalization is one indication of the 
rising power of special-in-lerest gronps. For tietaiied analyses of prctection and adjustment 
policies fur German industry. see Jlctergen B. Donges. Gerhard Fels, Axel D. Meu, and others, 
"Pmzeirtion Srwclr~rntrukt.~ der v<es~dwtschen Wirtschaff,'' XikIer Stadien. no. 123 
{Titbingen: J. C. E. Mohr, 1973,. 

25- The =ti-tes prese~ted ir, tables 3, 4 and appendix able  A-3 are derived from a 
grout5 accw:nfq exercise. This m+:thpA is due to rhe pioneering work of Edward F. Denison, 
87- *,L> . Growth Rase Dt'grr \Wasfingr,o~~. D.C.: Brmkings. 19671. It has been used in subseque~t 

studies to delineaze the sciurces of productivity change ir, the United States and other ad- 
~ 2 n d  countries. Edward F. Denison, Accounting for Slourer Econoniic Groufh: ?he Z;izited 
Stares rn the IY7Os ck%'ashingtan, D.C.: Brmkings, 19791 and John W. Kendrick. "Internatiofial 
Grnparisons of Recent Prodtlczlt-2: Trends," Essays in Con:rmporary Economic R-oblems: &- 
mnd* P r d u ~ t i ~ . t t ~ - .  and P ~ ~ P : o : I o ~  XTmhi3gton, D.C., and Loridor.: ,Lxerican Enterprise In- 
stitute, 19813, pp. 125-70 e o m t  am=,- the most recent investigations. I b e  methodology has a 
number of serious shortcorr*ings ;.l:RIc.-sard R. Kelson. "Research on Productivity Growth and 
Pmdnctiklty Differences: Dead Ends and S e w  Departures." Journal or:' Economic Literahre 
E9L13811: 1023-64); but "it is the only the~rericaliy defmsible rechzique that alXows a quzn- 
tita~ive decomposisidon o f .  . . growth" fWiliiam D. Sordhaus. Economic Policy in the Face of 
Declining Prductiiity Growth," C o d e s  fozindation Giscussion Papers, 30. 604 [Sew f i.zven, 
Conn.: Yale Wnlversity Press. SzptemSer 1982!, p. SI. Details of the es-timates presented here 
are available from the aaihor upon request. 

f 6. Betwee2 1960 and 1570. the rnornindj yearly work-time per zmp!oyee decreased by 10.6 
percent- 
17. Between 1960 and 1930. the number of foreign worLers inrreaseb from 259.000 to 1.8 

million pers~ns. 
18. In particular. foreign labor had a positive impact on intra- and inrctregfonzl !abor 

mobility. 
19. Herbert Giersch. Grodth. Cyc-les. md E~chrnge Rates-The fi.w;ie:;ce i>f F E k t  Ger- 

many. Wickself Lectures 1970 tStoclihdrn: Alrnquist 2nd Ii'ickself. 1970,. p. 11- 
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20. The prominent role of the reallocations of capital is pariicdarly marked in the case of 
the nonresidential private business sector. 
21. The residual identified in Table 4 nets out all esects acting upm productivity growth 

other than those explidtly mentioned, including possible accouting errors. Hence there is a 
measure of uncertainty with regard to this observation. 9 n  the other hand, in the early 1960s 
research and development activities in the German economy were only starting to resume 
hihricd levels; a significant Zag between effort and return constitutes a typical feature of 
remarch and devefolpment activity. 

22. The funds devoted to research and development expanded more or less steadily fmm 2.36 
percent of gross national product in 1962 (the first year of observation) to 2.37 percent in 1970 
(estimates of the Institut fur Weltwirtschaft based upon surveys of the Stiftertlerband firit die 
Deutsche Wissenschaft) . 

23. As mentioned above, the early 1950s were governed by exceptiond circumstances and do 
not provide a reasonable reference. 

24. According i;o estimates by Lauritz R. Christensen, D. Cummings, and Dde W. Jorgen- 
son, "Relative fioductivity Leveb, 1947-1973: An Internatio~al Comparison," DIscuss%n 
Paper no. 173 (Cambridge, Mass,: Hamard Institute for Economic Policy Research, 19801, pp. 
39K, between 1960 and 1970 Germany's level of total factor productivity increased from 14 to ' 
91 perceilt relative to that of the United States. 

25. Gerhrtrd Fels, "Der lnternationde Preiszusamrnenhang. Eine Studie uber den Mia- 
tionsbport in der Buiidesrepuhlik," Schrifhreihe Ann&s Urziversztatk Saravietrsk, VOL 4.6 . 
Eoln, Berlin, Bonn, and Miinchen: C. He:ymanns, 1969). 

26. Throughout the 1 W k ,  fiscd and monetary policy proved incapable of keeping the ewn- 
omy on a steady growth path. Worts u, stabilize the economy thrwagh fiscal policy failed 
because (1) the progressive income tax was paid only with a long lag and f2) the built-h anti- 
cyclical expenditures {primarily memploymeot insurance) of the feder~l government were 
paralyzed by procyclical expenditure behavior of the Gnder and the local commtmities !pg- 
rriarily through public investment1 . On the other hand, aven full convertibility and a fixed ex- 
change rake, the scope far monetary policy was severely circumscribed, even ignoring the lags 

involved in discretionary action. Hence, economic gr0m-z 3 was acccrnpanied and conditioned by 

distinct fluctuations in the rate of realization of potential output. with peaks in the years 1S0,. 
1965, and 1970 and troughs in the years 1963 and 1967. As in the 1950s. the cyclical paztem in 
Gelmany fo1lou.ed that of the United States with a certain I=, except for the recession of 1966 
and 1967. The fixed exchange rate provided for a rapid and dir& transmission of the rhythm 
of economic activity abroad. See Herbert Giersch, "Growth, Cycles, and Exchange Rates-the 
Experience csf West Germany." PAicksec'l Lecc'rcres 1970 (Stockholm: Alrnqcist and Wicksell, 
1910). 
27. Gierscix, p 28. 
28. Gzrhard Fels, Rlarrs-Werner Scham. and Frank Woli.2~ "Der Zusammenhang zwischen 

Prod~ktioi~sstrukt und Entwicklom~niveau-L'erstrch elner Strukeqrognose flur die 
westdeutsche Wirtschsft," Welt~irtschaftlic).-s Archio f06I1971): 240-78. 

29. R f a ~ - ~ e r n e r  Schatz, "Wachstum unci Stnrktumandel der westdectschen Wirtschaft 
im internationalen Vergleich." Kieler Studten G'iiibirigen: J. C. B. Mohr, 19M, pp. 202-1 7. 

30. "Gesetz zur Fzrdermg der Stablilitat 2nd dles Wachs%ums der FVirtschaft'' Bun&- 
gesefibktt, pt. 1, June 1967, pp. 582-89. 
31. The preliminary or expected rates of change of gross domestic pmduct over the pre:ious 

year are -1.1 percent for 1982 and 0.5 percent for 1983. There are indications. however, that 
the statistical picture ~werestimates the extent of the economic malaise. As recent ernpirial, 
investigations suggest,: the German underground economy has grown faster than the o%cial 
economy, in particular over the lwr decade. But these investigations are still too preliminary 
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to allow any firm conclusions. See B m ~ o  S. F'rey, -elore R7eck, and Werner Pommerenke, 
"Has the Shadctw Economy Grow. in Gewany? An Exploratory Study," ur.pubEshed paper, 
1982, and Enno LangfeIdt, "The Unobserved Economy in the Federal Republic of &many: A 
Frelimirrary Assessment," Interrrational Conference on the fiobser~~ed Sector (Wassenaar: In- 
stitute for Advanced Studies, June 1982). 

32. Between 1962 and 1981, expenditures for research and development increased from 1-36 
to 2.68 percent of goss national product (estimate of the Institut fiir w~ltwirmbaft b s s d  on a 
survey of the Stifterverband fiir die Deutsche UTissenschaft, 1981, an original survey figwe). 

33. En 1970 and 1911, efforts to pursue a restrictive monetary policy %.ere largely under- 
mined by capital imports. 

34. See Frank Wolter, "Restructuring for Import Competition frorn Deveioping ~m&i&:  
The Case of the Federal Republic of Germany,'' Journal of Policy Modeh~g2 (1980:: f 85-204. 
35. Available information did not permit a quantitative assessment of the effects of these 

regulations; the impact is subsumed under factors not classified elsewhere. See Klaus-Werner 
Schatz, "Eu'eue Wege im Umweltschutz," in Agenda fir die deutsche Wirtschuftspolitik, ed Her- 
'wrt Giersch, forthcoming. 

36. There is no need to demonstrate the positive impact of social peace, improved health and 
education, and labor mobility on economic growth. Yet the changes in the transfer system are 
likely to have been too comprehensive, too generous, and too rapid not to affect negatively Ger- 
many's growth perfo~mance because of i n c r e d  moral hazard, inmead tax and social 
security bwdens, and increased rigidities imposed by the new redstions on the hbor market. 
Social levies in percent of gross wages and salaries tind2:ding amp1o:rers' social security con- 
tributions) increased from 21.9 percent in 1960 to 23.8 percent in 1970 to 29.3 percent in 1981. 
And while the share of taxes in g ~ s s  nationat product hardly changed over the hst rventy 
years, the averee and marginal tax  rates on earned income increase3 significantly: ne tax 
burden was shifted from the expenditure side to the income side, chus impairing incentives for 
farther growth. For a brief suwey of social security legislation in the T97Os, see Horst Dohm, 
"Chronologie des Versorgungsstaates," Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, September 25, 1982, 
p. 15. 

37. Inflation undexmined the incentives to invest and to achieve thmugh a variety of c h -  
nels. Xobbly, apart from raising the level of uncertainty, it impused a higher tax burden 
through the progressive income tax ;  it led to the taxation of phantom profits; and it biased in- 
vestment towards real estate and other assets whose nomind increase in vafue remained un- 
taxed. Inflati,on also quasi-automatically diverted resources from private to public =-. 

Presumably, this implied waste beca-ase allocatiue decisions of the publie sector are remote 
from the penalties and the rewards of market forces. 

38. The productivity sbw-down was less significant in Germany than in other advanced 
countries, the United Stater; in particular. Presumably, this is due rx, stronger real wage 
rigkiities: the deterioration of the te-rxns of trade of labor vis 2 \<-is energ?., raw rnatefiah, and 
the envirorrrnent translated itself into classical unemployment rather than a decline ofproduc- 
tivity at a lower level of red wages and a higher level of employment. See Herbert Giersch and 
Frank Wulter, "Towards an Explanation of the Productivity Slowdowr;: An Acceferation- 
Deceleration Hs~pothesis," The Ec~nomfc Journal 9Si1983): 35-55. 

39. With the remv-al of the undervaluation, wage leadership passed from the export sector 
Imanllr*acturing) to the p d f c  sector. 
1.0. Mwwver, the structure of unemployment mirrored the relathe increases and the 

relative increases in job p&tfftiw for the various segments of the labor farce: unemplo3meat 
rates becamc particularly high for the young. the unskilled, the old, the dlszbbd, and f e d @  
labor. See also Gerhard Feis and Rank W e i s .  "Structural Change and GnpZzyment: The 
h s o n  of West Gemany," in Capital Shortwe and Gnemplcymnt in the &%rid &cm~my, eO. 



Herbert Giersch (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 19781, pp. 31-53, and Karl Breitbauvt and Riidigex 
Sltwedel, "Nivellierungs und Bffereazierun&ste~-denzen der inter-und intrasektoralen 
hhnstruktw," Die Weltwirtschafi (TGbingen: J. C. 3. Mohr, 19801, pp. 61-78. 

41. This approach was designed by the German Council of Economic Experts (Sachver- 
s*hdigenrat) in 1976 and gradually, though neither fully nor purely, applied by the federd 
govement thereafter. See Sachverstandigenrat zur Begutachtung der Gesamtwirtschaft- 
lichen Entwicklung, Jahresgutachtsn {Stuttgart and Mainz: Kohlhammer, 1976 Lpp. 731-79 
and 1981 [pp. 140-5011- 

6. Robert J. Gordon: "US. Stabilization Policy: Lessom from the 
fast Decade" 

1, Specialists in international economics: of course, deal with such concerns all the time. In 
my experience, questions involving the open economy arise in U.S. domestic policy discussions 
mainly in connection with three issues: f 11 the role of the exchange rate and OPEC in account- 
ing for the rapid deceleration of US. inflation in 1981-83 Iunezrpected by many forecasters 
who ignored these phenomena); (2) the role of the appreciation of the dollar in accounting for 
the collapse of the US. real trade balance, which accounts for between one-half and two-thirds 
of the decline in real GNP in the 1981-8.2 recession (depending on the exact dates chosen as 
the 'beginning and end points); and (3) the possible failure of large U.S. banks heady involved 
in loans to foreign nations that exhibit signs d default risk. 

2. Robert Lucas and Thomas 3. Sargent, "After Keynesian Macroeconomics," in Afier the 
Phillips Curve, Federal Reserve Bank of Basbn Conference Series 19. 1918, pp. 49-72. 

3. The estimates of the nature1 unemployment rate and corresponding natural level of r e d  
G W  are developed in Robert J. Gordon, "Inflation, Flexible Exchange Ratas, and the Natural 
Rate of Unemploqment," in Workers, Jobs and Infl~tion. ed. M. N. Baily (Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings, 19821, pp. 88-157. 

4. Friedman's seminal articles on economic policy i1948, 1953) recognized that there was 
an irreducible error term that guaranteed continuing fluctuations. The ma& complete state- 

ment of the case for a CGMR is contained in Milton Friedman, A Program for .%Zonefar;); 
StabitiQ (New York: Fordham University Press, 19601, 

5. The output ratio measure in column (8) of table 1 exceeds 100 prcent  in 38 of the 43 
quareers between f 963:Q4 and f 974~62. 

6. This enpirica! interpretation of inflation in the 1973-:5 p~i-id war: introduced in 
Robert J. Gordon, "The Impact of Aggregate Demandon Prices," 2wokings Papers on Econom- 
ic Actiuib 6, no. 3 (1975): 613-62. It was confirmed later in Alan S Blinder, fion~mic Poiicy 
and the Great Stugf7atioi-z (New York: %cadernk Press, 1979); Alan S. Blinder, "'The Anabmy 
of Double-Digit Inflation in the 19TOs," in r'nf2ation.- Causes and Consequences, ed. R E. Hall 
fChicggo: University of Chicago Press fox the National Bureau of Economic Research, 19821, 
pp. 261 -82; and Otto Eckstein, Core Iflation (Ehglewood Cliffs. X.J.: Rentice-Hall, 1980). A 
simple theoretical analysis showing the conditions necessary for z supply shock to create a 
recession in the r a t  of the economy is developed in Robert 3. Gordon, ".Alternative Responses 
of Policy ta External Supply Shocks,*' Brookings Papers on Economic Aditlity 6, no. 1: 183-206, 
and Edmund S. Phelps, "Commodity-Supply Shock and Fulf-Employment Monetary Policy," 
Jo~rnat ofLWney. Credit, and Banking 10 (Way 19781: 206-21. 

7. On the CFI measurement error see Rojefi 3. Gordon, "The Consumer Price 
Measuring Inflation and Causing It," The Public btteresr, no. 63 (Spring 1981 j: 112-34. 

8. The sudden drop ofthe inflation rate in early 1986 dong the "fcll rebound" and"haifre- 

bound" paths occurs because the rebound of the supply shock variables is assumed to extend 
only over the three years of the recovery. 1983 through the end of 1985. 

9. Arnold C. Harberger, in a recent conversation evaluating general lessons of Latin Amer- 
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ican inflation, reports that the public used to act as if inflation were costly at a f 00 percent 
rate, but further institutional adjustments have raised this threshold of pain t3 a 400 percent 
rate. 

I 

7. Uma LeIIe: '(Tanzania: Phoenix or Icarus ? " 

I. 'This Taper has benefitted from the work of a number of colleagues at the World Bank I 

and the International Monetary Fund, and from many Tanzanian nation&. Their comments 
an an earlier draft were especially useful. However, I alone am responsible for the views ex- 
pressed here. This paper does not necessarily represent the pasitions of the institutions or in- 
dividuals who have provided data or analytical support. I am grateful to Ton T. T. LDng for his 

I 

assistance in the preparation of background material. 
2. The Arusha Declaration of 1967, adopted by the Tangarnyika African. Ystiaqa! Union ! 

(ThYUI, committed Tanzania to the creation of a socialist state znd a .- %:L- strategy of 
development. This was amplified by a series of writings by President N y i ~ e r e ,  bas two mah 1 

themes of which were egalitarivlisrn and self-reliance. See J. K. Nyerere, Ii.eea'om andSocia1- I 

ism. A Selection from Writing$ and Speeches, 1965- 1967 ID= es Sa'Laarr* -a3 London: Mord 
University Press, 19f58). 

3. See Goran Hyden, Beyond b3umaa in Tunzcmia: Underdevelop;nent and an Uncaptued 
Peasantq (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980); also ,b&ew Coulson, *Pwwanta: A 
Politi~nl Economy !Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982). 

4. The National Economic Sumival Programme, prepared by the Ministry of Planning and 
Economic Affairs. Dm es Salaam, Jan. 1982, pp. 1-2. The country's economic problems are at- 
tributed to four factors outside its control: petroleurn price inrreases, capital goods iaport 
price increases, stagnant or declining export prices, and unfavorable weather. 

5. The cost can be broken down in minions of U.S. dcllars !1918) as follows: terms-of-trade 
loss for 1973 to 1982, including al l  net terms cf trade annually since 1913 (1978 = 100): $630 
million; total value of food imports, both commercial and finar-cid, for 1973 ta 1981: $413 
million (this overstates the cost of poor weather since it includes all f d  imports over the 
period and thus does not distirrguish policy-induced from weather-induced shortfalls): Uganda 
war costs: $500 million; breakup of the &st African Community: $200 million. Total: $I 
billion, 143 million. Data from World Bank, Tanuutia Agricultural Sector Report--hereafter 
Tanuv~ia Report-August 1982, p. 2. 

6. See for instance, 3. K. Nyerere, The Arusha Declaration Ten '/ears Afier (Dares Salaam: 
Government Printer, 19171. In recent speeches, Xyerere also repeatedly referred to various 

symptoms of the national malaise, including the poor performance of agricultxre, the "corrup 
tion growing like cancer," and vested bureaucratic interests looking after themselves in a 
situation of dire shortages. 

7. The per capita amount of net off~cial development assistance to Tanzania in 1979 uas 
U.S. $32, compared to $23 for Kenya. 824 for hTaIawi, $15 for Zaire, and $31 for Sudan. See Ac- 
cekrakd Deceloprnent in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda fir Action (World Bank, 19311, p. 
164, 
8. Tanzania &port, p. 2. 
9. According to World Bank classification, Tanzania belongs ta the group of poorst. court- 

tries, with a per capita income of U.S. $330 or less in 1981. 
10. Ellen Hanak, ' m e  Commercialization of Tanzanian Agriculture. 1945-1970,'' un- 

pubtished World Bank study, 1982. 
12. For 1980, of abut  $400 million total aid, roughly U.S. 8100 million (25 percent) was pm- 

gram aid. In 1981, the proportion was about 40 percent (International Monetary Fund data]. 
12. Tanzania has been successful in securing a large volume of external aid and loans on 

very concessionary terns. Consequently, according to the IMF, total debt-service payments in 



1982 was U.S, $39 million or 5.9 percent of export earnings, excluding shon-term debt services 

and INIF fund purchases (LW data). 
13. Tmtzania Report, pp. 22-26. 
14. This discussion is based on Tanzania Report, pp. 32-36. 
15. bid, p. 7. 
16. World Bank sources. 
1'7. Had foreign exchange been available, food imports could have been higher given the 

shortages being experiened in all major urban and many r u d  areas. 

18. This section is based on Hanak. 
19. The followhg data are from the World Bank, "Economic Memorandum on Tanzania." 

January 198l,, p. 1, a d  the World h n k ,  World Development Report, 198% (New York: Oxfbrd 
University Press, 1982). 

20. The percentage of students attending secondary school in 1979 was 18 percect for 
Kenya, 9 percent for bjali, 19 percent for Zaire, 16 percent for Sudan, 36 percent for Ghana, PO 
percent for Senegal, 17 percent for Zambia, 15 percent for Zimbabwe and 15 percent for the 
Ivory Coast C Wodd Development Report* 1982, p. 154). 
21. ~Manpwer Development Plan ,1975- 1980) :Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1979i. 

See also R Sabot, "A Preliminary IOven-iew of Educational Policy, Inequality and Prdrrctivity: 
An East Affican Comparison," unpublished World Bank study. 1981. 
22. The statisties in chis section are from Tunzank. Report. pp. 151-152 
23. The stcatistics in this section are from the World Bank "bnornic Memorandum on 

Tanzania" and World Decelopnent Report, i962. 
24. d a b  
25. "Economic Memorandum on Tanzania," p. 17. 
26. IMF estimates. 
27. The following discussion is based on IMF data and estimates. 
28. Tanzaztkz Report, pp. 16-19. 
29. The estinates are f m  the IMF. 
30. See World Bank, The Economic Development of Tangar~yikc Chltimore: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1961 f ,  and also Hyden. 
31. See Codson, pp. 165-66, and pp. 218-19. 
32. Hanak, p. 17. 

33. The average share of the transport sector in capital budget allocarlons is abut  22 to 25 
pe~cent in Kenya, 25 percent in Zambia, and about 31 percent in Malawi. accorcIing to World 
h n k  estimates. 

34. Even within the agricultural sector, however, there have been major imbalances in past 
investments that need to be corrected. .These include neglect of agricultural research in favor 
of substantial investment in capi'al-intensive am-processing htiiities in the case of crops 
such a s  tobacco or cashews. Substantial investment in pduction programs has taken place 
without attention to processing for other products such as cotton, and &eye haye been few in- 
vestments either in production or processing in sisal- hvestment in the deveiopment of the 
necessary high-level manpower has also been neglected, while there has been a substantial ex- 
pansion d t h e  established posts for fieid services. Transportation routes critical for agriculture 
have similarly received few resources. Substantid improvement in Glocations would thus be 
needed both within agriculture and its supporting sectors over a considerable period of time for 
Tanzania to 5e abfe to return to a long-term growth path. 

35. Tanzania Report, p. 50. 
36. Ibid., p. 52. 
31. Ibid., p. 72. 
38. bid, p. 156. 
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39. For example, in post-independence peak yearn, the governmenr's purchases of fmd crops 
were 109,800 tons fmm Arusha, 41,000 tons from Klimanjaro and 43.000 tons from Iringa. In 
the 1980-81 season, fwd crop purchases were 41,Oo tons, 300 toms and 24,000 tons for the , 

three regions respectively. Export crops from these three regions showed the same picture of 
declining government purchases, with peak year figures of 11,200 tons for Arusha, 34,400 tuns I 
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QAemcce in mqpi&ude of ~ ~ r n e y  5-k a ~ d  re$ ea@t&. f a  attemp% to fu,mce aae inventmy 
see m~fa~ ion  on the order of P *rent of+&a2 capital wo-dd mean iscreasing zhe mosey sup 

! 
pfy pmbM+ zw mu& as 25 percent-far more tkan ~ i e  public would be preparm3 to incrsse 
the czsh bairn= under canditions of stable prices and  orm mat gropith. 

12 Ban&, A. ?ad Xugicz. t, Pditim &fme:ar& :,. Reztc5iiidd Bcnfari  Cent4 h n k  af - - ul?rg3a;= arimw. 
13. Emrnonkt ,Alejan&ro fiegh, a Hanrd pduaw, =w. appointed in J m e  d 1974. He 

x-ed whf 1976, m d  is cusmntly E:'n;guayb am5asa&r to R7a9h.irrgmn. 
i 4. In fan, economic theor?; did not IacB ail accamt oft).&t situation; at k.aa. mt since the 

a m e w  appmch ta the ~ & R W  of p_vmefits was dievelcged in LIe IWks by M U M  
and Ham J~hnsen. a-ong e~%cw+ 

- - 15. 'Fsre rest came f-kam the kbmadmaf mnmffc%ii! o~mks, Fram whom &B gov-ment 
agmcie b O m w ' P d  recMwr?;. wing U ~ z a y ' s  +Aere:c.S,re erc2Jenc credit ratkg Sadbe- 
qzen+-. &e T;Tquayaa govewrneni applied for m d  SKY& &C 1zi:xnatioad 3ane*tary Fwd 
*EMF$ siandS3 facility md a iresm3=dnag of ixs f c r e : ~ ~  C& ;a?:: &e inwmad03d h b b  

36. %s *fsorraw;ing raw af banks Aizz.kcb& the 50 h Ttf ;wr:e? ' xzge, while &EIL&+E i a B a t h  
~43s nmning j&.% ~ v t ? f  30 ;ercar. 
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27. The cost of hedging foreign exchange risks had become prchibiti~e. 
18. At #is d d n g ,  the Umgiiy~tn ecs,nom J lies flat on its back. neither :rnh&iikg f d e r  

ngr showing wny sips of remvery. 

2 4 Axme 0. weer: brPF~blem of UhrdiZIPt5onv' 
I .  In the 5.9'7Cs, zhe energy mrtrket was sgbject b mnrrols very similar ta thme of 

agrir&t*we in m a ~ y  mmtPies. Most of the analysis of agrirulture that fd10~ also applies to 
energy. 
2. See William R GAne and Si&-ey Wel~tmub, edd., f ionomic Stcbikmion ut h b p h g  

Cotmbies Wzsbington, E.C.: Bmkings hstitutie~, 19811 for a s&es d d y e s  of these 
issues in irdivid~al comtries. Sea a h  the paper by Krueger "Xnte~ctions Eetwen h k t i o n  
azzd Trade-l+&me Objectives in Stabilization Pmgmms," In &at wiiur=le for further mdysis 
af the inteweIationship be+ .: -?en irrflatkm mi! likdizaiion. 

3. = qua2ifrcatian is made b w e  most licensing systems im2Ecitlyor otherwise permit 
imprts of ;aterme&ate @s and raw nmterials at bwer-than-average rates d duty. To in- 
crease duties an these gods without pem5tting exprters ta purchase at international prices 
wodd lower eRective p m U o n  rates-presamabfy already negative-to them. 

4. For a description of these efforts, see &bert E. Mh%~, Fore$p Dude rlf?girnes curd &Q+ 
no&- 3euebpme;~-t The Philippines mew York &b&ia Universig fiess, IW5), ch. 3, and 
YAcbael BEcbady, Foreign Bsde Hegi6mes and Ii2wnmi.c Dz~~lopme.lf: Lsrael ~ K e w  York C b  
lumbia University h, 19751, eh. 2 

5. Jose &ru&o and Cfau&o Haddad, "Foreign Tmde Brakgies and Etrgbyxaent in 
Brazit," in T?&e d E m p i q m n t  in DewiOpJ~g Courrt7ies. Vo!. i. Inc3ir;idaalS&ks, d , b n e  
0. Krueger, Ea! 3% b r y ,  To- Mo~soa,  and Narongchai +4kr2x,iee. (Chicag~: University .;oi 
Chicago Press, 1982). 
6- See Ronald MkRinnon. .Vonq and Gqgitu: in Ecenllnzie 2ktvlopment Wifsfiingtnn, B.C.. 

htskhgs  hsrihtion. 19973) for anaS_s_ysis of the i m p r b c e  of deve?pfng finamid m k e s .  
'I. T h r e  is atother reason why instantangous abazdonmerst af the entire mritsol regime 

might be infeasible: when !ZberslizaZim starts from a situation in which there is is large 
government dhcii;, Ir inherently reqires time to rduce goverlzrent -~pencEag and to raise 
taxes. ID that cireurnstailee, m e  might question whether totd h n k m l  of dl other --ke* 
sEodd precede macmtiomic ~tabization. I have not seen any andd- of this c5rem-n- 
stance; hence I m h m s  it md5r o%hi?r reasons for objecting t~ instantanems demntrcti- 

15. h o i d  C. Hmbrger: %ons&c fdicg and l3eomdc GmwthW 
I, hrk.zg the last few years, irrf!!tion in U-y s r e ~ ~ ~  ta have freen of F d  origin, 'tra 

before that--for more than two decades-it was due prindpaliy ta excessive d t  extended to 
the private sector. IK both Uruguay and Brazil, the excessive d t  expansion vim maidyam- 
kred in a state bank (the BEtnco de iz Rgpubfica in Uruguay end the Bancr, da Brad in Brad), 
which was not miter the effective regulatory control of fie central h k  m d  whidi acted with 

an afiitost imperious autaaomy. 
2- If a final produet costing 1Hl in world n- akets is g r a ~ M  a ts.riffcf 20 percent, ruzd if the 

heal substitute uses 60 d imported inputs, which enter d ~ t y  fhe, the production cf the load 
6~ibstikte say- ody 40 f = f OO - 601 of forejgn exchange. But since the in*rnaf price zan mw 
rise to 120 t= 100 + 20X1, the local firm make money so long as its casts o ~ t  exceed 60 
(= 120 - Wl. Its COSES can be as high 8s 60 in order to save 49 of fcreign e x ~ h z z p ~ .  =I 2 .-~f~erjFa? 

protection" is therefare 50 percent [= 60/40) - 1;. kt, the product in GUF sden 
sweater, and the imported input be woolen yarn. Suppose, ~OO. that SOTAC " .  : EL. *Y 

make ashmere westers. d i c h  sell for 2W ia the mrketpkcc ank. 153 :.f 2 . - 3 
cashere yarn, which  SO enters Ree of duty. Now &rt degree of effecz:-;:. ;sr:";,er:.:: I:: - , n 
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higher. A 20 percent tariff on a world price of 200 means that the internal price can rise as 
hi& as 240. The im-wrtd input {cashmere yam) costs 160. Hence domestic msts of up to 8C) 
can be incurre4 behind the 20% Mff barrier) with the operation still  yielding a profit. Sine 
only 40 (= 200 - lMf of foreign exchange is saved, and sif~cs up to 80 of domestic costs can be 
incurred in order to do so, the effective pratetion in this case is 100% 1= (80/40 - li. 

3. If the yarn used to make woolen sweaters (in the example of the preceding fmtnote) 
were subject to a 20 percent duty, the cost of imported inputs would have ,hen 12 I= 60 p h i  
20%). The margin for profitable m e  of & m d c  resources would have been 48 C= 120 - 7211, 

i 

which, taken together w+fh a foreign exchange saving of 40 I= 100 - 60) implies e R d v e  pm- , 

tection of 20 percent 1 = (48140) - Pj. If the cashmere yam had been subject to 20 percent due, 
its cost per cashmere sweater p d u ~ d  would have been 1.92 I=1W pZrts 2 0 % ~ ~  'i'fie fmd pro- I 

I 

duct, with a 20 percent duty, could seU for up b 240 (=2W plus 20%). Domestic costs of up to 48 ! 
(= 240 - 192) can therefore be incurred in order to save 40 of foreign exchange. ~ ~ v e  pm- I 

W o n  is &us cnce again 20 percent i=46f40) - 11. 
The gez-rd formula for the rate bj of effwtive pro'bction &activity j is I 

r - q a $ t ~  
tej = 

1 - 2 
i 

where t i  is the nomind mix! of protection accorded to imported input i m d  is quat b toe 
fraction of j's total costs heasurd at world pricesf &at are accounted for by &port.& input i. 
h is easy to see that %.fieit = = t*, i-e., when a uniform tariffoft* prevaik,. 

t"-p$jt* t"il,l@..l 
1 U' 

% = 1 - r = t". 
(1 - l q i  

1 i 

mat is, a"rl eEfectiv . rates of p r o w o n  are equal ta t' when &at is the nomind rate applying 
to ail imprts. 

s. htemationai Monetary Fund, Jn&raariorrai Firmcia! Swistics Yearbook, 2983. 
5. Toid., pp. 309-31 I. 
6. hid., pp. 976-MI. 
7. See Ulf Jakobmn, this volume, Cbipter 4, Diagram 8. 
8. Data f m  Intemafiond Moneta;ry Fxmd, op cit. 
9. Readers should oote that the expasion of nontracEitiond exports is a rough indicator 

whose movements should be interpreted uith caution and common sense. Kontzwditiona! ex- 
ports of a country might born because of a grest minerd discovery or because ofa dmmatic ! 

rise in their internationid prices: this would not be a reflection of a iiberafizing policy. I 

I 

Likewise, movements of their international price might cause them Eo fd, or  the^ rcay be ? 

squeezed out by the effects on the red exchange rate of a price boom in the traditional exports 
or a huge inflow d capital. Buton the whole it shottld oe nozed that, ahae urntally, for LDCs at 
Ieatst, traditional exports tend to be small in number. each acc~omtingfor large export receipts, 
nontraditional exports <act-! and potentiall ten6 to be much more numerous, and the b a h e e  
of papayments is much less dnerabie 'to mmemmts in the world price of any one of &em. 
Moreover, w h e ~  trade is initially highly r ~ t r i c ~ ,  z g~venrment has a simple way of its& I 

g i e g  a stro~g positive stimmrlus to all exports- name!^ by liberalizing import resh-ictians. 
Histoirdy, strong liberalizing pIicies have in fact tended m generate pdpabIe s"Grn~uli to I 

nontraditional exports taken as zr group. 
I& hf-r Anne Kr~eger has an excellent description of the w q  in which the mts of 

policy errors magiif''- when these errors ineerzct in a section en~i~ted. 'The ProEotypicaI E- 
Ijberd Economy." See Anne 0. Krueger, this volume, Chapzer 14. 

I 

I 
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